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1. Introduction
- Would you like to turn it on? […], the Brain Fitness-instructor asks the robot operator.
She shoves the robot Silbot toward the centre of the chequered floor.
- First, the red one … this one, says the instructor as she singles out some buttons on the back of the
robot.
»click«, »click«. The operator presses these. »bip, bi-bi-bip, bip« Silbot answers with a whirring sound,
slightly familiar with the operating sound of a telegraph. However, there are no singing wires attached
here, the robot is operated via a WIFI-connection and should be capable of moving around on its own though teleoperated by a human using a PC.
The operator has seated herself behind a desk at the far end of the room. She turns on a PC. The
familiar Windows-fanfare trumps the small-talk in the room. The instructor takes a position behind the
operator and guides her:
- Good. Then you should activate “cognitive game” by pushing the icon until you see a square popping
up. Then try to drive it [Silbot] forward to one of the sides. Stop.
Silbot drives toward the right side of the chequered floor and stops.
- Then you press “attendance”.
Silbot starts moving.
- Now it has to connect with the Kinect…
Silbot drives toward the end of the chequered floor and over. »Bump« The robot lands on the linoleum
covered floor.
The operator observes the robot from behind the computer.
- What an escapee?!
Silbot: I don’t know where I am. Please move me on the game board.
The voice of the robot is very restrained in spite of its apparent positioning problems. The instructor is
quickly on her feet and by Silbot’s side. She tries to move the robot around, as it requests. All of sudden
she loses her grab. Silbot breaks free. Gaining considerable speed, it drives towards me.
I freeze. The robot smashes into to one of the player’s tables: the one I am seated behind. It keeps on
driving - pushing the table toward me. My pencil and the book containing my field notes are knocked to
the floor. The robot continues driving. I am unable to move. I am locked in between the table and the
wall. I feel the growing pressure of the table being pushed against my stomach.
- Where’s the panic button!?!, the game instructor bursts out.
Silbot: I don’t know where I am. Please move me on the game board.
The instructor grabs the obstinate robot by its arms and hauls it toward the centre of the chequered floor.
Somehow, she manages to turn off the robot. I am relieved. Shaken by the incident, I pick up my pencil
and my notebook from the floor.
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- Now, we have to start all over again, the instructor concludes.
- Did I drive it too far toward the edge? the operator asks her.
- No, no. The robot still has to subordinate itself […] Now, you see, this is why you have to turn it on
before the players arrive.1
The incident above was recorded on the second day of my fieldwork in Denmark and – apart
from smashing my intention to remain a ‘fly-on-the-wall’-observer surveying the field from this
rather passive position – it had profound implications for the outcome of my research project.
The robot’s agency was palpable and not something that could be explained as outcomes of
human intentionality. The incident shook my epistemological and human-centred grasp of the
world and forced me to revise my comprehension of technology. After my close encounter with
the South Korean robot Silbot I simply could not explain nonhuman agency away – not even if
this meant leaving behind the theories and sensitising devices I had trusted so far.
As a master student in Information Science at Aarhus University I had written my master
thesis about social construction of technology and the theoretical position known as SCOT within
the research field Science and Technology Studies (STS). I had found that with minor revisions
and adjustments this 30-year old approach could make sense of contemporary technological
change (Larsen 2014). Of course, I was aware that several STS-scholars had pointed out that there
was more at stake in human-technology relationships than social construction, however, I agreed
with one of SCOT’s founders Trevor Pinch when he brushed off the challenge of the nonhumans
by stating that it had been known “since the dawn of eternity that nonhumans can directly impact
humans” (Pinch 2009: 53). He found questions of mediation and of delegating actions to
technology trivial “because it is happening nearly everywhere all the time” stressing that what
needs to be clarified is the politics behind the design of nonhumans i.e. their social construction
(Pinch 2009: 54).
After my rendezvous with Silbot in the empirical field I did not consider nonhuman agency
trivial. Struck as I was by the materiality and agency of Silbot, I found it difficult to explain the
incident, where the robot drove into my table, as mere design politics. Clearly, something more

1

This incident was recorded by me on May 27, 2015 during my fieldwork in Denmark. The occasion was a training
session for future Brain Fitness-instructors in the Municipality of Aarhus. Some of the dialogue have been slightly
altered in the translation from Danish into English and in order to anonymise the participants.
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than social construction was and is at stake in human-technology relations and I ask the reader
to regard this thesis as an attempt to elucidate and make sense of such sociotechnical complexity.
1.1. Travelling technologies and their cultural baggage
Denmark imports social robots from Asia as a part of a substantial national focus area to find
technological solutions to demographic challenges and to develop future healthcare and welfare
programs (Hasse 2015b; Leeson 2017). These robots originate from foreign cultures and can be
seen as ‘carriers’ of specific cultural values e.g. differing views of human nature, engineering
traditions (Didier 2009), different comprehensions of health- and elderly care. Problems arise
when these robots are adapted to various practices in the recipient countries (Hasse 2013; Leeson
2017). The adaptation of the South Korean robot Silbot to Danish elderly care has not been
straightforward, whereas in the Finnish elderly care sector the effort was dropped in 2012. This
research project explores the implementation of imported technology.2 It focusses on the
experiences with integrating Silbot into local elderly care practices in order to elaborate how
transferred technologies are adopted, how they reconfigure their surroundings and are likewise
culturally shaped and malleable in the adaptation to practice. By examining technology transfer
and more particularly the dimension of adaptation on a socio-cultural level, the project seeks to
contribute to a more elaborate understanding of the temporal and spatial aspects of these
phenomena and additionally to the comprehensive understanding of transfer of technology as an
emergent exchange between humans and nonhumans where nothing and no one remain
unchanged highlighted by other scholars (see Akrich 1992; Andersen 2013 and Leeson 2017).

1.1.1. Research Question
The research project presented in this thesis has been guided by the following research
question:
- How are social robots adapted to everyday elderly care practice in different cultural contexts?

2

I do not define technology, including social robots, further here as I realise the difficulty this task and arriving at a
consensus about what technology is about (Dusek 2006: 26). I regard robots as well as other technologies to be
difficult to define. Thus, the concept technology remains “slippery” (MacKenzie & Wajcman 1985: 3), because as
the American historian of technology Thomas P. Hughes (2004: 5) concludes his research career into the topic, like
the Roman god Janus, technology has more than one face. However, in chapters 9 & 11.1., I try to review and
elaborate how different strands of research define social robots.
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Let me elaborate this question. What is more generally meant by the term a social robot (as well as
review literature about social robotics) will be clarifyied in chapters 9. and 11.1. For now, it is
sufficient to state that the particular kinds of social robots I investigate were developed by the
Korean Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) as material elements in a practice called Brain
Fitness and for the purpose of preventing or halting dementia among elderly citizens (see chapters
6., 7., 8. and 9.). As parts of Brain Fitness Silbot and Mero were programmed as quiz masters, or
game show hosts, of Brain Fitness – i.e. they could talk to and ‘socially’ interact with participants
in Brain Fitness by asking them to solve specific tasks, encouraging them and even at times
criticize their performance. Silbot and Mero were transferred to Finland and Denmark in 20112012, where they were subjected to separate pilot tests. After the initial tryout the Municipality
of Aarhus chose to invest in three exemplars of the Silbot and continued to adapt the robot to the
local, everyday elderly care practice and the available treatment options of various forms of
dementia. This adaptation to practice in Denmark is a particular focal point of this thesis.
The Cambridge Dictionary defines adaptation as “the process of changing to suit different
conditions”. A definition that only appears to cover the surface of the phenomenon in time and
space - or at least the way I observed what I conceive to be the adaptation of Silbot to practice
empirically. I understand adaptation as a dimension of transfer of technology, as an incremental
process, and an intricate relationship between humans and technology, like a social robot. A
contextual relationship that reconfigures both humans and nonhumans, so that as a result of
technological adaptation both the transferred technological artefact and its human users are
changed. It is because of this ability to alter various cultural contexts that different scholars argues
against seeing technologies as neutral – emphasising that the relations between technologies and
its users cannot be seen as neutral (see Mumford 1946; Winner 1980; Kranzberg 1986; Ihde 1990,
Akrich 1992, Misa 2008 among others). I agree, and find my own conception of social robots in
accordance with scholars describing robots as agents of change (Sung et al. 2010; Hasse 2013) in
a non-deterministic sense of the term. This thesis understands social robots as parts of (or elements
in) emergent sociotechnical practices in different cultural contexts. My comprehension of culture
and cultural contexts are elaborated in chapter 3.
Apart from studying the limits to which recipient countries can shape and adapt a transferred
technology and how different traditions of practice influence the use of social robots in elderly
care one of the key questions that this research project has tried to answer was why the transfer
and adaptation of Silbot succeeded while these efforts seemingly failed in Finland? I have found
this question more difficult to answer than I expected. The ethnographic fieldwork in Aarhus (the
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second largest city in Denmark) and Helsinki (the Finnish capital) have generated many new
questions and have caused me to revise my conceptual understanding of technology transfer (i.e.
what essentially travels and what stays behind), culture, nonhuman agency, and sociotechnical
practices among other terms - as the need to account for the temporal and spatial aspects of these
phenomena became apparent early on in the research process.
This thesis does not claim to be a major contribution to the studies of technology transfers, but
rather I consider it an attempt to explicate the dimension of adaptation (of a transferred
technology) to the recipient culture (or cultural context) and thus refine the description of
adaptation as a sociotechnical phenomenon in time and space.
As other researchers have highlighted (Pacey 1990; Akrich 1992; Aune 1996; Rogers 2002;
2003; Rammert 2002) technology transfer can be seen as a reciprocal exchange or “a two-way,
interactive process” (Rogers 2002: 327). The thesis acknowledges and shares this specific
comprehension of technology transfer while seeking to clarify the reciprocal interaction as the
underlying dynamics of an adaptation process where receivers try to adapt or tune (see chapters
4. and 8.) a transferred technology to their practices, yet their practices and planned usage are
tuned as well in the effort - or dance of agency (see chapter 3.5. and 4.).
Pacey (1990) and Rogers (2002) emphasise the difficulty of delimiting technology transfer
temporally, as it seems to be a process that spans over time (Rogers 2002: 328). Likewise,
considering the specific, empirical case study of Silbot as it is presented in this thesis, I find it
difficult to delimit technology transfer and adaptation in time and space: when can a technology
be described as completely transferred or for that matter fully adapted to practice? Learning about
the transfer of Silbot from Korea to Denmark and Finland from several Danish and Finnish
informers, the continued exchange between the producers in Seoul and the receivers in Aarhus
and observing the ongoing attempts to adapt the robot to local elderly care practices as well as
adjusting the practice of Brain Fitness have forced me to reconsider transfer and adaptation as
phenomena (or stages – see Rogers 2003: 195) nicely outlined and distinguishable from one
another in time and space. I regard the efforts to identify and develop a theoretical framework
that can point out and account for such sociotechnical complexity (and hopefully replace more
static conceptions of technology transfers and adaptations – see chapter 7.) as a notable
contribution of this thesis.
Being situated in the empirical field observing emerging sociotechnical practices has not only
changed my epistemological comprehension of technology as part of practices it has profoundly
impacted the way I conceive myself as a researcher (see chapter 2.) and forced me to revise my
working theses (see chapter 10.). I initiated this research project based on the assumptions that 1)
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a given culture constrains the use of technologies, 2) technology is something that can move
between the levels of micro, meso and macro and 3) developing the concept of technological style
further would allow for a more elaborate comprehension of technological adaptation in practice.
These theses initially guided my research, however, during the empirical fieldwork and as I
approached and learned about the lifeworld of the human stakeholders around Silbot in
qualitative interviews I have recognised the limitations of these theses. More generally I have had
to realise the limits of some of the treasured theories I have previously regarded as descriptive of
the constitution of the sociotechnical world (see chapter 3.). I have found that they could not
capture the complexities and instabilities I experienced in the empirical field and in practice. Here,
the agencies of humans and nonhumans appear inseparably intertwined and situated in local
practice.
I hope the reader will consider this thesis as a work in progress: an exploration, starting out
with certain ideas about what to expect of human-robot interaction, that has now reached a
temporary hold after the modification of pre-conceived concepts and having generated new
research questions that I hopefully will be able to answer in future research projects (see chapters
10. & 11.). I invite the reader to accompany me in this exploration of human and nonhumans
that has altered some of my notions about technology in general and robots in particular - and
might do the same for the reader. If this is the result of reading this dissertation I feel I have
succeeded in passing on the some of the insights I have had during my research process.
1.2. Overview of the succeeding chapters
This thesis consists of 11 chapters, which I will briefly summarise here. For a more comprehensive
overview of chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9 see page 134ff.
In chapter 2. I account for the methods used to conduct my empirical fieldwork in Finland
and Denmark. The chapter creates an overview of my fieldwork but also highlights how being
situated in the empirical field has affected me as a researcher. Chapter 3. can be read as my
theoretical approach to the study of a sociotechnical phenomenon such as technology transfer.
This chapter highlights my epistemological reflections about the advantages and constraints of
theoretical approaches such as Actor-Network Theory (ANT), Social Construction of
Technology (SCOT), Structuration Theory (ST), and various contemporary practice theories as
they are seen in relation to this thesis’ case study. Chapter 4. is an elaborate and ethnographically
inspired account of Silbot that attempts to provide a more extensive and “thick” description of
the robot, the practice of Brain Fitness and Silbot’s adaptation to local Danish elderly care than
the subsequent chapters submitted to various publications could allow. The chapters 6, 7, 8, and
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9 provide several perspectives on the case study of the transfer and adaptation of Silbot and have
been written for various publications in various anthologies and academic journals with different
themes and focuses. Therefore, these chapters should be seen as different aspects of the specific
case study that application of various theoretical lenses enable. Chapter 10. & 11. can be read as
a cohesive conclusion about the aspects explored in the preceding chapters. These chapters
suggest a more emergent and practice-oriented comprehension of technology transfers and
adaptations and discuss robots as malleable technologies as well as human and nonhuman
encounters as occasions for socio-cultural learning.
Now, I ask the reader to join me in the exploration of the temporary world of travelling
technologies and malleable social robots.
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2. From method to methodology
The research field Science and Technology Studies (STS) has a notable research tradition of
studying human and technology relations in various illustrative case studies (e.g. Latour &
Woolgar 1979; Cowan 1983; Pinch & Bijker 1984; Collins 1985; Suchman 1985; Callon 1986 &
MacKenzie 1990). Many of these foundational studies are qualitative analyses based on fieldwork
and participant observations in private organisations and laboratories. An ethnographical
approach has for more than 30 years been considered a sound basis for answering diverse research
questions about human and technological entanglements. Honouring this tradition, I have chosen
ethnography as the methodological point of departure for answering the research questions
presented in this thesis. As other STS-scholars I am inspired by anthropology and especially the
ethnographic approach to empirical studies, though I would never claim myself an
anthropologist.
This chapter is divided into two parts: an account for the methods used and a broad discussion
about methodology in relation to STS-studies. The first part is a relatively concise description of
how I have tried to conduct an ethnographic study of the human-robot interaction. In this first
part I elaborate on my methodological approach and the methods chosen for answering the
questions generated in my research process (see chapter 1.1.). As the reader will notice there are
no descriptions of quantitative methods in this chapter nor of mixes of qualitative and quantitative
methods (Creswell 2009). I have favoured qualitative methods as I wanted to account for the
complexity of human interactions with robots in particular and for sociotechnology in general. I
deemed that e.g. no survey could reveal the richness and details of these exchanges I sought to
explore. The chapter will elaborate how I approached the empirical field through participant
observation, conducted qualitative interviews with relevant informants and how I strived to
elaborate my understanding of the sociotechnical entanglements through document analysis and
how I documented the field.
The second part of this chapter is dedicated to a discussion about methodology and STS, how
I find myself situated in the empirical field as well as my methodological thinking about
conducting ethnography while retaining a self-understanding as an STS-scholar. I was originally
educated as a bachelor in History, then took my master’s degree in Journalism before I majored
in Information Technology as a Master of Science. It was during my second master study that I
was introduced to STS. This movement from the historian’s rigour and stringent source criticism
toward a more flexible methodological approach in STS has made me realise that methods are
always present in the mind of the STS scholar. Not add-ons or something secondary but an
indispensable part of the meta-reflections made during fieldwork and the writing up of case
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studies. I will introduce the notion of the researcher (or ethnographer) as a research apparatus and
explain how this mental model has served me throughout my research process. I hope my
reflections about methodology will not regarded as a contribution to the ongoing methodological
discussions within the STS-field alone, but also be considered as relevant to the social sciences in
general, and to sociology and cultural studies in particular. I want to emphasise, that I reflect
upon methods that cannot be ascribed to STS alone.
2.1. An ethnographic study of Humans and robots
My education as a historian has provided me with a thorough introduction to historiography.
Albeit useful for analysis of various sources of historical relevance, it seemed far from sufficient
for the venture into the empirical field in Denmark and Finland and the meeting with the
informants there. My MA-thesis in Information Science concerning the historiography and
methodology of the Social Construction of Technology or SCOT-approach in STS (Larsen 2014)
introduced me to other methods i.e. the qualitative research interviews and various sampling
strategies. Yet, I deemed it necessary to supplement my methodological understanding with
further introductory readings of methods. An improvised, introductory methodological crash
course was set-up by my colleague, STS-scholar Peter Lauritsen, with an elaborate reading list of
methodological literature about ethnography e.g. Spradley (1980), Creswell (1998), Hammersley
and Atkinson (2007). In discussions with Lauritsen, my supervisor Finn Olesen and co-supervisor
Cathrine Hasse I adapted my methodological approach to my research questions and drafted a
research design that included multiple methods, which will be elaborated further in this chapter.
Then I embarked on fieldwork as a method to gather information (Creswell 1998: 60).
2.1.1. A participant observer in the field
In an initial and unstructured interview with two of my key informants, employed by the
Municipality of Aarhus at the Center for Assisted Living Technology3 (see appendix I), I learned
that after concluding the pilot project and some further tests with Silbot, the Municipality had
arranged for regular use of the three exemplars of Silbot they had bought from Korea. In weekly
Brain Fitness sessions elderly citizens were to fight or halt the progression of their dementia and
exercise their brains. New game instructors were to be trained in the spring of 2015. These would

3

The Municipality of Aarhus’ own translation of “Center for Frihedsteknologi” in Danish. A more literal translation
would be Centre for Liberating Technology.
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succeed the two previous Brain Fitness instructors (the first Danish game instructor and the
project leader) charged with the overall project. I opted for observing these training sessions of
future Brain Fitness Instructors as I hoped they would allow me to learn more about the robots,
the knowledge passed on from previous instructors, and observe how new instructors would
respond to the materiality of the robots and Brain Fitness. I deemed these training sessions
occasions for my fieldwork as I strived to follow Lauritsen’s advice about placing myself in
situations, where I would be able to learn (see also Rossman & Rallis 1998: 26) and “hanging
about” (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 45) in the right places.
I observed three training sessions of future Brain Fitness Instructors in the Robot Room at
Vikærgården in Aarhus on three separate occasions. 4 These observations were followed by three
regular Brain Fitness sessions where I observed elderly citizens’ responses as they interacted with
the newly minted game instructors, Silbot and played the cognitive games. Two of these
observations took place at Vikærgården, while the third one was at the offices of DemensCentrum
Aarhus at DemensHjørnet in another part of Aarhus. On three occasions I observed the project
leader demonstrated Silbot for interested parties from other departments of the Municipality and
for interested occupational- and physio-therapist students, and I arranged with a the project leader
to walk me through how she operated the older version of Silbot (see appendix I). She
demonstrated and explained its technical functions in comparison to the present version used.5 In
total I conducted 9 observations (excluding other activities – see appendix I) from June 2015January 2016. The participant observations gave me ample opportunity to hang about at meetings
between the project leaders and future game instructors or at coffee breaks in-between training
sessions. I used such occasions to ask about peculiarities observed.
When observing the human-robot interaction I was present in the Robot Room; I would be
seated behind one of the tables used by the participants in Brain Fitness, where I could observe
the interaction and maintain an overview of the entire room. Here, I would remain seated during
the Brain Fitness sessions, rather passive and silent unless asked to introduce myself by the Brain
Fitness instructors or unless spoken to by someone in the room. Usually, I would be preoccupied
by jotting down field notes. I found inspiration from Spradley’s (1980: 86) hands-on guide for
taking field notes and made condensed and expanded accounts of my observances in the field in

4

For a more elaborate overview of the observations made please see appendix I.

5

This demonstration was inspired by Richard Carpiano’s “go-along” method, where the ethnographer interviews
the informers while she or he is ““walked through” peoples lived experiences” (Carpiano 2009: 264).
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my efforts of recording the ‘situated vocabularies’ (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 145). During
my participant observations I used an observational protocol (see Creswell 1998: 125) to record
and distinguish between descriptive and reflective notes and made quick sketches and drawings
of Silbot and its technical characteristics. Sometimes I would use my smartphone to photograph
or record Silbot in action, though I consider these photos to be of poor quality some of these are
reproduced in appendix III. and will hopefully provide the reader with a visual impression of
Brain Fitness’ material setup. At one occasion I was given the opportunity to participate in the
Brain Fitness session and play along in some of the cognitive games by the former game instructor
- so I participated in the cognitive games, and discovered I was having difficulties of remembering
even and odd numbers in a mathematics game, while my visual memory worked better and
allowed me to solve a puzzle within the pre-set timeframe.6 These observations provided valuable
insights into the sociotechnical set-up and practices that included Silbot and the employees and
citizens in the municipality of Aarhus. A basis to be explored further in qualitative interviews.7
2.1.2. Making sense through interviews
In addition to observations I conducted 18 interviews with 11 interview persons (5 interviews in
Finland and 13 in Denmark).8 Early on in my research process I knew that qualitative interviews
would be my primary method for gathering information in Finland besides from the collection of
documents. I did not expect to discover an abundance of material traces of the pilot tests tried out
there four years ago or being able to make observations in Helsinki; though I did not know if the
Finns had invested in any exemplars of Silbot or Mero or kept them at the original test-bed. Before
travelling to Helsinki, I closely read all of the documentary sources of information about the
Finnish INTRO project I had been able to collect. It turned out that KIST had shared some

6

My level of involvement can be compared to anthropologist William B. Sanders who observed American pinballplayers in the early-1970s and after a while ended up playing the games himself (though he never became a regular
player) (See Spradley 1980: 60). Spradley considers this form of participation as moderate, but he emphasises that
different fields call for different degrees of participation (Spradley 1980: 61). I will further discuss the level of
participation in chapter 2.2.5.
7

It was not possible to observe the use of Silbot in Helsinki as the City of Helsinki never bought any exemplars, and
the robots used in the pilot project were shipped back to South Korea after the INTRO project ended. As I was solely
interested in Silbot its use and adaptation to practice, no observations of practice were made during my visit to
Helsinki. Observations here would have been further complicated by the language barrier as I do not speak Finnish,
though I do understand Swedish (the second language of Finland) I found that none of my Finnish informants were
comfortable with speaking Swedish and preferred English.
8

For more details about these interviews e.g. durations and dates see appendix I.
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Finnish documents with the Municipality of Aarhus. Through these documents e.g. the
Evaluation report I was able to identify key members of the Finnish project team. I tried to track
these persons down realising that some of them had moved on to new jobs from their previous
positions. A few of them never answered my e-mail request for an interview,9 and some of them
I never located.
In Denmark I prioritised speaking to the original members of the pilot project in Aarhus. I
found that the evaluation reports and weekly reports made by the first game instructor were not
that detailed about the participants, and at the onset I did not expect to interview more than three
or four persons. However, during the interviews I learned about other members of the project
(never mentioned before) and all of a sudden the number of potential interview persons grew.
Late in my research process the prospect for the Municipality of Aarhus to sell Silbot to a private
Danish company arose. I made a few new clarifying interviews and drew up a list of likely new
interview persons, however, before I could proceed further along this avenue the private company
terminated their interim contract with the Municipality of Aarhus. After this I shelved future
plans for interviews deciding to focus on writing up my thesis, though I did decide to interview
the new game instructor at DemensHjørnet as I wanted to learn about her initiation as game
instructor, and how she had adapted the Brain Fitness-concept after she took over from the
previous instructor, whose training I had observed in 2016 (see appendix I).
Before conducting any interviews, I reread the psychologist Steinar Kvale’s renowned book
about qualitative research interviews InterViews (1996) and decided to conduct semi-structured
interviews with the informants based on pre-prepared questions in an interview guide. I chose
this interview format, because I wanted the interview persons to be able to reflect upon their
experiences with Silbot. I hoped they would be able to elaborated on some of the statements and
conclusions made in the evaluation reports. Kvale emphasises the strength of semi-structured
interviews:
“It has a sequence of themes to be covered, as well as suggested questions. Yet at the same time there is
an openness to changes of sequence and forms of questions in order to follow up the answers given and
the stories told by the subjects.” (Kvale 1996: 124)

9

A development consultant from the Social Services Department only answered my e-mails after the fieldwork in
Finland, but never responded to further requests to answer a few questions via e-mail. The consultant had held a
central position in the Finnish project team as assistant to the Administration and Development Director at the Social
Services Department and chairman of the project team. The Director never answered any of my e-mails.
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I used this interview structure for almost all of the interviews conducted for this thesis (see
appendix I). Inspired by Kvale (2007: 56f) the interview guide for the interviews conducted in
relation with this research project contained “carefully worded questions” formulated after
considering thematic topics to be covered during the interview. When interviewing, I tried not to
be too focused on the sequence of the interview questions in the guide taking the liberty to ask
whatever question that seemed relevant to follow up on the interview person’s reflections. In some
cases, I only used the interview guide as a checklist at the end of the interview to see if all topics
were covered. I tried to avoid becoming a slave of the questions in the interview guide prepared
in advance (Flick 2009: 171f).10 Usually, I had printed the interview guide and placed it beside
my notepad. During the interview I would be jotting down notes while casting a sidelong glance
at the interview guide from time to time, crossing out questions already answered by the interview
persons and trying to keep eye contact with the interview persons most of the time. I found that
the interview guides provided a structure for the interviews and an anchor for the conversations,
yet in the first interviews my inclination was to make the guides too lengthy. This made it difficult
for the interview persons to answer all of the questions within their pre-set timeframe or wearied
them towards the end of the interview. Fortunately, I found most of the interview persons
indulgent and some of them willing to participate in more than one interview to answer all of my
questions. Almost everyone agreed to answer follow up questions by mail-correspondence (see
appendix I). After the interviews and as I turned off the audio recorder I prioritised to debrief the
interview persons (see also Kvale 2007: 27). Some of the interview persons would use the
opportunity to elaborate something mentioned during the interviews or suggest other relevant
interview persons that might be relevant for my study.
Kvale (1996: 160ff) devotes a large part of his book InterViews to the subsequent processing of
the interviews and how to move from speech to text. I will not go into a detailed description about
how the interviews where transcribed, only remark that this was done by myself in order for me
to learn from the interview situation (Kvale 2007: 95). Everything was transcribed in verbatim
form, though in some instances grammatical errors have been corrected. Only slight alterations
have been made e.g. making subordinate clauses into main clauses by leaving out conjunctions
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Anthropologist Charlotte Aull Davies stresses this flexibility and the need for the ethnographer to be able to
improvise during the interview situation i.e. refraining from or altering some of the questions in the interview guide
(Davies 2008: 106).
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like “and” and “but” to further the readability of the transcriptions. In some cases, I left out small
talk of the transcriptions e.g. when some of the participants asked me about the progress of the
research project and conversed about other mundane things etc.
2.1.3. The field as documented
As part of the preparations for writing this thesis I did an extensive literature research online and
in various scientific journals to find out what had been written about Silbot and Mero and to
inform my further research. I did not locate any research articles, however, I did find some online
articles and product descriptions of the robots (see appendix I). In my initial talk and informal
interview with the project leader and the first Danish game instructor at Center for Assisted Living
Technology at the Municipality of Aarhus I learned about the existence of several documents i.e.
press releases, a mid-term evaluation report and a final evaluation report documenting the pilot
test in Denmark. Most interestingly, the first game instructor told me that she had kept a sort of
weekly diary, wherein she reported how the Brain Fitness sessions had proceeded, the evolvement
and status of the collaboration with KIST and her discoveries of technical problems to be
addressed in the future. These personal accounts were sent to the head of the Center for Assisted
Living Technology.11 I asked her if she would allow me to read these document as they would
greatly enhance my overview of the empirical field and aid my comprehension of the case study?
She agreed willingly. After this first preliminary talk I asked the project leader and the first game
instructor to rummage their computers for documentary sources from the test period and they
were able to locate several of interest to me, including documents about the Finnish INTRO
project (see appendix I).
The search for documentary sources has been ongoing throughout the research process in
Denmark. I have managed to track down other documents and reports as I learned of their
existence through the qualitative interviews. Still, I was unable to get hold of all the documents I
requested e.g. a document stating the original evaluation criteria for testing Silbot and Mero in
Denmark negotiated between the Municipality of Aarhus and KIST. The first Danish game
instructor seemed unsure about my request and have not be able to provide me with these. If they
do indeed still exist? It might considered be a case of a potential gatekeeper guarding the access
to key sources of information (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 27f).

11

I have never seen or been able to get hold of the Director’s responses to these weekly e-mails.
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Like my Danish informants, the former members of the Finnish project team have been
favourably disposed toward sharing various types of documents with me. I did not know what
types of documentary sources I would be able to collect in Helsinki. As the pilot project was
concluded without any investments in robots, I expected many of the contracts and reports to
have been shredded or archived beyond recollection. However, it turned out that the Finns were
quite willing to locate documents of relevance upon my requests. I returned from Finland with
more documents than I expected. During my stay in the Finnish capital I asked for any documents
written in Swedish about the pilot project, as I knew that Swedish is the second official language
in Finland, and that local law dictates that government documents be translated into the Swedish
to be made available to the Swedish-speaking minority, the Finland-Swedes (see folktinget.fi). I
am able to read and understand Swedish. However, I was told that no documents existed in
Swedish describing the pilot project, because the robot tests were considered a short-duration
project by the Municipality of Helsinki. Wherefore I would have to rely on the English and
Finnish documents available. I did locate some interesting documents in Finnish i.e. a master’s
thesis with descriptions of Finnish elderly citizens interacting with Silbot and Mero (see appendix
I - Laitinen 2014) and an extended version of the evaluation report written in Finnish (Koponen
& Laitinen 2012 in appendix I) that included quotes from the participants about the usability of
the robots in practice, yet, I am unable to understand Finnish. I requested Aarhus University for
additional funds to have these documents translated into English, but it turned out to be more
expensive than expected. My brother-in-law works in Helsinki and I asked his native girlfriend,
Talvikki Suhonen, to translate some of the statements made by the elderly users into English.
However, this turned out to be quite complicated, as these quotes did not make much sense taken
out of context from the rest of the report. For descriptions of the reactions of the elderly Finnish
citizens I had to accept second hand accounts made by the informants during the interviews in
Helsinki. Fortunately, these accounts support each other independently.
2.2. Toward methodology
In my methodological approach I prioritised generating several perspectives on my case study by
applying various methods during my research process. Some sociologists argue that the use of
multiple methods enhance the qualitative analysis as they stress that no single method can reveal
all features of empirical reality (Denzin 1970: 26f). These researchers emphasise that using more
than one method will increase the “accuracy” of the research account or “reduce the bias” of a
single methodology (Flick 2007b: 46). Yet, the arguments for methodological triangulation, i.e.
using several methods in one study in an effort to heighten the validity of the research, are
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questioned by other researchers that do not find that there exists an obvious method for validation
in sociology (e.g. Bloor 1997: 49). I agree with Uwe Flick that a multiple method approach allows
the researcher to handle more aspects of the unit of analysis than one method would grant (Flick
2007b: 41). Yet, like STS-scholar Annette Markham I find that the discussion of criteria for
quality within ethnography and social science research can be reduced to the question of whether
the final output “resonates” - as she finds that “[e]thical, context sensitive, creative research” can
resonate if it “moves the reader to think differently, or causes the reader to want to engage”
(Markham 2013: 79). I could leave the account of my methodological approach here hoping that
the reader of this thesis will be moved or want to engage with my account of human-robot
interaction. If so, I would have succeeded in my ethnographical endeavour and hence with my
methodological approach. However, in the preparations for writing this chapter I found myself
considering methodological questions related to the methods used in my ethnographical study,
reflecting on my empirical findings again and my relation to the empirical field. I could of course
explain these reflections as mere proofs of a research process that remains open-ended (see also
Markham 2013: 78). Such a comprehension would be aligned with other researchers’ conception
of STS-studies as dynamic and adaptable to the case under study (Markham & Olesen 2015: 79).
I want to acknowledge that the interviews in this thesis mirrors the interviewer who asked the
questions, that the observations in the empirical field reflects a particular onlooker and that the
documents were read by a reader schooled in reading in a distinctive way. In other words, I have
been somebody looking at something. To paraphrase Wiebe Bijker, I have brought a specific
perspective to my study by my background and history (Bijker 2017: 325f). Though educated as
a historian, journalist and information scientist I consider myself first and foremost a STS-scholar,
yet, I find myself wondering what this label encompasses in practice and in research.
Undoubtedly, being and STS-scholar can provide the basis for sound empirical data and an
interesting case study. But my training in historical methodology has installed in me a
thoroughness and critical approach to sources. In part driven by an anxiety of having overlooked
a crucial source of information that remains palpable and sometimes in direct contrast to the
fondness of theoretical and methodological flexibility emphasised by STS-scholars.12 In Of
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British historian Ludmilla Jordanova warns that the want to read and cover everything about the case under study
can become a “crippling ideal” (Jordanova 2000: 93). She recognises that this want is in ingrained in many historians’
fantasy: “There is a widespread fantasy among historians and their readers concerning comprehensiveness. Thus, if
writing on an individual, the author is expected to read ‘everything’ about them. It is best to be blunt and state that
in some, even many cases, this is just impossible. And if we take more wide-ranging subjects, the point is even clearer.
And yet, the thought of having missed something generates an anxiety commonly experienced by professional
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Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs (1995) Wiebe Bijker only offers a preview of his methods when
conducting SCOT-analyses of sociotechnical ensembles stressing that the methods must be
adaptable to the case study at hand (Bijker 1995: 49). When asked to recall actor-network theory
(ANT) Bruno Latour describes his brainchild as “a very crude method to learn from the actors
without imposing on them a priori definition of their world-building capacities” (Latour 1999b:
20 – emphasis in original). Although he characterises ANT as a method, Latour admits that the
actor-network theory offers limited methodological guidance to its practitioners on how to
approach the empirical field i.e. how to draw up the field. Instead he emphasises that the
potentialities of ANT remain “untapped” (Latour 1999b: 21). After having read a wide range of
STS case studies I did not consider myself well-equipped to approach the field as an STS-scholar
methodologically as I kept fumbling for clearly defined methods. For me the STS as research
practice remains rather indistinct. That is why I find it necessary to dwell on my position in the
field, reflect on methodology and rethink my ethnographical study. I hope this reflection made
by a scholar approaching STS research traditions by a circuitous route will contribute to the
continuing methodological reflection within the research field.
2.2.1. Situated in an emergent field
One of the first things I had to cope with being educated as a historian was that the sociotechnical
ensembles I studied were developing, never static or fixed in time waiting to unearthed by the
meticulous historian in an archive, thus unlike the historical research object. Indeed, I found
myself situated in an evolving empirical field. Danish anthropologist Cathrine Hasse emphasises
that the ethnographer must realise that she or he is a newcomer in an emergent field, as culture is
ever-changing (Hasse 2011: 14). Anthropologist Kirsten Hastrup also describes culture – the
object of ethnography as emergent (Hastrup 2004a: 458; 2010: 76; Hastrup et al. 2011: 15). Of
course, this unstable ontological status of the research object has implications for the fieldwork
as a knowledge making process and the empirical findings as well:
“The anthropological experience in the field, therefore, is not direct evidence of a particular ‘culture’,
but of the ways in which particular modes of action come to present themselves as ‘ordinary’ and how
they are liable to individual contestation. The ordinariness points not to a stable and essential culture,

historians. We want, indeed are expected, to exhibit a kind of mastery of our fields and of our chosen topics. We
constantly worry about missing something” (Jordanova 2000: 102).
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but to a moving framework of action, a plot that gradually shifts while people are playing their part.”
(Hastrup 2004a: 467 – emphasis in original)
Yet, the emergent field and the contingent social actions do not render fieldwork futile as the
analysis of a distinct field contributes to a common understanding of how social actors through
their actions shape their history and invest in the future (Hastrup et al. 2011: 261).
Becoming an STS-scholar I have had to learn that the empirical field is ever-changing. The
ethnographer can travel to and from the field and observe the social interaction, however, the
actors do not cease to exist when she or he is not present and does not look. In all likelihood the
observed institutions, cultures or societies will survive the encounter with the ethnographer and
social life will go on while the ethnographer writes up her or his thesis. In my case the status of
Silbot and its place in the world have been negotiated and changed several times during my
fieldwork and the efforts to deploy the robot in elderly care services in Denmark or in other places
will likely continue in the near future.
I acknowledge the emerging status of the research object, but I also find that I as a researcher
have undergone change during my fieldwork - or rather my focus has changed as I learned from
the field. The actions of the social agents, that may at first sight appear obscure or trivial, might
at some later point in the research process seem essential to describe and comprehend if the
intention is to understand the culture under observation. This is a natural part of learning from
the field, as Cathrine Hasse emphasises that ethnography is all about learning i.e. the
“ethnographer’s learning in the field as participant observer, interviewer etc.” (Hasse 2015a: 11f).
This has made me realise that learning as an ethnographer is not only about being there or hanging
about in the right places at the right time as emphasised by Hammersley & Atkinson (see chapter
2.2.2.), but about realising and recognising the ethnographical study as a learning process in itself.
Acknowledging this opens up for further reflections on one’s situatedness and role as
ethnographer and how to approach the empirical field on the first hand.
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2.2.2. The ethnographer as a research apparatus
An ethnographical approach allows the ethnographer to get to know the world through her- or
himself (Hastrup 2010: 59). For Hasse conducting ethnography is about demonstrating a
profound sensitivity for humans and materiality under study and concern her- or himself with
analysing what matters to the people in the empirical field:
“the expert ethnographer must, as a learner, strive to become a culturally formed apparatus that learns
what matters in other people’s practiced places.” (Hasse 2015a: 15)
Hasse compares the ethnographer to an instrument that systematises relations learned in the study
of other people’s everyday life through its action and movements in physical space (Hasse 2011:
14). The ethnographer (as a research apparatus) becomes more in tune or “fine-tuned” through
her or his fieldwork (Hasse 2015a: 171). 13 I have been inspired by Hasse’s notion of becoming a
research apparatus as the sensitivity toward humans and nonhumans stressed therein seems
particularly well fit to the study sociotechnical practices:
“When the researcher is an anthropologist at work in the empirical field, he or she invests the whole
body, which becomes an apparatus travelling through physical place sensing and learning. Just like with
any other material apparatus, there are no stand-alone elements of this kind of research. The boundarymaking practices created by the journey of the researcher are constantly moving and changing in a
process that unites humans and material artefacts.” (Hasse 2015a: 17) 14
I have found that Hasse’s metaphor of the research apparatus allows the ethnographer to make
sense of the ever-changing empirical field surrounding her or him. Like e.g. the thermometer
ethnographers are affected by the environment in which they are emerged as they steadfastly
register information deducted from the field and turn it into readable data. As an apparatus I have
strived for sensitivity toward the sociotechnical phenomena by gauging the moods of humans
interacting with robots and tried to navigate the field and gather empirical findings for my later
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STS-scholars Diane Forsythe (1999: 129) and Adele Clarke (2005: 85) compare the ethnographer to a “research
instrument”, while Laura Nader (1994: 85) calls the observer “an instrument of record”.
14

The ethnologist Sir Raymond Firth likewise describes the ethnographer (or anthropologist) as a “moving point in a
flow of activity” inferring social relationships from physical acts, not by mere observation (Firth 1951: 22).
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analysis.15 In this way Hasse’s concept of the ethnographer as a research apparatus worked for
me as a kind of mental model throughout my empirical study. It helped me make sense of my
own relations to the field and realising my position within this field. Recognising the embodied
presence in the empirical field means acknowledging that the facts established by the
ethnographer (or anthropologist) are based on her or his social relations (Hastrup 2004a: 456).
But that there is an important relational aspect to the knowledge gained through ethnography.
Kirsten Hastrup elaborates this point:
“By acknowledging our own participation in the world under study is a distinct (anthropological) avenue
towards understanding, the search for independent or external evidence breaks down. The connections
we make are inferred from our being implicated in them.” (Hastrup 2004a: 466)
Following Hasse and Hastrup, I find it important to recognise that in ethnography the embodied
presence of the researcher is noticeable in all phases of the research process “from initial selection
of topic to final reporting of results” (Davies 2008: 4). Through my relationship with informants
and my involvement in the empirical field I can be seen as a co-constructor of my own data
(Davies 2008: 5). However, Davies values the situated presence and engagement in the field of
study by the ethnographer:
“I will argue that the results of anthropological research based on ethnographic fieldwork, informed by
reflexivity and assessed by a critical scholarly community, are expressive of a reality that is neither
accessible directly through the actions and texts of those being studied nor simply a reflection of the
individual anthropologist psyche.” (Davies 2008: 6)
As Davies and others do, I recognise the importance of such questions of reflexivity, my
embodiment in all stages of my research process and my constructive part in my empirical
findings. Questions of objectivity seem futile as well as claiming a view from “everywhere and
nowhere equally and fully” (Haraway 1988: 584; Haraway 1991: 188; see also Hastrup 2010: 71f
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I find that this way of collecting pieces of data comparable to the notions of bricolage as presented by Denzin
(2012: 85), where the ethnographer as a bricoleur gathers empirical findings for a quilt-like representation (or
bricolage) of a social situation under study. The bricoleur as a constructor (or quilt maker) is capable of moving
around in the empirical field with the methodological tools at hand (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 17). Thus, the bricoleur, as
conceived by the French ethnologist and anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, can be seen as a methodological figure
similar to Hasse’s research apparatus as someone capable of maneuvering and making sense of the field on the go and
not from pre-set methodological approaches (Denzin & Lincoln 2000: 4).
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and Markham & Olesen 2015: 70) or considering oneself “immune” and “god-like” (Bijker 2017:
326). I have been present during the observations of various actors interacting with the South
Korean robot, I have even interacted with the Silbot myself, and my research interests and
questions have shaped my empirical findings, but this active engagement has furthered my
learning and turned myself into my own informant (Hastrup 2010: 68). I am aware of the limits
to ethnographical accounts as ethnography (or anthropology) never can be better than the
individuals who practice it (Clifford Geertz quoted in Hastrup 2004b: 467). Yet, I consider these
limitations as part of the internal workings of ethnography as a research practice sui generis and
have sought to keep them in mind by constantly asking how the object is situated and indeed how
I myself were situated in my relations to the empirical field (see Haraway 1988; 1991). Digital
Methods-researcher Annette Markham wants to acknowledge this “steady stream of questioning”
(or interrogations) as a constructive part of a methodological toolkit for the 21st Century (Markham
2013: 78). Another element in my methodological toolkit of importance to my thinking about
conducting ethnography and practice as a research apparatus able to generate data from the field
has been the ability to make comparisons as a way of contrasting cultures.
2.2.3. Learning from contrasts
Anthropologist Laura Nader argues that a fine-tuned (or well-honed) comparative consciousness will
allow the ethnographer to make important discoveries (Nader 1994: 93). 16 She elaborates her
understanding of the human capabilities for making comparisons:
“The term comparative consciousness implies that people are sometimes not conscious about
comparison, although the act of comparison is probably universal. In travel observations comparison is
sometimes implicit, sometimes explicit dependent on the context. But comparison is always part of the
observational substratum.” (Nader 1994: 89)
Ethnographers always make implicit comparisons between themselves and the empirical field,
wherefore anthropology will remain comparative in its foundation as this methodological tool is
critical for the production of knowledge (Nader 1994: 94; see also Gingrich 2002: 232).
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I am aware that comparisons are looked upon with growing skepticism by some scholars (Mohácsi & Morita 2013:
176; Jensen & Gad 2016: 193). Still others consider comparison an irreplaceable item of the methodology of
ethnographers (Gingrich & Fox 2002; Scheffer & Niewöhner 2010).
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Anthropologist Christina Toren finds that comparison is the basis of anthropological
methodology, but also argues that it should be understood as a fundamental part of being human
in the world as “it informs all our ideas of the peopled world”, and we are constantly making
comparisons in our relations and engagements in the world (Toren 2002: 187). STS-scholars
Henriette Langstrup and Brit Ross Winthereik (2008: 385) illustrate how comparison can be used
to highlight specificities of different practices, as well as to point out how these practices
interrelated. Furthermore, anthropologist Fredrik Barth emphasises the need for a comparative
approach focused on exploring “the context of particulars, their embeddedness and linkages”
(Barth 1994: 352). I want to retain comparisons as parts of my methodological toolkit and
acknowledge my comparative consciousness, yet, I have found that incomparability can also
reveal important insights e.g. it focused my reading of the evaluation reports, but also helped me
delve into the particularities of the Danish and Finnish experiences with Silbot and Mero during
the qualitative interviews.
Cathrine Hasse finds that the incomparable elements revealed by comparison need to be
explored further. She and her fellow anthropologist Stine Trentemøller (2009: 57) point out the
importance of “embracing” differences analytically to enable contrasting cultures – they call this
the method of culture contrast.17 A method that allows ethnographers to make their inevitable implicit
comparisons (see Nader 1994) explicit by exploring whatever surprises them during their
fieldwork (Hasse & Trentemøller 2009: 63) and acknowledge these surprises as important assets
for their research projects (Hasse 2015a: 182). The contrast, or absence of the comparable data
the ethnographer expects to be present in the empirical field thus, becomes a basis for learning
from the informants (Hasse & Trentemøller 2009: 50). Hasse elaborates this notion of gradual
alignment with (or learning from) the social practice under study:
“The implicit comparisons are called forth when our previously transformed and sedimented
connections are contrasted (which happens when expectations are not met), and we see cultural
differences. In this comparative learning process, we emphasise differences between artefacts, agential
knowing and meanings that appear as different from our own learned connections.” (Hasse 2015a: 204
– emphasis in original)
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Inspired by Alfred Weber, the German sociologist Robert Schmidt wants to uncover peculiarity (der Eigenart)
instead of parallels and common patterns (Schmidt 2008: 357). Like Hasse & Trentemøller, Schmidt finds that
comparisons ought “to make use of contrasts and differences, to gain insight from incomparability and inadequacy”
(Schmidt 2008: 358).
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She stresses that comparisons allow the ethnographer to describe culture as it appears in contrast
to what she or he has learned previously (Hasse 2015a: 204). Exploring contrasts thus becomes
of crucial importance for the ethnographer, as Hasse emphasises that it is only through the
analysis of contrasts that empirical facts of cultures can be revealed for the ethnographer (Hasse
& Trentemøller 2009: 51). Comparison allows the ethnographer to see culture (Hasse 2002: 16;
2015a: 182).
In my research project, I have not avoided comparison though I was aware of its disputed
methodological status. I do not use comparison as a tool to uncover the universal laws of
technology transfer and adaptation, but rather as a method to induce the particularities (or
peculiarities) of the transfers to Finland and Denmark as a means to describe the local responses
to the same technological artefacts i.e. the robots Silbot and Mero and the accompanying
cognitive games and material setup. Since the outset of my research project I have been aware of
my own expectations (of what to find) in the empirical field in order to put myself in a position
where I could be surprised as a way to learn from the field (Hasse & Trentemøller 2009: 63). I
sought to make the implicit comparisons explicit by noting down what I expected to find in
Helsinki based on what I had learned from my participant observations in Aarhus, and from
reading the very formal Finnish evaluation report. To my surprise, I found my Finnish informants
more light-hearted, out-spoken and talkative than I expected. The Finns are infamous for being
introverted. So much so that their national tourist agency VisitFinland has to point out that Finns
are not “taciturn brutes”, but that they recognise that the “myth of the withdrawn Finn is still
alive and well inside Finland”.18 I did expect them to work in accordance with rules and loyal
toward hierarchy and authority and refraining from questioning these; this impression was
confirmed as the Finns told me how they tested Silbot in accordance with the test schedule
provided by KIST and ordered by the former vice mayor (see also chapter 4., n. 151). Being aware
of my surprises allowed me to follow up upon the contrasts between the Danish and Finnish
experiences during the interviews with my Finnish informants and vice versa in the interviews
with the Danish informants.
Hasse suggests that the ethnographer turns her or his implicit comparisons into a shortcut to
“cultural understanding” by making these comparisons explicit and align her- or himself with the
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http://www.visitfinland.com/article/what-are-the-finns-like/
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practices under study in order to generate new implicit comparisons (Hasse 2015a: 182). I have
been conscious of my surprises throughout my research project and thus strived to turn my
implicit comparisons into a motor for my research process generating new questions to be
answered and new hypotheses about the human-robot interaction.
I have found that contrasting one’s own culture with the “other” does not seem to be limited
to the ethnographer alone. The informants compare and contrast their cultural learnings against
the foreignness of the received artefacts from Korea, as well as the Korean way of doing things
(see chapter 4). I have tried to document these contrasts made by the informants and thereby
honouring Niewöhner and Scheffer’s (2008: 280) suggestion to follow the comparisons already
present in the field. I find it important to explore culture differences and empirical facts of culture
in connection with the phenomena of technology transfer and adaptation. However, like Jennifer
Robinson (2016: 307) finds, I also prioritise to think “across differences” in my research project
by noting the particularities, but also characterising these as examples of different responses to
the same technological artefacts emphasising the multistability (see chapter 6.) of these
technologies, as they travel the globe and the non-linearity of technological adaptation.
2.2.4. My fieldwork reconsidered
My introduction to fieldwork was by reading mixed methods-researcher John W. Creswell who
describes working in the field as an information gathering process (Creswell 1998: 60). Albeit a
precise description I have found that Creswell leaves out many aspects of fieldwork in his
definition. Sociologist Amanda Coffey gives a more detailed description:
“While generalizations about the field are difficult, and often unhelpful, all fieldwork sites will have at
least one common factor. The field is a site peopled by social actors and, implicitly, by the social
researcher. The primary task of the fieldworker is to analyse and understand a peopled field. This task
is achieved through social interaction and shared experiences.” (Coffey 1999: 39)
As Coffey points out fieldwork can be done at various sites depending on the researcher’s
interests, and ethnography is often done by members of the culture under study instead of
“complete strangers” (Coffey 1999: 22). Hastrup stresses that fieldwork is no longer synonymous
with travelling to exotic places and prolonged engagement with traditional cultures, as
anthropology is now capable of studying the whole world, various places and in different scales
(Hastrup 2010: 58).
Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson find that the usual way to approach the field is
relatively “unstructured” or “open-ended”, meaning that the research design is not settled or
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particularly specific (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 3). Though the ethnographer initiates her or
his fieldwork with an interest in a distinct side of social life, this initial interest as research focus
becomes more refined or “even transformed,” during the research process (Hammersley &
Atkinson 2007: 3). Charlotte Aull Davies calls this approach “the usual model”. She emphasises
that this open-ended approach allows the ethnographer to develop the research questions and
theoretical explanations in the continual exchange between theorising and collecting data (Davies
2008: 34). Hammersley and Atkinson find that this formulation and reformulation of the research
questions allows the ethnographer a notable flexibility during the fieldwork as the research
problem is made more “amenable to investigation” (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 25).19 Their
notion of flexibility seems in tune with the methodological approach favoured by many STSscholars. I have entered the empirical field ready to adjust my hypotheses along the way and with
the willingness of newcomer (Hasse 2015a: 170). Being a newcomer in the field and in the
domains of elderly care and social robotics I considered myself an “acceptable incompetent” and
tried to grasp the socio-material structure through observation, listening, questions, hypothesising
and by making blunders in order to enhance my manoeuvrability in the field (Hammersley &
Atkinson 2007: 79). This furthered my learning from the informants in the field as they initiated
me in their everyday work and the sociotechnical practices that they take for granted. It made it
okay for me as a researcher to ask questions that my informants might consider stupid or selfevident.20

19

This process of formulation and reformulation is inherent in Annette Markham’s suggestion of methodological
remix as she emphasises, that acts of “transformation” are acts “of interpretation and remix” (Markham 2013: 74).
20

Kirsten Hastrup has told me about the importance of asking with (“spørge med” in Danish) the informants. Drawing
upon examples from her recent fieldwork among sealers and whalers in Thule, Greenland, she stresses that she asks
questions that seem appropriate or/and within the context of conversations already taken place. If she wants to ask
particularly complex questions e.g. about philosophy or her informer’s religious inclinations she will wait for the
right occasion or make it a special occasion by relying upon a translator who can translate from Greenlandic into
Danish.
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2.2.5. Observing the social as a form of participation
Charlotte Aull Davies emphasises that participant observation is perceived as ethnographic
fieldwork par excellence (Davies 2008: 77). However, for Davies participant observation is more
accurately to be understood as a research strategy consisting of various methods – where
participation is only one of several:
“In point of fact, participation is almost certainly not the major data-gathering technique. Rather,
participation in everyday lives of people is a means of facilitating observation of particular behaviours
and events and of enabling more open and meaningful discussions with informants.” (Davies 2008: 81)
According to Davis participant observation can be seen as methodological key to open up the
field and form the basis of additional qualitative interviews and other methodological approaches
(Davies 2008: 81). During the research process, I made several observations of human-robotic
interactions at various times and at different places. I find myself agreeing with Spradley (1980:
33) when he emphasises that observations follows the pattern from being wide and descriptive
striving towards creating a meaning from the social interaction at the outset, toward becoming
more focused observations to selective observations late in the research process; a natural
development as my “attention fields” shifted due to my learning from the field (Hasse 2015a:
171).
Hammersley and Atkinson list several roles the ethnographer can adopt during fieldwork
depending on the degree of participation ranging from complete observer to complete participant
(Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 82f).
During my fieldwork, I observed how elderly citizens in Denmark participated in solving the
cognitive games suggested by Silbot in the Brain Fitness-sessions. I have been seated among these
citizens, jotting down my field notes and sometimes I even participated in the games themselves.
Charlotte Aull Davies points out that the degree of participation should not be regarded as a
criterion for success of the ethnographic research (Davies 2008: 82). 21 She develops this point
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Amanda Coffey is critical of what she describes as “straightforward” and “unproblematic” descriptions of field
roles as she finds that these degrees of participation are much more adaptable and multiple than e.g. Hammersley
and Atkinson describe (Coffey 1999: 23f). She also questions how many ethnographers ever becomes full participants
in the field and calls it “self-centered” to think that the ethnographer can become ‘paid up members’ of the cultural
context they study (Coffey 1999: 37). Cathrine Hasse regards the distinction between observing and participating in
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further by stressing that “tendency of both ethnographers and readers of ethnography to evaluate
the quality, and validity, of ethnographic findings on the degree of participation which an
ethnographer is able to achieve is unfortunate” (Davies 2008: 84). Instead she calls for “critical
reflections” on the participation in itself and the relations made between the ethnographer and
the informants (Davies 2008: 84). Davies finds that even moderate participation can be seen as a
fruitful way to gain ethnographic knowledge, and the duration of the fieldwork can no longer be
seen as a guarantee of validity (Davies 2008: 104). Hastrup et al. (2011: 18) emphasise that even
shorter fieldworks can result in a renewed understanding of how people make sense of their
world(s).
I agree with Davies, Hastrup and other scholars, that what may be considered by some
researchers a shorter fieldwork can yield valuable insights. My observations were conducted over
shorter timespans and on several occasions in the year 2015. During this period, I prioritised
following the training sessions of new Brain Fitness Instructors, as I wanted to see how the former
game instructors passed along their knowledge (and tacit knowledge) about the robots. In this
period Brain Fitness was not running regularly and on a weekly basis as it is today in Aarhus, so
outside the training sessions there was not much to observe or indeed participate in. However,
from mid-2015 new Brain Fitness-sessions were scheduled with participating citizens and I
observed some of these. It is difficult to overestimate the insights I have gained from this
fieldwork. Had I had to rely on the textual sources and interviews alone, the following chapters
of this thesis would appear as one-dimensional and maybe even somewhat dull. Observing the
human engagement with Silbot has imparted this thesis with a multidimensional sense of the
materiality and social setting for the practice of Brain Fitness. It has provided me with a
contextual understanding of the sociotechnical, 22 deepened my comprehension of some of the
problems and matters of concern expressed by the informants. In addition, it has also furthered
my formulation of interview questions based on my insights from the observations as documented

the field artificial as unproductive because “[a]ll participants observe and all observers participate” (Hasse 2015a:
116).
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I used situational maps (see Clarke 2005) to maintain an overview of the emergent empirical field. These maps
helped me with outlining the relations among humans and nonhumans in the field and supported the identification
of relevant actors and relations to be explored (Clarke 2005: 102). Drawing situational maps at various stages in my
research project made it possible to keep the materiality of the empirical field in sight i.e. the material foundations of
the social practices I studied. I agree with Adele Clarke (2005: xxv), that if I had lost focus on these nonhumans my
understanding of the field would have been “inadequate”.
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in my field notes and by the photographs taken during the observations.23 I imagine that this level
of detail in the empirical data would have been difficult to infer solely from textual sources and/or
interviews.
2.2.6. Making meaning through interviews
Charlotte Aull Davies points out that participation should not be considered the main research
strategy, but rather a prelude to or basis for “open and meaningful discussions with informants”
(Davies 2008: 81). She finds that interviews seem inevitable sources of information as
unstructured conversations with informants occur naturally as part of the ethnographer’s
aspiration to understand the observed events, and this is a great way for the ethnographer to
explore topics of interest (Davies 2008: 105). On top of this, the interview allows the ethnographer
“an access to the social world” of the interview person, as the interviewer and interview person
approach the social world beyond themselves (Davies 2008: 109). 24 Steinar Kvale emphasises that
the interview can be seen as an “inter-change of views” between the interviewer and the interview
person, where the interviewer gains access to “the manifold of local narratives” when the
interview person tells about her or his world (Kvale 2007: 21). Though Kvale defines the interview
as “a construction site for knowledge” he nevertheless maintains that the overriding purpose of
the research interview is to “obtain thoroughly tested knowledge” (Kvale 2007: 7). He stresses
that the knowledge produced during the interview will vary depending on the interview person
and interviewer and the social interaction between them (Kvale 2007: 14). Like Cathrine Hasse
(see chapter 2.2.2.), Kvale describes ethnographers (or interviewers) as research instruments and
the knowledge produced during the interview as reflected by their skills and sensitivity (Kvale
2007: 49). I pondered upon my position as an interviewer and my abilities as a researcher to
further the inter-change of views during the qualitative interviews. Before entering academia for
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I took photographs to supplement my notes and drawings from field (see chapter 2.1.1.). Besides from documenting
changes made in the material set-up of Brain Fitness these photos proved valuable to refresh my memory when
outside the empirical field. I will not go into further details about photography as an ethnographic practice. Charlotte
Aull Davies devotes an entire chapter to photography and describes it as part of the classical ethnographic toolkit
(Davies 2008: 131f).
24

Sociologist Barry Glassner and criminologist Jody Miller argue that the interview is a situation where the
interviewer and interview person can share their perceptions of the social world (Miller & Glassner 1997: 103).
Sociologists James Holstein and Jaber Gubrium point out that though the interview can be seen as providing access
to the social world, it should be viewed as a situation where the interviewer and interview person co-construct
perceptions of the social world, as a “meaning-making occasion” (Holstein & Gubrium 1997: 117).
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my second master’s degree I worked as journalist for a local Danish newspaper. This experience
developed my skills as an interviewer and my ability to maintain focus during the interviews, yet,
I find the qualitative research interview to be a different kind of interview situation i.e. far less
confrontational and more receptive toward the narratives of the interview persons. I have deemed
it necessary to improve my sensitivity during the interviews. I agree with Kvale that “showing
interest, understanding and respect for what the subject says” is the best way to establish good
contact with the interview persons and frame the structure of the conversation respectfully (Kvale
2007: 55), but also with Creswell, who finds that the good interviewer is a “listener rather than a
speaker” (Creswell 1998: 125). In my endeavour to enhance my receptiveness as interviewer I
have found inspiration in active listening as developed by American psychologists Carl R. Rogers
and Richard E. Farson in the late 1950’s. It was further refined by Rogers as part of his clientcentered approach in 1960’s.25
2.2.7. On becoming an active listener
Active listening is about respecting the person speaking (Rogers & Farson 1957: 3; Rogers 1965:
44).26 For Rogers and Farson (1957: 10) the most convincing way of showing somebody respect
is to listen to them. They emphasise that persons listened to in a sensitive manner will feel free to
express their feelings and thoughts as they do not have to defend themselves against critique
(Rogers & Farson 1957: 3). Rogers elaborates this point by stressing that by being an active listener
the interviewer “minimizes any prejudicial influence on the attitudes expressed”, and that active
listening will motivate and encourage the interview person “to communicate his own special
world” (Rogers 1965: 497). In this way, active listening becomes a “process of thinking with
people instead of for or about them” (Rogers & Farson 1957: 7 – emphasis in original). But active
listening also aims to understand the world from the interview’s point of view.
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I want to emphasise that active listening was developed as a therapeutic tool and to enable changes in people by
allowing them a more elaborate or healthy self-understanding (Rogers & Farson 1957; Rogers 1965). I have not
conducted my interviews with the purpose of changing the interview persons, and Kvale maintains that changes to
the interview person’s personality comes after a “long intensive personal therapeutic relationship” and would hardly
be triggered by a short research interview, where the ethnographer listens actively (Kvale 2007: 18). Besides Rogers
found that active listening had broader applicability than therapy alone and suggested that e.g. managers and
supervisors (Rogers & Farson 1957: 1) and teachers (Rogers 2016: 273ff) could use it.
26

Steiner Kvale mentions Rogers’ technique as a source of personal inspiration (1996: 24; 2007: 55). Kvale (2007:
63) finds that active listening allows the interviewer to learn to listen to what is being said and how it is said. It helps
the interviewer “clarify the meanings relevant to the project” and ideally, the interviewer’s hypotheses will be
“verified or falsified during the interview” (Kvale 1996: 132).
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The listener becomes active by not passively receiving what is being told by the interview
person, but by trying to understand it and “reflecting” in her or his “own words what the speaker
seems to mean by his words and actions” (Rogers & Farson 1957: 11). The response of the
interview person will confirm if the listener gets it right. The active listener must continue the
reflection until she or he can “communicate this understanding to the other’s satisfaction”
(Rogers & Farson 1957: 11). Active listening is thus not about repeating the words of the interview
persons but rephrasing them. The technique allows the interviewer to confirm or disconfirm her
or his perception of the intervie person’s point of view during the interview. However, it should
be emphasised that understanding the interview person’s worldview can never be complete as
communication is never perfect. Rogers finds that the interview person’s conception of the world
will only be revealed in a “clouded fashion” (Rogers 1965: 495). As Kirsten Hastrup stresses, the
job of the ethnographer (or anthropologist) is never to document the world but to “interpret it and
to suggest possible (theoretical) connections within it as perceived and inferred”, telling the world
“as it is” is not possible (Hastrup 2004a: 468 – emphasis in original).
During the interviews, I strove to avoid evaluating or judging the interview persons and to
understand the world as they perceived it (Rogers 1965: 494). I have found that approaching their
phenomenal view of the world is close to some of the theoretical concerns of this research project
(see chapter 6.). I valued being friendly, open, remembering and interpretative as important
interviewer qualifications (Kvale 2007: 81f), but more importantly I hoped that by becoming an
active listener I could convey my genuine interest in the interview persons’ perception of the
world (Rogers and Farson 1957: 13). I found that active listening eased the interview atmosphere
and allowed the interview persons to relax. It turned the interview into a kind of conversation
and thus made the situation more familiar. However, active listening has some limitations as well
as it is time-consuming to keep on reflecting what is being said to have your interpretations
verified. Sometimes I found that I could not get through all questions in the interview guide in
timeframe arranged for the interview. The interview persons kept on talking, and being an
emphatic active listener made it difficult for me to interrupt them and keep them on track – the
result being that I had to interview some of my informants more than once. The critical reader
might object to retaining active listening as a technique if it endangers the overall interview
structure and carefully conceived interview guide. Based on my experience as a journalist I find
that the credo of active listening, namely showing sympathy toward the interview persons by
trying to understand their social worlds, creates an interview situation unlike any other I have
experienced before. Active listening supported my efforts of creating a tranquil and bearable
interview atmosphere and made the interviews more similar to conversations and less like
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interrogations. In this way it helps the interview persons to relax as they realise they are not
confronted with a stereotypical critical journalist demanding answers about their doings and
wrongdoings.

2.2.8. Sampling strategy
Hammersley and Atkinson suggest that the ethnographer carefully considers how knowledge is
distributed in the social setting in order to sought out the ideal interview persons with “the
knowledge desired” (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007: 106). Charlotte Aull Davies agrees:
“Clearly any selection of respondents should be based primarily on theoretical considerations, in
particular keeping in mind that the purpose of ethnographic interviewing is to obtain a variety of
interpretations rather than to seek consistencies in responses in order to develop statistical
generalizations […]” (Davies 2008: 109)
Hammersley & Atkinson (2007: 107) find the way to go ahead with selection theoretically
relevant interview persons is eased by adhering to sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss’
notion of theoretical sampling. Glaser and Strauss describe how preselection of all interview
persons could hamper the ethnographer’s effort to develop theory as she or he lacks relevant data
(Glaser & Strauss 1967: 51). To avoid this situation the ethnographer must become an “active
sampler of data” in constant analysis of her or his findings (Glaser & Strauss 1967: 58). Such
theoretical questioning will be decisive for whom to interview next, as interview persons are
chosen for their “theoretical relevance for furthering the development of emerging categories”
(Glaser & Strauss 1967: 49 – emphasis in original). I classified interview persons based on their
level of involvement in the pilot projects in Denmark and Finland and their access to the decisions
made in the project teams, yet, I also strived to interview the robot operators or game instructors
as I deemed that their day-to-day experiences with the robots valuable to my research. During the
research process as I became interested in clarifying the adaptation and possible normalisation of
Silbot in practice I chose to interview informers with hands-on experience with the robots and for
their knowledge about technical problems etc.
I agree with Glaser & Strauss (1967: 72) that sampling is a work in progress, where the
ethnographer takes time out of her or his field work to reflect and analyse the collected data, as
this will prevent the collection of a huge amount of irrelevant data (Glaser & Strauss 1967: 72).
Social scientist and qualitative research scholar Uwe Flick likewise underlines the importance of
a flexible research design and this includes the ability to consider and reconsider whom to
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interview throughout the research process in a continuous development of the research design
(Flick 2007a: 79).
In addition to theoretical considerations the dimension of time has also influenced my
sampling of interview persons; it would have proven nearly impossible to establish the identities
of the original elderly participants in the pilot projects from Denmark and Finland as some of
these citizens were only temporarily housed at the test sites and some of them have died since
then. Interviews with the elderly users could have furthered an elaboration of the theme of cultural
perceptions of robots and design issues (see also chapter 4).27
2.2.9. Reading the field
Sociologists Amanda Coffey and Paul Atkinson warn against viewing documents as secondary
data source to qualitative interviews. Documents are “data in their own right” as these documents
a “distinctly documentary version of social reality” (Atkinson & Coffey 1997: 47). Charlotte Aull
Davies emphasises, that the ethnographer should not underestimate the value of different
documentary sources as these can be of “potentially immense” interest to the ethnographer
(Davies 2008: 197). She suggests that the ethnographer regards documents as a part of the field
under study instead of being a source of mere background knowledge (Davies 2008: 202). As a
historian experienced in writing historical accounts solely based on documentary sources, I do
not consider documents of minor importance in comparison to interviews, however, with a
vibrant and evolving empirical field at hand I would not let documents talk for themselves when
the informants could back up or elaborate the statements made in the documentary sources.
I agree with Hammersley & Atkinson that documents, even official ones, should not be
considered as accurate accounts of previous actions, but should be viewed as “social products”
(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007: 130). Therefore, I tried to engage documents in a critical way
and strove to establish a sound knowledge of the context and purpose of the document under
scrutiny (Atkinson & Coffey 1997: 46) by performing source criticism questioning the
“authenticity, credibility and representativeness” of documents (Davies 2008: 198). I questioned
the documentary sources actively in the interviews when I faced the authors behind the various
evaluation reports and asked them to elaborate statements made in the documents or explain
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I did observe some elderly Danish participants interact with Silbot, but they played with the new version in use
(Silbot-3). A version never transferred to or used in Finland.
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what they meant with certain sentences. I would quote directly from the documents or allow the
interview persons to refresh their memories by letting them read in the reports during the
interview.
Social Scientist Tim Rapley suggests that the ethnographer should pay attention to the things
“not said” in documents (Rapley 2007: 111). She or he must learn to read “with and against” the
text (Rapley 2007: 113). In handling textual sources, the ethnographer could sometimes benefit
by insisting on a certain degree of intentional naïveté according to STS-scholar John Law (2002:
12). Adopting the stance of a naïve reader will help the ethnographer read the documents without
pre-conceived notions about what to find or its purpose (Law 2002: 12).
Being a historian by education I consider myself a critical reader capable of performing source
criticism and reading with and against documents, yet, I do appreciate the deliberate attempt to
read documents naïvely as this can generate relevant questions not thought of initially. These
layperson questions can be of importance exactly like the newcomer’s question in the empirical
field (see chapter 2.2.4.). I have used documents throughout my research process as they came in
hand or as I learned about their existence. However, I have found it difficult to get an overview
of the relevant documents in existence, who possesses these and how to collect them. Unlike a
historic or archival study there is no record of the documents concerning the pilot projects in
Finland and Denmark, and I have had to rely on whatever the informants were willing to share,
besides from my online searches (see chapter 2.1.3.). Consideration this I ask the reader to view
the list of documents in appendix I as incomplete. I am aware of the existence of further
documents about the Danish pilot project beyond my reach (se chapter 2.1.3.). This
incompleteness would have been a nuisance for the detail-oriented historian, however, I see this
as a condition of doing research in a contemporary and evolving empirical field.

2.3. Writing ethnography
When I first met the first Danish game instructor and the current project leader in mid-March
2015 (see appendix I) I was in for an inconvenient surprise. The project leader started the informal
interview by pointing out that Silbot-2 (see chapter 4.), or what she called “the prototype”
(“prototypen” in Danish), the robot I had intended ‘to follow’ (i.e. observe as part of local
practice) was no longer used. The Municipality of Aarhus had decommissioned it and had
invested in a new robot – one that “live[d] up to” (“leve[de] op til” in Danish) their requirements
specifications. Both the first Danish game instructor and the current project leader placed great
reliance on this robot, called Silbot-3, as the Silbot-2 had been “unstable, squaked and creaked”
(“ustabil, knager og brager” in Danish). They then continued our informal conversation by telling
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me the story of Silbot in Aarhus and about their collaboration with the Korean producers of the
robot. Though, I listened to their story I could not help thinking about what to do now? My
research object was no longer ‘observable’ in action. In other words, I had arrived too late at my
empirical field.
Being trained as a Historian (see chapter 3.) my immediate thought was that I had to collect
as many documents as possible in order to be able tell and reconstruct the story of Silbot-2 in
Aarhus, and how it got transferred to Denmark in 2011 and then do a similar study in Finland.
However, being familiar with Science and Technology Studies I felt that such document analyses
and historical accounts would seem like poor replacements for an ethnographic study and “thick”
descriptions of an emergent sociotechnical practice. For me writing technological history would
be a tedious scholarly step backwards.
The solution was right in front of me. The project leader and first game instructor told me that
they had applied for and received money for a new project involving Silbot-3. The robot was to
be tested by users in the Municipality and new game instructors were to be trained in performing
Brain Fitness and operating Silbot. I opted for following this as I thought it would be a great
occasion for studying how (tacit) knowledge about operating Silbot was passed on and for
observing how Silbot-3 was adapted into local practice. The story of Silbot-2, its transfer and
adaptation would then become part of an even greater story about the integration and efforts to
adapt Korean robots in Denmark. A story that would thus be stretched spatially and temporally
as I still intended to conduct multi-sited ethnography (Marcus 1995) - i.e. “move back and forth”
(Riles 2011: 12) between the municipalities of Aarhus and Helsinki to learn about their
experiences with Silbot. After this initial meeting that secured my access to the Danish field, that
I had originally intended should provide me permissions for observing Silbot-2, I had in effect
revised the focus of my research project and adapted myself to the empirical reality of Silbot-3
and what now appeared a much more fragmented story of Silbot in Denmark. I still thought that
I was going to conduct an ethnographic study of the transfer of a robot, however, the participant
observations in Aarhus made me question the observability of technology transfer in practice - as
this seemed be past history. Instead I was faced with informers adjusting the material setup for
Brain Fitness (including Silbot-3) and their discussions about how to best perform Brain Fitness
in practice. The ethnographical study of Silbot in Denmark turned into a study of a sociotechnical
practice and its enactment in practice, and this forced me to revise my theoretical perspective as
well.
My initial focus had been the ‘Hughesian’ notion of technology transfer and technological
style (see chapters 3.1. & 7.) and a theoretical basis in the social construction of technology
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(SCOT). Initially, these theoretical perspectives made me downplay the importance of noting
nonhuman agency in favour of an explicit ethnographic focus on the social (and cultural) shaping
of Silbot. Yet, as my research progressed and I experienced Silbot-3’s ‘unpredictable’ agency in
Aarhus (see chapter 4.) I sought to ground and equalise my theoretical comprehension with the
observable human response to Silbot’s actions. In other words, I realised that I could not justify
ignoring the apparent nonhuman agency. I had to take Silbot’s agency into account as it seemed
a pivotal factor in its local adaptation. The empirical focus of my research project had essentially
shifted from an initial interest in technology transfer as a general phenomenon toward a more
specific focus on the adaptation of social robots to practice.
I stress this shift toward the focus on practice, because my theoretical point of departure in
Hughes’ concepts and SCOT (see chapter 3.2.1.) do not have a specific interest in technologies in
practice. Hughes, Bijker and Pinch are more adept at describing the singular, self-contained
technological artefact or system that, however, appears devoid of agency in their detailed
historical and sociological description.
My visit to Finland had furthered this empirical and theoretical move toward the study of
sociotechnical practice and focus on adaptation. I did not know what I would find in Helsinki as
the e-mails I received from with the various members of the original pilot project were taciturn
and sparse on details. Would the three exemplars of Silbot-2 and Mero still be there? Would I be
able to visit and describe the facilities used in the pilot project? As it turned out there were few
traces of Silbot in Helsinki as the Korean robots had long since been returned and the original
training facilities where sealed off for reconstruction. To paraphrase Shove and Pantzar (2006:
59) the practices with Silbot in Helsinki seemed “defunct” and no longer visible. In stark contrast
to Aarhus, where the interaction with Silbot was ongoing and Brain Fitness was practiced on a
weekly basis.
After my visit to Finland, Aarhus therefore became my primary empirical field site for studying
the adaption of Silbot in (and to) practice. The Finnish experiences with Silbot-2 as they are
presented herein only serve as a (historical) perspective on this adaptation. They can be regarded
as interesting contrasts to the Danish-Korean collaboration. The Danish and Finnish experiences
with Silbot as accounted for in this thesis cannot be seen as co-ordinated as they appear rather
asymmetrical - i.e. in Finland I have interviewed former members of the pilot project but could
not observe Silbot, whereas in Denmark the ethnographic fieldwork consists of both interviews
and participant observations (see appendix I). Therefore, the Danish field site must be considered
my main site.
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The reader might ask why the elderly Danish citizens participating in Brain Fitness are not
more prominent in the ethnographical descriptions presented in this thesis? Surely, they are the
real or end-users of Silbot as the players of the cognitive games? As Oudshoorn and Pinch (2008:
546) emphasise, the question of whom should be considered as users is “far from trivial”. I
conducted my fieldwork in a field, where the elderly persons, to my surprise, were not very
prominent nor distinct voices and remained rather implicit in the conversations among my
informers. The few times I observed elderly citizens together with Silbot-3 they remained focussed
on solving the cognitive games and did not speak to or seem particular interested in interacting
with the robot. Rather it was the game instructors who interacted and enacted Silbot (see chapters
4. & 9.).
My theoretical focus on the cultural shaping of technology and its ability to shape (local)
culture (see chapters 6., 7., and 8.) may also have sharpened my attention toward the interaction
between Silbot and the game instructors as they appeared to be the ones allowed to and occupied
with tuning the robot and adjusting the material setup of Brain Fitness. They came across as the
human partners in the dances of agency (see chapter 4.). I did observe a few regular Brain Fitness
sessions with elderly users though (see appendix I) but I had opted for following the training of
future game instructors and in these training sessions no elderly users participated.
Albeit concise I have tried to elaborate how I have written my ethnography (see chapter 4.)
and the focus that has followed me into the field. I hope the description above conveys a picture
of a research process in progress. An ethnographical endeavour where I have shifted focus
empirically and theoretically as my research developed and a research process where there has
been an interplay between observing, writing and thinking. I set out to study the transfer of
Korean social robots to Denmark and Finland and ended up with focussing on the adaptation of
Silbot in Aarhus and with trying to provide an answer for the robot’s longevity in practice there.
The ethnography does not provide a definitive explanation of Silbot’s resilience in Denmark.
Instead I emphasise the robot’s multistability and malleability in practice as I see this as part of
an explanation. As I will elaborate in chapter 4. there can be other explanations for Silbot’s
longevity among them municipal politics and innovation strategies, however, as I remained
grounded in the empirical field I could not observe these political motives directly, but only
inquire about them second hand. Therefore, I can only sketch and speculate about the municipal
politics in the Silbot-case (see chapter 4.).
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2.4. Recapitulation
This chapter has presented the methods used in the efforts of answering the hypotheses of this
thesis. Ethnography has been a point of departure. It has provided the inspiration and basis for
my research design with its multiple methods approach of fieldwork, participant observations,
qualitative interviews and documental analysis. My education as a historian has installed in me
a thoroughness and critical approach to sources that prompts me to strengthen my arguments by
including multiple sources, albeit acceptable to the meticulous historian this maxim has proven
somewhat of an obstacle in my move from historical methodology toward methods approaches
accepted in the social sciences - and in STS in particular.
At first the prospect of having to do an ethnographically inspired study and being able to
manoeuvre in a contemporary and unstable empirical field made me feel uncomfortable. I did
not feel particularly well-prepared to do fieldwork from just having read seminal works by
prominent STS-scholars and studied their sketchy notions of methodology. I realised that in order
to become comfortable with conducting fieldwork as an open-ended research process and on the
basis of a flexible and adaptable research design I had to throw myself into the empirical field and
learn by doing. Yet, I quickly realised that striving towards this flexibility allows for a
manoeuvrability in the field, which again opens up for insights I would not have gained by
sticking to the historian’s rigour alone. In other words, in my methodological approach I have
attempted to abstain from methodological fetishism by realising that “[g]ood research is driven
by questions and processes, not methods alone!” (Markham & Olesen 2015: 67 - my translation).
Indeed, STS-scholar Annette Markham incites researchers to think “creatively” about methods
(Markham 2013: 66) as they must realise that truism long held within the social sciences are
changing i.e. boundaries between self and others, that situations and contexts seem increasingly
unclear, that agency is a shared “performative element” and that performativity is not human
trait in itself, but it can be descriptive of nonhuman actors as well (Markham 2013: 68). The
methodologist must be innovative to capture (or adapt to) this complexity and Markham suggests
that researchers improvise or learns to remix their methods in an ongoing adaptation to the
phenomena under study and the open-ended research process itself (Markham 2013: 75).
In my research process the efforts to adapt to the complexity of the empirical field was eased
by appropriating Cathrine Hasse’s notion of the ethnographer as a research apparatus as a mental
model descriptive of my learning process (see chapter 2.2.2.). Like an apparatus I found myself
in constant need of tuning as I entered, left and re-entered the empirical field during the research
process, zoomed in and out on different hypotheses developed as my fieldwork progressed and
as I tried to make sense of the phenomena observed.
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The American anthropologist Clifford Geertz describes ethnography as “like trying to read”
(Geertz 1975: 10). For Geertz fieldwork becomes an endeavour to read culture: “The culture of
a people is an ensemble of texts, which the anthropologist strains to read over the shoulders of
those to whom they properly belong” (Geertz 1975: 452). Geertz’s comparison of ethnography to
reading has been critiqued by various anthropologists taking Geertz’s literary metaphor very
literal (e.g. Handelman 1994, cited in Hoffman 2009: 419). Yet, I consider Geertz’s call to close
read cultures as his way of emphasising ethnography as a study - or rather learning process
(Geertz 1975: 453). A learning process that I, after having conducted an ethnographic study, find
identical to German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer’s comprehension of the circle structure
(or hermeneutics) of understanding described in his magnum opus Truth and Method (Wahrheit
und Methode, in German). Like Geertz view of ethnography, it is a literary metaphor that
provides the basis of Gadamer’s conception of the dialectics of understanding:
“A person who is trying to understand a text is always projecting. He projects a meaning for the text as
a whole as soon as some initial meaning emerges in the text. Again, the initial meaning emerges only
because he is reading the text with particular expectations in regard to a certain meaning. Working out
this fore-projection, which is constantly revised in terms of what emerges as he penetrates into the
meaning, is understanding what is there.” (Gadamer 2006: 269)
For Gadamer persons trying to make sense of a book or trying to understand whatever is before
them must realise that their expectations about the overall meaning are constantly revised by the
ongoing clarification of the meaning they experience during their reading or ongoing
participation. According to Gadamer this is the definition of understanding:
“Working out appropriate projections, anticipatory in nature, to be continued “by the things”
themselves, is the constant task of understanding.” (Gadamer 2006: 270)
It is this dialectical comprehension of understanding as an ongoing move from part to wholeness
that is characteristic of Gadamer’s hermeneutics. Yet, I also find it descriptive of the dynamic of
an ethnographic study. Like Geertz and Gadamer’s reader I strived to make sense of and to
understand the interaction I observed in the empirical field. This has been a process where I
constantly had to revise and reconsider my understanding of my case study as I learned from the
informers in the field and from my observations of the unstable sociotechnical ensemble in front
of me. In practice this has made me realise that my theories and methods must reflect the everevolving empirical field, wherefore I have had to learn becoming more comfortable with adapting
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my methods as needed, seen from my position in the field, and as my research progressed
(Markham & Olesen 2015: 79). My move away from the objectivist ideals of historian i.e. an
understanding of the researcher as data controller (Markham & Olesen 2015: 78 – my translation)
toward a more dynamic understanding of my situatedness has provided me with realisation of
my constructive part in the social world I study. In many ways this research project completes
my transformation from rigorous historian to flexible STS-scholar.
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3. Theoretical approach
As mentioned in the former chapter (see chapter 2.) I began my academic career as student of
History28 and now consider myself an STS-scholar. This thesis marks a temporary stop on the
journey that was initiated with the historian’s self-assurance about being able to derive facts from
the past and has moved me toward the STS-scholar’s established insight that all knowledge about
the world is situated and socially constructed (see e.g. Bloor 1976; Barnes & Bloor 1982; Collins
1985) and embodied (see chapter 2.2.2.).
Being a student of History I was introduced to the research field with the maxim by the
Historian Royal to the Prussian Court and founder of scientific history research Leopold von
Ranke “to tell history as it actually was.”29 Studying History made me aware that this view of the
historian as an objective teller of historical facts was not accepted by all historians, 30 however, our
textbook History in Practice retained that there was something special about historical knowledge:

28

Acknowledging my historical training and the way it affects my style of writing. I ask the reader to bear with my
extensive use of footnotes in this chapter.
29

My translation from German of: “wie es eigentlich gewesen” extracted from the sentence “Man hat der Historie
das Amt, die Vergangenheit zu richten, die Mitwelt zum Nutzen zukünftiger Jahre zu belehren, beigemessen: so
hoher Ämter unterwindet sich gegenwärtiger Versuch nicht: er will blos zeigen wie es eigentlich gewesen” (Ranke
1885: VII).
The German born American historian Felix Gilbert finds Ranke’s sentence ambiguous, especially concerning
what Ranke meant with the ‘opaque’ word “eigentlich” (Gilbert 1987: 394). Gilbert wants to save Ranke from
making grand statements about the meaning of history by stressing, that Ranke must have limited the historian’s task
“to show how things were in fact” the result being that “the past would come to life again” (Gilbert 1987: 394).
Nevertheless, the German historian Max Thaller maintains that Ranke’s maxim is an example of a naïve confidence
in objectivity and should only be used to warn historians against this (Thaller 2006: 13).
Ranke’s view of the historian’s task was carried on by Danish historian Kristian Erslev, who notably influenced
the way history is conducted in Denmark and still does (see Olden-Jørgensen 2001: 539). Erslev construes historical
writing as a matter of sound source criticism and contends that historical knowledge is factual as it is based on facts.
Like Ranke, he maintains that it is possible to deduce facts because “History like all other sciences is concerned with
finding and stating the truth” (Erslev 1926: 96 – my translation). It is possible to reach certainty about what happened
in the past if several sources corroborate the same phenomenon. However, Erslev acknowledges that it is not often
that the historian can know for certain how the past actually was (Erslev 1926: 97). Yet, the interpretation of past
events is furthered if preconceived ideas and theories are avoided (Erslev 1926: 40). He does acknowledge that
historical research is driven by the historian’s hypotheses (Erslev 1926: 71).
30

The American historian Hayden White’s “Metahistory” (1973) has had a huge impact in the discussions about
objectivity among historians. This book questions the distinctiveness of “historical consciousness” and “historical
knowledge”. White shows the Historian as inventor of a historical narrative preoccupied with the structuring past
events as “story elements” following a specific plot and personal ideology (White 1973: 7). Thus, according to White,
the historian becomes a constructor of history in her or his efforts to figure out what really happened: “the historian
both creates his object of analysis and predetermines the modality of the conceptual strategies he will use to explain
it.” (White 1973: 31), wherefore historical knowledge can be seen as socially constructed.
Before White, other scholars criticised the objectivity of historical narratives and pointed out their constructed
character e.g. American philosopher John Dewey by stating that “[h]istory is that which happened in the past and it
is the intellectual reconstruction of these happenings at a subsequent time. The notion that historical inquiry simply
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“Historians produce knowledge of the past, which draws its authority from a number of sources. […] The
evidence historians use indicates what happened, and thus historical knowledge offers a kind of
objectivity and in this respect is unlike, say, literary criticism where a significant element of subjectivity
is involved. While historians cannot predict the future, they can explain the past, which involves showing
why things happened.” (Jordanova 2000: 91)
Ludmilla Jordanova (2000: 94) maintains that historians produce narratives of the past that are
reliable in spite of them being “interested parties” in their studies. Although she avoids using the
word ‘truth’ in favour of the word “reliable”, she stresses that because the adequacy of the
historian’s narrative can be “satisfactorily judged” by their colleagues “they may be deemed
‘true’” (Jordanova 2000: 93). I began my master studies in Science and Technology Studies
believing that something reliable or ‘truth’ about the world could be stated if only it was based on
sound source criticism and supported by several sources. I was in for a surprise!
The social dimension of scientific knowledge as pointed out by sociologists of scientific
knowledge e.g. Ludwik Fleck (1979) and Thomas S. Kuhn (1970; 1977) and programs based in
Edinburgh and Barth in the middle of 1970’s (see Sismondo 2010; Olesen 2007; see also Pickering
1992) seemed irrefutable, and the status of scientific facts appears variable over time as stressed
by French STS-scholar Bruno Latour (2000).31 His account about how Rameses II was diagnosed
with tuberculosis made me ponder the temporal aspects of historical knowledge and availability
of sources. If a certain diagnosis (historical fact) depends on the existence of a more than 3000year old mummy among other entities who knows if future historians will refute the diagnosis if
e.g. the mummy dissolves to dust at some point? Not unlike revisionists questioning the scale of
holocaust (Jordanova 2000: 110). As American philosopher John Dewey (1938: 231) pointed out

reinstates the events as they ‘actually happened’ is incredibly naive” (Dewey 1938: 236). Dewey stressed the
temporary nature of historical narratives regarding them as products of the present and influenced by the historian’s
own culture (Wilkins 1959: 880). French ethnologist and anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss agrees arguing, that
there is nothing special or “given” to historical facts as they are “constituted” by the historian (Lévi-Strauss 1962:
257).
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In his great account of the scientific effort to establish the cause of death of Egyptian Pharaoh Rameses II by
subjugating his mummy to analysis in 1976. Latour demonstrates that the cause of death of Rameses II is of “relative
existence” dependent on an established network of humans and nonhumans (Latour 2000: 251). Latour points out
that French scientists were able to establish the cause of death to be tuberculosis, but only because modern day
hospital equipment such as X-ray machinery, human experts and the mummy itself came together to corroborate
this diagnosis (Latour 2000: 249).
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“[w]here the past has left no trace or vestige of any sort that endures into the present its history is
irrecoverable”. History and the historical narrative thus seem dependent on the existence and
maintenance of sources and interpretation of historians in the present.32 In other words, historical
knowledge is socially constructed. It is based on the historian’s particular reading of the sources.
The situatedness of the historian cannot be explained away. 33
The position of the social scientist, like any other scholar, thus always seems of importance to
the facts she or he establishes. As a researcher I am somebody looking at the world, or in the
words of French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty “conscious of the world through the
medium of my body.” (Merleau-Ponty 2002: 94f). For Merleau-Ponty it seems self-evident that
the body remains “the point of view upon the world” (Merleau-Ponty 2002: 81) even though this
question of embodiment has evaded science (Merleau-Ponty 2002: 83). As stated in the previous
chapter (see chapter 2.2.2.) I acknowledge this embodiment and situatedness and prefer to
describe the role of the scientist as a research apparatus (see chapter 2.2.2.). It is as this apparatus
that I have adjusted my methodology to the case under study, yet the mental model of the research
apparatus has also influenced my choice of theories for making sense of my empirical findings. 34

32

Bertrand Russell objects to Dewey’s historical pragmatism or his “warranted assertability” (Russell 1945: 826).
The British philosopher finds that “[t]he past cannot be affected by what we do, therefore, if truth is determined by
what has happened, it is independent of present or future volitions” and thus repudiates that present historians are
capable of altering the past (Russell 1945: 826). He goes on to ask if the Roman commander Caesar crossed the
Rubicon? And states that whereas he himself would affirm this historical truth, while John Dewey would state that
this depends on warranted assertability i.e. Dewey would stress that there is no way of knowing whether future
historians will collectively affirm the historical event as true.
Lord Russell finds Dewey’s pragmatism “stupendous” (Russell 1945: 826). If I was asked the same question
during my time as a student of history I would have sided with Russell, however, I now find myself agreeing with
Dewey when he stresses that: “The slightest reflection shows that the conceptual material employed in writing history
is that of the period in which a history is written. There is no material available for leading principles and hypotheses
save that of the historic present. As culture changes, the conceptions that are dominant in a culture change. Of
necessity new standpoints for viewing, appraising and ordering data arise. History is rewritten” (Dewey 1938: 233).
As John Dewey, I recognize the historical narrative as a product the time of its writing and its author.
33

This is also acknowledged by Ludmilla Jordanova, when she states that “[i]t is healthy to acknowledge the
provisional nature of our knowledge”, yet, at the same time she stresses that this do not make historical knowledge
“unimportant” (Jordanova 2000: 94). According to Jordanova (2000: 92) historical accounts will remain more
reliable and less opinionated than e.g. journalism.
34

In The Savage Mind Claude Lévi-Strauss describes the situatedness of the researcher (or ‘bricoleur’ - see also chapter
2.2.2., n. 15.) and his relations to the field under study stressing that the bricoleur does not enter his field as a total
newcomer, but rather she or he is already equipped with a toolbox or “a treasury of ideas”: “[h]is first practical step
is retrospective. He has to turn back to an already existent set made up of tools and materials, to consider or
reconsider what it contains and, finally above all, to engage in a sort of dialogue with it and, before choosing between
them, to index possible answers which the whole set can offer to his problem. He interrogates all the heterogeneous
objects of which his treasury is composed to discover what each of the could ‘signify’ and so contribute to the
definition of a set which has yet to materialize but which will ultimately differ from the instrumental set only in the
internal disposition of its parts” (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 18). This is the situation of every scientist, who when presented
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I agree with anthropologist Charlotte Aull Davies that the embodied presence of the researcher is
noticeable in all research phases (see chapter 2.2.2.), thus a historical account or a case study will
always be based on particular research questions and interests belonging to someone, namely the
researcher. I invite the reader to contemplate upon and assess my situatedness in the following
exposition of my endeavour to locate a suitable theoretical approach to grasp my empirical
findings.
I hope the following will not only clarify my own theoretical considerations but will also be
valued more broadly as a contribution to the development of a comprehension of technology that
is empirically grounded. I want to discuss technology and sociotechnical phenomena in a more
adequate way – one that is neither deterministic or instrumental (Huniche & Olesen 2014: 50ff).
None of these positions seem sustainable or indeed descriptive of the actions observable in the
empirical field as they do not further an understanding of how humans and technology are
entangled in sociotechnical practices. I have thus searched for an appropriate theory to make
sense of these practices and in the end found it necessary to suggest an advanced sociological
framework that takes account of materiality in general (and technology in particular) in the
analysis of sociotechnical phenomena. The reader can assess how far I got in these efforts, when
she or he follows me on my ‘theoretical’ educational journey.
3.1. A question of style
In this thesis the works of technology historian and STS-scholar Thomas P. Hughes became a
point of departure in the search for a theoretical approach to my case study. Hughes have written
extensively about transfer of technology throughout his academic career as professor of history at
the University of Pennsylvania (see chapters 6. & 7.). He stresses the cultural dimension of
transfers like other scholars (see also Lindqvist 1984; Kranzberg 1986).
As my thesis is about exploring the cultural baggage of transferred robots a closer study of
Hughes’ writing seemed relevant. The historian understands the technology transfer as a dynamic
process highlighting the modality of the adaptation of technological artefacts. He shies away from
the linearity inherent in many economic accounts of the phenomenon (Hughes 1987). 35 Like other

with a task “has to begin by making a catalogue of a previously determined set consisting of theoretical and practical
knowledge, of technical means, which restrict possible solutions” (Lévi-Strauss 1962: 19).
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Historian of technology and economist Nathan Rosenberg objects to the linearity of technology transfer by stressing
the complexity of the phenomenon so easily overlooked by his colleagues (see chapter 7.).
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STS-scholars (see e.g. Pinch & Bijker 1984; Latour 1984) Hughes has a non-deterministic
understanding of technological change, though he describes his own position as soft determinism
(Hughes 1987: 55).
In his magnum opus Networks of Power Hughes seeks to explain why the transfer of the
American inventor Thomas Edison’s central-station technology failed in England in the early
1880’s. He concludes that the failure and not be blamed on the technology (Hughes 1983: 65).
According to Hughes historians of technology must consider other non-technical factors if they
want to explain unsuccessful technology transfers. He defines these external, non-technical
factors surrounding the technological artefacts or system as “cultural factors”. In order to be able
to account for these the historians of technology must acknowledge that technologies are “cultural
artifact[s]” with a noticeable technological style:
“Technological style can be defined as the technical characteristics that give a machine, process, device,
or system a distinctive quality. Out of local conditions comes a technology with a distinctive style.”
(Hughes 1983: 405)36
The focus on the style of technological artefacts and systems allows historians of technology to
grasp the social and cultural conditions surrounding technologies and to understand these as
cultural artefacts (Hughes 1983: 465).37 For Hughes the concept of technological style should not
only be used to account for spatio-temporal aspects of technological development. Technological
style is important for the comprehension of technology transfers as a phenomenon:
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Hughes introduces the concept of technological style in the late-1970’s as an effort to account for different shapes
and sizes of power systems in England, Germany and the US. He emphasises that technologies are influenced by
“time and place” and that the historian of technology must be able to account for such shaping (Hughes 1977: 212).
He proceeds with demonstrating how the technical components, operational economics, organizational forms,
(local) politics, law and historical events resulted in distinctive technological styles in the design of power systems in
different countries (Hughes 1977: 230). Hughes concludes that an interpretation of technological styles will prevent
linear accounts of technological development (Hughes 1977: 230).
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American sociologist and cultural historian Lewis Mumford sees technologies or “mechanical instruments” as
inseparable from the culture surrounding them (Mumford 1946: 4). The same was stressed by German sociologist
Werner Sombart before him: “Alles menschliche Gemeinschaftsleben enthält also doch schon Elemente der
institutionellen und wie wir hinzufügen können: auch der materiellen und geistigen Kultur. Ist das aber der Fall, so
gibt es keine Technik, die außerhalb eines Kulturzustandes zu denken wäre, weder in ihrem Dasein noch viel weniger
in ihren Wirkungen” (Sombart 1911: 316).
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“Exploration of the theme of technology transfer leads easily to the question of style, for adaptation is a
response to different environments and adaptation to environment culminates in style.” (Hughes 1987:
68)
Not only does Hughes find technological style the discernible outcome of technology transfers 38
he emphasises that the particular technological style of a transferred technology can influence the
overall result of the transfer - and in some cases even hamper it:
“The Gaulard and Gibbs transformer had a decidedly British style. Because of its distinctive British
features, the device could not be economically – even sensibly – exported.” (Hughes 1995: 455)
In spite of the Gaulard and Gibbs transformer having an obvious technical potential the recipient
countries had to adapt it by ‘stripping’ off “its acquired British characteristics” and redesign it to
the local conditions - resulting in a “transformation in style” (Hughes 1995: 453).
The study of technological style is thus about identifying particular styles of various
technologies, but also becomes an account of how these distinctive styles are able to change over
time in cases of technology transfers, where particular technologies receive a new technological
style characteristic of the recipient country. For Hughes this study contributes to a more
comprehensive understanding of technology transfers, but also emphasises a notion of technology
as something being shaped by “nature and culture” (Hughes 1995: 454). 39
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Like Hughes, the American historian of technology Eda Kranakis finds technological style of relevance in the
comprehension of technology transfers. In her doctoral dissertation she states that “[b]y analyzing technological
styles, it becomes possible to identify general patterns in the way a nation adapts borrowed technologies” (Kranakis
1982a: 234). Kranakis is inspired by the American art, architecture and cultural critic John A. Kouwenhoven who
seeks to understand, why technologies develop differently in various national and regional contexts (Kouwenhoven
1967: 19). Kouwenhoven identifies national styles or vernacular traditions” characteristic of technological
development (Kouwenhoven 1967: 23).
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Nature, i.e. the “physical characters of the rivers”, shaped steamboat construction in the United States as pointed
out by American historian of technology Louis C. Hunter in the late 1940’s (reissued in 1993) (Hunter 1993: 181).
Hunter describes how vessels were originally transferred to the Western Rivers by conventional ship lines in the
East, however, the oceangoing ships (and especially their hull proportions) proved poorly adapted to river navigation,
however, because of the western boatbuilders’ “readiness to make experiments and introduce changes” (Hunter 1993:
64) the river steam boats reached their characteristic and well-known flat-bottomed form over a period of 25 years of
“elimination, adaption, [and] accretion” (Hunter 1993: 69, see also Hunter 1943).
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Thomas Hughes (1987: 70) 40 finds his concept of technological style very useful for
“professionals other than historians”. He encourages sociologists to use technological style to
counter linear accounts of technological development and change (Hughes 1987: 68).
I accepted his challenge and tried to use the concept to make sense of my empirical findings
yet applying the style-concept in the analysis of concurrent socio-technical practices proved more
demanding than I expected.
3.1.1. Stylistic problems
Though Hughes’ (1987: 68) suggestion that sociologists use his concept of technological style “to
advantage, for unlike historians of art, they are not burdened by long-established and rigid
concepts of style”, is undoubtedly well intentioned there is no way of avoiding the stylistic
problems that have troubled art historians in their use of style.41 Hughes’ notion of style is clearly
inspired by art history in general - and the works of Swiss art historian Heinrich Wölfflin in
particular. Wölfflin’s interest for developing classifying principles and formal analysis in the art
history of the early 20th century is something worth pursuing in technological history, according
to Hughes (1987: 68).42 He finds that the history of technology lacks the “organizing concepts and
categories” well-established in art history (Hughes 1977: 212).
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American anthropologist Alfred L. Kroeber (1957: 149f) regards style a “sociocultural phenomena” and points out
that styles can be identified in culture and history and used for classifying (Kroeber 1957: 2). German sociologist
Alois Hahn (1986: 603) argues that the concept of style can be useful for other scholars than art historians in the
description of the particularities (Eigentümlichkeiten) of individuals, groups and cultures.
41

Hughes introduced his notion of technological style in Regional Technological Style. Herein, he acknowledges style
as a slippery term or heuristic by quoting American art historian George A. Kubler for asserting that “everything
varies both with time and by place, and we cannot fix anywhere upon an invariant quality such as the idea of style
supposes . . .” and goes on to compare style to a rainbow stressing “it vanishes when we go to the place where we
thought we saw it” (Kubler cited in Hughes 1977: 212).
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In his late work Human-Built World Thomas Hughes mentions the German sociologist and economic historian
Werner Sombart as a source of inspiration, because Sombart also operates with the concept of technological style
(Hughes 2004: 63). Sombart finds that technologies can be seen as manifestations of the time of their creation. He
writes about historical technological styles or in German “den Stil der Technik einer Zeit” (Sombart 1911: 309; see
also Sombart 1912).
For Werner Sombart technological style remains an analytical unit like the concept cultural style (or Kulturstil)
(Sombart 1911: 312). These units of analysis and their relationship must be considered if one intends to write the
history of technology (Sombart 1911: 314). Though Sombart refrains from technological determinism (Sombart,
1911: 316), he wants to comprehend how technology have influenced culture or cultural phenomena
(Kulturerscheinungen) (Sombart 1911: 322). In this in endeavour, he points out that cultural style and technological
style must be seen as interrelated (Sombart 1911: 327f). It is interesting that Sombart is mentioned this late in Hughes’
career as the technological style-concept developed by a sociologist seems closer to Hughes’ research agenda, than
the notion of style developed by Wölfflin and other art historians quoted in Hughes’ earlier works.
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For Wölfflin style is something the art historian can identify in history as it “reflects the attitude
and movement of people of a time” (Wölfflin cited in Schwartz 1999: 10 – emphasis in original). It
can be found in products from a given time in history; from the tiniest outputs to the largest i.e.
the Gothic (style) can be seen “from shoe to the cathedral” (Schwartz 1999: 35). This notion of
style has been debated among art historians. Jules David Prown maintains that style is useful for
others than art historians and that style can be identified in the form of things as an expression of
particular cultural values (Prown 1980: 200). 43 He deems it significant to search for style and the
“dispersion of style” (Prown 1982: 11). Other art scholars find that style is something that is
defined and constructed by the art historian to make sense of their empirical data (Ackerman
1962: 228; Ackerman & Carpenter 1963: 164) and thus not something “discovered” (Ackerman
& Carpenter 1963: 165). British art historian Sir Ernest H. Gombrich also describes style as
constructed and “reacting” back in history (Gombrich 1968: 354), while German literary scholar
Marcel Lepper accredits Heinrich Wöllflin for having constructed the Baroque (Lepper 2006: 23;
see also Alpers 1979).44
Hughes is aware that the use and identification of technological style can be problematic,
nevertheless he finds that style can be found by the skilled scholar and it can be shown “not only
that there have been, and are, different styles of technology” but that the concept will also provide
a useful “framework” (Hughes 1977: 212). In my own attempts to apply the concept of
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American architect Philip Johnson also pondered upon the existence of styles in architecture and found that
architectural styles enable great architecture rather than confining it: “A style is not a set of rules or shackles, as some
of my colleagues seem to think. A style is a climate in which to operate, a springboard to leap further into the air.
The onus of designing a new style any time one designs a new building is hardly freedom; it is too heavy a load
except for the greatest Michelangelos or Wrights. Strict style discipline hindered not in the slightest the creators of
the Parthenon, nor did the pointed arch confine the designers of Amiens” (Johnson 1979: 76). Actually, Johnson is
credited (together with architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock) for having conceived and defined the
concept of International Style in architecture in the early 1930’s (see Hitchcock & Johnson 1995). In the foreword to
the 1995-edition of their The International Style Johnson asks “[d]id we then and do we even now practice a “style”
of architecture?” he answers this questions in the affirmative, while stressing that notion of style also serves the
“historian or taxonomist” as she or he has to “label things to understand them” (Johnson 1995: 16). In 1991, Johnson
had admitted that not everybody shared his and Hitchcock’s interest in “the style side of things” as he emphasized
that style was “a word everybody hated.” (Johnson cited in Kinchin 2015: 157).
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Not only art historians who have been preoccupied with identifying styles also German economists. The German
national economist and cultural sociologist Alfred Müller-Armack maintains that style or rather economic style (or
Wirtschaftsstil in German) can be located in history and used to demarcate different epochs (Müller-Armack 1941:
16). Though he acknowledges that styles can sometimes be difficult to identify he stresses that it is possible with a
trained scholarly eye (eingeübten Blick) (Müller-Armack 1959: 519) as style is a phenomenon that recurs in history
(Müller-Armack 1959: 516). Müller-Armack’s contemporary colleague Walter Eucken (1940: 70) turns down the
idea of identifying economic styles, however, present economic historians have sought to revive the notion of
economic style (see Kaufhold 1996; Ammon 1996; Stemmermann 1996 & Dietzfelbinger 1998).
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technological style I have found it difficult to identify a particular technological style as the
outcome or culmination of the adaptation of Silbot in Aarhus (see chapter 7.).45 I therefore suggest
that technological style should be applied solely as a heuristic alone. This use is also argued by
German technology historian Hans-Liudger Dienel. He finds that historians should stop
searching for styles and limit their use of technological style to a heuristic for making
comparisons:
“Der Stil ist ein „Idealtypus“ im Sinne von Max Weber; er existiert nirgendwo in Reinform, sondern
nur als Vergleichsraster.” (Dienel 1995: 30)
For Dienel the concept of technological style becomes a sort of sensitising device that the researcher
can use to make sense of differences between and compare two cultures. However, using the
concept of technological style as a sensitising device the way it was construed by Thomas Hughes
is not unproblematic. According to Dienel (1991: 101) Hughes’ definition of technological style
seems too narrow with its focus on the technical characteristics of a machine, a process, device or
system. Like Lewis Mumford, Dienel finds that technological style is better conceived as “the
reasoned expression in some particular work, of the complex of social and technological
experience that grows out of a community’s life” (Mumford cited in Dienel 1991: 101). 46 Thus
Mumford stresses the social dimension of technology explicitly in his conception of technological
style, whereas Hughes only deals with the social indirectly. Though he finds the technological
style is a concept that embraces the social construction of technology (SCOT) (Hughes 1987: 68).
In order to use technological style as a sensitising device or framework for STS-scholars I have
found it necessary to amend it and rename it to highlight the social and technical entanglement
in practice. I suggest that technological style be renamed sociotechnical style to enable the analysis
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As I have not been able to identify a technological style in Aarhus, I will not discuss, whether one should search
for technological style on a local, regional or national level. Hughes suggests the existence of both regional and
national styles (Hughes 1977; 1987; see also Radkau 1989), however, other historians of technology stress
technological style as something that is characteristic of a nation or national culture (Hellige 1984; Staudenmaier,
1985, 1987, 1989; Sørensen 1991; Lubar 1993; Heymann 1998; Bloch 2004; Misa 2004; Cronin 2007 & Tylecote et
al. 2007).
The reader might question the search for a technological style in a local setting like Aarhus in the first place?
Hughes argues that over time a given technological artefact or system (in his case a transformer) can be stripped of
its national characteristics and gain a technological style distinctive of the local environment. It therefore seemed
likely that a robot from South Korea would be malleable to a similar stripping in Aarhus.
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Dienel refers to Lewis Mumford’s article “The City” (1922) in the anthology Civilization in the United States page
12, herein Mumford does write about style yet the cited quotation is not anywhere to be found. It can be found in
the article “Machinery and the Modern Style” (Mumford 1921: 264).
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of the development of sociotechnical ensembles (see chapter 7.).47 In the beginning of my research
project I did however recommend the use technological style in its original form as I argued that
it could be included in postphenomenological analyses of technology transfers (see chapter 6.).
After writing this chapter in collaboration with Kasper Schiølin I have considered another
problem in relation to Hughes’ concept, namely the amount of natural and cultural factors to be
accounted for as extrinsic shapers of technologies - nevertheless influential style factors. Since the
conception of his notion of technological style Hughes has emphasised various technological,
cultural and natural factors that historians ought to take into account if they want to explain the
form (or the particular style) of a technological artefact and system. Hughes asserts that these
factors “shaping style are numerous and diverse” (Hughes 1987: 68). He lists regulative
legislation, political values, geography as “topography, climate, industry, and demography”
(Hughes 1977: 213), regional and national historical experiences as war and peace - e.g. lack of
raw materials due to World War I as factors shaping the technological styles of German Power
stations (Hughes 1987: 69f). Other historians applying the concept of technological style has
introduced other factors of influence e.g. the academic style of engineers that the designed the
technological artefact i.e. their concepts, theories and methodological approaches to design
(Kranakis 1982a; 1982b), structures of management (Lubar 1984: 26), leadership styles or
“technocratic ideologies” (Hecht 1996: 489). 48 Hughes’ vagueness concerning if and how the
historian or sociologist could or should account for all of these factors shaping style falls back on
the applicability of his style-concept. It becomes difficult to list all relevant factors and take them
into consideration in the explanation of the form of a particular technological artefact in practice.
The same kind of obscureness can be identified in Hughes’ theory concerning the evolution of
Large Technological Systems (LTS), where the technological system seems complicated to
delimit as well as accounting for factors representing components of the system (see Hughes 1987:
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I have been able to discuss this reemphasising and renaming with Wiebe E. Bijker at the SHOT 2016-conference
in Singapore. Bijker has worked closely together with Hughes and is intimately familiar with his works. He finds that
sociotechnical style is an appropriate rephrasing as it is in line with Hughes’ notion of the Seamless Web (see Hughes
1986).
Bijker tried to incorporate technological style as an element in the analysis of the social construction of
technological artefacts, however, he gave up applying it in favour of using technological frames as he found that
technological style is best used to clarify national differences in technologies i.e. a concept ideal for macro-analyses
(Bijker 1987: 172).
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Swedish Lord Chamberlain and historian of technology Svante Lindqvist writes about technology transfers and
emphasises the need to take non-technical factors into consideration to explain the outcomes of transfers (Lindqvist
1984; 2010).
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52f). Another challenge arises when applying the concept of technological style is used for
analyses of a contemporary sociotechnical context.
3.1.2. Style is for historians
Thomas Hughes convincingly demonstrates how his notion of style can be applied to historical
analyses of technological development. Indeed, it seems of value in the efforts of singling out
variations in the form of technological artefacts and systems – and for explaining how they came
to be the way they were. Yet Hughes’ historical accounts are told in the past tense as his works
remain soundly positioned within the field of history of technology and provide detailed
descriptions of ended processes. Like the art historian, he is preoccupied with categorisation and
compartmentalisation of historical occurrences (Hughes 1977: 212). Unlike Hughes I have been
present in an ever-changing empirical field in my ethnographic work (see chapter 2.). In this
situation Hughes’ concept of style seems like a fine basis, however, it needs to be restated to
function as a sensitising device for sociologist, anthropologist and scholars alike. I have pointed
out that the researcher situated in the developing field are faced with open-ended processes, thus
the “culmination” of the adaptation process to a distinct technological style (or preferably
sociotechnical style) can be difficult to identify when the adaptation has not ended. Therefore, I
have argued that the concept of style must be made active if it should be valued as useful for social
scientists. Sociologists of technology would benefit from a notion of sociotechnical styling as a
concept or sensitising device in their analyses of ongoing developments, whereas sociotechnical
style will remain useful for historians of technology as a classifying tool (see chapter 7.).49 Yet
after writing the article for History and Technology (see chapter 7.) and after being introduced to
Andrew Pickering’s ideas about the mangle of practice (see chapter 8.) I admit that I see a risk of
sociotechnical styling becoming a vapid category. Even worse it could become a mould, where
researchers can force their empirical findings into without considering the particularities of their
cases further. Instead I recommend applying the concepts of mangling and dance of agency. As
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This notion of style as something active or descriptive of ongoing actions is close to American social scientist James
Q. Wilson’s concept of style. He analyses various police departments and how they exercise their legal power
differently and finds that there are different police styles descriptive of police behaviour (Wilson 1968: 83). For
Wilson style is something active. It is understood as “the operating code” of different police departments (Wilson
1968: 140) and found in the “daily routine nature of police-citizen contacts” (Wilson 1968: 171; see also Meyer 1986:
31). Yet Wilson emphasises that the concept of style remains a sensitising device (or ideal type) used for classification
(Wilson 1968: 172). Like Hughes, Wilson deals with style shaping factors and finds police styles amenable, but not
determined by political “decision-making processes” (Wilson 1968: 230).
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they seem closer to the emerging developments in the empirical field i.e. the ongoing, reciprocal
exchanges between humans and nonhumans. It appears that the concept of style works best for
historians of different fields as well as archaeologists (see chapter 7.). Hughes may have
foreshadowed these difficulties of using style as a heuristic. After having introduced the concept
of technological style he stated the following:
“If, in time, the student of technology should find that the concept of style is too rigid a frame for
complex and multifaceted technology then this would be a move closer to the truth.” (Hughes 1977:
212)
Maybe time is ripe for admitting that STS as research field does not need new categories and
organising concepts if these do not support the sense-making process of the researchers and
remove their attention from the emergent empirical field in which they find themselves situated.
I can see no use for mere static descriptions of the sociotechnical ensembles of everyday practice.
3.2. In the borderland between History and Sociology
The reader might ask why bother with using a concept originally developed for historical analyses
in the first place? The fields of history and sociology are very different and clearly separated in
the understanding of temporality? Historians deals with the past and the sociologist with the
present. Historian Ludmilla Jordanova points out that the founding fathers of modern sociology
(the so-called ‘great men’) i.e. Karl Marx, Herbert Spencer, Emile Durkheim and Max Weber all
had a keen interest in history. The foundation for a sound relationship between sociology and
history thus seemed explicit from the appearance of sociology as a research discipline. Yet
Jordanova warns against the dangers of historians using sociological theories that do not “fit well
with sources that are often patchy and uneven” as this will result in a mismatch between theory
and case study (Jordanova 2000: 69). In general, she finds the relationship between anthropology
and history more obvious due to their common interest in culture (Jordanova 2000: 70).
Several sociologists criticise the notion of sociology as being distinctively separated from
history, among them C. Wright Mills, who finds that sociology “is at once historical and
systematic” as sociologists concern themselves with social life in “the course of history” (Mills
1959: 22). Mills (1959: 6) suggests that sociologists use their “sociological imagination” to “grasp
history and biography and the relations among them”. British sociologist Lord Anthony Giddens
finds that the division of labour between historians and sociologists has “no rational justification”
with the introduction of his theory of structuration “history and sociology has become
methodologically indistinguishable” (Giddens 1979: 8). He goes even further by underlining that
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“[t]here simply are no logical or even methodological distinctions between the social sciences and history”
(Giddens 1979: 230 – emphasis in original).50 I agree with Mills and Giddens as I find it hard to
imagine how STS-scholars could leave history or accounts of the past out of their case studies?
Being situated in emerging fields makes ethnographers aware of temporality and history and the
need to take past events into consideration in order to make sense of the empirical field they study.
Moreover, I can identify several STS-scholars preoccupied with historical case studies and
biographies (e.g. Elzen 1986; Latour 1987; Bijker 1995 & Pickering 1995a): though they are
subjected to criticism by historians (see e.g. Clayton’s (2002) critique of SCOT). 51 I have found it
necessary to make historical inquiries in order to recreate and understand what happened when
Silbot and Mero first arrived in Denmark and Finland. This temporal understanding of the
specific transfers has been fruitful to my overall comprehension of the case under study.
3.2.1. Limits of SCOT and ANT
I have repeatedly described myself as an STS-scholar (albeit I came to the field by a circuitous
route, see chapter 2.2.) and the reader might ask why I did not approach the phenomenon of
technology transfer and adaptation and the case study of Silbot and Mero in Finland and
Denmark with a theoretical basis in well-known STS frameworks and theories?
A focus on the social construction of Silbot, its stabilisation over time, and the explanation of
how it came to its present hour-glass-shaped form with the destabilisation of its previous eggshaped form could have been the underlying basis of SCOT-analysis. SCOT (The Social
Construction of Technology) as it was conceived as a theoretical framework by STS-scholars
Wiebe E. Bijker and Trevor Pinch with its flexibility toward specific case studies of technological
artefacts (Bijker et al. 1987: 87; Bijker 1995: 17) and its interests in explaining why technology
takes the form they do (Bijker & Law 1992: 3) could have been an obvious theoretical point of
departure.
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French historian Fernand Braudel finds himself amazed by how sociologist have “avoided” questions of time and
time spans in their sociological accounts (Braudel 1980: 47). He suggests that sociologists “bear a grudge against”
“historical time” (Braudel 1980: 50) as they want to concentrate on here and now and seek to “cut”, freeze and set
time “in motion entirely at will” (Braudel 1980: 48). The historian on the other hand must always keep the duration
of time (or the longue durée) in mind (Braudel 1980: 50). However Braudel welcomes the sociologist among historians
as sociologists “must take care of history” (Braudel 1980: 79). Giddens accepts Braudel’s invitation (Giddens 1979:
231).
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In Historical Ontology Canadian philosopher Ian Hacking counters this critique of STS emphasising: “Note that one
of the things that writers such as Pickering and Latour are doing is conducting historical inquiries, even if they are
taking a look at rather recent events” (Hacking 2002: 65 – emphasis in original).
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Like Hughes, Bijker and Pinch argue against linear accounts of technological change by
describing it as multidirectional (Pinch & Bijker 1984: 411) and by emphasising its social
dimension – they retain that it is a social process (Bijker 1993: 117). The success and failure of a
given technology - or indeed the functionality and applicability of a technological artefact is not
dependent on its technical characteristics, but rather based on the interpretation of its potential
users and anti-users (understood as relevant social groups) (Bijker et al. 1984: 41; see also Pinch
& Bijker 1984: 414f).
I am sympathetic toward the general notions of SCOT. It provided the theoretical framework
of my master’s thesis, where I studied the development of a voice-controlled operating system
built for the homes of paralysed citizens as well as accounting for the theoretical development of
SCOT from 1984-2014 (see Larsen 2014). Herein I tried to apply the SCOT-approach to analyse
the social construction of a technology under development, however, this proved rather difficult.
The main reason was that SCOT was essentially conceived to write history of technology. Though
both Bijker and Pinch are trained sociologists they formulated the SCOT-approach to counter
“the widespread use of simple linear models to describe the process of innovation” as they found
that only a few historians of technology were interested in “failed technological innovations”
(Pinch & Bijker 1984: 405). SCOT can be understood as an attempt to right this historical
asymmetry. Clearly, both Bijker and Pinch were interested in writing the technological history
and have unfolded the SCOT-approach in several historical case studies (See e.g. Pinch & Bijker
1984; Bijker 1992; Bijker 1995 & Kline & Pinch 1996). It is only mentioned implicitly and never
clearly exemplified how the SCOT-approach can be applied to the analysis of contemporary
technological development (Bijker 1995: 46; Bijker 1993 & Pinch 1998).
British sociologist Paul Rosen tried to do so in his account of the social construction of the
mountain bike from its origins in the 1970s California to its present-day global usage (Rosen 1993:
506). He found that the SCOT-approach needed to be restated - especially its notion of stability
and closure - as he did not identify any traces of a unified or stabilised interpretation of the
mountain bike and its use (Rosen 1993: 505; see also Rosen 1995).
For me the SCOT-approach remains a framework ideal for historical analysis of ‘ended’
technological developments and when accounting for the adventitious shoots of technological
history. Pointing out the social construction of technology also in effect means deemphasising
how technologies shapes or mediates the social i.e. nonhuman agency (Akrich 1992: 206;
Pickering 2005: 357). This type of mediation seems of limited interest to the SCOT-approach
(Pinch 2009: 54). Probably because a technological artefact remains rather mute in archival
materials and does not leave behind written accounts of its own agency - however, material
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agency is something I want to be able to account for in my thesis as it is clearly identifiable in the
empirical field.52
Nonhuman agency is one of the central tenets in Actor-Network Theory (ANT) (Latour 1992:
152), and at first glance ANT could resemble a sound theoretical approach. The idea of one or
two robots working as game instructors in Brain Fitness sessions (see chapters 4., 6. & 9.) could
be viewed as a clear-cut case of delegating human work to nonhumans (Latour 1992: 231). The
development of the present version of Silbot (see chapter 4. & 9.) and its adaptation could be
described as the outcome of the process of translation (Callon 1986: 224). A process where facts
and artefacts are kept in existence, maintained and essentially “shaped” by various actors, instead
of just “transmitting” them as found in diffusion models, according to Bruno Latour (1986: 268).
The notion of translation would undoubtedly make ANT applicable in the effort of understanding
the technology transfers (Law 2006: 53; see also Andersen 2013). 53 Yet upon offering ANT a
second glance I see obvious reasons for not applying this approach as an analytical framework:
ANT’s insistence on breaking with social sciences and the notions of social factors (the so-called
“illusion of the social world”) simply seems too wide-ranging (see Latour 1999a: 111; see also
Schiølin 2013: 18). A step I am not willing to take as a researcher.
I do welcome and acknowledge the criticism pronounced by the ‘founders’ of ANT that
sociology has left something essentially out of its scope of interest by not concerning itself with
the material foundation of social practices i.e. technological artefacts (or nonhumans) and how
they influence the social (Callon 1987: 86; Latour 1992: 248). Latour was right when he criticised
sociology for turning its blind eye toward technological artefacts by leaving them out of its
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Though I refrain from using the SCOT-approach in this thesis I want to emphasise that SCOT has been (and still
is) an important source of inspiration for my comprehension of the interrelatedness of technology and the social;
especially Bijker’s conceptual understanding of the sociotechnical ensemble - a term I retain herein. I agree with
Bijker that “the sociotechnical is not to be treated merely as a combination of social and technical factors. It is sui
generis. Instead of technical artifacts, our unit of analysis is now the “sociotechnical ensemble.”” leading to his
reciprocal understanding of shaping “Society is not determined by technology, nor is technology determined by
society. Both emerge as two sides of the sociotechnical coin during the construction processes of artifacts, facts, and
relevant social groups” (Bijker 1995: 274). The notion of the sociotechnical ensemble can be seen as Bijker’s way to
approach Actor-Network Theory (ANT). It is first mentioned in his collaboration with John Law where Bijker
stresses the common interests between SCOT and ANT and tones down the differences (see Bijker & Law 1992: 7).
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British STS-scholar John Law commends French engineer and sociologist Madeleine Akrich for applying ANT to
the analysis of technology transfer, even though he wants to do away with the notion of transfer of technology stating
that “there is no such thing as technology transfer. That technologies do not originate at a point and spread out. But
instead they are passed. Passed from hand to hand. And that as they pass are changed. Become less and less
recognizable” (Law 2006: 49). I regard Law’s attempt to break with the notion of technology transfer as a critique of
the more simplistic accounts of the phenomenon, also criticised by other scholars (e.g. Nathan Rosenberg and Melvin
Kranzberg, see chapter 7.).
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worldview. His general appeal for the sociologists to “balance” their accounts of society by
turning their “exclusive attention away from humans and look also at nonhumans” (Latour 1992:
227) still seems appropriate.
My problem with ANT arises, when it is insisted that for the sake of making symmetrical
accounts of sociotechnical phenomena humans and nonhumans should be regarded as actors
alike, their actions and competences should be accounted for and they should be grasped on equal
footing in the network(s) that makes up society (Callon 1986: 221; 1987: 93). Latour takes one
step further away from what he calls the “absurdities” of sociological thinking by stressing that
retaining a theoretical distinction between humans and nonhumans is meaningless. Instead they
are to be considered as actors only (Latour 1992: 239). I understand ANT’s quest for symmetrical
accounts as within the continuum of research interests originally formulated by scholars of the
Sociology of Scientific Knowledge (SSK) and SCOT, however, I find that blurring the boundaries
between humans and nonhumans by describing them with the same set of terms has
epistemological and ontological consequences. 54 American philosopher Don Ihde (2002: 79)
points out that by describing nonhumans in “social-anthropomorphic terms” they “take on quasiintentionality”, whereas British sociologist of scientific knowledge David Bloor finds that it
creates an “unresolved tension” where on one hand nonhumans “literally have interests” yet on
the other hand this is not to be taken literally (Bloor 1999: 97f).55 British STS-scholar Andrew
Pickering has a more sympathetic evaluation of the ideas within ANT, especially its notion of
nonhuman agency (Pickering 1995a: 6). He seeks to incorporate them in his notion of the mangle
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Canadian philosopher Ian Hacking also questions this move: “I query his intention to minimize the differences
between the human and the nonhuman […] Far from deserving Kuhn-like criticism on the score of “nature” not
having a major place in the sciences, this branch of social studies of science seems to me to assign too much agency
to nature” (Hacking 2002: 17). The risk of overstating the mediation of nonhumans is certainly worth considering as
Kasper Schiølin and I do in our critique of recent developments in the postphenomenological approach to ANT (see
chapter 6.).
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Bloor (1999: 97) adds: “We are told [by Latour] to encourage the new perspective by deliberately inverting our
usual conceptual conventions, using a purposive vocabulary for things which don’t have purposes, and mechanistic
vocabulary for things that do. […] But unless we are very confident indeed that the exercise is necessary and justified,
this looks like a formula for imposing confusion on ourselves: it is obscurantism raised to the level of a general
methodological principle.”
Don Ihde does not accuse ANT for obscurantism, but rather for applying semiotics to make unnecessary
“ontological reductions” of the world (Ihde 2002: 87). He further elaborates this point: “semiotics – one can say
positively – “textualizes” the world. But, negatively, this is also to reduce the world to a language-like being. There is
something of an inversion here from the “world of the text” into the “text as world.”” (Ihde 2002: 78). The problem
for Ihde is that ANT reduces “all entities” “to variables within its system” (Ihde 2002: 79).
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of practice, however, he finds himself uncapable of dissolving the distinctions between humans and
nonhumans:
“Semiotically, as the actor-network insists, there is no difference between the human and nonhuman
agents. Semiotically, human and nonhuman agency can be continuously transformed into one another
and substituted for one another. I am not alone in thinking that there are serious problems with these
ideas when it comes to the analysis of science. As agents, we humans seem to be importantly different
from nonhuman agents like the weather, television sets, or particle accelerators.” (Pickering 1995a: 15)
Pickering further point out that is only “semiotically” that humans and nonhumans can “be made
equivalent; in practice they are not” (Pickering 1995a: 15) The difference is clearly seen in regards
to intentionality, where he finds that only humans (in his case scientists) possess intentionality
i.e. in their ability to make goals and plans, and the search for intentions in things remains
unnecessary (Pickering 1995a: 17). 56 Like Pickering, American anthropologist and STS-scholar
Lucy Suchman argues for a “rearticulation of asymmetry” as humans and nonhumans “do not
constitute each other in the same way” (Suchman 2007: 269 – emphasis in original). Suchman
maintains their difference calling for a notion of “dissymmetry” (Suchman 2007: 269) and the
need to “understand the nature of [their] difference differently” (Suchman 2007: 260). She
elaborates this further:
“I want to suggest that the persistent presence of designers-users in technoscientific discourse is more
than a recalcitrant residue of humanism: that it reflects a durable dissymmetry among human and
nonhuman actors. The response to this observation is not, however, to cry “Aha, it really is the humans
after all who are running the show.” Rather, we need a story that can tie humans and nonhumans
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Pickering wants to salvage ANT’s notion of symmetry between humans and nonhumans by reformulating it: “We
could start from the idea that perhaps a perfect symmetry does obtain between human and nonhuman agency, even
if human intentionality is included in the picture. At some deep level, perhaps the vectors of human practice are just
as temporally emergent from moment to moment and situation to situation as is material agency. Just as we do not
know what this new machine will do, we do not know what other people, or even we ourselves, will do next”
(Pickering 1995a: 18).
In a chapter You Can’t Have it Both Ways – Situated or Symmetrical in his book Bodies in Technology Don Ihde criticises
this dubious understanding of symmetry: “But while extolling symmetry, Pickering hedges his bets by retaining
intentionality only for human agents, although allowing that machinic agency and human agency are some ways
interchangeable in the mangle – again, having it both ways.” He goes on to characterise Pickering as a not being a
genuine symmetrist, but rather a “quasi-symmetrist” (Ihde 2002: 80). I can live with Ihde’s characteristic of being a
quasi-symmetrist as I find that this so-called ‘quasi-symmetry’ makes more sense of the sociotechnical phenomena I
explore in the field. I want the frameworks I apply to be as close as possible to actions (and preferably grounded) in
the emerging empirical field.
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together without erasing the culturally and historically constituted differences among them.” (Suchman
2007: 270)
The fact that Suchman emphasises the need to be able to consider cultural and historical
differences among humans and nonhumans can be understood as an implicit critique of ANT
(see also anthropologist Anne Tsing’s (2010) similar critique) and the call for actor-network
theoreticians to bypass pre-established notions of society, context and culture in the social
sciences (Latour 1999b: 17; Latour 2005: 117) by describing them as constructions made by social
scientists (Latour 1999b: 18). This “anonymous field of forces” are to be dropped as explanations
for sociotechnical phenomena (Latour 1999b: 17), and it will make the definition of “entities,
essence or provinces” obsolete (Latour 1999b: 20). In other words, society are no longer to be
given “the last word” in sociological analyses (Callon 1986: 198). This is ANT’s desirable break
with the sociologism of sociology and sociologists’ “bizarre” idea of social world (Latour 1992:
239). I find it difficult to join the ranks of ANT-scholars in this fight against sociology. As I share
Pickering’s notion of nonhuman agency as being “enveloped by the human realm” i.e.
“enveloped by human practices” (Pickering 1995a: 16). 57 I do consider this is a more
commendable way of acknowledging and stating the differences differently. I find it difficult to
bypass or explain society and culture away, because the objects under study and I (as a researcher)
are situated in a specific context. I agree with David Bloor when he states that “[i]t seems that,
after all, we have to begin our investigations into the nature of knowledge from where we are
standing. Our feet are on the ground of nature, and our position is in the midst of an existing
culture, our own culture. This is, perhaps, not quite as limiting as it may seem, or as Latour paints
it, because we don’t have to take that culture entirely at face value, or respond to it uncritically”
(Bloor 1999: 98).58
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Pickering (1993: 562) emphasises that “traditional sociology of science refuses to ascribe agency to the material
world” something he seeks to change, while maintaining that he is a sociologist (1993: 565). He thus seems more
sympathetic in his opinions about the social sciences than Latour appears.
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Not every actor-network theorist seems sceptical about the notion of culture. In his study of domesticated Atlantic
salmons, John Law hesitantly approaches the idea of culture by considering “what in anthropology is often told as
cultural difference” as he points out that “[w]hat a salmon is in one place will be different from what it is in another.
How culture is divided from nature in one practice will be unlike that division in another. The result will be a kind
of patchwork. This patchwork may sometimes have a spatial dimension, which somewhat resembles traditional
anthropological notions of culture as bound to particular geographical locations. Or it may not.” (Lien & Law 2011:
82).
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Like Bloor and others (see e.g. Reckwitz 2008: 342), I have difficulties with locating the
position and situatedness of the actor-network theoreticians and their networks - that in my view
remain rather fluid and spherical (Latour 2005: 217). Figuratively speaking, as a theoretical
framework ANT remains for me comparable to an Icelandic sweater, I am told it will keep me
warm and shielded against the uncertainties of the world, yet I find that each time I try to wear it
its woollen fabric scratches and makes my skin itch.
3.2.2. In the lifeworld of Postphenomenology
Having expressed my doubts about ANT and SCOT’s ability to capture the complexity and
dynamicity of transfer and adaptation of technology to practice the reader might ask why I did
not look toward other strands of STS? Or maybe even toward positions within the philosophy of
technology? as sound theoretical approaches to tackle these phenomena. The quick answer is: I
did explore one particular line of thinking within philosophy of technology (and within STS),
namely Postphenomenology.
At first glance the founder of postphenomenology Don Ihde’s thinking seems relevant for the
focal point of this thesis as he is preoccupied with understanding “how technologies are differently
embedded in different cultural contexts.” (Ihde 2008: 23 - emphasis in original). As a philosopher,
he is particularly interested in technology transfer as a socio-cultural phenomenon and speaks
against some of the more simplistic interpretations of transfers (Ihde 1993: 34; see also chapters
6. & 7.).59 Ihde also appears to be interested in the dynamics of adaptation as he emphasises that
technology transfer are not merely technological relocations:
“In a transfer, an artifact is transferred. But in its original setting the artifact is paired with a human
praxis, a technology is a human-technology relation. What is perceived as useful, in the typical transfer,
must therefore make contact with a recognizable praxis, the familiar.” (Ihde 1993: 40)
However, Ihde stresses that the functionality of transferred technology might be interpreted quite
differently by users in the recipient culture, who might place it “in a new praxis.” (Ihde 1993: 40).
His primary example of such ‘alternative use’, or “variant cultural embeddings” (Ihde 1990: 144),
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Besides from Ihde, French philosopher Gilbert Simondon is also interested in technology (or technical beings),
their development or ‘concrétisation’ (Iliadis 2013: 15), their cultural context and the phenomenon of adaptation as
part of his theory of individuation (see Simondon 1992: 305; Bethélémy 2015: 27). I have not been able to follow this
philosophical path any further as I was introduced to Simondon’s thinking very late in my research project.
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is how native New Guineans applied and incorporated emptied, oval sardine cans left by
Australian gold prospectors into their headwear (Ihde 1990: 125f). This example plays an
important part in Ihde’s so-called cultural hermeneutics (Ihde 1990: 124) as it underlines that an
artefact is what it is “in relation to” its “cultural field” (Ihde 1990: 128). It emphasises the
multistability (Ihde 1990: 144) of a technological artefact. In the postphenomenological vocabulary
multistability remains a central tenet as it emphasises that technologies are “only what they are
in their use” and that “the same artifact can have different meanings or identities in different
cultural contexts.” (Verbeek 2001: 134). In other words, postphenomenologists recognise the
“capacity of any technology to support a variety of uses” (Rosenberger 2015: 131) and according
to the philosopher Robert Rosenberger (2015: 131) “[t]his idea is often wielded against totalizing
accounts of technology that fail to recognize the variability and context-dependecy of humantechnology relations.”
In our contribution to Postphenomenological Methodologies – New Ways in Mediating TechnoHuman Relationships (2018) Kasper Schiølin and I explore the transfer of Silbot from a
postphenomenological perspective (see chaper 6.). However, as my research focus and
understanding of the transfer of Silbot developed and shifted toward comprehending the robot’s
adaptation in practice I have found the postphenomenological framework too limited for the
comprehension of my empirical data. I am empirically grounded and not particularly interested
in normative interpretations of the world, but rather I find myself preoccupied with making sense
of my particular case study. I do maintain that the ethnographical study should provide the basis
for generating sensitising devices and new theory. In this way my approach is somewhat similar
to grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967: 3ff).
Former research scholar Jari Friis Jørgensen (2003) imagines a “Garden Meeting” between
Don Ihde and Andrew Pickering and compares postphenomenology with Pickering’s practice
theory (see chapter 3.5.). Jørgensen emphasises some poignant differences. First, for Pickering
culture appears as something emergent in the “realtime dialectic of resistance and
accommodation”, whereas for Ihde culture is something that is “read retrospectively” (Jørgensen
2003: 219). In other words, Pickering seems to be closer to actual culture-in-the-making with his
notion of the mangle and focus on dance of agency (see chapter 3.5.1.), whereas Ihde speaks and
deduces something about culture on a more general, macro-perceptual level.60 Secondly, Ihde
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In his later writings Don Ihde adopts Pickering’s notions of tuning and dance of agency (Ihde 2008: 24).
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does not acknowledge nonhuman agency as material agency is not a “legitimate way of speaking
about non-humans.” (Jørgensen 2003: 222; see also n. 56 in this chapter). I share Pickering’s
notion of culture as something emergent in sociotechnical practice and acknowledge nonhuman
agency as an important factor in the adaptation of technology, therefore I find myself more ‘in
tune’ with Pickering’s comprehension of technology.
I do, however, retain postphenomenology’s notion of multistability as a fruitful and
explanatory concept (see chapters 6., 7., 8. & 9.).
3.3. Encountering structuration theory
Instead of concerning myself with postphenomenology, SCOT, Actor-Network Theory and the
modifications that came after ANT (Law & Hassard 1999; Gad & Jensen 2007) I took a
theoretical step backwards in time. I wanted to contemplate the ideas in the social sciences before
ANT and how the notion of social shaping of technology gained foothold in the sociological
discourse. Close readings of the works of British sociologist Anthony Giddens was an eye-opener
and brushed some of my theoretical concerns aside: although only explitly cited in chapter 9. the
duality of structure suggested in Giddens’ structuration theory (hereafter ST) informs my overall
thinking about society, science and socio-technical ensembles in general.61 Therefore, I will
account for the central notions of ST, albeit not exhaustively, as I will emphasise some distinctive
weaknesses that must be taken into consideration if sociologists want to retain ST as a basis for
understanding the constitution of society.
What might strike the reader familiar with STS-thinking is how sensible and familiar some of
the basic assumptions in the ST-approach appear e.g. its acknowledgement of the postmodernist
call for decentering the human (Giddens 1984: xxii), but more importantly the overall research
interest in action and agency (instead of more static accounts of society). Danish sociologist Lars
Bo Kaspersen (2000: 34) summarises that ST does not “concern itself with the already given
universe of objects, but with a universe which is continually being constituted, produced, and
reproduced by active acting subjects.” This interest in action and emergence is essential to
Giddens’ thinking as he contends it must be the focus of all sociological thinking:
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In many ways Giddens’ notion of structuration constitutes a ‘theoretical point of no return’ in my research process.
Irreversibly, It affects my way of considering society (and culture) as performed in practice – a comprehension further
strengthened through close readings of Pickering and his wish for a performative idiom in science studies and Kirsten
Hastrup’s ‘structurational’ understanding of culture (see chapter 3.5.1.).
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“neither on the level of logic, nor in our practical day-to-day lives, can we step outside the flow of action,
whether such action contributes to the most rigid of social institutions or to the most radical forms of
social change.” (Giddens 1993: 5)
Giddens maintains that neither society nor the individual can be the “proper starting-point for
theoretical reflection”, but instead the sociological focus must be on “reproduced practices”
(Giddens 1993: 4). Like STS scholars’ interest in and ‘turn’ to practices, the focus of ST becomes
a study of recursive social practices (Giddens 1984: 2; see also Giddens 1979: 56).
Another point where Giddens’ ST-approach resembles notions within STS, and especially
ANT (Latour 1999b: 16f; Callon & Latour 1981), is its questioning of the micro-macro
differentiation (Giddens 1993: 3; Giddens 1981a: 167). 62 Giddens finds it unfortunate that the two
levels of sociological analysis are often “set off against one another” forcing the sociologist choose
between them (Giddens 1984: 139). He concludes that the micro-macro differentiation is “not a
particular useful one” as activities in both macro- and micro-sociological contexts have “strongly
defined structural properties” (Giddens 1984: 141). This break with the micro-macro-scale in
sociology is a radical move. A move many of Giddens’ contemporary colleagues are not prepared
or willing to make in spite of their difficulties with maintaining the distinctiveness of the domains
(see e.g. Cicourel 1981 or Collins 1981). In many ways Giddens’ approach can be viewed as a
grapple with classical sociological thinkers (Kaspersen 2000: 53) and thinking - in its efforts to
dissolve external explanations for social practices with a new notion of structure. Giddens
criticises the long-held “Durkheimian” view within sociology that the “structural properties of
society” constrain action (Giddens 1984: 169) and argues that these structures should not be seen
as “fixed” and “external” to social actors, but more flexible and amenable to change caused by
social action (Giddens 1993: 2).63 That is why he introduces a new way of thinking about structure
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The micro-macro differentiation is retained within the SCOT-approach (Bijker & Law 1992: 290) and in Pickering’s
(1995a: 239) theory of the mangle of practice with its notion of “macromangling”.
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In the late 1960s American-Austrian sociologists Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann pointed out the
constructed character of social order: “Social order exists only as product of human activity. No other ontological
status may be ascribed to it without hopelessly obfuscating its empirical manifestations. Both in its genesis (social
order is the result of past human activity) and its existence in any instant of time (social order exists only and insofar
as human activity continues to produce it) it is a human product” (Berger & Luckmann 1967: 52 – emphasis in
original).
With their notion on how “habitualized activity opens up a foreground for deliberation and innovation” (Berger
& Luckmann 1967: 53). These sociologists seem close to Giddens’ ideas about social structures as constraining and
enabling, but also to the latter’s notion of the performances required to sustain these structures. Here, Berger and
Luckmann (1967: 79) stress that “the institutional order is real only insofar as it is realized in performed roles and
that, on the other hand, roles are representative of an institutional order that defines their character (including their
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in sociology as a virtual order reproduced in the interactions of “knowledgeable agents” (Giddens
1984: 26). Structure can thus be seen as “both the medium and outcome of social practices it
recursively organizes” (Giddens 1979: 171). He elaborates this point further:
“Structures exist only in their instantiation in the knowledgeable activities of situated human subjects,
which reproduce them as structural properties of social systems embedded in spans of time-space.”
(Giddens 1984: 304)
It is only because of the existence of “situated actors with definite intentions and interests” that
structure is reproduced (Giddens 1993: 134). A social system like society (or any institution) is
dependent upon knowing actors willing to reproduce it or maintain it “across time and space”
(Giddens 1981a: 169). Giddens illustrates his notion of the reproduction of structure with the
maintenance of English as a “vast variety of syntactical and semantic rules” by capable ordinary
English speakers “unlikely to be able to identify” all of these grammatical rules (Giddens 1981a:
164). Rules and order (structures) are reproduced because they are accepted and carried in the
“practical consciousness incorporated in” what people do (Giddens 1984: 331) and the same goes
for the reproduction of the institutions. They are regarded as “widespread” practices “among
members of a community or society” and thus the outcome of human actions (Giddens 1979:
80).64 It is because human agents “draw upon” structures (as rules and resources) in their practices
and “reconstitute” these through their interactions that Giddens speaks of the duality of structure
(Giddens 1979: 71). With this concept he wants to break with notions of structures as external

appendages of knowledge) and from which they derive their objective sense.” Thus Berger and Luckmann’s
comprehension of societal structures are not far from Giddens’ notion of virtual structures (see also Gregory 1982:
254). However, Giddens distances himself from Berger and Luckmann and their magnum opus The Social Construction
of Reality because he thinks that it “quite fails in its attempt to reconcile a theory of action with one of institutional
organization” (Giddens 1993: 171, n. 6).
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Nobel-laureate and economic historian Douglas C. North (1990: 107) finds that “[w]e cannot see, feel, touch, or
even measure institutions; they are constructs of the human mind. But even the most convinced neoclassical
economists admit their existence and typically make them parameters (implicitly or explicitly) in their models.”
Regarding the existence of structure Giddens (1984: 17) remarks: “To say that structure is a ‘virtual order’ of
transformative relations means that social systems, as reproduced social practices, do not have ‘structures, but rather
exhibit ‘structural properties’ and that structure exits, as time-space presence, only in its instantiations in such
practices and as memory traces orienting the conduct of knowledgeable human agents.” Therefore, he rejects Claude
Lévi-Strauss’ notion of structure as constructed by the researcher (Giddens 1979: 64). I agree with Giddens on this
point, as considering structures as mere constructions by the researcher would leave out the notion of predisciplining
in the explanation of practices (see chapter 3.5.1.).
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forces determining human action (Giddens 1981a: 169; Giddens 1984: 16). He elaborates his
ideas about duality:
“According to the notion of the duality of structure, the structural properties of social systems are both
medium and outcome of the practices they recursively organize. Structure is not ‘external’ to individuals:
as memory traces, and as instantiated in social practices, it is in a certain sense more ‘internal’ than
exterior to their activities in a Durkheimian sense. Structure is not to be equated with constraint but is
always both constraining and enabling.” (Giddens 1984: 25)
The duality of structure is the central tenet in ST as it allows for a more elaborate analytical picture
of social actors. These are ‘no longer’ considered cultural dopes or slaves of a given structure,
because the same structure is ‘dependent’ on the social actors for its reconstitution. This is why
Giddens wants to comprehend constraints as “types of opportunity, media for the enablement of
action” (Giddens 1984: 117).65
Though Giddens understands structures as situated and instantiated in the immediate actions
of social actors he does not consider time or space (contexts) as of secondary importance to
sociological analysis. He finds that “social scientists have failed to construct their thinking around
the modes in which social systems are constituted across time-space.” (Giddens 1984: 110; see
also Giddens 1981b: 30f).66 He emphasises that “all action exists in continuity with the past, which
supplies the means of its initiation” and that all social change “occur[s] in time” (Giddens 1979:
70). I will not elaborate further upon Giddens notion of time and space (see Giddens 1984: 110ff),
but only remark that I agree with him that the dimensions of space and time must be taken into
consideration if one intends to explain social (and indeed sociotechnical) phenomena. I have
found it useful to retain these dimensions in connection with transfer of technology and
adaptation understood as processes originating somewhere and evolving in time (see chapters 6.,
7., & 8.). As a historian by education I find it credible that present actions are initiated by past
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British anthropologist Dame Mary Douglas recognises that an institution needs “to gain legitimacy” by its
members, however, she maintains that they shape the behaviour and reasoning of its members (Douglas 1986: 112;
see also Douglas 1996: xv). In comparison with Douglas, Giddens’ break with structuralist sociological thinking (i.e.
structures working externally and behind the backs of social agents) seems more distinctive.
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Even before Giddens, American sociologist Edward Shils considered this dimension of social practice: “Every
human action and belief has a career behind it, it is the momentary endstate of a sequence of transmissions and
modifications and their adaptation to current circumstances. Although everyone bears a great deal of past
achievement in his belief and conduct, there are many persons who fail to see this” (Shils 1981: 43). These ideas seem
somewhat comparable to Andrew Pickering’s notion of predisciplining (see chapter 3.5.1.).
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events. American philosopher Nelson Goodman apparently agrees when he describes a process
somewhat similar to the structuration process in his book Ways of Worldmaking: “Worldmaking
as we know it always starts from worlds already on hand; the making is a remaking” (Goodman
1978: 6).
It is precisely because ST maintains the existence of structures “that go beyond the situation
in which knowledge claims are being negotiated” that Dutch social scientist Rob Hagendijk
argues that the ST-approach can be fruitful in the studies of science practices (Hagendijk 1990:
50). He argues that this approach enables the incorporation of “questions of continuity and
change” in science studies - something that would be out of the scope of a social constructivist
approach (Hagendijk 1990: 51). He further elaborates this:
“Constructivism is sceptical of any attempt that seeks to relate an actor’s behavior to a preexistent social
order, regardless of whether this order is thought of in realistic terms or conceived as a virtual order, as
in structuration theory. For constructivism, order is always the product of interaction and never its cause.
As we have seen, this makes it impossible for constructivism to understand why certain outcomes of
social interaction are accepted more easily than others. In structuration theory acceptability of new
scientific statements will depend on the way in which they relate to the social structure as a virtual order
of cognitive and normative rules, as well as to the distribution of resources.” (Hagendijk 1990: 52)
For Hagendijk retaining time and space as analytical domains offer something different than a
social constructivist analytical framework would allow, that is why he recommends the STapproach in science studies. What Hagendijk evades in his recommendation of ST is what several
other scholars have emphasised as an obvious weakness, namely its vague notions of materiality
(and technology) (see e.g. Sørensen 1991: 4; Reckwitz 2002a: 215, n. 15; Shove & Pantzer 2005:
44; Pinch 2008: 462). It is true that Giddens has a very vague definition of technology (see
Giddens 1984: 115f) and does not appear to be particularly interested in its role as a structuring
element, yet he does criticise social thinkers who treats technology as a phenomenon independent
or outside the scope of social practices and thus argues against linear accounts of technological
change (Giddens 1984: 178).67 Because of this lack of a pronounced interest in technology ST
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American information and organizational scholar Wanda J. Orlikowski tries to compensate for this lack within
Giddens’ notion of structuration theory (Orlikowski 1992: 405) by developing a structurational model of technology
in the early 1990s (Orlikowski 1992: 398). She highlights the socio-historical context of technologies and finds that a
structurational model would acknowledge that “technology is built and used within certain social and historical
circumstances and its form and functioning will bear the imprint of those conditions” (Orlikowski 1992: 411).
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seems distinctively vulnerable to criticism by STS-scholars as it could be argued, that Giddens is
interested social systems and not sociotechnical systems (see also Giddens 1993: 7) and that he
limits his notion of action, interaction and agency to human agents (Giddens 1993: 81).68 I do,
however, want to emphasise Giddens as an important inspirational source not only for thinking
about science in practice (Hagendijk 1990: 64), but also sociotechnical practices and their location
within space and time; and for considering the human realm enveloping the technologies in use.
I see the human agents, who interact with technology and their plans and models for technology
use, as structured or predisciplined by their technical knowledge and past experiences (see also
chapter 3.5.1.).
To me, the appeal of structuration theory lies not only in Giddens’ grasp of space and time as
important factors to be considered in analyses of practices but also because I value Giddens as
one of the most powerful social thinkers when stressing the emergence of structures as dependent
upon the performances and actions of human actors (or agents). Reading Giddens can provide
the basis for and enhance an understanding of society as something performed in practices and
thus underpin the necessary shift from the representative to the performative idiom that STSscholar Andrew Pickering finds crucial in order to refine how we comprehend sociotechnical
scientific practices (see chapter 3.5.).
3.4. Toward a comprehension of sociotechnical practices
After reading Giddens and contemplating his appeal to study social practices I pondered upon
the theoretical soundness and sufficiency of understanding technology transfer by “following” the
artefacts of the transfer alone. Undoubtedly an account of the adaptation of Silbot in Denmark

Orlikowski further develops her structurational model of technology throughout the 1990’s (Orlikowski 1995; 1999;
2000), yet in the mid-2000s she seems to have lost interest in her notion of structuration and in technology-in-practice.
She wants to be able to account for material agency in her studies referring to the works of several STS-scholars
including Latour, Pickering and Karen Barad (Orlikowski 2006; 2007; 2010; Orlikowski & Scott 2008; 2014). She
points out that the human-centered perspective (i.e. the perspective of sociologists) is useful for highlighting the
“cultural and historical contexts” of technology but “tends to minimize the role of the technology itself” (Orlikowski
2007: 1437), hereafter she accepts and seeks to apply the symmetrical understanding of nonhumans and humans
within ANT (Orlikowski 2007: 1438). This completes her break with sociology and Giddens.
68

Unlike ANT’s attempts to blur the so-called “natural barriers” of sociology (see Latour 1999a: 235; Callon 1986)
Giddens maintains a difference between social and natural domains emphasising that unlike society “nature is not a
human product” as it not “created by human action” (Giddens 1993: 20 – emphasis in original). He further elaborates
his notions of the divide by pointing out that the “natural world” “does not constitute itself as ‘meaningful’: the
meanings it has are produced by human beings in the course of their practical life […]” (Giddens 1993: 85). Bijker
(1995: 192) criticises the Giddens’ approach as he finds it “unduly stresses the focus on irreducibly active human
agency.”
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could yield important insights, yet it seemed that there was more at stake than just moving a robot
from one location to another and making them work locally. Sure, Silbot’s arrival in the Nordic
Countries could be seen a transfer of technology, but how could one account for the ideas of
preventing or halting dementia through use of robots, ideas of health care, technical solutions for
demographical problems (see chapters 9. & 10.) and views of an active elderly life? These ideas
seemed to follow in the wake of the transfer as the raison d’être of the sociotechnical set-up. I
found it difficult to understand the function and appeal of Silbot without considering its active
part in the practice of Brain Fitness. I agree with Lucy Suchman, Jeanette Blomberg, Julian E.
Orr and Randall Trigg that technologies “are constituted through and inseparable from the
specifically situated practices of their use” (Suchman et al. 1999: 399). They elaborate their
understanding by adding “technologies can be assessed only in their relations to sites of their
production and use” (Suchman et al. 1999: 404). Fortunately, sociology has developed its scope
of interest since Giddens’ theory of structuration was introduced in the late 1970’s to include
materiality, including technologies, more comprehensively (Shove et al. 2012: 23). Bruno
Latour’s (1992) call for sociologist to consider the “missing masses” (i.e. technology) in their
comprehension of society has been heard and contemporary sociologists now keep a keen eye on
nonhumans (see e.g. Reckwitz 2002b: 210; Shove & Pantzar 2005: 44; Shove et al. 2012: 9).
British sociologist Elizabeth Shove, Finnish consumer researcher Mika Pantzar and British
human geographer Matt Watson maintain that Giddens structuration theory as “the clearest
account of how theories of practice might transcend the dualisms of structure and agency,
determinism and voluntarism.” (Shove et al. 2012: 3; Shove & Pantzar 2007: 156, Shove 2003:
263). Still, they acknowledge that Giddens left questions unanswered e.g. “how practices emerge,
evolve and disappear.” (Shove et al. 2012: 4). In addition, they find his understanding of
materiality rather inadequate (Shove et al. 2012: 23). For Shove and Pantzar (2005: 62) an
account of a social practices must include materiality as they stress that “things are used in, for
and as part of practice”. The further elaborate their notion of materiality:
“By implication, artifacts, ideas and forms of competence only have meaning and effect (they only live)
when integrated into practice. In other words, it is through the integrative work of “doing” that elements
are animated, sustained and reproduced.” (Shove & Pantzar 2006: 59)
Shove and others recognise artefacts as valuable parts of social practices as “artifacts and practices
coevolve” (Ingram et al. 2007: 4) and because things and humans “carries” a practice (Ingram et
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al. 2007: 4).69 For Elizabeth Shove, Matt Watson and Nicola Spurling there can be no question
of not considering the materiality of social practices as these “are partly constituted by, and
always embedded in material arrangements” (Shove et al. 2015: 274). Things (including
technological artefacts) are best understood as elements in social practices (Shove et al. 2015: 278;
Shove et al. 2012: 23). For Pantzar and Shove (2005: 457) artefacts are essential parts of the
“element-based account” of social practices they seek to develop in the endeavour to comprehend
“the birth, reproduction and decay” of a practice in a “single conceptual framework” (Pantzar &
Shove 2010: 449).70
They elaborate their elemental understanding of practices and what they consider the
“constituent elements of practice”: “things – which we term material; bodily knowledge,
competence or skill; and mental activities – specifically symbolic meaning and image” (Pantzar &
Shove 2010: 450 – emphasis in original; see also Shove et al. 2012: 14). 71 According to Shove and
Pantzar practices occurs when these elements are linked together or integrated recursively (Shove
& Pantzar 2005: 48; Shove et al. 2012: 33). This interconnection of elements is essential to Shove,
Pantzar and Watson’s comprehension of practice as they stress that “elements are nothing unless
integrated in practice, and that if practices are to persist they need to recruit people willing and
able to keep them alive” (Shove et al. 2012: 62). They further rectify their analytical focus on
social practices by stressing:
“[I]n our analysis there is nowhere to go outside the world of practice. One consequence, then, is that
human agency is loosely but unavoidably contained with a universe of possibilities defined by historically
specific complexes of practice. It is in this sense that practice make agency possible, a conclusion that is
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Ingram, Shove & Watson’s (2007: 14) point about understanding people and things as “carriers” of practice seems
somewhat diffuse as Shove, Pantzar and Watson later stresses that only humans can be understood as carriers of
practice (Shove et al. 2012: 126).
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In his study of traditions sociologist Edward Shils (1981: 13f) argues for an element-based account as he finds that
a tradition’s “essential elements persist in combination with other elements which change, but what makes it a
tradition is that what are thought to be the essential elements are recognizable by an external observer as being
approximately identical at successive steps or acts of transmission and possession”. Shils’ understanding of traditions
is very similar to Shove, Pantzar and Watson’s conception of practice. Shils stresses that traditions “are not
independently self-reproductive or self-elaborating” but their enact- and re-enactments depend on “living, knowing,
desiring human beings” (Shils 1981: 15). It is through re-enactments that practices (or actions) become traditions
(Shils 1981: 31f).
71

Pantzar & Shove (2010: 457) recognise that by formulating their model they have been forced “to oversimplify and
play down” certain questions. They acknowledge the limits of their model by stressing that the different elements
might be difficult to distinguish from one another and call their separation an “oversimplification and an
abstraction”, however, essential for their model to function as an analytic framework (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 453).
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not at all incompatible with the related point that practices do not exist unless recurrently enacted by
real-life human beings.” (Shove et al. 2012: 126).
Materiality in their comprehension is inevitably located “within and as part of practice” (Shove
et al. 2015: 279). If an artefact is no longer integrated in practice it risks becoming fossilised as the
necessary links between the materiality and the other elements are broken and the function of the
artefact is not self-evident (Shove & Pantzar 2006: 60; see also Rinkinen et al. 2015: 881). 72
If one follows the element-based account of practice as conceived by Elizabeth Shove, Mika
Pantzar and their various co-authors one has to understand that technologies as elements of social
practices are dependent on human users to be ‘kept alive’. 73 Humans are understood as carriers
of practices and thus decisive for the occurrences of practices altogether and how they are enacted
in particular contexts (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 59f; 2007: 163; Shove 2009: 18). It is humans (as
practitioners) that are capable of re-linking the various elements and thus secure the survival of
practices by reproducing them (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 61), understood as processes of
enactments (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 450).
It is important to remark that Shove and Pantzar propose two definitions of practice i.e.
practices-as-performance and practice-as-entities. The latter being the cross-cultural recognisable
practices as e.g. Nordic Walking (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 458), floorball (Shove & Pantzar 2007)
or skateboarding that exists as “an entity which can be spoken about and more importantly drawn
upon as a set of resources when doing skateboarding” (Shove et al. 2012: 7). But skateboarding
as an entity requires to be enacted or performed:
“It is through performance, through the immediacy of doing, that the ‘pattern’ provided by the practiceas-entity is filled out and reproduced. It is only through successive moments of performance that the
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According to Shils (1981: 285) it is not unusual that “[t]raditions of certain technological skills lose adherence” he
adds that “some of them live on in the skills which have replaced them. Others have practically disappeared; no one
remains who knows how to practice them.”
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Danish IT-systems researcher Marisa L. Cohn is interested in the “liveability of systems and practices that are
running out different lifetimes, aging at different rates, and yet mutually entangled and interdependent” (Cohn 2016:
1521) or what she terms geriatric infrastructures. “A geriatric infrastructure is thus one that is not merely old but in the
process of becoming old, with an emergent recognition of aging as a process and an increased appreciation for
decline, loss, and finitude of lifetimes of the different parts of the overall system as well as the ways in which these
multiple lifetimes are entangled. Decay and aging are form of infrastructural change that can disrupt practice, but as
I found, how such changes are managed and negotiated also involves a shift towards what I call convivial decay”
(Cohn 2016: 1514). Cohn’s work is helpful for understanding the practices that keeps infrastructures alive over longer
time spans.
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interdependencies between elements which constitute the practice as entity are sustained over time.
Accordingly, skateboarding only exists and endures because of countless recurrent enactments, each
reproducing the interdependencies of which the practice is comprised.” (Shove et al. 2012: 7) 74
Through their re-enactments practices thus survives as identifiable entities in society 75 and this is
not only the case for various sports like skateboarding, floorball or Nordic Walking, but also
relevant for the understanding of Brain Fitness as a practice(-as-entity) as well, where Silbot serves
as an essential part of the material basis (see chapter 8.).
An element-based account of practices is not only relevant for analysing how practices occur
and evolve over a given period of time, but also for understanding what happens when practices
‘travel’ to various cultural contexts, which is of particular interest for Shove and Pantzar (2005;
2007; Pantzar & Shove 2010).76 The relocation of a practice from one cultural context to another
is critical for the overall understanding of the practice as entity, because such transfers might alter
the elements “sometimes subtly, sometimes radically” when the elements are integrated in a
context different from their origin (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 458). 77 Shove, Pantzar and Watson
elaborate their understanding of how elements change when they are integrated locally:
“On arrival, the capacity to unpack – that is, to appropriate and decode – is correspondingly crucial and
equally transformative. This is important in that processes of packing and unpacking are both defined
and configured by local relations, histories and conditions.” (Shove et al. 2012: 57)
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Edward Shils shares a similar understanding of practices by stating that “[i]n the case of practices and institutions
made up of human actions, it is not the particular concrete actions which are transmitted; that is impossible. An
action ceases to exist once it is performed […] The transmissible parts of them are the patterns or images of actions
which they imply or present and the beliefs requiring, recommending, regulating, permitting, or prohibiting the
enactment of those patterns” (Shils 1981: 12).
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It should be remarked that the re-enactment of a practice over time can change or “reconfigure” the elements of a
practice as performance and entity (Shove et al. 2012: 8).
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Shove, Pantzar and Watson emphasise that “practices do not literally travel, but their elements do” (Shove et al.
2012: 132; see also Pantzar & Shove 2010: 456). They further elaborate their understanding of travelling practices by
stressing that materials are “the only elements that literally move in the sense of being physically transported. While
competences and images appear to circulate, critical processes have to do with localized forms of de- and re-linking”
(Shove et al. 2012: 56). See also chapter 8.
77

Edward Shils (1981: 249) finds that sometimes “[t]raditions from a foreign environment are renounced because
they are too difficult to reenact in circumstances to which the traditions have little immediately apparent reference.”
He thus emphasises the importance of considering cultural context of practices (or traditions).
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The elements (including the material objects) are thus shaped by the cultural contexts in which
they are integrated and this is an important point because the same practice(-as-entity) is
performed differently when adapted to other cultures (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 456). 78 In our
contribution to Designing Robots - Designing Humans, Finn Olesen’s and I study the integration
of Brain Fitness in Denmark and highlight how this transformation of the elements of practice as
Brain Fitness is done distinctively different than in Seoul (see chapter 8.).
With their focus on practices and their effort to understand the dynamics of adaptation in a
new way (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 43), I find that Shove, Pantzar and their collaborators can
contribute to a more elaborate and encompassing comprehension of technology transfer and
adaptation. The ‘successful’ technology transfer is not understood by the relocation of the
technological artefact alone, but rather on whether it (as one element) of a practice can be
integrated in different cultural contexts; therefore, with a basis in Shove and Pantzer the
researcher can move beyond simplistic accounts of technology transfer, appropriation and
diffusion (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 60). In this the endeavour the element-based account also seems
valuable to (future) STS-research interests.
Shove, Pantzar and Watson emphasise how STS has influenced their understanding of
practice (Andrew Pickering’s work in particular) (Shove et al. 2012: 9f). Like STS-scholars they
do not consider technologies neutral, but in “themselves important in stabilizing and transforming
the contours of practice” (Shove et al. 2012: 102f). However, they are not interested in following
the actors, but rather the elements of a practice (Shove et al. 2012: 22). They cannot endorse the
central tenets of ANT when it finds nonhuman actors capable of constituting social order (Shove
et al. 2012: 9) as they maintain that “aspects of human and non-human relations can be better
understood when located in terms of a more encompassing, but suitably materialized, theory of
practice” (Shove et al. 2012: 10 – emphasis in original). In such a theory a practice is carried by
humans – and is to be understood as a practice with material elements. They adopt the definitions
of practice developed by German sociologist Andreas Reckwitz (2002a; 2002b). 79
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Shove, Pantzar and Watson are critical of Madeleine Akrich’s notion of scripts (1992) as they stress the
interpretative flexibility toward technological artefacts: “numerous studies suggest that technologies and artefacts
‘script’ bodily performance and the types of competence required to produce configurations that work […] This is
much the same as saying that objects act as vectors or carriers of other elements of practice. Since practices-asperformances are culturally and historically situated, elements are unlikely to be integrated in identical fashion in
every setting” (Shove et al. 2012: 123).
79

Reckwitz calls for a new theory of practice, one that is based on the thinking of Giddens and others (Reckwitz
2002a: 244) but more aware of the material foundations of social practices (Reckwitz 2002b: 196; 2002a: 253). Where
practices are comprehended as the “smallest unit” of the analysis (Reckwitz 2002a: 249).
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In Reckwitz’ notion of practice “‘things’ and their use” are among many elements that needs
to be interconnected (Reckwitz 2002a: 249f). He stresses that to play football one needs a ball and
a goal yet these things are seen as “resources” and not carriers of practice (Reckwitz 2002a: 453).
The point is that a practice is social as it is “carried out” by humans through their mental and
bodily activities (Reckwitz 2002a: 250; 252) and that (human) intentionality is crucial to the
enactments and re-enactments of practices (Reckwitz 2002a: 254). For Reckwitz social practices
are about the use of things and understanding of things as supporting elements or components
(Reckwitz 2002b: 210). Reckwitz is critical of previous social scholars’ lack of interest in
materiality and, in his own understanding thereof, is closer to notions of materiality found among
some STS-scholars. He characterises things that can act by enabling or constraining a practice
(Reckwitz 2002b: 212) but asserts that “to have effects, artefacts must be used” by humans and
that such usage depends on a practical understanding of things (Reckwitz 2002b: 212). Therefore,
he rejects a symmetric understanding of nonhumans and humans (or Latour’s “symmetric
anthropology” as he calls it) (Reckwitz 2002b: 213; see also Reckwitz 2008). Reckwitz elaborates
his position:
“When artefacts can only be effective within practices insofar as they are “handled” by human agents
and when they are sites of “materialized understanding”, then their status obviously cannot be
completely “equal” with that of human agents and their embodied understanding.” (Reckwitz 2002b:
214)
By emphasising the human use of things within a frame of social practices both Reckwitz, Shove,
Pantzar and others tend to downplay how materials act, not only as resources, but also in
unforeseen ways.80 Deliberately or not they overlook nonhuman agency as something to be
accounted for in their element-based accounts of practice. Yet one must ask oneself if things can
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Characteristic for Reckwitz, Shove, Pantzar and other social thinkers is the general level on which they discuss
materiality. It remains rather undefined and all-encompassing description as things (see e.g. Shove & Pantzar 2005:
45). Olesen and Markussen (2006: 175ff) demonstrate how the concept of materiality has been interpreted differently
throughout the history of philosophy. Materiality seems a complex word like the associated terms “materialism”,
“materialist” and “materialistic” (Williams 1988: 197ff) and like them difficult to define. I acknowledge this difficulty
and find materiality comparable to the word “technology” (see chapter 1., n. 2).
Regarding technology it seems contemporary philosophers have stopped philosophising about an “essence of
technology” as they recognise “that the things included under technology are too varied and diverse to share a single
essence” (Dusek 2006: 29). Therefore, technology can be understood as a “vague term” (Huniche & Olesen 2014: 46
– my translation). Materiality can be considered likewise – as one of these vague terms, identified by British
philosopher Sir Michael Dummett (1975: 315), that lacks a sharp definition.
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only serve as supporting components in social practices? The way things act expected or
unexpectedly can be considered just as important and constitutive for social practices over time.
That is why Finn Olesen and I stress the importance of studying sociotechnical practices (see
chapter 8., see also Olesen and Markussen 2006) and emphasise the technical aspects of practice
including nonhuman agency. We find that the combination of an element-based account of
practice (as suggested by Shove and Pantzar and inspired by Reckwitz) in combination with
Andrew Pickering’s ‘post-human’ notion of practice will allow for a more comprehensive
understanding of the material foundation of human endeavours and nonhuman agency in
practice(s).81
3.5. The mangle of practice and culture
For the British physicist turned science and technology scholar Andrew Pickering it is not
acceptable to leave out materiality of any account of science and society as we humans must
realise that we “live in the thick of things” (Pickering 2001a: 1). Like Shove, Pantzar and others,
Pickering as a sociologist (of science) is interested the study of practice i.e. science as practice
(Pickering 1990: 685; 1995b: 42; 2001b: 166). He defines science and experimentation as “an
engagement consisting in resistances arising in material practice […] and in accommodations in
material practice to such resistances” (Pickering 1990: 706). He points out that resistances should
be understood as “the emergence of obstacles to some goal” of scientists, who are then forced to
accommodate this resistance by e.g. revising the goals of their experiments to explore “new
directions” (Pickering 1991: 412). This duality of resistance and accommodation is key to
understanding scientific practices as emerging in time:
“The process of accommodation itself precipitates further resistances in and to practice, so that practice
in the end appears as a goal-oriented dialectic of resistance and accommodation, with the actual
achievement of associations – and the production of an empirical fact, say, or of a scientific instrument
– as one contingently possible end point.” (Pickering and Stephanides 1992: 141)
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This is not far from Ingram, Shove & Watson’s (Ingram et al. 2007: 16) own research agenda, when they stress
that “attention” must be “paid to the continually coevolving relation between human and nonhuman actors (objects)
jointly implicated in the process of “doing”. Which to me sounds similar to Pickering’s notion of practice (see chapter
3.5.).
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Pickering’s notion of scientific practice is one of a discipline evolving in real-time (Pickering
1995a: 3). He shies away from more fixed or a-temporal and representational accounts of science
in order to comprehend scientific research as “practice, performance and agency” (Pickering
2011: 3; see also Pickering 2013: 25f). For Pickering science is best understood as something
performed:
“My basic image of science is a performative one, in which the performances – the doings – of human
and material agency come to the fore. Scientists are human agents in a field of material agency which
they struggle to capture in machines. Their contours emerge in the temporality of practice and are
definitional of and sustain one another.” (Pickering 1995a: 21)
The agency of scientists and their materials are thus visible in scientific practices where they are
bounded in a reciprocal relationship of resistance and accommodation or as Pickering (1993: 567)
calls it “a play of resistance and accommodation”. This evolving engagement between humans
and their materials that structures scientific research - is identified by Pickering (1991: 412) as the
mangle of practice (see chapter 8.). The general idea behind the mangle 82 is that scientists and
materials happens to be in practices understood as intersections (or zones of encounters – see
Pickering 1997: 6) of human and nonhuman agency.
Scientific practice consists of modelling (i.e. the construction of theories and machineries to
capture and elicit nature’s (nonhuman agency).83 However, nature or machinery does not always
cooperate. Sometimes they resist the allure of scientists who are then forced to tune (Pickering
1993: 564; see also Pickering 1990: 707) their theoretical and technical apparatuses to meet their
goals without knowing if this will ease the resistance. It is during this process (that Pickering
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In his positive review of The Mangle of Practice Ian Hacking (1996) criticises Pickering for leaving out an explanation
of how “the metaphor” of the mangle “works” i.e. how referring to a “clothes-wringer” can be descriptive of scientific
practice, however, in an earlier article Pickering (1993: 567) did precisely that by emphasising that for him “it conjures
up the image of the unpredictable transformations worked upon whatever gets fed into the old-fashioned device of
the same name used to squeeze the water out the washing.”
83

For Pickering (1995a: 6f) science is all about handling nonhuman agency: “My suggestion is that we should see
science (and, of course, technology) as a continuation and extension of this business of coping with material agency.
And, further, we should see machines as central to how scientists do this. Scientists, as human agents, maneuver in a
field of material agency, constructing machines that, as I shall say, variously capture, seduce, download, recruit,
enrol, or materialize that agency, taming and domesticating it, putting it at our service, often in the accomplishment
of tasks that are simply beyond the capacities of naked human minds and bodies, individually or collectively.” He
finds nonhuman or material agency in objects e.g. machinery or radioactive sources that “do things in the world”
(Pickering 1995a: 9).
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(1995a: 22) describes as a dance of agency) 84 shifting to-and-from resistance and accommodation
that both scientists i.e. their plans and models and the machinery get mangled with unforeseen
results. However, these results change and extend scientific culture (Pickering 1995a: 3). 85
As mentioned earlier Pickering, unlike other STS-scholars (see chapter 3.2.1.), maintains an
asymmetrical view of the scientists (humans) and their machinery (nonhumans), because they
contribute to the dance of agency quite differently. Scientists are driven by goals of their own
making and seek “to bring them about” (Pickering 1993: 566), whereas machinery (and in the
end nature) can only act as the resistance to these goals by doing things “importantly separate”
from the scientists e.g. boiling explosively (Pickering 1995a: 51) or even explode with significant
loss of life and materials (Pickering 2017b: 391). This asymmetry between humans and
nonhumans is further stressed by Pickering as he points out that material agency seen as
resistances can only be identified in the goal-oriented practices of scientists and in relation to these
goals of human:
“The resistances that are central to the mangle in tracing out the configurations of machines and their
powers are always situated within a space of human purposes, goals, plans; the resistances that [physicist
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Pickering elaborates his notion of dance of agency as part of the mangle of practice: “They [scientists] do not
dominate their materials through knowledge; instead they engage in rather symmetrical open-ended and
performative dances of agency, trying this and that in their struggles with machines and instruments, finding out what
the world will do in this circumstance or that, and responding to what emerges in a process I call mangling […]”
(Pickering 2009: 198). In a later article Pickering (2011: 3) stresses that he favours “to speak of a ‘dance of agency’”
instead of mangling, because the former is a more “symmetrical phrase” and I agree with him. However, he points
out that mangling and dance of agency can be used interchangeably.
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It is important to note that mangling is situated in time i.e. because scientists seek to extend present understandings
of the world in practice (Pickering 1991: 417) and the resistances they meet in this quest activates the mangle
(Pickering 1991: 415). Pickering further elaborates this point: “The goals of scientific practice are imaginatively
transformed versions of its present. The future states of scientific culture in a process of modelling (metaphor, analogy).
This, stated in a few words, is my basic idea of how existing culture predisciplines the extended temporality of human
intentionality” (Pickering 1995a: 19). Because of this predisciplining (the present state of scientific knowledge) that
is itself at stake in the mangle Pickering maintains that there is “structure to practice, as well as chance” (Pickering
1991: 417; see also Pickering 2005: 388).
This structure emerging and changeable in real time seems comparable to Giddens’ notion of structure (see chapter
3.3.). Pickering (1995a: 67, n. 38) acknowledges Giddens’ structuration theory for recognising that social structure is
emerging in practice yet he also criticises his countryman for developing the notion of constraints in the wrong
direction (Pickering 1995a: 66, n. 36). To me Pickering’s ideas about resistance and accommodation resembles
Giddens’ notion of social structures as constraining and enabling (see chapter 3.3.). I will maintain that Giddens has
been an important point of departure for my understanding of the ideas behind and the dynamics highlighted in the
Mangle of Practice.
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and Nobel-laurate Donald] Glaser encountered in his practice only counted as such because he had some
particular end in view.” (Pickering 1993: 577)
That the performances of machines and instruments are “enveloped by human practices” (see
chapter 8.) is in my view an important point in Pickering’s theory of scientific practice. It is
because of human intentionality (seen as goals and plans) that scientific practices are enacted and
extended (see chapter 8.), likewise it is humans that builds machines and instruments and tune
them and at a later point retire from the dance of agency and move on to something else (Pickering
1995a: 61ff).86 Yet while engaged in the dance of agency in scientific practice the plans and goals
of humans are liable to mangling (Pickering 1993: 568; Pickering 1995a: 18). For Pickering this
reciprocal relationship of humans and nonhumans as well as their different ways of acting only
“emerges in the real time of practice” (Pickering 1993: 566).
3.5.1. Mangling culture
Andrew Pickering call his notion of the mangle “the single most important discovery made in the
study of scientific practice” (Pickering 1991: 412f) and by reading his work the reader quickly
discovers that the notion of mangling is not limited to scientific practice alone.
Pickering contends that the mangle constitutes “a universal pattern of becoming in time”
(Pickering 2003: 88) or rather an ontology of becoming (Pickering 2008: 3). The mangle can be used
to explain historical development, where humans do not make history on their own (Pickering
2001c: 198). Instead history is seen as a “decentred process of co-evolution” between humans and
nonhumans (Pickering 2009: 198). This reciprocal becoming of people and things in dances of
agency thus appears to explain the constitution of the world (Pickering 1995a: 26; 2001c: 196; see
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There is another point where the symmetry between humans and nonhumans seems to break down in Pickering’s
writings - not directly stressed in his critique of Actor-Network Theory (see chapter 3.2.) - but of importance in
relation to my own study of the implementation of robots: that humans learns from their encounters with material
agency as emphasised by my informants (see chapter 9.).
Pickering (1991: 416) points out that scientific endeavours are about “the production of new knowledge” and that
knowledge emerges in the mangle of practice (Pickering 1991: 418). He also adds that Donald Glaser did not only
construct Bubble Chambers but he also “learned something about them in his practice” (Pickering 1993: 571) as did
Italian Physicist Giacomo Morpurgo in his efforts to ‘construct’ quarks (Pickering 1989: 285). Thus, knowledge as
result of engaging with material agency constitutes an important aspect of the dance of agency that could be
elaborated further (see Pickering 2011: 4). Here, it seems Pickering could add something important to comprehension
of the material basis of human learning in general. These material aspects of cultural learning are explored by Danish
anthropologist Cathrine Hasse, especially in her Anthropology of Learning (Hasse 2015a: 140). I will explore the issue
of learning in chapter 11.3.
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also Pickering 2017: 383f).87 Though Pickering acknowledges that it might sound like hubris
(Pickering 1995a: 248), he calls his comprehension of scientific practice a theory of everything
(Pickering 1995a: 252). It is with the fruitfulness of this wider application in mind, that I have
sought to apply Pickering’s framework to comprehend the relations between human and their
machinery to the specific case of the transfer of South Korean robots to Finland and Denmark. I
seek to understand the adaptation of a foreign technology as resistances and accommodations
and the transfer and adaptation as a case of cultural learning (see chapter 8.), where new
knowledge is “geared into performances” highlighted in the reciprocal exchange between the
humans and the robots (see Pickering 2011: 4).
It is also as an ontology of becoming (or a theory of everything) that Pickering’s notion of
practice can be descriptive of the cultural transformation that results from the dance of agency
between people and material things. He states that the study of scientific practice is indeed a study
of scientific culture (Pickering 1992: 2). The study of scientific practice is a cultural study because
it “fall[s] into the sphere of culture” (Pickering 1995a: 4 – emphasis in original). In a broader sense it
is the “existing culture” (Pickering 1995a: 21) that is at stake in the dance of agency, because in
the end the mangling can have much wider implications than the transformiation of the scientific
culture alone. It can change the constitution of a particular society by what Pickering identifies
as macro-mangling (Pickering 1995a: 239; 2005: 359).88 This makes Pickering’s theory of practice
descriptive of not only historical sociotechnical change, but also of cultural development, where
“[c]ulture is something that gets established through the mangle of the social and the technical,
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The Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset found the notion of resistance and accommodation (or facilities and
difficulties) particularly descriptive of man’s condition in the world: “Since he finds facilities to rely on, his existence
is possible. But this possibility, since he also finds difficulties, is continually challenged, disturbed, imperilled. Hence,
man’s existence is no passive being in the world; it is an unending struggle to accommodate himself in it. The stone
given its existence; it need not fight for being what it is – a stone in the field. Man has to be himself in spite of
unfavourable circumstances; that means he has to make his own existence at every single moment” (Ortega y Gasset
1961: 111f; see also Richta 1969: 161). Like Pickering, Ortega y Gasset seems to suggest that the pattern of resistance
and accommodation is not only characteristic as a driver of scientific practice but the underlying dynamic of all
human engagement with the world.
88

It is unclear why Pickering, who acknowledges his inspiration from Actor-Network Theory (and also to some
extent Giddens), wants to retain the sociological analytical levels of micro and macro? Both ANT and structuration
theory have argued the fruitlessness of maintaining these distinctions? Though particular dances of agency e.g.
Morpurgo’s with the evasive quarks or Donald Glaser’s with different prototypes of the bubble chamber can on the
first hand seem micro their implications yet can also be argued to have had implications outside the particular
laboratory setting. This is better emphasised in Pickering’s description of the appearance of the synthetic dye industry
in England with the point of origin in particular dances of agency between the chemist William Henry Perkin and
various chemical derivatives in the mid-1800’s (see Pickering 2005: 367f). The dances of agency described in this
historical account not only mangled chemistry as a science, but also British industry, and in the end the structure of
society. These dances of agency appear to have had both micro- and macro-consequences.
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through the mangle of humans and non-humans” (Jørgensen 2003: 216 – emphasis in original).89
If one adopts the mangle of practice as a theory of everything, and of cultural development in
particular, the dynamics of the dance of agency and the emerging or ongoing cultural extension
appear similar to Danish anthropologist Kirsten Hastrup’s notion of culture. Like Pickering,
Hastrup finds that culture is at stake in practice (Hastrup 1988: 132). She elaborates her point of
view:
“Thus, this is the most important insight: that humans through concrete actions continuously stake their
culture. That every reproduction is a potential transformation. That one is not only a product of one’s
culture, but also the co-author of reality all along.” (Hastrup 1988: 137 – my translation)
For Hastrup culture cannot be grasped outside the actions that realises it and continuously needs
to be confirmed in practice (Hastrup 2010: 76). She recognises culture as emergent (Hastrup
2004a: 468), as something that are constituted and transformed in actions, but also as
predisciplining in the sense that culture becomes a tool for navigation (Hastrup et al. 2011: 25).90
I share Pickering’s and Hastrup’s notions of culture as I find them similar (although Hastrup
retains human action as the centre of her analyses). For both of them cultures are not solid entities
in the world waiting to be identified and described by the ethnographically trained scholar (see
also Hasse 2015a: 23) but cultures are rather frames of meaning: predisciplining but continuously
at stake in practices (see also Pickering 2017a).
In the chapters presented in this dissertation I emphasise the value of understanding transfers
of technologies as cases of cultural exchanges (see chapters 6., 7., & 8.). I acknowledge the
mediating effects of new (and/or transferred) technologies when adapted to practice and I
commend Thomas Hughes for recognising that transferred technologies are also shaped by their
recipient cultures (see chapters 6. & 7.). The German sociologist Werner Rammert is not
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Pickering does not seem to delimit the social and the cultural distinctively in the Mangle of Practice. Anthropologist
Clifford Geertz (1957: 53f) suggested that “[c]ulture and social structure are then but different abstractions from the
same phenomena. The one considers social action in respect to its meaning for those who carry it out, the other
considers it in terms of its contribution to the functioning of some social system”. With Pickering’s posthuman
schema of practice in mind one could argue that both the social and the cultural are mangled in practice thus part of
the same phenomena i.e. the mangle of practice.
90

In many ways culture is for Kirsten Hastrup, what social structure is for Anthony Giddens. For Hastrup, Cecilie
Rubow and Tine Tjørnhøj-Thomsen culture is a virtual order in flux and structured by ongoing actions (Hastrup et
al. 2011: 14).
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particularly interested in international technology transfer but transfers of technology across
different societal sectors. He highlights transfers two-way interactions finding that technology
shapes culture, but that the same technological artefacts are also shaped by the culture in which
they are put to use (see chapters 6. & 7.). Seeking to comprehend the adaptation of a transferred
technology to practice with Pickering’s theory of practice in recollection, it makes sense to
describe it as a two-way exchange between humans and nonhumans, where both dancing partners
get mangled in the process, thus the humans and their culture are shaped (the latter in the form
of extension) and the technologies are transformed as well. In this way, the mangle of practice,
as well as Werner Rammert’s notion of cultural reconfiguration, can elaborate the understanding
of the adaptation of technology to practice. However, when compared to Rammert’s conception
of reciprocal shaping, Pickering’s notion of mangling seems to be more dynamic i.e. stressing the
emergence and the open-endedness of this process.
3.5.2. Understanding unstable objects
In his description of how the drivers (scientists, their goals and models) of scientific practice keep
scientific practice going. Pickering points out that this modelling is best understood as open-ended
(Pickering 1990: 693; see also Pickering and Stephanides 1992: 141). Pickering stresses
“situatedness and open-endedness” where other scholars have emphasised stabilisation
(Pickering 1990: 698). When he first introduces the reader to his notion of the mangle he points
out that “the mangle runs as long as practice does” (Pickering 1991: 417). Since there is no end
in sight of scientific endeavours this must mean that the mangle is always running. The resistance
and accommodation characteristic of the dance of agency remains a choreography or a “pattern”
that “repeats itself endlessly, but the substance of resistance and accommodation continually
emerges unpredictably within it” (Pickering 1995a: 24). However, interactive stabilization can
happen when the dance of agency comes to and end and the production of new knowledge
appears to be a fact. This is not a permanent state (Pickering 1991: 416) though, but rather it is
more like a “temporary resting place” when machines work as expected (Pickering 1993: 570).
In his comprehensive account of the rise of the British synthetic dye industry in the mid-1800s
Pickering acknowledges that is it possible to reach a degree of closure in practice. This happens
when the scientist achieves “a certain technological grip on the material world, leading to the
reliable and repeatable” production of a scientific product e.g. the artificial mauve colour
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(Pickering 2005: 369).91 In his most recent writings Pickering elaborates his understanding of how
firm this grip on material agency ever can be attained.
He specifies that the predominant goal of the scientist engaged in a dance of agency is to make
it stop. This is the “underlying telos” of dances of agency (Pickering 2017b: 386). Scientists do
not participate in dances of agency out of “pleasure”, their goal is to build a “reliable tool to do
things with” in order to proceed with their scientific endeavours (Pickering 2011: 4; see also
Pickering 2017b: 386). The scientist “sometimes” succeeds with this and thus brings the dance of
agency to an end by reaching an island of stability i.e. by producing a “well behaved self-acting
machine” (Pickering 2011: 5). Pickering develops his notion of stability further:
“Presumably the dances of agency never quite go away. An autonomous machine is never quite
autonomous; it is one that, as it happens, can be enveloped in mini-dances of agency – repetitive and
routinised back-and-forths of the human and non-human. This is another important ontological
discovery – the world just happens to be that way.” (Pickering 2011: 5)
These mini-dances of agency contain material agency, but it is impossible to foresee how long
humans can maintain their technological grip or in Pickering’s (2011: 6) words remain on the
island of stability without “fall[ing] of and lose control”. Instead we better realise that we live on
“chancy”, “performative islands of stability” (Pickering 2013: 31; see also Pickering 2017a: 142)
and that these islands of stability are more of an exception than a rule (Pickering 2017b: 386f).
Still, Pickering maintains the existence of such islands of stability “where some sort of reliable
regularity in our relations with nature is to be found” (Pickering 2017a: 140).
In his recent article In Our Place – Performance, Dualism, and Islands of Stability Andrew Pickering
argues that humans will never effortlessly master their things as slaves (Pickering 2017b: 389).
Things will break down and their agency will strike back at some point in time (Pickering 2017b:
391). Yet at given moments humans will be in control and scientific endeavours will point to new
islands of stability (Pickering 2017b: 387). Pickering then elaborates on “choreography” of the
dance of agency he first introduced in The Mangle of Practice (Pickering 1995a: 102). He remarks
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This notion of stabilisation is comparable to Cathrine Hasse’s. She highlights learning as a stabilising factor (Hasse
2015a: 22) and elaborates her understanding of stabilisation: “The relational multistability following the meaning
between a design and a local practice will, over time and in the working with the materials in the local practice,
gradually stabilise the materials with new meanings” (Hasse 2015a: 281). In his recent works on Islands of Stability
Pickering points out that “we can think ourselves into stable relationships with stable entities as long as we know
enough” (Pickering 2014: 123), thus Pickering seems to agree with Hasse’s notion of learning as stabilising factor.
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that dances of agency never end, but “simply change form” i.e. they contract; and with the help
of smaller dances of agency in the form of maintenance technologies can display performative
normality (Pickering 2017b: 390). When the dances of agency contract they become routinised “to
some extent” (Pickering 2017b: 393). With these additions to his theory of practice Pickering has
elaborated his notion of how sociotechnical practices develops over time in a way that seems
particularly relevant to the case study presented in this thesis. It certainly seems like Silbot in the
recurring enactments of Brain Fitness in Aarhus has reached a level of performative normality in
practice. The dance of agency between the robot and the employees in the Municipality of Aarhus
has entered a new phase, where the humans no longer get surprised about the way robot and its
operating system act. The game instructors seem somewhat in command – they seem to have
reached phase of relative stability, which I prefer to call phase stability,92 rather than Islands of
stability. I will elaborate upon the concept of phase stability in chapters 3.5.2., 4.5. & 11.3.
3.6. Recapitulation
In this chapter I have presented the theoretical considerations I have made during my fieldwork
and afterwards when I tried to make sense of the phenomena observed. I have accounted for my
itinerary on the journey from a bachelor in History to STS-scholar with a particular interest in
understanding sociotechnical phenomena as they happen in real-time.
As a student of History, I set out to account for the world as it is (or rather was) with the
historian’s rigour, taught to be aware of my humble position standing on the shoulders of giant
predecessors like Gibbon, von Ranke, Mommsen, Toynbee, Braudel, Hobsbawm among others.
During the course of my education I have left this plateau and grounded myself in the
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To me, Pickering’s notion of islands of stability appears somewhat shrouded in anthropomorphic language: it is
humans who lives on islands of stability and humans who can fall off these temporary resting places. In the effort of
maintaining de-centeredness of humans and the posthuman spirit that characterises Pickering’s earlier writings
(Pickering 1993; 1995a; 2005) I suggest the concept of phase stability. Like Pickering himself, the concept has its roots
in physics. The notion of phase stability was first introduced by Soviet experimental physicist Vladimir Veksler and
the American physicist and Nobel-laurate Edwin McMillan in the mid 1940s (Wilson 1959). In physics phase
stability describes the particular phenomenon when “electrons are kept on an orbit of constant radius” inside
electron accelerators as e.g. the synchroton. With the use of magnetic powers to keep them in place “the energy
of the electrons is automatically increased at just the right rate so that the electrons stay on the proper orbit” yet
eventually the energy becomes so large that the electrons can no longer be kept within the electron accelerator
they are then “withdrawn or are caused to strike a target which produces an x-ray beam” (Wilson 1959).
In my case I find that a concept of phase stability would elaborate the contraction that happens when the
humans and their materials become relatively stabilised and their agency predictable and repetitive during the
course of the dance of agency (see also Pickering 1995a: 16). Like the elements in the synchrotron they are thus
kept in place in a given period of time. I want to emphasise that this is just a phase and that the materials can (and
properly will) act again in unexpected ways.
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everchanging world, and before that as journalist with the intention of journalising the world now
and here. Back at the university I have realised that I am an embodied someone and that this
affects the way I comprehend the world that surrounds me and the theories I choose for making
it meaningful - especially in my present position as an STS-scholar.
Perhaps out of admiration for a fellow historian I took particular interest in Thomas Hughes’
writings about technology development in history. I was intrigued by his notion of technological
style as a concept that would allow an account of cultural influences on technological
developments. Something I deemed relevant in relation to my interest in the adaptation of foreign
robots in the Nordic countries. It would have been rewarding to confirm Hughes’ thesis and
having been able to localise a distinctive technological style in Denmark as the outcome of the
adaptation of Silbot to local practice. However, albeit Hughes had demonstrated distinctive
national and regional technological styles in history, I was unable to locate or describe
technological style. As a STS-scholar I was faced with an emerging empirical field and in a world
constituted by performances. A world at stake in practice, to paraphrase Danish Anthropologist
Kirsten Hastrup.
Situated in the empirical field I was on the lookout for possible theories within the STS-field
to make sense of the phenomena observed. Being familiar with the basic ideas behind the Social
Construction of Technology (SCOT) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) I compared the
approaches with one another and found strengths, but also considerable weaknesses in relation
to my particular research interests. SCOT appeared somewhat rigid in its theoretical framework
against the flexibility stressed by its founders. I have found it difficult to account for the emergent
empirical phenomena by using sensitising devices originally conceived for accounts of historical
technological change. ANT seemed more alive and kicking, however, I am unwilling to accept
its maxim of symmetry between humans and nonhumans. In the empirical field I find them acting
in distinctively different and asymmetric ways.
Realising that there is more at stake in technology transfers than moving materials from one
physical location to another and that technologies seldom travel alone, but are accompanied by
e.g. ideas of utilisation and best practices, I sought to elaborate what is really transferred in
technology transfers. Figuratively speaking, I tried to look into and unpack the cultural baggage
of transferred technological artefacts. I suggest that technologies travel as material element of
practices (and practices-as-entities) and that they require a lot of onsite tuning to be adapted to
their new environment in the recipient countries and to become enveloped in the cultural context
there. In my case the South Korean robots Silbot and Mero provided some of the material
foundations for the practice of Brain Fitness and this made me look into notions of practice in
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STS-literature and beyond this field to enhance my theoretical conception of practice. I found a
point of departure in Anthony Giddens’ structuration theory and his ideas about how social
structures are renewed (or reproduced) in social practices, but also his more recent successors in
sociology e.g. Elizabeth Shove and Mika Pantzar with their comprehension of the dynamics of
social practices. Instead of Actor-Network Theory’s irreconcilable dissociation from sociology I
argue for the value of a rapprochement for STS-scholars. As more and more sociologists ponder
upon materiality and its effects on the constitution of society the distance between STS and
sociology has narrowed considerably, probably because the interest in practice is mutual.
As I hope to have demonstrated in this thesis the idea about nonhuman agency is not
completely unfamiliar to sociological thinking i.e. in its most recent de-centred version:
contemporary practice theory. However, material agency easily tends to fade in sociological
accounts of social practices. To remedy this, I suggest a specific focus on sociotechnical
practices,93 where nonhuman agency is seen as just as important for the structure of practices as
human actions. Such a focus is compatible with Pickering’s notions of the dance of agency and
part of his great idea about the mangle of practice. Pickering’s notions of human and nonhuman
agency and his focus on performativity allow practices to be grasped in the emerging empirical
field and thus Pickering convincingly demonstrates why STS-scholars should concern themselves
with practices because they as well as sociologists and philosophers must realise that “practice is
there, and the more we reflect on it, the more traditional disciplinary conceptualizations and
boundaries are going to crumble” (Pickering 1991: 420).
Like Pickering, I find that deterministic comprehensions of how technology influences human
behaviour - as well as more neutral understandings of technology as mere instruments - begin to
‘crumble’ when technology is studied in and as part of practice. Here, the two-way relationship
between humans and nonhumans appears evident and emergent as well as their interrelatedness
and how they configure one another in unforeseen ways. This is the reality that faces
ethnographically inclined researchers situated in the empirical fields and drives a search for more
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I agree with Bijker (1995: 273) when he finds that “[p]urely social relations are to be found only in the imaginations
of sociologists or among baboons, and purely technical relations are to be found only in science fiction. The technical
is socially constructed, and the social is technically constructed. All stable ensembles are bound together as much by
the technical as by the social.” The technical and social appears entangled and co-dependent. Like Norwegian
sociologist Dag Østerberg (1985: 9), I am having difficulties with imagining social practices that does not involve
materiality and conceiving humans not somehow mediated by technologies. Spanish philosopher José Ortega y
Gasset argued that “Man without technology […] is not man” (Ortega y Gasset 1961: 96) as he found that “[m]an,
technology, well-being are, in the last instance, synonymous. Only when we conceive of them as such are we able to
grasp the meaning of technology as an absolute fact in the universe” (Ortega y Gasset 1961: 100).
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flexible comprehensions of technology in practice. I hope that my theoretical explorations will be
seen in this light and can serve as a source of inspirations in the endeavour to develop empirically
grounded theories for the replacement of crumbling conceptualisations.
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4. Dancing with Silbot
“You have to be ready for a little of everything with Silbot. That is a good way of tackling it!” 94
- The first Danish game instructor to future game instructors.
Meet Silbot. The South Korean robot that can be found behind the double wooden doors to the
“Robot Room” (“Robotrummet” in Danish) at Vikærgården, a rehabilitation centre and
exploratorium (Skovgaard et al. 2014) for welfare technologies,95 in the Municipality of Aarhus.
Silbot is 1,15 m (45,40 inches) tall and weighs less than 21 kg (46 lb). It has a movable flat-screen
that displays a pensive, but friendly Caucasian female face (see fig. 1, appendix III) with 2 degrees
of freedom, which means that the flat-screen is capable of moving, not unlike a human head, to
the left and right, up and down. The personalised 3D graphic avatar displayed on the flat-screen
is animated: it blinks its chestnut eyes, looks around in the Robot Room, raises its eyebrows, and
moves its lips – sometimes in sync, and at other times asynchronous, with the tender and warm
female voice that pours out of the robots’ high-powered speakers, once turned on.
Silbot’s shiny white plastic body is shaped like an hour-glass (see fig. 2, appendix III). Its
rounded shoulders extends into two arms with 3 degrees of freedom: they move up and down,
stretch to each side, and are bendable (like a human forearm and upper arm). Just like the robot’s
wheels, and the flat-screen constituting its head and face, these arms move with the help of
actuators i.e. they do not move on their own – but must be activated via an electronic control
signal in order to move. At first sight the arms, devoid of hands and fingers, resemble pectoral
fins (as seen on sharks or dolphins). Silbot never grabs or holds onto things. Yet, unlike marine
mammals, ocean predators and other underwater creatures, Silbot is equipped with touch sensors
at the tip of its fin-like arms. These sensors are designed to register human handshakes and lighten
up and shifts colours during interaction.
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I have translated all statements made by the Danish interview persons into English. For the original Danish
statements see appendix II. For this particular one - see appendix II. S1.
95

ÆldreForum, an independent (and by now liquidated) research council focussing and publishing about living
conditions for senior citizens in Denmark, has published the book “Velfærdsteknologi – ny hjælpemidler i
ældreplejen”. The subtitle makes it clear that welfare technologies are assistive technologies designed for elderly care
(Riis 2010: 8f). In the same publication Informatics-scholar Peter Øhrstrøm defines it as “equipment and assistive
technologies that can help with everyday activities within the area of social and health care” (Øhrstrøm 2010: 20 –
my translation). He mentions the robot-seal Paro as an example of this (Øhrstrøm 2010: 20).
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The chest of Silbot is pierced with something that resembles a letterbox with a narrow post
opening (instead of a family name the word “E-ROBOT” is written above it), however, at closer
inspection it is an inbuilt 3D camera intended for collision avoidance and obstacle recognition.
This camera, along with the two small lenses (a CCD camera for face recognition, interaction
and location estimation) on top of the flat-screen, is designed to function as Silbot’s eyes when
the robot moves inside the Robot Room. And Silbot will move, once turned on. Its omnidirectional mobile platform allows it to move in every direction, or 360°. This cylinder-formed
platform constitutes the robot’s legs, or rather a moving pedestal for the slender, hour-glassformed figure, but it also contains Silbot’s ‘mouth’ - as it features the robot’s stereo speakers.
Apart from this, the platform is outfitted with several sonar sensors designed for avoiding
obstacles and for building navigation maps. On the back of the platform there is a small panel
containing four buttons: a knob (labelled “FUSE”) and a switch for turning on and off the robot.
Just below these buttons there is a yellow label containing the words “SENSOR MOTOR
MOBILE POWER”. According to the project leader, once the power-switch has been turned on
and the button labelled “POWER” has been pushed, the remaining three buttons can be pushed
in random order and the robot will function anyway.
A green wireless USB WIFI stick is plugged into the panel, and is not to be removed. It
connects the robot to the WIFI-Internet in the Robot Room or the Modem on the blue linoleum
floor. It is through the electric socket on the panel, that Silbot can be plugged into an adapter and
have its batteries recharged allowing it to run for more than 300 minutes of operation when fully
charged. It takes 140 minutes to fully recharge the robot, which usually takes place outside the
Robot Room in what was formerly a laundry room, now converted into a nearby storage room
for the electronical equipment bought for Brain Fitness.
Silbot can move, but it does not operate on its own. Turning the switch on and pushing the
buttons on the back of the movable platform is only one step in the robot’s operating procedure.
Silbot has to be connected to a PC (with the Windows 7 Professional suite installed) in order to
be operated by a human operator. It is from behind this black PC on top of a small laminate
wooden desk (see fig. 3, appendix III) in the corner of the Robot Room that Silbot’s movements
are remotely controlled. Silbot is therefore not unlike remotely operated vehicles (or ROVs) as
e.g. the “robotic explorers” or Mars exploration rovers (MERs) scrambling the red rocks of planet
Mars (Mindell 2015: 183f). However, Silbot is not free to explore the Robot Room as it or its
operator pleases, during the Brain Fitness sessions the robot has to stay inside a demarcated,
slightly elevated area on the floor for safety reasons. known as “the game board” (“spillepladen”
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in Danish)96 this solid wooden game board has the dimensions of 2 x 2 m (6,6 x 6,6 feet) and
contains 16 black and white squares (see fig. 2, appendix III) laid out in a chequered pattern. The
first Danish game instructor told me that Silbot is capable of functioning without the game board
underneath its wheels,97 however, I have never observed this. For Silbot to operate without the
game board would require careful planning and pre-programming to avoid any given obstacles
such as chairs or tables in a room (see chapter 8). Furthermore, it is not required for the
performance of Brain Fitness. I have experienced Silbot accidentally leaving the chequered floor
during one of the game sessions. This made the robot exclaim that it has lost its sense of direction
and that it needed a human hand to find its way back to the game board (see chapter 1.).
When Silbot moves, it moves rather slowly (the robot has a maximum speed of approximately
0,6 m (2 ft) pr. second).98 At the power-up, before each individual Brain Fitness session, when the
Silbot is turned on, and its connection to the control-PC is secured, the robot moves back and
forth on the chequered floor in order to “calibrate” (or “kalibrere” in Danish) - i.e. to find its
position on the game board. I have observed how the robot moves forward in small, gradual
lurches from one square to another on the chequered floor, while sliding toward the centre of
each square, where it stops for a few seconds, before it continues its course. These movements
results in a loud squeaking sounds, seemingly coming from the wheels underneath Silbot’s
movable platform. During the game sessions e.g. in “Følg Mig” (Follow Me)-game Silbot takes
a random route on the game board to be remembered and walked by the game players afterwards.
In this game I still noticed the squeaky sounds, but now Silbot’s movements were accompanied
by muzak (a banjo-tune) and the robot gesticulated with its arms in postures, almost like a traffic
controller, as it found its way, twisting and turning on the game board. During the power-up and
the set-up of the cognitive games as well as in some of the games, where Silbot remains passive
and positioned in the middle or to left of the game board, I heard a whirring sound. A sound that
reminded me of the whirrs and fan noise heard from computers when the central processing unit
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The first Danish game instructor proudly calls this floor “The Crown Prince Frederik Floor” (“Kronprins Frederikgulvet” in Danish) as the game board was used at another location for a demonstration of Silbot at a welfare
technology conference attended by the Danish Crown Prince (see chapters 8. & 9.).
97

At a demonstration of Silbot to for care personnel and social workers from the social psychiatry department of the
Municipality of Aarhus the project leader told one of the participants, that: “It [Silbot] cannot really work it out
without the floor [game board].” (“Den kan ikke rigtig finde ud af det uden gulv” in Danish).
98

However, this maximum speed was enough to cause concern for me and the first Danish game instructor when
Silbot suddenly left the game board and ran into the table behind which I was seated (see chapters 1. & 9.).
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is used excessively, and in Silbot’s case it is followed by the sound of a “bip, bi-bi-bi, bip” (see
also chapter 1.). Although clearly audible, these noises did not appear to distract the players I
observed and neither did the continuous colour changes on a small brim (or circle) of LED-lights
on the movable platform and on the touch sensors on Silbot’s arms. This seemingly random
change of colours occurs on a regular basis throughout the game sessions, in a range that varies
from green, purple, light-blue and red. However, the green colour is always seen during the
power-up. If Silbot is running low on battery the lights will stop changing and the red will be on
continuously, and according to the project leader the robots lightens up in a light blue shade when
all the players are connected with the robot through their tablets.
To perform its role as quiz master, or game show host, in the cognitive Brain Fitness games
and to interact with human players Silbot is supported by a number of technologies. A 52” flatscreen mounted on the end wall of the Robot Room displays the actual digital games played
during the Brain Fitness sessions e.g. when the players are asked to solve a puzzle – the motive is
shown here allowing the players to recreate it on their Samsung-tablets or in the Bingo-game,
when Silbot calls random numbers, the numbers will be viewable on the flat-screen with the
tablets displaying the players’ individual game boards. At the beginning of each cognitive game
the flat-screen shows the game rules, while Silbot explains them verbally. At several occasions
during the Brain Fitness sessions, I observed how Silbot asked the participants if they were feeling
tired? this rhetorical question was followed by a short intermission,99 where stretching exercises
were presented on the flat-screen to be replicated by the participants. Beneath the flat-screen on a
black laminated shelf are two black Britz-loudspeakers that supplement the inbuilt loudspeaker in
Silbot’s movable platform, and play the muzak or game tunes during the Brain Fitness sessions.
Between these loudspeakers there is a 3D camera (an ASUS Xtion PRO Live Motion Sensor)
similar to the one built into Silbot’s chest.100 This camera sensor enables the control-PC to track,
not only Silbot’s whereabouts, but also how the game players move in some of the Brain Fitness
games, where they are allowed onto the chequered floor - e.g. when the participants are asked to
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There is no way of skipping these exercises once they occur – sometimes it is after only one round in a game. I
have observed how some participants try to stretch their arms or necks, while others just sit passively and wait for
the game to continue.
100

Actually, the Danish stakeholders do not make use of the “belly Kinect” (“Kinecten i maven” in Danish) as this
motion sensor is called locally. The inbuilt 3D camera/motion sensor can be used by Silbot to function outside the
game board and to avoid colliding with any given obstacles. Yet, Silbot never leaves the game board during the Brain
Fitness sessions in Denmark – and when it does, it is not according to plan.
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copy a route taken by Silbot on the game board by stepping onto the black and white squares in
the correct order. In another game, where the game players can catch moneybags seen on the flatscreen, the motion sensor will capture them stretching and punching their arms into the air or to
the sides in order to grab the moneybags displayed digitally on the large flat-screen on the wall of
the Robot Room. The motion sensor, or the “Kinect” (“Kinecten” in Danish) as it is called by
the Danish game instructors, has proven itself particular sensitive to bright and direct sunlight
(see chapters 8. and 9., see also Alrø & Nielsen 2016). Through trial-and-error the Danish
stakeholders have concluded that to secure a smooth performance of Brain Fitness the blinds must
be drawn when Silbot is running.
The windows in the Robot Room have white blinds with flexible positioning, which means
that they can be open at bottom or the top to let in some daylight into the room, while at the same
time reducing sun glare at the floor level where the motion sensors work. Apart from interacting
with Silbot and participating in the cognitive games via the 3D camera sensor the game players
can participate in the majority of the games just by using the touchscreens on their Samsung
Galaxy Tablets (see fig. 4, appendix III) e.g. to lay out pieces in the puzzle game, enter digits in
a calculation game, select from various answers or answer “yes” or “no” (“ja” or “nej” in Danish)
by touching a green or red button displayed on their tablets. These Samsung-tablets are handed
out at the beginning of each Brain Fitness sessions or set up before the players arrive in the Robot
Room.101 Once seated behind one of the six white tables on a tubular steel chair, some remain
seated in their own wheelchairs, the players can use the tablets placed and fastened with Velcro
(there is a strip on the back of each tablet) to the mahogany IKEA-book stands on the table in
front of them (see fig. 4, appendix III). Again, through trial-and-error the Danish stakeholders
have decided that resting the Samsung-tablets in book stands enables the optimal participation
and concentration in the cognitive games, instead of asking the participants to hold on to the
tablets or letting them rest the tablets on their laps.102 The chairs and tables containing the book
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In fig. 3, appendix III. a green dust-cloth can be seen resting on top of a spare keyboard. I have observed more
than once how the Brain Fitness-instructors clean the tablets for smudges and fingerprints after a game session by
wiping them off with this duster. This observation not only highlights some of the invisible work (Star & Strauss 1999;
Suchman 1995) that the Brain Fitness instructors have to do to keep the practice running, but also how the professions
of the Brain Fitness instructors have been affected and changed by their involvement in the Silbot-project from their
former work tasks as e.g. occupational therapists, engineers or nurses.
102

Actually, at the Brain Fitness session for future game instructors (see appendix I) I observed the first game
instructor ask future instructors if they thought it would be better to be seated with the tablet on the lab instead of
using the book stands? The future instructors tried this out, and one of them responded that she found this way of
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stands and the tablets are set up next to each other in a semi-circle at one end of the Robot Room
directly facing the game board and the flat-screen behind it. Above the blue chairs a large vinyl
banner (previously used by the Municipality of Aarhus for the presentation of Silbot at trade
shows and conferences) shows a male human head in profile with a visible brain and explains the
“Relationships between the Cognitive training program & Cognitive domains” how interacting
with Silbot (or Mero)103 in the Brain Fitness session and playing the 16 cognitive games will
benefit the “Frontal lobe”, “Parietal lobe” and “Temporal lobe”. This vinyl banner is the only
decor on the white, brick walls except for two wall clocks above the double wooden doors, the
entry into the Robot Room (see fig. 2, appendix III). One of these clocks displays the local time
in Denmark i.e. Central European Time (GMT+1) the other one Korean Standard Time
(GMT+9) (see also chapter 10., n. 361.). During one of my observations, when the director of
Vikærgården visited the Robot Room to try out Brain Fitness, she demanded that the wall clock
set to Korean Standard Time be removed as some occupational therapists had insisted that two
clocks set differently would confuse the citizens or players. I heard the project leader object by
pointing out how often she had used the wall clocks to take the time difference into consideration
when reaching out to South Korea for technical support.
The Robot Room at Vikærgården is one of two locations, where I have observed Brain Fitness
sessions in the Municipality of Aarhus. The other one is DemensHjørnet, a part of
DemensCentrum Aarhus (DCA), where sessions with Silbot has been one of the available
treatment options for citizens with various types of dementia since a pilot project with Silbot was
concluded with positive results in mid-June 2016 (see Alrø & Nielsen 2016). The room used for
Brain Fitness at DemensHjørnet was considerably larger than the Robot Room at Vikærgården.
Silbot was set up in the corner of what also functioned as the conference room (see fig. 5, appendix
III). The basic layout of the room was somewhat similar to the Robot Room as it contained the
same material elements described above with one notable exception: the control-PC was set up
against the wall, meaning that the players would face the back of the game instructor while she
was seated behind the PC, whereas at Vikærgården the game instructor was seated with her leftside toward the players. Another notable difference was that the tubular steel chairs, wooden book

using the tablet strenuous. The first game instructor concluded, that the book stands would be better and asked the
participants to place the tablets in the book stands again.
103

For a more detailed description of Mero see chapters 8. and 9.
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stands and white tables at Vikærgården have been replaced with office chairs with tables attached
to them and there are no book stands. The technical components of Brain Fitness are identical to
the ones in the Robot Room, however, the solid wooden chequered game board have been
renewed with a new one made of vinyl, much easier to move. 104 This lighter version of the game
board have the same, colours and dimensions as the one at Vikærgården, but drawings of two
pairs of light-blue foot soles have been added to the chequered floor (similar to the foot soles
marking positions/steps in dance diagrams). I observed how the elderly players at
DemensHjørnet used these foot soles to position themselves during some of the games e.g. when
they grabbed the animated money bags shown on the flat-screen. In addition to the foot soles, a
pattern of eight red dots have been added to the game board. There was a red dot in front, behind,
to the right and left of each pair of foot soles. They mark the maximum step length that the players
are allowed in order for the 3D Camera Sensor to register their motions correctly, when e.g. asked
by Silbot to move to the left, right etc. in one of the games.
Just like when Brain Fitness is performed in the Robot Room the blinds were drawn when I
observed a Brain Fitness session at DemensHjørnet. However, since my observation at
DemensHjørnet the Brain Fitness classes have been moved to another room in the building, that
is not as much exposed to direct sunlight. Here, the performance of Brain Fitness is possible
without the blinds drawn and the Brain Fitness sessions are not interrupted when the conference
room is needed for other purposes (see also Alrø & Nielsen 2016: 7). I have never visited this new
location and therefore cannot provide a “thick” description of its layout.105
Silbot has a voice and speaks. This voice has a striking resemblance to Siri, the virtual assistant
part of Apple Inc.’s various operating systems. And like Siri, the robot uses speech synthesis i.e.
a text-to-speech (TTS) system that converts text into speech. Silbot’s freedom of speech is
curtailed, though. Its Danish vocabulary is limited to the pre-programmed sentences in its
database. Yet, the robot can choose freely from these pre-formulated sentences during the game
play. Sometimes this results in Silbot repeating the same sentence more than once or saying things
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On June 27th, 2015, a game board identical to this one replaced the wooden game board “The Crown Prince
Frederik Floor” in the Robot Room at Vikærgården.
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However, this room has been filmed as part of the feature “Robotten Sille kan bremse demens” (see appendix I Dam, 2016) about Silbot and Brain Fitness on local television TV2 Østjylland. The video shows a smaller and lighter
room, than the conference room, with the furniture and technical components being identical to the ones described
above. The control-PC is now positioned like at Vikærgården i.e. the game instructor has her side exposed to the
players when seated or standing behind the PC.
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that appears to be out of touch with the progression of the game play as it is experienced by the
participants. During the game session at DemensHjørnet, while the players where occupied by
the Bingo-game, I observed Silbot say the following: “20, that is my lucky number”. Then a few
minutes after it exclaimed: “19, that is my lucky number.” The game instructor commented on
this discrepancy by saying: “I thought I just heard her [Silbot] say that 20 was her lucky number?”,
while one of the game players suggested that “She [Silbot] has many”. 106 During a demonstration
of Silbot for care personnel and social workers from the social psychiatry department of the
Municipality of Aarhus, the visitors were allowed to play the cognitive games and I noticed that
many of them were struggling. Silbot suggested that they were doing fine and asked them if they
could keep up with the game play? it kept repeating: “It is not that difficult, is it?”.107 Once, I
observed students (studying occupational therapy) as they were allowed to participate in Brain
Fitness, Silbot repeatedly suggested that they should take it easy, as they were only faced with
basic additions (“plus-stykker” in Danish). One of the students responded by stating, that she
found Silbot annoying.
At other times Silbot’s sentence structure can be abstruse e.g. when it asks: “Do you know the
right answer? Yes, it is no.”108 Yet, most of the time during the game play Silbot seems to be kind,
polite, encouraging the players to continue playing by saying “You are doing fine” or “Come on,
I trust you” and even appreciative of their efforts: “Everyone is doing just tremendously” or “One
could easily believe that people here were professors”.109
As I have experienced Silbot it seems to be able to master the Danish tongue effortlessly, but
sometimes its pronunciation and accent seem to confuse the players and give rise to comments
(see also chapter 9.). In the game “Historie Memory [sic.]”, where the players are asked to
remember historical facts e.g. from a story about the Danish runic stones, told by Silbot, it
pronounces the word “gravhøje” (Burial mound) as “gravhaje”, “ældst” (eldest) as “elst” and
“UNESCO’s” as “UNE’skus”. I have also observed Silbot pronounce the game “Bingo” as
“Binko”, “Folkens” (Folks) as “Fålkens”, “allerede” (already) as “a’leret”, “forbedret”
(improved) as “forbedrort” and “User A’s” as “Use’er Ass”, which made some of the players
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(visiting students studying occupational therapy) laugh. When first introduced to the robot, the
future game instructors commented on Silbot saying “tit” instead of “tid” (time) in the sentence
“Nu er det binko-tit [sic.]” (Now, it is time for bingo). The first Danish game instructor explained
to me that the Korean engineers have had some difficulties in programming Silbot to speak
Danish. The Scandinavian language is full of silent letters e.g. the Danish word “havde” (had)
was pronounced by Silbot as “haude”. During her 14 day visit in Korea, after Silbot was first
tested in Aarhus in 2012, she (or rather her husband, a former student of Danish) had the chance
to correct some of the pronunciation errors and change difficult and particularly challenging
Danish words into phonetic transcription.
When Silbot moves and talks it is as part of the Brain Fitness sessions. I have observed several
of these sessions at Vikærgården and one at DemensHjørnet (see appendix I). These sessions are
structured and enacted the same way with minor variations to be elaborated below. At
Vikærgården the game instructor usually shows up before the players to turn on the system, make
sure that there is enough fully charged Samsung-tablets for all the participants, and to check if the
tables and chairs are set up in their semi-circle formation (or sometimes just in a row, pending on
the number of players and chairs needed). She 110 also has to make sure that blinds are drawn, and
that one or two windows are open to properly ventilate the Robot Room before, and often during,
the Brain Fitness sessions, depending on the outside temperature. During my fieldwork at
Vikærgården, I noticed a stale air and acrid smell inside the Robot Room. The project leader
believes this “stink” 111 originates from the newly laid blue linoleum on the floor of the Robot
Room. She has complained to the contractor, who suggests that the room must be ventilated
properly before the players arrive, however, the project leader have found that windows must be
opened several hours in advance to avoid the players from getting headaches during the Brain
Fitness sessions. The linoleum was laid when the room was recently refurbished from its former
function as mortuary, when Vikærgården was an elderly care centre, and turned into the Robot
Room. To compensate for the poor indoor climate in the Robot Room the Brain Fitness sessions
are usually performed with open windows and/or one of the doors opened to corridor outside. I
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The vast majority the Danish game instructors have so far and to my knowledge been female employees of the
Municipality of Aarhus, whereas in the Finnish pilot test there was a female and male game instructor. Halsnæs
(2015: 59) mentions a male instructor at Vikærgården when she observed Brain Fitness as part of her master thesis.
However, the exact identity of this male instructor remains unknown to me.
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On June, 23, 2015, at around noon I observed the project leader open the wooden doors and bursting out: “Oh,
bother! It stinks in here.” (“For søren, hvor der stinker!” in Danish).
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have observed how this allows outside noises into the Robot Room and how once in a while a
staff member from Vikærgården drops by and observes Brain Fitness from the opened double
wooden doors.
The game instructor begins by fetching Silbot in the storage room next door - the “Shower
room” (“Baderummet” in Danish), as the first game instructor calls it. This is done by unplugging
Silbot from its charger and by lifting the robot in order to place it on top of a small wooden board
with four black wheels, known as the Dog (“Hunden” in Danish). The robot can then be rolled to
the Robot Room, be unloaded from the Dog and placed in the middle of the chequered game
board. Even though Silbot has wheels underneath it, the robot is not easy to manoeuvre and move
around. The Koreans have told the Danish stakeholders to avoid manually move Silbot when it
is not strictly necessary. Therefore, the Dog has been added to the Danish material setup. Once
Silbot is positioned on the game board, the game instructor can seat herself behind the controlPC and turn on the system. If she is in doubt of anything in the procedure she can browse a white
ring binder beside the control-PC. This binder contains a some pale yellow post-it notes attached
to coffee stained, printed out A4-pages written in Danish, and is a help guide or manual on how
to set up the Brain Fitness sessions. It has been composed by the Danish stakeholders as there
was no user’s manual when Silbot arrived from Korea, only a scanty PowerPoint presentation of
the robots and the various cognitive games, according to my informers. Once the control-PC is
on, the well-known Microsoft Windows startup sound has sounded, the flat-screen is on, the
game instructor can leave the control-PC and move onto the game board and kneel down to turn
on the switches and buttons on the back of Silbot’s movable platform. The flat-screen attached to
Silbot’s shoulders, its head, will lighten up and shift its colours from light blue to black, then
another Windows-fanfare and the flat-screen turns white with an illustration of Silbot in fulllength. The game instructor can then click open the folder containing Silbot’s cognitive games (se
fig. 6, appendix III), a white flash will be visible on the 3D camera sensor on the shelf beneath
the flat-screen - and after approximately 30 seconds the female avatar appears on Silbot’s flatscreen-head. Now the instructor is free to choose the cognitive game to be played from a game
folder on the PC. Choosing a game will result in Silbot twice moving fast forward and back again
to the middle of the game board in order to “calibrate”. The project leader has told me that the
instructor can set-up the game e.g. by entering the names of the game players, however, I have
never observed this being done. The Brain Fitness sessions I observed were generally performed
with the pre-set player-names i.e. “User A, User B, User C, …”.
Before the game is chosen the game players have normally arrived in the Robot Room and
found their seats behind the white tables and the game instructor will present the first game to be
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played and explain the rules. The 16 cognitive games are built for a maximum of eight players,
yet, the most frequent numbers of players I observed were 3-4 players at both Vikærgården and
at DemensHjørnet. After having started up the game, the players will be asked to register
themselves i.e. they must open up the game on their individual Samsung-tablets by touching one
of 14 numbers on their screens: “1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18”. 112 Each number is
a touchable icon representing one of Silbot’s cognitive games. Sometimes the game instructor
helps the users unlock their touchscreen and press the right number to get the game going.
Hereafter, Silbot is free to perform as quiz master, or game show host, by spreading out its arms,
while saying: “Welcome. Exert yourselves and your memory will be improved”. 113
If the game “Fællessang” (Community singing) is chosen, a small jingle announces that the
game is beginning, followed by a piano and all of a sudden a new voice, another female vocal,
can be heard from Silbot. This is the pre-recorded voice of Danish troubadour Pia Raug
performing the well-known Danish six stanza song “Regnvejrsdag i November” (Rainy day in
November) by Ebba Munk Pedersen in pace with Silbot spinning around, gesturing its arms and
nodding its head as if it were singing the song. However, its lips remain closed. In this game the
players are asked to sing-along and afterwards to remember and fill in some ‘missing’ words from
the song. When one of the future game instructors saw Silbot’s performance, I heard her say:
“What a tremendous stage show. It [Silbot] ventriloquises. It is a bit too much.” 114 After a game
has ended the game instructor will ask the players how they solved the games and if they have
any strategies or techniques to share with the other players.
In one of the training sessions for future game instructors I was asked by the first Danish game
instructor if I wanted to participate in the cognitive games, a calculation game and a puzzle
solving game. Soon after I found myself seated behind the white tables equipped with a Samsungtablet and feeling frustrated over my inability to remember briefly presented numbers in order to
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Apart from Silbot, Brain Fitness consists of 16 cognitive games, however, not all of them is not played in Denmark
– e.g. “Knowing Me, Knowing You” or “Kend Mig” (in Danish), where the players are asked to remember personal
details about the other players. This requires that the game instructor enters personal data about the players on
beforehand. Given that the players at Vikærgården change regularly when they leave the rehabilitation centre, the
data entered would soon be outdated. At DemensHjørnet, where the players have been diagnosed with various types
of dementia, the game instructor will estimate which games are solvable/manageable for the game players to play
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find out if adding the present with the former would result in an even or uneven number?
Suddenly, I felt that my poor skills for mental arithmetic would be exposed as I had to give up
finishing the calculations within the given timeframe. However, after the game was finished the
other players disclosed having been frustrated about their performance as well and this resulted
in a joint discussion with the first game instructor about strategies or techniques on how to
remember the numbers in the game. To my relief I excelled in the next game by solving a 16
piece-puzzle within the given 10 second timeframe. Hereafter the first game instructor and the
future game instructors discussed visual, auditory and tactile memories and different learning
styles.
Typically, a Brain Fitness session consists of two cognitive games with a short break in
between. At Vikærgården the Brain Fitness session usually lasts 90 minutes, whereas at
DemensHjørnet the sessions have been shortened to 60 minutes. Early tests of Silbot have shown
that one and a half hours can be too long for some of the participants, diagnosed with various
forms of dementia, to stay focussed on the games. The game players also have to be able to
participate in other available treatment options the same day e.g. physical exercises.
Most of the regular game players of Brain Fitness have one thing in common they are senior
citizens in the Municipality of Aarhus.115 The game players at DemensHjørnet share another trait,
they have been diagnosed with and are in the early stages of some form of dementia disease i.e.
one of the following eight types: Alzheimer’s Disease, Vascular Dementia, Lewy Body Dementia
(LBD), Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD), Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), Parkinson’s
Disease, Huntington’s Disease/Huntington’s chorea (HD), or from other diseases resulting in
mental decline e.g. alcoholism or drug addictions, brain tumours etc.
The players at DemensHjørnet are divided into teams according to their age and type of
dementia disease. Through trial-and-error the game instructors have discovered that the citizens
react very differently toward Silbot (or “Sille” as it is called there) 116 and the cognitive games
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Here, I am not taking into account the future game fitness instructors who played all the cognitive games as part
of their training or the various interested parties that I observed trying out Brain Fitness at Vikærgården (see appendix
I). Nor, the adult citizens (aged between 32 and 62) with various mental disorders, who tried out Silbot as part of
pilot test in the summer of 2016 (see appendix I - Center for Bostøtte i Eget Hjem, 2017) and a group of physically
disabled citizens who participated in yet another test in the beginning of 2018. These pilot tests were initiated after
my fieldwork was concluded, and I have never observed these game players. I have only been able to read the
evaluation report of the first pilot test. However, the first Danish game instructor told me, that participants from the
second pilot test still show up at Vikærgården every week to continue their Brain Fitness classes on their own
initiative. Therefore, Silbot and the Robot Room is still used in 2019.
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according to their type of dementia - and that mixed teams consisting of players with different
types of dementia can be too much to cope for some of the citizens.
If the players at Vikærgården have dementia diseases it might not be known to the personnel
in advance. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter Vikærgården is a rehabilitation centre,
formerly known as a “health care hotel”, when it was transformed from its original status as a
conventional Danish elderly care centre in 2012. Here, the citizens of Aarhus can temporarily
inhabit one of 58 apartments as they recuperate and rehabilitate from illness or a fall. In other
words, the citizens here will “get help to get home” (Skovgaard et al. 2014: 51). While the citizens
live here, they are encouraged to try various welfare technologies like a robot vacuuming cleaner,
a voice-controlled apartment (see Larsen 2014), a floor with an inbuilt sensor for registering falls,
washlets or to participate in Brain Fitness, because Vikærgården is also a municipal test centre
for various technologies (Skovgaard et al. 2014: 51). The temporary resident permit means that
game instructors at Vikærgården have to make an extra effort to maintain Brain Fitness as a
practice. They regularly have to recruit players among the residents by asking them to participate.
This means that Brain Fitness can only be performed here with a running intake of players. Brain
Fitness as a sociotechnical practice at Vikærgården therefore seems to be particularly vulnerable
to the socio-material structure in place there. I have observed the Danish informers discuss the
difficulty of allocating resources to keep the practice in place i.e. buying out one or two
occupational therapists from the regular personnel to work as game instructors, recruiting regular
players and convincing management and employees about the benefits of maintaining Brain
Fitness as a viable available treatment option there. These difficult conditions at Vikærgården
mean that sometimes the Robot Room remain silent for shorter or longer periods due to
restructuring or until a new pilot test with further funding brings Silbot back onto the game board
in the Robot Room.
After a Brain Fitness session has finished i.e. after two cognitive games, and sometimes a
bonus game of “Bingo”, have been played, the players are free to leave the Robot Room. The
game instructor then shuts down Silbot and its operating system, collects and wipes off the
players’ tablets, manoeuvres the robot back onto the Dog to roll it back to the storage room. After
that she switches off the light (if it has not gone off automatically by then) and shuts the double
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Sille is a Danish girls name. A name that Silbot-3 at DemensHjørnet shares with 2.323 Danish citizens (in 2019,
according to Statistics Denmark).
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doors to the Robot Room. This leaves the deserted room in darkness. However, the room will
not be entirely empty. One robot is still left in there. This is the old Silbot, known as Silbot-2, the
tubby (“tykke” in Danish) Silbot or the old Silbot (“gamle Silbot” in Danish). This robot will never
leave the Robot Room again.
Abandoned in the far corner of the Robot Room and permanently silenced, Silbot-2 does not
impose itself on anybody and appears rather bashful, however, this robot was the original object
of my research interests. Finding Silbot-2 inactive and ‘unobservable’ forced me to rethink my
research project, and how I could possibly write the tale of Silbot?
4.1. A tale of two versions?
When I first entered the Robot Room I was quite surprised to find Silbot-2 ‘parked’ in one of the
corners (see fig. 7, appendix III). At my initial meeting and informal interview (see appendix I)
with the first game instructor and the project leader I learned that the KIST/GAHA had built a
new “slim-line” version of Silbot, but I did not expect to find the old version out of operation and
inactive. After all this was the version that was originally transferred from Korea to Aarhus and
Helsinki as parts of the original test pilots tried out there in 2011-2012. The version I had intended
to observe and write about in this thesis. I admit that I felt somewhat discouraged, when the
project leader told me, that there was probably no way I could observe this version of Silbot in
action as new software recently installed on the control-PC blocked the connection between the
PC and the old Silbot. Nevertheless, I persuaded her to give it a try on another occasion (see
appendix I).
I asked the first game instructor why Silbot-2 was kept in the Robot Room? She answered that
it was “only for show” (“bare til pynt” in Danish) and that it would not be used anymore, yet it
would “hardly be worth the effort to send it back [to Korea]” (“kan [ikke] betale sig at sende den
tilbage [til Korea]” in Danish).117
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On October 13th, 2017 I visited an interactive exhibition about cutting-edge welfare technology “DokkX” at the
main library, DOKK1, at the harbour in Aarhus. Here, and to my surprise, at the entrance of the exhibition I found
another exemplar of Silbot-2. The robot was planted there with its two arms (or flippers) extended as if it wanted to
hug incoming visitors. The flat-screen that once carried the animated robot-avatar-face had a A4-paper loosely
attached to it stating: “dokkX Centrum for velfærds- og frihedsteknologi” with a black arrow below it pointing toward
the exhibition. In other words, Silbot-2 was used as a sign. To me this example, almost banally, illustrates the
multistability of technology (see chapters 3., 6., 7., 8. & 9.) and how the interpretation and use of specific
technological artefacts varies over time.
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When I observed the latest version of Silbot - Silbot-3 (described above) - in action I got over
the disappointment of finding Silbot-2 decommissioned and noted in my field journal on May 20,
2015:
“I cannot prevent myself from observing the “new” Silbot 3 and compare it to the old Silbot (the one, that
arrived in Denmark in 2011). An exemplar of the old Silbot is now standing in the corner of the Robot Room.
To look at these two robots is almost like seeing the evolution before my eyes. Above all they resemble a baby
and a teenager. Where Silbot 2010 [Silbot-2] is the chubby baby (with puppy fat) and the new, slender,
slightly fit torso Silbot 3 is the pubescent teenager.”
Although I have only seen recordings of Silbot-2 and never observed the robot being operated in
practice I still find it worthwhile describe some of its technical specificities and materiality to the
extent possible.118 This description will be based on various documents, a multitude of videos of
this version available online (see appendix I) and on my own recollections of the inanimate
version in the Robot Room. Hopefully, this description will help the reader with understanding
what happened between the transfer of Silbot-2 to Denmark (and Finland) in 2011 and the
implementation of Silbot-3 in Aarhus in 2014? A progress I intend to analyse in more details in
this chapter.
On the July, 6th, 2015, (see appendix I) I met with the project leader with the intent to turn on
Silbot-2 and observe its movements. The following is a description from this meeting as I noted
it down in my field journal:
“On [the project leader’s] suggestion I push/roll the Old Silbot to the middle of the chequered floor. I notice
that it is inert to push, as if the wheels do not want this movement, but only intermittently gives in. [the
project leader] enters the room and turns on Old Silbot. To her surprise the battery has not run out and Old
Silbot starts up, but hereafter all interaction with the robot is finished – as it cannot interact with the operating
system to Silbot 3. Thus, it remains in the middle of the chequered floor, immobile. [the project leader] has
put up Silbot’s flat-screen[-face] manually, however, she emphasises that had it [Silbot-2] functioned
normally, it would have unfolded automatically as would its two arms.
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I will not describe the technical characteristics of Mero, Silbot-2’s robot companion. I have never seen this robot
in Aarhus (nor in Helsinki). It was ditched as part of the Danish Brain Fitness sessions after it broke its neck, and
Silbot-2 was reprogrammed to take over the games where Mero had acted as quiz master or game show host.
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I notice the big ‘on-and-off’-button on Old Silbot’s belly – and the [the project leader] tells me that if one
pushes this button “it [Silbot-2] just stops moving.” It is thus only the motor one can turn off by pushing this
button.
It is remarkable how little Old Silbot roars. It whirrs like its successor, when turned on. I comment on this
to [the project leader], who shows me a recording of Silbot[-2] in action, recorded with her smartphone. Here
Old Silbot can be seen performing [the Danish singer-songwriter] John Mogensen’s ‘Så længe jeg lever’ [(As
Long as I Live)], while its arms are stretched out, it rotates these and moves up and down a chequered floor.
Indeed, as [the project leader] has pointed out, Old Silbot’s movements are heard more distinctively [than
Silbot-3’s]. [the project leader] stresses, that there were “much machine-noise [“maskinstøj” in Danish], when
it moved around.”119
The voice was the “same” as the one Silbot[-3] has. Another one of [the project leader’s] recordings of Old
Silbot shows that the robot-avatar moved its lips. And that Old Silbot could move its head as well.”
The reason why I mentioned Silbot-2’s noise (or lack thereof) to the project leader was that several
informers as well as other ethnographers (see Halsnæs 2015: 14) 120 have described Silbot-2 as quite
noisy. I had even heard the project leader say that the old Silbot [Silbot-2] made “200 times”
(“Den [Silbot-2] larmede 200 gange mere” in Danish) the amount of noise as compared the new
version [Silbot-3]. Without the connection to the control-PC it remains immobile and it seemed
distinctively quiet, yet the differences between Silbot-2 and Silbot-3 are still pronounced.
Silbot-2 has the height of 1,045 m (3.43 ft) and weighs less than 30 kg (66 lb). It is shaped like
a large, white egg (see fig. 8, appendix III) resting on top of three wheels that allows it to move
360°. When Silbot-2 was turned it would flip open its yellow flat-screen that was labelled
“EngKey” containing its friendly looking robot-avatar as well as 3D camera and unfold it two
arms, its “mechanical wings” (Hasse 2015b: 171). These flippers operated with 3 degrees of
freedom: moving up and down and stretched to the sides.
Almost like a turtle Silbot-2 could bury its head (the flat-screen) and arms inside its shell. In
this ‘pose’ there would still be two LED-eyes visible on the outside of the egg-shell. These eyes
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Previously she had told me that Silbot-2 roared “insanely” (“vanvittigt meget” in Danish) and that many of the
players complained that it was difficult to concentrate in such noise. The project leader told them that the level of
noise was something that could not be changed – she emphasised how many players learned to concentrate
nonetheless.
120

Cathrine Hasse told me about Silbot-2’s noise and rude behaviour, when she observed robot. However, she has
not accounted for this noisy aspect of Silbot in her own writings about Silbot (Hasse 2013; 2015b).
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would lighten up, just before the flat-screen would flip open. Below Silbot-2’s head there was a
rim of six small pinholes containing an inbuilt array of microphones for voice-recording and
sound localisation. A 3D Motion Sensor Camera was built into Silbot-2’s chest (as is also the case
for Silbot-3), and below it two large, pink, animated full colour LED-batteries displayed the
battery status of the robot. Under this battery status bar, the “on-and-off”-button or panic button
was located and beside it (positioned like jacket pockets) were the two inbuilt speakers containing
Silbot’s voice. At the robot’s waistline there was a black band, almost like a belt, that contained
eight sonar sensors designed for obstacle avoidance with further six Position-Sensitive Detectors
(PSDs) built into the fenders covering the wheels as hubcaps, apart from these detectors the
fenders where equipped with bumper switches.
On Silbot-2’s back there was a hunch-like formation with an inbuilt camera lens, that
resembled the red eye of HAL 9000 as depicted in Stanley Kubrick’s visual tour de force “2001:
A Space Odyssey”. The project leader told me that this camera (pointed towards the sky) was
designed so that Silbot-2 could navigate after the ceiling - if it had to move around outside of the
game board. However, in Denmark and as a part of Brain Fitness this camera was not in use as
Silbot was confined to its game board and was operated the same way as Silbot-3 is described in
this chapter.121 Below this hunch there was a big button, I asked the project leader about the
purpose of this button? she answered that she did not know, as the South Koreans were not “able
to convey” (“formåede at formidle” in Danish) everything.
When I first met the first Danish game instructor and the project leader they told me that this
version of Silbot “by God, […] broke many times” (“Robotten gik ved Gud i stykker mange
gange”), but according to the project leader “its biggest mistake” was that, it was inoperable once
it lost its internet-connection. She added that often its flat screen or “head” would “go black” (“gå
ud” in Danish), and the robot-avatar would disappear from the flat-screen.
After the pilot test of Silbot-2 was concluded in Aarhus, the Municipality hired the local, nonprofit company, the Alexandra Institute, to compose a report with requirements specifications for
a new version of Silbot and its software (see appendix I - Fredslund 2012). According to the first
game instructor and the project leader some of these requirements were fulfilled with the arrival
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Actually, Silbot-2 was never used in the specially designed Robot Room. As the location used for Brain Fitness
prior to 2015 was the “Therapy Room” (“Terapirummet” in Danish) at Vikærgården on the second floor (see
Halsnæs 2015). I once visited this room in 2014, while writing my master thesis, this is where I saw Silbot-2 for the
first time. The setup and furniture in the Therapy Room were similar to the layout of the Robot Room described in
this chapter.
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of Silbot-3. However, they both miss one specific feature of Silbot-2, namely its robot-avatar (see
fig. 9, appendix III) that was replaced with the contemplative female face described above. During
my fieldwork I heard them mention this to me and others time after time. They told me that they
had asked KIST to replace the new face with the old avatar, however, the Koreans listened to
these requests hesitantly - seemingly unwilling to make the change. Apparently it is important to
KIST that Silbot appears human-like or humanoid. I observed the project leader twisting her hands
and with a forced smile tell visitors that Silbot-3 “has been given this female face and that is
something we are not quite happy about, because many people think it is a male. It is one of those
things we would like to be changed so that it becomes a robot instead.”122 I observed how she kept
referring to Silbot-3 as “him” (“ham” in Danish) or “he” (“han” in Danish) in spite of the femaleavatar. Yet, others were confused about Silbot’s gender as well. During a Brain Fitness session in
the Robot Room I heard one of the players (an elderly woman) ask, why the robot was called
“Gilbert”? The game instructor corrected her by saying “Silbert” (actually, I have noticed how
many of the Danish stakeholders pronounces Silbot as “Silbert”). The elderly woman asked if
this was not a boy’s name? The game instructor pointed out that it properly was, but that Silbot
earlier had a robot-face and that its gender back then was more diffuse.
When I observed a regular Brain Fitness session at DemensHjørnet I was quite surprised to
find that the game instructor called Silbot-3 by the female Danish name “Sille” and kept referring
to the robot as a she. After the players had left the premises I asked her about Silbot’s name and
gender change. She told me that she found, that Silbot is a boy’s name. And that it was confusing
to keep calling it so in her conversations with the project leader, because one could be in doubt
about which exemplar of Silbot-3 they were discussing - the one at DemensHjørnet or at
Vikærgården? The name “Sille” came “very quickly” (“meget hurtigt” in Danish) when the robot
was first introduced at DemensHjørnet to local citizens on august 27th, 2015. So, from then on
the exemplar of Silbot-3 at DemensHjørnet has been known as “Sille” and Brain Fitness as
““Sille”-training” (“Sille-træning” in Danish).
The reader might question the importance of dwelling on these details about different versions
and exemplars of Silbot - and indeed the robot’s name(s)? To me it emphasises not only how the
various versions of Silbot have been adopted and adapted to local practice, but also that the story
of Silbot is not a tale of two versions of Silbot (Silbot-2 and Silbot-3) but of many versions. It is a
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story about multiple versions and multiple variations of its use in practice. In other words, a story
about how versions of the same technological artefact will be perceived and used differently in
various context of usage (locally and globally). The changes that the Danish stakeholders made
both materially and symbolically123 to Brain Fitness (to be elaborated further below) turned the
sociotechnical practice into something different as it was originally practiced in Seoul, 124 and
again a variation of the way it was practiced in Helsinki.125 Therefore, one could argue that Silbot
and Brain Fitness is something different in Aarhus (and varies as a practice even locally with Sille
at DemensHjørnet and Silbot at Vikærgården) than it is in Korea, and was in the Finnish capital.
In this way, the Silbot-case seems similar to sociologists Elizabeth Shove and Mika Pantzar’s
accounts of how e.g. Nordic Walking or Hockey as social practices are practiced differently
globally even though the material elements are somewhat similar (see chapters 3. & 8.). The point
is that the local adaptation i.e. the culturally situated interpretation of the same technical artefacts
varies in space and time (see also Lien & Law 2011: 82).
This variation is also seen in relation to how the Danish stakeholders interpret the gender of
Silbot. Here, Silbot-2 with its robot-avatar and female voice appeared androgynous to some users,
but remained a boy to the first Danish game instructor and the project leader. So much so that
they also consider and talk about Silbot-3 as a ‘he’ in spite of its female-avatar, whereas the same
version is considered a ‘she’ at DemensHjørnet and as already mentioned has been given the
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The Danish informers told me about several small adjustments they had made to Brain Fitness e.g. how it is
instructed and performed as compared to how the Koreans originally told them to practice it. One such adjustment
came during the pilot project as the Koreans wanted to hand out prizes to the fastest players and urged the Danes to
applaud the winner of each games, however, one of my informants, an occupational therapist and member of the
Danish project team, observed that this made the elderly players uncomfortable and made them “withdraw” (“trække
sig” in Danish) from the Brain Fitness sessions. This aspect was thereafter played down in Denmark. One can only
speculate why applauding winners appeared awkward the Danish players?
One of the Finnish game instructors told me that the Finnish stakeholders had also objected to the Korean wish
to hand out prizes to the winners of the cognitive games (or rather, the best player of the week). She had told the
Korean stakeholders “actually, we do not us it … we cannot use it […] everybody should be at the same line and
only at the Bingo-game they could have these small presents”. The Korean stakeholders compromised, so that every
week every player got a present for participating instead.
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A fieldwork in South Korea would doubtless have procured more details about the Korean performance of Brain
Fitness. Yet, it was beyond the scope of this study. The Danish fieldwork highlights the adjustments and adaptations
made to the “original” Korean setup e.g. how the games are instructed, played, the setup of the Brain Fitness
classrooms, the duration and the time limit used in the individual games.
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In Finland the original setup of the Brain Fitness classroom was similar to the one in Korea, however, Silbot-2
and Mero were never tested for their abilities to prevent or halt dementia for several reasons (see chapter 8.), but
instead piloted for recreational purposes (see chapter 8.). To me this fact stresses the local adaption of Brain Fitness
and the differences in how it is performed and practiced locally, but also how this varies from how it was (and is)
practiced in Denmark.
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Danish female name “Sille”. All of this highlights not only the interpretative flexibility that users
possess in relation to technological artefacts (see also Pinch & Bijker 1984; Bijker 1993), but also
how these same users have the ability to ‘socially’ shape technologies in different ways during the
adaptation to practice (see also Oudshoorn et al. 2004). The apparently multistable social robot
Silbot allows for its users to perform not only its gender differently, but also to perform its sociality
in different ways (see chapter 9.).
The story of Silbot and its various versions as presented here might seem somewhat
incomplete. Why was the egg-shaped Silbot-2 changed into the slender Silbot-3? And what came
before the egg? so to speak. That is what was Silbot-1 like? In other words, why has Silbot been
designed and constructed the way it has with its human-like features? The study of Silbot as
presented in this thesis can only partially shed light on these questions as it relies on the accounts
of the Danish and Finnish stakeholders, the participant observations and various documents and
reports (see appendix I). A prolonged fieldwork in Seoul and interviews with the Korean
engineers and designers at KIST would allow some of these questions to be answered more
exhaustively, however, such a fieldtrip was beyond the scope of this study.
I admit that the specific technical and design details of all the different versions of Silbot appear
somewhat diffuse to me. This also the case for the Danish stakeholders e.g. the first game
instructor believes that Silbot-1 was the English teacher in Korea (see chapters 6. & 8.) and had
the same body as Silbot-2, i.e. the robot that was transferred to Aarhus and Helsinki as part of the
pilot tests there. Silbot-3 is the robot that has been used in Aarhus since 2014. Asked about why
the Robot is named Silbot? She suggests that Silbot has something to do with the elder care facility
she has visited in Silver Town, Seoul, where Silbot is used for Brain Fitness. A webpage of Center
for Intelligent Robotics, KIST, (see appendix I) only adds to the confusion about the many
versions of Silbot and does not explain the names of the robots. Here, the visitor is presented with
various photos of Silbot and/or EngKey. “Silbot 1.0” was apparently launched in October, 2008
and looks very different than the robots mentioned above as it had a face quite similar to the
KIBO-robot still produce by KIST i.e. instead of a flat-screen with an avatar it had a physical,
white face with a small nose, a movable mouth (with red lips), heavy movable eyelids etc. The
purpose and usage of this robot remains unknown to the me. The same goes for the robot
launched on December 2009 a somewhat similar version named Silbot 2.0 (and/or EngKey 1.0)
and Silbot 3.0 (and/or EngKey 2.0) launched in 2010 with the looks of Silbot-2, but with a female
Caucasian avatar, is shown in a Korean classroom. Silbot 3.0 would actually be Silbot-1 (the first
egg-shaped robot). According to this webpage Silbot is called “SILBOT” when it operates as an
Elder Care Robot and “ENGKEY” when it functions as an English Teaching Robot. Various
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recordings of these different versions in operation are available online but only in Korean and
with Korean subtitles. Therefore, they do not shed further light on the design history of Silbot as
it is told in this thesis, as I do not speak Korean.
When I interviewed the Danish and Finnish stakeholders and asked if they had ever
questioned (or asked about) the appearance of Silbot? I got somewhat concurrent answers about
how the Koreans had explained their design thinking. Almost all of my informers emphasised the
funny and strange looks of the robots (Silbot-2 and Mero). The former elderly services director of
the Municipality of Helsinki pointed out that it was not important for the Finnish stakeholders
that the robots appeared human-like (but rather that they functioned in practice). Yet, she got the
impression that the humanness was a very significant design-aspect for the Koreans:
“what was a little bit strange from our point of view was that the people [the Koreans] want to develop
those kinds of robots which are like humans – they [the robots] look like people, and it is very important
for them [the Koreans], and I can understand it from their point of view. It comes from the culture,
because.. how do you say these things? … that you show your face and smile and … they are very important
these … what you can express with your face, it is very important in Asian people, but it is not so
important here for the Western Countries and in the Northern Countries, so it was a little bit funny
[the] idea why they wanted to develop robots that look like humans. But I think it is very understandable
if you compare it to the Asian culture.”
Her comprehension of Korean design thinking was that there is a demand for robots that look
like humans in “Japan and other Asian countries”, because it is part of an Asian, and more
specifically Korean way of communicating that facial expressions should be clearly visible and
readable. The Managing Director of the Company consulting the Municipality of Helsinki also
found that the humanness of the robots was “very” important to the Koreans, however, he
criticised this design philosophy as a “quite old-fashioned way to think of robots”, and a risky
design strategy based on insufficient research. He stressed that “the closer they [robots] are to
people, the weirder they get. It is the Uncanny Valley”.126 The Director of Nursing at the
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The Uncanny Valley is a concept developed by Japanese roboticist Masahiro Mori in 1970 (translated into English
in 2012 - see Mori 2012). Mori predicts that human affinity for human-like robots can “descent” into revulsion if the
robot is not completely human-like (or rather life-like) nor apparently robot-like, but instead remains something
unfamiliar e.g. if a human-like robot’s facial movements are slower as compared to a human being. This would turn
the robot into something creepy (Mori 2012: 100). On his graph of human likeness (ranging from an “industrial
robot” to a “healthy person”) such a robot would be placed somewhere at the button of the curve, which he calls the
“uncanny valley”. Mori suggests that the roboticist can avoid creating eerie or creepy robots by keeping away from
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Kustaankartano Elderly Center, where Silbot-2 and Mero were tested, emphasised, that the
Korean robots did not look Finnish because of their distinct facial expressions “in these kinds of
cultures they communicate more with eyes and lips and I think this communicating with the eyes
was so… […] it was a little strange for it was a little difficult to interpret its face movements.”
A Danish occupational therapist and central member of the original project team responsible
for the pilot test in Aarhus told me, that she had discussed the looks of Silbot and Mero with the
head of the Center for Intelligent Robotics at KIST. He told her that the Korean designers had
strived for a human look (or a humanoid – i.e. a robot with human features like arms and legs etc.
but still lacking several human features e.g. skin, hair, feet, ears, fingers etc. and therefore not a
one to one copy of a human being), and avoid designing android (i.e. a subclass of humanoid
robots – these robots are designed to look and act exactly like humans).127 He stressed that the
players should not confuse Silbot and or Mero with real humans.
As mentioned the design rationale behind Silbot (and Mero) remains obscure for me. It is not
elaborated in the contracts and reports I have read, and the same goes for the design thinking
behind Silbot-3. However, the first Danish game instructor thinks that she inadvertently might
have influenced the looks of Silbot-3: “I told them, that they [the players] thought, that Silbot was
a little, cute, fat robot. After this, they [the Korean engineers] constructed a slim-line robot.” 128
She points out that the Koreans consistently remarked that she herself was “very slimline”
(“meget slimline” in Danish). She believes, that when she pointed out that she found Silbot-2
“fat”, the Koreans might have thought she wanted a slightly slender version, yet she does not
know this for sure. Neither, does she know why the KIST chose to change the original robotavatar of Silbot-2 to the female avatar displayed on Slibot-3’s flat-screen-face. The Koreans have
never given any reasons for this replacement nor elaborated their thinking about design. It also
remains unclear how much the Danish stakeholders challenged the Koreans or asked them about
this aspect as they seem to have accepted the looks of Silbot. When I interviewed the first Danish

designing exact copies of humans and instead nonhuman-like robots or human-like robots, where the mechanical
parts are clearly visible. American anthropologist Jennifer Robertson (2016: 32) recognises Mori’s influence on the
design thinking in Japanese robotics, yet criticises his concept as hypothetical and based on mere speculation.
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Japanese roboticist Hiroshi Ishiguro is (in)famous for having developed several android robots, including a copy
of himself, known as Geminoid HI-1 – a “mechanical doppelgänger” (Guizzo 2010). He and American computer
scientist Karl F. MacDorman have advocated the value of developing android robots “indistinguishable from human
being[s]” to be used as experimental apparatuses in controlled experiments (see MacDorman & Ishiguro 2006: 298).
128
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game instructor she emphasised that she did not believe that the Koreans had ever explained their
design philosophy and neither that the Danish stakeholders had asked about it.
To summon up, it appears unclear to me why the different versions of Silbot were designed
the way they were. What I have found is that Silbot’s look and ‘gender’ are just aspects of how
the robots appear in practice (see also chapters 8. & 9.).
In their comprehensive ethnographic study of Norwegian Atlantic salmon farming practices
anthropologist Marianne Elisabeth Lien and sociologist John Law (2011: 70 – emphasis in
original) find that the Atlantic salmon it not “an object” that stands “by itself” “but emerges in
the relations of practice” and that “we need to remember that there are many practices” which
makes it likely that “how salmon are done will vary from location to location.” To me, Silbot
appears comparable to the salmon, as it seems to be done and vary in different Danish spaces and
practices. It appears multistable, performed or enacted (see chapter 8.), and perhaps even fluid
(Law & Lien 2012: 372). I will elaborate Silbot’s apparent fluidity later in this chapter, but first I
will account for what motivated the Danish stakeholders to invest in Silbot – i.e. to allocate funds
to adopt and adapt the robot to local practice.
4.2. Searching for a golden egg
I have tried to provide a detailed description of Silbot, its history and various versions, its
functionality, design, and the Danish setup for Brain Fitness, however some relevant questions
remain unanswered e.g.:
- Why was Silbot (and Mero) transferred to Denmark and Finland in 2011?
- Why was the South Korean robots discarded in Finland?
-Why did the Municipality of Aarhus decide to invest in three exemplars of Silbot-2 and continue to use its
successor, Silbot-3, to this day [2019]?
The interviews with the Danish and Finnish informers as well as various documents can shed
light on some of these questions, albeit only partially.
When the first Danish game instructor introduced Silbot-3 to future Danish instructors in May,
2015, she also initiated them into the “developments” (“forløbet” in Danish) of Silbot. I observed
how she seated herself on an office chair facing the aspiring instructors, rested her left leg on the
right leg and used both hands while telling them the following:
“In 2010 the former director of the Welfare Technological Unit, what is now called Center for Assisted
Living Technology, […] visited Korea. He wanted to bring back technology, that could be implemented
in Denmark. Technology that could be used, that would benefit citizens, relieve personnel and could
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create jobs in Aarhus. He visited KIST, where he heard about a robot that was able to prevent dementia.
At the time, it was included in a project in Seoul in Silver Town. It [the robot] had been tested in
collaboration with the University and it had been discovered that it could prevent dementia.” 129
This account of how the Municipality of Aarhus first discovered Silbot in Korea and learned
about its functionality and beneficial effects appears to answer some of the questions listed above.
However, the exact rationale for transferring Silbot to Denmark appears to vary depending on
whom one asks. Interviewing various members of the original Danish project team adds more
layers of details to the story about Silbot’s transfer but makes it less straightforward. First of all,
the reason for bringing Silbot to Denmark and testing it in Aarhus is not easily inferred. There
seems to have been several aspects of the South Korean robots that attracted the Danish
stakeholders – with the prospect of preventing or halting dementia being only one of them. A VIA
University College consultant who collaborated with the Municipality of Aarhus on measuring
the cognitive aspects of Brain Fitness described the Danish pilot test 2011-12 as case of a
Municipality seeking to be at the forefront of the technological development. A test, where the
criteria of success were constructed as the pilot progressed. 130 He felt there was a tangible time
pressure to tests these robots, which curtailed the time needed for preliminary work and project
design before the robots arrived in Aarhus:
“We saw the product [the robots] quite late, and everyone we talked to internally at the Municipality of
Aarhus knew as little about what it was in reality. And [the first Danish game instructor] got connected
to project relatively late, so it was [an occupational therapist and ranking member of the Danish project
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The Danish evaluation report (see appendix I) mentions that the teacher’s [game instructor’s] success criterium
that no participants should “drop out has been met” and concludes: “the project is successful in the sense that no
participants have dropped out.” In her weekly reports, the first Danish game instructor mentions her success
criterium: “- I must retain the participants and avoid resignations.” (Danish: “- jeg skal fastholde deltagerne og undgå
udmeldelser”). During my interview with her she never mentioned this criterium of success explicitly, however, she
stressed the great length she had gone to in order to secure that the players understood the game instructions and was
familiar with the touchscreens etc.
I asked the occupational therapist and former ranking member if it was a success criterium in itself that players
continued to show up for Brain Fitness she answered approvingly, because this confirmed an interest in the concept
among the citizens “if it did not interest them, why should they show up?” (Danish: “hvis ikke det interesserede
dem, hvorfor skulle de så komme.”) The pilot project’s criteria of success seem to vary according to whom one asks
or at least there seems to have been several targets at play concurrently or some of these plans have been “tuned”
(see chapter 3.) during the pilot project.
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group], some of her colleagues from the Welfare Technology Unit, and me who sat down and discussed
what could actually be measured. So, it was one of those rushed projects, that is initiated, where the goal
almost gets created as the project is constructed, and that makes it very difficult to direct.” 131
He points out that the Danish stakeholders had to act “very blindly” (“meget i blinde” in Danish)
before and during the project as information from Korea was scanty e.g. the Korean evaluation
reports of their pilot tests at the Gangnam-Gu Center for Dementia, Seoul, had not been
translated into English (or Danish for that matter), so the Danish stakeholders had no chance to
read them and evaluate the evidence before testing. This impression is supported by the first
Danish game instructor who I observed telling the future game instructors that the Korean studies
had proven that the cerebral cortex would be thickened by participating in Brain Fitness. She was
told by the Korean stakeholders that Brain Fitness could prevent dementia, however, she has
never seen any evidence of this. Although she requested it when she became game instructor. 132
Neither has she seen any stated learning strategies and outcomes of Brain Fitness, as she
emphasises that “they [the Korean stakeholders] had no learning strategies with them from Korea
whatsoever” (“de havde overhovedet ingen læringsstrategier med fra Korea” in Danish. Thus,
for her (as well as for me) the pedagogy and health care rationale of the Korean robots appear
obscure and undocumented. When I interviewed an occupational therapist and former ranking
member of the project team I asked her about the type of documentation that the Municipality
received from KIST about the health care potential of the robots? She repeated that “[i]t was very
scanty” (“Det var meget sparsomt” in Danish). There was no available scientifically proven
evidence of the robots’ health care potential, yet, as the Koreans stressed that they had this
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When I asked the Finnish informers about what the Koreans promised that Silbot and Mero could do? the former
director of Elderly Services Director in Helsinki answered: “Prevent dementia and even cure dementia” and points
out that she doubted this effect. The Director of Nursing at Kustaankartano Elderly Center was told the same, but
was likewise sceptical about these purported cognitive effects: “They expected that they [KIST] had a technology
that could prevent dementia, and when I was told I said, I think this is not so. […] Then they said: Really? Are you
afraid that if these robots prevent dementia – you won’t have any clients or residents in Kustaankartano? Maybe
nobody needs Kustaankartano if there is no dementia, because of these robots?”
The Managing Director of the local Company responsible for running the pilot test in Finland was given some
“papers” by KIST “which claimed we could be measuring physical changes in people’s brains after a few months”,
which he “found immediately scientifically uncredible [sic.] or hard to believe.” He felt the same kind of scepticism
among the health care personnel in Helsinki. The prevention of dementia remained “their [the Koreans] hypothesis
and they believed strongly in it and then the health care [department] here did not.” He emphasises that “I-we found”
this hypothesis “naïve”, but was more willing to test the other Korean concern i.e. how a technology developed in a
foreign culture was accepted in Finland.
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documentation. The Danish stakeholders kept requesting it and eventually, they received two
scientific articles - that, according to her, would not have been able to pass a peer review in
Denmark. She emphasises, that the Municipality had not persistently asked for documentation
about the health care potential of Brain Fitness and the robots as she “believes” the Danish
stakeholders commonly shared the thought “well, let us get it into our hands, and see how it
works.”133 She explains that the Director of the Center for Assisted Living Technology “really,
really” wants to be first mover on certain things “and therefore one cannot demand evidence
also”.134 When asked about the terms for bringing Silbot to Denmark, she adds that the Director
of the Center for Assisted Living Technology “per definition” thinks that new technology is
interesting, that he “sees opportunities everywhere” and is “incapable of saying ‘no’” as “he can
see possibilities, he can see a potential, and he cannot see limitations. This can drive you nuts,
but it also brings in results”.135
When I questioned her why it was decided to test Korean robots in the first place? And not
e.g. a Danish developed robot or a Japanese robot? she answered that it was the robots that the
Director of the Center for Assisted Living Technology knew about and had seen. She points out
that she was never told to use an “afternoon” (“eftermiddag” in Danish) to scan (“afsøge” in
Danish) what types of robots existed in the world. Another former ranking member of the project
group points out that he is still having difficulties with understanding why “we needed to have
this eggshell [Silbot-2] […] I [still] lack the shining argument for why we needed to have this robot
to stand there and flip its arms and drive back and forth.” 136 When he looks back he thinks that
everybody “ought to have been better to scan the market” (“skulle have været bedre til at afsøge
markedet” in Danish) to get an insight into robot technology elsewhere.
The occupational therapist and former ranking project member characterises the pilot project
and collaboration with the Koreans as a prestige project, because “at the municipal level of
Aarhus, it is prestigious to be first with welfare technology, because at that time there was much
attention to promotion of trade.” 137
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The former male ranking member of the pilot-project team mentioned above travelled together
with the Director of the Center for Assisted Living Technology to Korea, when Silbot, Mero and
Brain Fitness were first introduced. He shares the impression that the Municipality of Aarhus
wanted to be seen as a first mover in regards to welfare technology:
“Even though the bosses probably would not admit it, I believe that a sort of competition between the
different municipalities developed as to whom could be first on track with something new evolutionary,
innovative in the area of welfare technology.”138
He adds that Aarhus as the second largest Danish city together with Odense [the third largest
city/municipality] had good contacts to robot developers in Asia and therefore maintained an
edge as compared to other municipalities in Denmark. It was as a follow up on these contacts
that he travelled to Korea together with the Director of the Center for Assisted Living
Technologies, where they invited the Director of the Center for Intelligent Robotics to exhibit
Silbot-2 at the CareWare-conference in Aarhus in February, 2011. Here, an official cooperation
assignment was signed between the aforementioned Korean Director and the Mayor of Aarhus,
that according to the ranking project team member enabled “a formal collaboration to develop it
[the robots and Brain Fitness] together.” (“formelt samarbejde om at prøve at udvikle det her” in
Danish). He admits that the potential of the Korean robots was unclear at the time:
“We did not know about the fields [the game board] it operated on, and we did not know all of these
[cognitive] games. But they [the representatives of KIST] told… they talked about this effect, that they
[the robots] could create social interaction between elderly citizens and help them with strengthening
their memories and cognitive abilities, and the positive side-effects as a result. But we did not know…
everything was written in Korean, and everything was Korean signs, so it was quite difficult to find out,
what is was. The English was somewhat unhelpful, so it was a bit of a gamble, I think we can say. But we
had to try it, and our management and alderman were favourable disposed toward us trying it. So that
was the gamble at any rate.”139
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He emphasises the obscurity of the exact purposes of testing the robots in Aarhus. The Koreans
initially also suggested to the Director of the Center for Assisted Living Technology and himself
that Silbot could be tested as a teacher in a local Danish state school (“folkeskole” in Danish). 140
The Danish stakeholders were not dismissive of this idea, however, after the Korean delegation
at CareWare had visited a Danish state school the idea was scrapped. Apparently they were
surprised about the lack of authority of Danish teachers as compared to Korean teachers,
according to the ranking member.
The former ranking member of the project team stresses that initial scepticism about using
“taxpayers’ money to test” the Korean robots “demanded” (“krævede” in Danish) that the
Municipality showed some results from the pilot test and that the alderman and other politicians
kept an eye on how the test progressed, because he thinks “that they had to be convinced that it
[Brain Fitness] could be justified, that there were some sense behind it.” 141 It was hoped that the
pilot test could identify, or possibly even create, a market for robotic technologies in Denmark
“that would justify the relatively big investment in testing this technology, as one of the first places
in Denmark.”142 When I asked the former ranking member of the project team about the success
criteria for the pilot test, he stressed that the Danish project team members were unsure about
whether the technology would work at all, so it was a gamble. Yet, they were convinced
(“overbeviste om” in Danish) that there was some sort of potential. It was just a question about
trying to discover how big the potential was. He rejects that the purpose of the pilot project was
to test if Silbot and Mero could save/or compensate for “warm” human hands (although he
admits it was initially framed as such) as it turned out that the robots needed a human hand i.e.
the game instructor.143 He points out that it was not “intended” (“beregnet” in Danish), that the
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Several of my Finnish informers also mentioned that KIST suggested testing the robots in Finnish primary schools,
however, the Educational Department in the Municipality of Helsinki seemed reluctant to such a test, even though
the Vice Mayor tried to “push them”, according to the former Elderly Services Director of the Municipality of
Helsinki.
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When I asked an occupational therapist and former ranking member of the Danish project team if it was a concrete
goal that Brain Fitness should be cost-saving (“personalebesparende” in Danish) by freeing human hands? She
answered “yes” and elaborated that this is the definition of a welfare technology (according to the Director of Assisted
Living Technology) that it [a welfare technology] is a technology that can replace a municipal welfare service
(“velfærdsydelse” in Danish).
The Finnish evaluation report (see appendix I) concludes, “the cost benefits caused by the robot are very difficult
to prove: the teacher is not freed for other tasks, such as to assist the participants in person.” It is found “that the
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game instructor turned out to be as “indispensable” (“uundværlig” in Danish) as she was. Other
informers emphasise that the Koreans had promised that Brain Fitness and the robot would run
autonomously and not require human operators or game instructors. 144 This is also stated as one
of the goals in the Danish evaluation report (see appendix I) “to clarify to what extent the system
can stand alone – be self-explanatory.” The report concludes that the teacher [game instructor]
“sustains the project” and “can by no means be dispended”.
For the former ranking member of the Danish project team the main incentive for participating
in the pilot project was not the possibility of testing the robots as means to combat or halt
dementia,145 but rather the prospect of establishing a working relationship with a technology
developer from Asia i.e. KIST. The pilot test was the first step or phase in a development project
that would allow the Municipality of Aarhus to become a co-developer of robot technology: a
long-term investment that would earn itself within a 10-year time frame when the market for
robots in Denmark and Europe would be different than in 2011. The Danish evaluation report
(see appendix I) elaborates the motivation behind the pilot project in the first paragraph:

robot cannot replace human instructors.” In spite of this conclusion, my Finnish informers maintain that the pilot
test of Silbot and Mero was never directly about replacing “warm” hands.
The former project leader finds that it had “initially” been a goal that the robot could replace a “human coach”,
however it failed to do so. This goal was rather implicit, “and not really pronounced.” The former Director of Elderly
Care Services in Helsinki also rejects that the pilot test was about replacing humans, because “we [the municipality]
were looking for something to add to the life of the elderly and prevent the memory loss.” She elaborates this: “So
in the future that kind of equipment could replace some human workload and do something, but I think they are
helping us not replacing human contacts. But we also know that we are lacking of personnel in the future and that
we have to invent many things to do differently than nowadays.”
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In his book “Our Robots, Ourselves” roboticist, aeronautics and astronautics-professor David Mindell names the
“mythologies of twentieth-century robotics and automation” and is deeply sceptical about what he calls the myth of
replacement (Mindell 2015: 9) that machines can “take over human jobs, one for one.” Instead he finds that
automation tends to “make the task more complex, often increasing the workload (or shifting it around).” I consider
the Silbot-case, as it is presented in this dissertation, a good example of this.
145

Actually, Silbot and Mero’s effects were never tested on Danish citizens diagnosed with dementia during the pilot
project in Aarhus in 2011-12, because the Koreans insisted that the senior citizens that participated in the pilot had
to have the age of 60+ and be fit (“friske” in Danish) i.e. they could not have any cognitive diagnoses, according to
the first game instructor. So, everybody was asked if they had a dementia diagnosis before they could participate.
According to a ranking member of the Danish project team the Danes were also “a little afraid” (“lidt bange for”
in Danish) that Silbot-2 could confuse and even appear disquieting to senior citizens with dementia, so for safety
reasons the participants chosen were “fit senior citizens” (“friske ældre” in Danish) that needed to have their
memories refreshed. He acknowledges that the robots’ abilities in halting dementia thus remained an expectation or
prospect to be tested after the initial pilot test 2011-12. An occupational therapist and ranking member of the project
team explains that it was for ethical reasons that senior citizens with cognitive impairments such as dementia were
not allowed to participate in the first pilot test as this would have turned the test into a test of medical equipment.
In Finland, Mero and Silbot were tested for “recreational purposes” as a physician and member of the Finnish
project team objected to the idea of preventing or halting dementia with cognitive games (see chapter 8.). See also
note 132. above.
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“the intentions for the project was to test and gather knowledge about introducing Korean build robots
to the mentioned sector [Danish elderly care sector] as well as to experience the potentials for further
corporations [sic.]146 within testing, developing and implementing robotic solutions.”
According to the former ranking member of the Danish project team the potential for a
“cooperation” or rather, collaboration was the all-important (“[alt]overskyggende” in Danish)
aspect of the pilot project. A collaboration, that according to him, would allow the Municipality
of Aarhus to adapt and shape (“præge” in Danish) foreign robots to the local care context, create
a market for Korean robots in Europe and co-develop a product suited for the citizens of Aarhus.
He finds this would be “like having killed two birds with one stone” (“slået to fluer med et smæk”
in Danish). When I asked him about what settled the decision to invest in three exemplars of
Silbot-2 at the end of the test period (in 2012) he answered:
“I know for certain that after the first test period, we decided that, the experiences were positive. But we
would like to have a little more evidence to base them on, so we wanted to expand this progress, because
now we were like… now we had placed the foot in the mud, we might as well place the other foot there
and then try to determine, whether we can hold our ground when this dries out. So, it was about finding
out if this investment had returned anything?” 147
He elaborates his answer by stressing that the return of investment might be difficult to identify,
as it might not be visible yet. According to him the “golden egg” (“guldægget” in Danish) was
not the robots’ immediate health care effects, but rather this “golden egg” might only be
discovered 10 or 15 years into future when the collaboration between Aarhus and Seoul has been
firmly established.
The first Danish game instructor has another interpretation of why the Municipality of Aarhus
decided to buy Silbot-2. According to her, it was decided after the end of first test period, when
Silbot-2 had been sent back to Seoul and the improvements suggested by the Danish stakeholders
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I consider the word “corporations” a typo as I believe the word “cooperation” was meant instead. Various Danish
informers confirm my interpretation. In the conclusion of the evaluation report an important milestone achieved is
“Collaboration between KIST / GAHA and the City of Aarhus has shown potentials in [sic.] [for] further projects.”
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had been made. Here, in 2012 a new test with elderly participants from the original pilot test
found that Silbot-2 had been distinctively improved and a decision to invest in three exemplars
for further testing could therefore be justified. When I initially interviewed her and the project
leader to get an overview of the time line of events in the Danish Silbot-case they told me that the
Silbot had noticeable goodwill ‘from above’ in the political and managerial system of the
Municipality of Aarhus. Such goodwill might be part of the answer to why Silbot [Silbot-3] is
‘still’ in use and tested in Aarhus. It would make this particular robot’s longevity apprehensible
as a part of locally vested interests.
In 2014, the current Mayor of Aarhus (cited in Skovgaard et al. 2014: 53) called the municipal
“focus on” (“[s]atsningen” in Danish) welfare technology sound business acumen (“godt
købmandskab” in Danish) as he dreamt about the affluent People’s Republic of China as buyers
of locally (and international collaboratively) developed welfare technology, and he accentuated
the collaboration with KIST. In the same publication Kærlig Kommune – fremtidens sundhed og
omsorg i Aarhus (“Loving Municipality – The future health and elderly care in Aarhus”)
(Skovgaard et al. 2014) various municipal managers (including the Director for the Center for
Assisted Living) discuss their declarations of intent for making themselves redundant by reimagining health and elderly care, implementing welfare technologies to do “much, much more,
for much, much less”,148 make assistance unnecessary, give the health care personnel new tasks
instead and with the help of assistant technologies (or welfare technologies) provide citizens with
more opportunities for participating in the society. In the pamphlet the Director for the Center
for Assisted Living Technology stresses the demographic challenge, an increasing old age
dependency ratio, as something the Municipality can improve with the help of new technology:
“With more senior citizens and less money the technology has to be able contribute to us assisting more
senior citizens at least as good as we do it now.”149
It would require further studies and interviews to confirm if such political incentives explain and
are synonymous with the aforementioned goodwill toward Silbot at the political and managerial
level of the Municipality. That robots are seen as part of the future health and elderly care in the
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Municipality seems obvious. In a feature “Robotten Sille kan bremse demens” (“The Robot Sille
put the brakes on dementia”) (see appendix I - Dam, 2016) about “Sille” at DemensHjørnet the
Alderman for Health and Elderly Care, having seen the positive results of the pilot test there (see
Alrø & Nielsen 2016), stresses that she will work for robots being implemented in the
Municipality to a greater extent and adds:
“We have to do this in respect of the people that becomes ill [with dementia] and especially in respect
of the relatives that have to take care of a demented person. They need all the technological devices they
can get. So, I cannot see that it [the implementation of or investment in robots?] stops anywhere, and I
will not be the one who stops it. On the contrary, I would gladly develop more and more.” 150
In Aarhus it seems that the rationale for investing (and continued investment) in social robots like
Silbot can be interpreted partially as a “top-down” incentive to develop and find solutions for
future health and elderly care and create jobs locally.151 The first game instructor finds that Silbot
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My informants in Finland stressed that there was a perceptible push from the top of the municipality to try out
robots in Helsinki. The pilot project was initiated when the then vice mayor visited Seoul and “she got very
enthusiastic about what she saw there in Korea and they made an agreement between Helsinki and that Korean part,
that we should do something in the robotics field and that was there start of the pilot here”, according to the former
Director of Elderly Care Services in Helsinki.
According to the former Finnish project manager the main Finnish goal of the pilot project “if you want to be
really mean, would be to please the will of the previous [vice] mayor […] so basically, you know, because she asked
to do this thing we had to do it.” A co-author of the Finnish evaluation report shares this impression calling the pilot
project the former vice mayor’s “personal thing” – “a thing that no one like really requested, not the social services
or the educational department […]”. He emphasises that the people in the social services department “were not
exactly thrilled about the project, because the way the project started – just like, there is this this robot please do
something.” The Managing Director of the local Company responsible for handling the pilot test in Finland also
noted a reluctance among the health care personnel about trying out the robots, and likewise noticed the pressure
from the vice mayor to do so. He called the project “an offer you cannot refuse” and he described the pilot project as
a case of “robot romanticism” on KIST and the vice mayor’s part and elaborates: “The robot thing was the one, she
wanted do to and that was… well, this is a mean thing to say… But I think it was partly because of the bells and
whistles […] You know the last sort of fireworks before retiring.”
The Director of Nursing at Kustaankartano was asked by the vice mayor if the elderly centre wanted to be part
of this international pilot project? And she answered yes, because she thought it would improve Kustaankartano’s
image. She mentions that the vice mayor had retired when the pilot project began in Finland, and one can only
speculate if this might have eased the pressure to test and to succeed with the test of and possible implementation of
the robots that none of the Finnish informers really wanted? However, when the informers describe the robots they
highlight the unreliability due to the “many technical problems”, the difficulty of using the robots, the robots been
less developed and interactive than expected (see also chapters 6., 8. & 9.). But also that the robots were difficult to
adopt and adapt to the local context. The Director of Nursing points out: “this technology was so limited. And
because it was like all must do, what the technology said. People and teacher must adopt [adapt to?] this technology.”
When I left Finland my impression was not that my Finnish informers were not generally skeptical about
implementing robots in health and elderly care, as they had adopted the Japanese-developed Paro baby harp sealrobot at Kustaankartano, they were just questioning the cost and efficiency of Silbot-2 and Mero.
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and Brain Fitness has improved the image of the Municipality of Aarhus and that is has a
considerable PR-value both externally and internally.
I want to stop the account of the political ‘push’ for investing in Silbot here. Based on my
observations and empirical fieldwork I do not find that a top-down incentive and the presumed
PR-value can fully explain the longevity of Silbot in Aarhus and the retention of Brain Fitness as
practice locally. From my perspective, there seems to be other factors that needs to be taken into
consideration and this will be done in the remainder of this chapter.
4.3. Adopting Silbot
The municipal decision to invest in three exemplars of Silbot-2 in 2012 and the continuation of
Brain Fitness as a practice in Aarhus to this day (2019) have now been somewhat elucidated. Yet,
the decision to invest in and implement the Korean robot might still appear incomprehensible
given the robot’s recurring technical problems (see chapters 6. & 9.) and due to the fact that the
Danish stakeholders describe Brain Fitness and Silbot-2 in unflattering terms: the project leader
called Silbot-2 “strange” (“mærkelig” in Danish), “crazy” (“skør” in Danish) and “nutty” (“sær”
in Danish) and maintains: “It looks damned funny” (“Den ser fandme sjov ud” in Danish). She
finds that the whole idea of Brain Fitness might appear “a bit foolish” (“en smule fjollet” in
Danish) when first introduced. A former ranking member of the Danish project group found that
Silbot-2 “looked totally foolish” 152, while the first Danish game instructor described Silbot-2 as
“rude”, (“uforskammet” in Danish) and “awful” (“skrækkelig” in Danish) and Brain Fitness as
“comical” (“komisk” in Danish).
I have also observed how players criticize the present version of Silbot and its cognitive games:
One elderly female player stated “It is annoying to listen to”, as it pronounces words “totally
wrong” (“helt forkert” in Danish) and “it sounds a bit strange”.153 When the game instructor
asked another elderly player about her opinion on one of the games, the player answered “it is
completely crazy” (“hul i hovedet” in Danish). A visiting student (see appendix I) described
Silbot-3’s female avatar as “a bit irritating” while another student added: “that it looked
strained.”154
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Considering such pronounced criticism and the many technical problems underlined by the
first game instructor, among others, in her weekly reports about the Danish pilot project in 20112012 it might seem inexplicable and maybe even paradoxical155 that the Municipality of Aarhus
would decide to buy three exemplars of Silbot-2, furthermore invest in yet another three
exemplars of its predecessor Silbot-3 and earmark resources for the continuation of Brain Fitness
to this day? The first game instructor concludes in her weekly reports from the pilot project and
in the evaluation report (see appendix I) that Silbot “does something” (“gør noget” in Danish),
and when I questioned her about this, she maintains that the robot makes a difference (as
compared to a human instructor alone) and elaborated her conclusion:
“First of all, my most important insight is, that it makes a difference, that the robot is present [during the
Brain Fitness sessions] because people feel more relaxed. They know, that it is not a machine that is
prejudiced, and it has no expectations to you as a person. So, people relax and give themselves time to
answer as good as possible. Compared to being seized by panic and angst for not answering correctly, as
one sometimes do, when asked by a human. So, there is no doubt that the robot has some advantages for
some people.”156
She further adds that she has noticed a difference in the body language of the players, when she
asks them to do some calculations and when Silbot that asks them the same thing. According to
the first game instructor many of the elderly players have been told in school that they are not
good at calculating, and will reject doing so when asked by a human instructor. These players
regard Silbot as less judgmental, and in some cases might even feel encouraged to do additions,
when the robot lauds their efforts. The current game instructor at DemensHjørnet agrees. She
finds it “awesome” (“fedt” in Danish) that it is Silbot-3 that asks the players to do the cognitive
games and tells them when time is up, instead of her, because she does not want the players to
feel judged. The project leader finds that Silbot becomes an authority, while the human instructor
becomes a helper for the players instead, and that this is one of the advantages with Brain Fitness.
This allows the players to take out their frustrations on the robot and not the game instructor,
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according to the project leader. According to her, it is Silbot’s great strength that it seems
“impassive” (“ligeglad” in Danish) to the players and always asks the same questions in the same
way.
Along with the documented positive results from various local tests of Silbot-2 in 2013, Silbot3 in the spring of 2015 to the spring of 2016, the summer and autumn of 2016, and in the beginning
of 2018 (see appendix I) this authoritative effect of Silbot is highlighted by the Danish
stakeholders. It highlights why they want to retain the Brain Fitness setup as it is, keep Silbot in
practice and not replace the robot with a human instructor alone. Yet, this aforementioned
‘positive’ effect of the robot cannot in itself explain why Silbot stays in Aarhus as a material
element in Brain Fitness. My fieldwork in Aarhus uncovered more implicit reasons for Silbot’s
longevity to be elaborated below.
4.4. Tuning Silbot, tuning Brain Fitness
One thing that struck me when I observed and learned about Silbot-3 in practice and Brain Fitness
at Vikærgården and at DemensHjørnet was how malleable the robot appears as well as how
flexible Brain Fitness seems. The weekly reports written by the first Danish game instructor
throughout the pilot test in 2011-2012 mentions numerous “necessary adjustments” (“nødvendige
justeringer” in Danish) to be made to Silbot-2 (after its arrival in Aarhus in 2011) and to the Brain
Fitness setup. Almost every week, the first game instructor stresses things to be tuned or adjusted
by the Korean engineers and to be reported back to KIST. The Koreans were astonished by the
number of suggested adjustments, according to the weekly report of Nov. 25, 2011. A ranking
member of the project team also told me that the Koreans had difficulties with understanding the
need for the many adjustments. He highlighted the robot’s tuneability as something that made
Silbot attractive to the Danish stakeholders. The first game instructor told me that she and another
team member were given the name “The Complainers” by the Korean engineers, because they
kept coming up with new suggestions for adjustments throughout the pilot project. The weekly
reports ends on May, 18, 2012 with a range of suggestions for future adjustments.
According to the first game instructor she would make lists of “ailments” (“dårligdomme” in
Danish) to be taken care of by KIST throughout the test period. Apparently this practice has
continued in Aarhus, and seems to have become an integral part of Brain Fitness. I have observed
how future game instructors keep, and are urged to keep, a log book to note down how the players
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react during the games but more importantly for documenting “things that are odd” 157 i.e. things
that must be adjusted in the future.
I have heard the first game instructor 158 and project leader welcoming suggestions for
adjustments from future game fitness instructors, visitors, players and other stakeholders while
stressing the possibilities of adjusting or making changes to Silbot-3 technical characteristics such
as its voice, and the cognitive games. The project leader instructed future game instructors to
write her about things to be adjusted and call her if the robot “is peculiar” (“er mærkelig” in
Danish). When I interviewed the first game instructor she emphasised that Silbot could benefit
from further adjustments. During the training of future game instructors, she appeared very open
to the opinions of the aspiring instructors on Silbot and the cognitive games. She called these
ideas “potentials for further development” (“udviklingspotentialer” in Danish). The first game
instructor and project leader thus appear to pass on an understanding of Silbot as a technology
that can be adjusted constantly and encourages such tunings. In addition, suggested adjustments
to the Brain Fitness setup and how it is performed are likewise accepted and appreciated by the
municipal stakeholders.
The first Danish game instructor emphasised to me the changes made to the Korean Brain
Fitness setup, once Silbot-2 was transferred to Aarhus and regular Brain Fitness sessions began
(see also chapters 6., 7., 8. & 9.). Many of these adjustments were made on her initiative and
contrary to how the Koreans thought Brain Fitness should be performed.
The project leader stressed that the Koreans wanted the game instructor to start the game and
then let players solve the games and basically do the rest: “One was not allowed to say anything,
but just had to leaf through the instructions [as they appeared] on the [flat] screen”. 159 However,
the first Danish game instructor had another interpretation of the role of the game instructor, or
the role of teacher - as she calls it. She wanted to prevent that the players “ran away screaming”
(“rendte skrigende bort” in Danish). KIST had carefully worked out a protocol with a number of
games to be played in sequence, however, when she found that many of the cognitive games were
not fully developed or did work upon arrival in Aarhus she “began to be disobedient” (“begyndte
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at blive ulydig”). She made changes to the protocol even though the Korean stakeholders
protested.
A distinct change was that she took time to explain the game rules thoroughly (see also chapter
9.). Sometimes she would use a blackboard, though it was not a part of the material setup of Brain
Fitness in Seoul. It made one of the Korean stakeholders turn white in her face and roll her eyes
not knowing what to do with the disobedient game Danish instructor, according to the first game
instructor. During the pilot project, when the head of a department at KIST visited Aarhus he
pointed out that she talked very much and that her talking caused wonder among the Korean
stakeholders. They pointed out that this was not the case in Seoul or in Helsinki, according to the
first Danish game instructor. She was asked by one Korean stakeholder to remain seated and quit
talking, but refrained from this by objecting that if they wanted Brain Fitness to work, she better
not stop talking. The first game instructor wanted to play a much more active part in the Brain
Fitness sessions than game instructor in Seoul had played. She wanted to be able to move around
in the room and to make sure that everyone understood the rules and that she could support each
player e.g. by ensuring that they touched the right icons on their touchscreen tablets etc. This
extra work or “securing the requisites” (“sikre forudsætningerne” in Danish), as she calls it, took
up 50 pct. of her work, according to her own estimate, with another 25 pct. being devoted to the
instruction of the games, and the remaining 25 pct. spent on looking after the robot.
Not only did the first game instructor reinterpret her job description she also adjusted the
material setup of Brain Fitness i.e. how the players were seated. In Seoul and Helsinki, the players
were seated in rows like in an auditorium. This setup was tried out once or twice in Aarhus,
before the first game instructor changed it. I asked her to draw the changes in my field journal.
She drew two rows of eight small, displaced squares (each representing players’ tables). The
adjustment made it possible for each player to follow Silbot’s movement on the game board
unobstructed as the players would not be seated in front of one another. Later when, the number
of players were reduced in Aarhus the players have been seated in a semi-circle, a square bracketformation or just in a straight line like at DemensHjørnet. Thus, in Aarhus the players have never
been seated like in a “classic class room”,160 according to the first game instructor.
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The first Danish game instructor pointed out that she found the first setup “skolelæremester-agtigt” a non-existent
Danish word that, when I asked her about it, seems connote a classical Danish school setup, where the best or worst
students are seated in the front row in the vicinity of the teacher. I have therefore chosen to translate the word into
“classic class room” in English.
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The aforementioned local adjustments or tunings of Brain Fitness did not stop with the first
game instructor but seems to continue. I observed how the game instructor at DemensHjørnet
changed (or abstained from following) the game rules. She allowed the players to continue to
solve a puzzle after the pre-set time limit had been exceeded. When one of the player’s tablets
“froze” (see also chapter 9.), she asked that he shared a tablet with another player so that two
players could collaborate.
The current game instructor at DemensHjørnet Aarhus has changed the pre-set (and
hardcoded) time limits so that the players have more time to solve the cognitive games (see fig.
10, appendix III). She has a very flexible interpretation of how Brain Fitness should be practiced.
When I interviewed her, she emphasised how she has to be creative and adapt each session to the
players, as she has to consider their cognitive abilities and specific type of dementia diagnosis.
This adaptation entails that she has to change or circumvent the game rules e.g. if players finish
a cognitive game well within the time limit, she will hand them another tablet and ask them to
solve the same puzzle once again. The players are then asked to remember how to do it, or she
will ask them to turn the tablet upside down in order to solve the game again but this time with
the motive reversed vertically to make the puzzle more challenging. Sometimes she suggests that
players collaborate in solving a puzzle, in order for them “to train their linguistic skills by having
to discuss where the pieces should be placed.” 161 In one of the games the players are asked to
direct Silbot on the game board using their tablets as a remote controller or control panel. This
game is too difficult for the players to play as originally intended. So, instead the instructor steers
Silbot by using a tablet while the players give her instructions about where to turn. She points out
how she has changed the gameplay and has turned the game into a test of the players’
communicative skills. The instructor has thus locally tuned Silbot (and more specifically how
Brain Fitness is performed) to adapt it to the existing conditions at DemensHjørnet.
The adjustments described above might seem banal, if not self-evident aspects of an adoption
and adaptation of a transferred technology (see e.g. Lindqvist 1984; Hughes 1987; Akrich 1992).
Yet, I will argue that is precisely because of Silbot’s tuneability and Brain Fitness’ flexibility that
the robot has stayed in Aarhus since its arrival in 2011.
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Because of its malleability Silbot appears to be a fluid object (Law & Mol 2001) i.e. Silbot is “a
changeable object” or indeed fluid, as it is “variable over time” (de Laet & Mol 2000: 228). 162
Silbot’s variability supports a local “process of gradual adaptation” and therefore it ‘survives’ in
Aarhus, as constancy could “lead to death” (Law & Mol 2001: 614). In other words, Silbot
remains a mutable element in the sociotechnical practice of Brain Fitness. A practice that is
changeable in itself and “stretches” in time and space (Kuhn 1977; Cohn 2016). A
postphenomenologist would describe Silbot as multistable (see chapters 3., 6., 8. & 9.), as the robot
and its function appear susceptible to interpretative flexibility among its users and dependent on
their imagination (Ihde 1990: 146f), however, multistability is not limited to the robot alone. In
Aarhus, Brain Fitness has been tried out by (and adapted to) a variety of users with different
disabilities (see chapters 8. & 9.) and in my interviews with the stakeholders at DemensHjørnet
and the Center for Assisted Living Technologies they emphasise new ideas and plans for tests of
Brain Fitness to be carried out in the future.
Inspired by Giddens’ structuration theory (see chapter 3.4.), sociologists Reckwitz, Shove and
Pantzar emphasise technologies as elements in mutable emergent social practices. Practices that
varies as its practitioners or performers shift (see e.g. Shove & Pantzar 2007), and yet these
technologies have to be recurrently integrated (and sustained) in such variable practices in order
not to become fossilised material traces of “defunct” social practices (Shove & Pantzar 2006: 59).
I regard the willingness to carry on testing Silbot and indeed retain the robot as a part of local
practice(s) as an example of such sustainment. It can be understood as a case of municipal
stakeholders enacting a fluid space (Law & Mol 2001: 615). One that keeps Silbot in place in
Aarhus and fluid at the same time.
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Silbot can be compared with Marianne de Laet & Annemarie Mol’s (2000: 228) primary example the Zimbabwe
Bush Pump - described as fluid “because it is variable over time.” Not only does the Bush Pump have “fluid
boundaries” “the evaluation of its activities is fluid, too.” (de Laet & Mol 2000: 247). Just like Silbot’s purpose, the
Bush Pump’s identity is interpretatively flexible (de Laet & Mol 2000: 227). John Law and Annemarie Mol note that
the ‘strength’ of the Zimbabwe Bush Pump seems to be its “configurational variance” (Law & Mol 2001: 613 –
emphasis in original) i.e. that the pump can be adapted to local conditions and its parts can easily be changed. Law
& Mol (2001: 613) remark that the pump “looks different from one village to the next, and works differently from
one setup to the next.” and yet they emphasise that “it makes sense to say that it is ‘the same pump’ […] that moves
(so runs the argument) precisely because it is not an invariant shape either in network or in Euclidian space. It
changes. It is different.” For Law & Mol (2001: 619) the Bush Pump’s mutability is the essence of globalization as it
“is not about networks but about fluidities. About movements that go more easily if there is less control. About things
that take on the shape of their surroundings. That are adaptable.”
Previously in this chapter I have described how Silbot (as an element in Brain Fitness) works differently locally
in Aarhus, like the Bush Pump does in Zimbabwe, I understand Silbot as another example of a technology shaped
by its surroundings (see also Shove & Pantzar 2005). A case of a fluid and adaptable technology or what can be
considered a mutable mobile, according to Law & Mol (2001: 613).
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In my third interview with the first game fitness instructor (see appendix I), she stressed how
she and the Director of the Center for Assisted Living Technologies had fought to keep Silbot
alive in Aarhus from 2011 to 2017, looking back at what had happened since Silbot-2 arrived in
2011 she was proud of how local adjustments had greatly improved Brain Fitness. Most
importantly Danish user’s manual has now been composed. It contains locally build knowledge
and strategies about how to play the cognitive games, how to benefit from Brain Fitness, and use
Silbot optimally. When I asked her, if I understood her correctly, that Municipality had in fact
performed product development from Silbot’s arrival in 2011 and until today? She answered:
“Yes. Yeah, well, that is what we have been doing.”163 Later in the same interview she called the
municipal experience with Silbot a “wagon of development” (“udviklingsvogn” in Danish) and
said that she hoped other stakeholders would be interested to jump onto the wagon in future. In
other words, that a private Danish company would invest in Silbot and its further development
and resell the improved concept.
4.5. The dynamics of adaptation
One of the ambitions of this thesis is to describe and elaborate the general dynamics of
technological transfer and adaptation in particular. In order to accomplish this, I have pursued a
theoretical framework that would be able to capture and expound the particularities of the Danish
adaptation of Silbot by aiding my comprehension of the socio-material interactions I have
observed empirically during my fieldwork. The theoretical point of departure was the concept of
technological style (see chapter 3.1.), which I argued needed to be verbalised as technological styling
or even better as sociotechnical styling (see chapter 7.) in order to bring it closer to the ongoing
actions in the empirical field and make it a part of the ethnographer’s epistemological toolkit. Yet,
I have found a notion of sociotechnical styling somewhat strained as it does not seem to be well
grounded in (or align itself with) observable human-machine interactions. Sociotechnical styling
cannot describe or capture the particularities of the “thick” processes in the empirical field. It is
probably better suited as a concept to account for grand scale historical developments (Edwards
2003), which Thomas P. Hughes also assumed (see chapter 3.1.2.). The notion of mangling
and/or dances of agency (see chapters 3.5. & 8.) appears more flexible and closer aligned with
the observable human-machine interactions and sociotechnical practices. Dances of agency
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accentuate the dynamics that characterises the adaptation of technologies to practice – and seems
particularly well-suited for describing the adaption of Silbot.
I have observed numerous instances where the technical elements of Brain Fitness resisted the
plans and intended use of its human users, who as a result of this had to accommodate themselves
i.e. ‘tune’ their expectations. Such a play of resistance and accommodation is conceptualised by
Andrew Pickering as the mangle of practice or open-ended dances of agency (see chapter 3.5. &
8.). On January 6th, 2016, the first Danish game instructor and the project leader had planned a
demonstration of Silbot-3 for the newly appointed Director of Vikærgården to secure her support
of Brain Fitness’ continuation as a performed practice at the rehabilitation centre. However,
everything did not go as planned as Silbot resisted functioning normally. Even before the Director
arrived in the Robot Room the project leader complained that it could not be calibrated properly
and the robot kept exclaiming: “I do not know where I am? Please move me on the game
board.”164 Silbot and system were restarted, then the Director arrived and was introduced to
Silbot-3 and the benefits of Brain Fitness. I observed the first Danish game instructor and the
Director playing a couple of cognitive games and everything seemed to run smoothly. Yet, during
the game “Follow Me” Silbot suddenly drove to the corner of the game board, where it seemed
to be stuck. It continued to drive back and forth on the same field 10 to 15 times. The project
leader ascertained: “It cannot find this field, the Kinect”, while the first game instructor added:
“It is this, that it fallen ill with right now.” 165 Hereafter, the project leader shut down the game.
In the Brain Fitness session, where Silbot left the game board and collided with my table (see
chapter 1.), the robot appeared particularly resistive. After the aforementioned display of agency,
the robot was rebooted, however, the first Danish game instructor noticed that Silbot was not
placed exactly in the middle of the game board (its usual starting position) and mentioned “that
it might be necessary to move the floor [the game board], but we will leave it for now.” The
cognitive game “Operate the Robot” (“Styr robotten” in Danish) was played by the future game
instructors, however, one of them complained that it was difficult to operate the robot on the
game board as it drove between the chequered fields. The first game instructor suggested that we
moved the game board as she did not know why the Silbot behaved as it did. She left the Robot
Room for a pair of cutting pliers to remove joints on the game board and everyone (myself
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included) helped with pushing/moving the solid wooden game board a few centimeters. After
this the first game instructor suggested: “Now try [the game] again” and Silbot found its position
in the middle of the game board and glowed green. She exclaimed: “This just goes to show you
that instead of calibrating it [Silbot-3], you [just] move the floor.” 166 In the same game session
when the game “Fællessang” was played, Silbot would not stop singing Pia Raug’s “Regnvejrsdag
i November”. When it started singing the song with all six stanzas for the third time the first
Danish game instructor squinted her eyes and tilted her head back and said: “That is how it
[Silbot] is”. As Silbot continued to sing, she added dryly: “It obviously cannot be killed?!” Silbot
kept singing, though none of the future game instructors payed attention. The first game instructor
looked at the robot: “Please, Silbot, keep quiet!”.167 After a while it stopped.
At another occasion when one of the future game instructors wanted to end the “Fællessang”game I heard the project leader state: “I think it will continue to sing the song, even if you shut
down the program. That is my experience. When you have listened through all 10 [songs], you
will go mad.”168
More than once, I have observed how Silbot has been restarted several times during a game
session. These reboots seem to have become the preferred way for the Danish stakeholders to
tackle the robot’s resistance. The game instructors do not appear to be surprised when the robot
or the cognitive games have to be restarted. In an informal interview that followed my
observations (see appendix I) the project leader stressed that “95 pct. of the time it is just about
restarting.”169 One could speculate whether these continuous (and routinized) restarts have
become parts of so-called mini-dances of agency? (see chapter 3.5.2.).
When I observed a game session at DemensHjørnet the game instructor had already started
the system, welcomed the players and was ready to interact with Silbot: “Then I believe, Sille
wants to say something.” Hesitantly, she looked at Silbot then remarked: “She seems to have run
out of steam during the lunch break. We need to wake her up. That is what we will do.” “It takes
3 minutes then she is restarted. Please wake up?! There is no time for an after-dinner nap
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anymore.” “Now I will note down that she is a bit slow to rise after her nap.” 170 She wrote
something in a notebook, then she turned Silbot off-and-on. After the end of the session as if
almost highlighting the open-endedness of her interactions (or dances) with Silbot the game
instructor described the many unexpected technical problems to me and stressed: “It goes well,
as long as it goes well.”171
The project leader emphasises that she believes that Silbot “lives a life on its own [terms]”
(“lever lidt sit eget liv” in Danish) and that this is because it is IT and “unstable” (“utilregneligt”
in Danish) and “behaves in a way nobody could have foreseen”.172 She told me that when Silbot3 was moved from Vikærgården to DemensHjørnet the robot suddenly stopped working. In some
of the games it functioned, while in others it would “freak out completely”. 173 She did not know
why as everything was done as usual and she thought “What the hell is happening?!”. It took her
several days to locate the error. She had listened to music using her headphones plugged into the
operating computer during Silbot’s setup at DemensHjørnet, and when she removed these
headphones the robot stopped working. The system apparently had to be connected to
loudspeakers in order to function, so when she removed her headphones the connection was lost.
There was no error message or warnings, according to the project leader.
As DemensHjørnet had requested the background music or muzak be removed so as not
confuse the players another pair of headphones are now permanently plugged into the computer
while the background music has been turned down. This incident and quick fix can be seen as
another play of resistance and accommodation i.e. a dance of agency. To me it emphasises how
the practice of Brain Fitness gets shaped or mangled through such dances of agency as yet another
example of how Silbot is adapted to practice.
The project leader remembers that when she was hired by the Center for Assisted Living
Technologies her first task was to work out a user guide or manual on how to operate Silbot. In
order to solve this task, she “felt her way” i.e. she “tinkered with everything that could be tinkered
with.”174 During this tinkering she tried to discover and solve technical problems and even wrote
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a manual on how to handle various errors. When asked to compare Silbot-2 with Silbot-3, she
stresses that the latter has much more flexibility in its functionality and that “the robot is now so
ready, that it can be used as it is.”175 I asked her if she thought that the robotic system could now
stand alone (as opposed to the conclusion in the original Danish evaluation report)? She
answered: “Yes, I think so.” and pointed out that Silbot-3 could be used and functioned most of
the time. Only if something unusual happened the game instructor would have to call her for
support. She further pointer out that she had not provided support to Silbot at DemensHjørnet
for several months “because it has been running […] and with a little flair for technology most of
the problems can now be solved by oneself [a game instructor].”176 A quote from an interview
with the project leader from January, 2017, and when I interviewed her again in October the same
year she highlighted that no mayor technical problems had occurred apart from the inbuilt hard
drive in Silbot at DemensHjørnet burning out. However, she stressed that this was only a minor
technical issue as the robot could be replaced with a spare exemplar from Vikærgården and she
had ordered a new hard drive to be installed by a herself in collaboration with a Danish
technician. The support from Korea (RoboCare)177 in the same period had been minimal and was
characterised by the project leader as a last resort “back end” “distress support” (“nødsupport” in
Danish). She pointed out that Silbot was now in operation (“i drift” in Danish) at DemensHjørnet
and gave the overall impression of the robot being stabilised as a functioning part of routinised
practice (see also chapter 9.).
The game instructor at DemensHjørnet emphasises that Silbot as a technology “has its limits”
(“har sine begrænsninger” in Danish), but when I questioned her to what extent she has to
consider its technical problems more generally? she answered that problems only occur for
periods of time, “because else it [Silbot] functions really well.” 178
To use concepts formulated by Andrew Pickering (see chapter 3.5.2.), one could ask if the
Danish stakeholders have achieved a “technological grip on the material world”? as they now
seem to be able to “reliably” and “repeatably” perform Brain Fitness. Has Silbot then been
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“interactively stabilized” (see chapter 3.5.2.)? now that it seems to be working as expected. Or in
other words, have the stakeholders succeeded in bringing the dance of agency to a temporary
resting place – or, to paraphrase Pickering, reached an island of stability? Now that Silbot appears
a “well behaved self-acting machine” (see chapter 3.5.2.).
I find that the adjustments to (or tunings of) Silbot throughout the years 2011-2017 have
enabled the robot to achieve, what Pickering describe as, a performative normality in practice in
Aarhus (see also chapter 3.5.2.). The dances of agency between Silbot and its various stakeholders
in Denmark seem to have resulted in routinisation to some extent or a phase of relative stability,
where the Silbot functions as expected. A temporary period, I would like to term phase stability
(see chapters 3.5.2. & 11.3).
The game instructor at DemensHjørnet accepts the technology as it is and finds the room for
further development “confined” (“begrænset” in Danish). She points out that this spurs her
creativity that “one not always must think, what the technology could do better.” 179 When I
interviewed her, she described her reciprocal relationship with Silbot in great details; how she
adjusts herself to the behaviour of the robot i.e. how her instructive work and pedagogy gets
mangled (see chapter 3.5.) during the Brain Fitness sessions. Not only, has she and her
predecessor’s interactions with Silbot spurred a revision of how players with different types of
dementia diagnoses are divided into teams. The interactions have also made her reconsider how
she can act as a game instructor. She knows that “Sille, [Silbot-3] she does not wait for me”, 180
and this has forced her to “professionally” (“fagligt” in Danish) “optimise” (“optimere” in
Danish) her instructions to make them compatible with Silbot’s rhetorical pauses. She adds that
now that she has got Silbot “under her skin” (“under huden” in Danish) she can be more creative
during the Brain Fitness sessions. According to her, this is essential because if one has to succeed
as a game instructor one has to be able to “adapt oneself” (“tilpasse sig” in Danish) to Silbot.
4.6. Dances with occupational therapists
As a final perspective on the adaptation of Silbot in Denmark there is one more ethnographical
insight I want to mention. I believe there exists a certain will among the Danish stakeholders to
engage with and keep Silbot a part of practice, even at times when the robot’s technical problems
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appear overwhelming, the collaboration and communication with Korea seem slack and the
rationale for continued funding could be called into question. I suppose that the professional
identity of the Danish game instructors can explain such a will and that it has mattered to Silbot’s
adaptation and retainment in Aarhus.
According to an occupational therapist and ranking member of the Danish Pilot Project it was
a mere coincidence that a fellow occupational therapist was selected as the first Danish game
instructor. Yet, she stressed how the first game instructor has shaped the cognitive games and
how she has been able to change Brain Fitness as a practice. Another ranking member called the
first game instructor “irreplaceable” (“uundværlig” in Danish). I reminded the first game
instructor that I had observed her introduce Silbot to future game instructors and pointing out
that Silbot and Brain Fitness seemed to be working in Aarhus contrary to Helsinki and Seoul, so
I asked her what she and the municipal stakeholders were doing right? She answered:
“I believe, it was a piece of luck, that [the Director of the Center for Assisted Living] got me to try it
[Brain Fitness] out. Partly because I have a therapeutic education, and partly because I have a drive which
results in me making it work. And in addition to this I am systematic and has written … well, you have
seen my diaries. And then my activity analysis to make a match between a technic and some citizens,
that is … I believe, that is what has done it. Or, that is what has done it.”181
She emphasises that her basic education as an occupational therapist has taught her to figure out
how to ‘crack a nut’ and make an activity work out in practice for a group of citizens - this is
activity analysis according to her.182 In order to make an activity work an analysis of the human
and “the thingy” (“dimsen” in Danish) is mandatory:
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Occupational therapists Karen Marie Bundgaard and Cecilie von Bülow (2015: 26) describe activity analysis as
an occupational therapeutic “core competence” (“kernekompetence” in Danish) or a fundamental skill
(“grundlæggende færdighed” in Danish) within occupational therapy. They find activity analysis intrinsic to the way
occupational therapists think, a tacit skill not visible for their collaborators, and a skill that enables them to gain a
detailed understanding of an activity (and various sequences of an activity) and different ways to carry it out
(Bundgaard & von Bülow 2015: 27). Their colleague Merete Klindt Dekkers points out that activity analysis is about
“finding the perfect match between a person, an activity and [its] surroundings” (Dekkers 2015: 42 – my translation).
During my second interview with the first Danish game instructor she stressed that she was much into (“meget til”
in Danish) activity analyses.
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“I assume that it is our basic education, the ability to analyse both the human functional level and the
thingy. That is what occupational therapist are quite adept at […] [engineers] call it breaking down an
activity, but they understand it very mechanically. Occupational therapists look at the person and
analyses the actual activity, and that is basically what we have been doing.” 183
For the first Danish game instructor there is no doubt that her professional identity as an
occupational therapist has enabled her to match Silbot with local citizens and that her activity
analyses have helped her come up with “suggested solutions” (“løsningsforslag” in Danish)
during the adaptation of Silbot to practice. But her professional knowledge also made her question
certain elements in the Korean setup and thus seems to spur her willingness to adjust Brain Fitness
and tune Silbot.184 The most evident result of her adjustments and tunings is that Brain Fitness
has now been supplied with a specific pedagogical approach, according to several Danish
stakeholders. The transfer value (“overførselsværdien” in Danish) of Brain Fitness to the
everyday life of the players are now highlighted and discussed after each game session. In addition
it has been written into the locally formulated user’s manual that the game instructor should
enable such discussions and reflections. The project leader 185 emphasises that she was “trained
in” in identifying transfer values and strategies when she took over the role as game instructor
from the first Danish game instructor: “to make the participants to express how they could use it
[the strategies from Brain Fitness] in my [their] everyday life. That was what was emphasised.” 186
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According to Dekkers (2015: 44) an essential element of an activity analysis is to identify possibilities for adapting
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The game instructor at DemensHjørnet explains that she uses her activity analytical skills
during the Brain Fitness sessions and initiates discussions with the players about suggested
solutions to the games in order enable them developing strategies on their own.
The first Danish game instructor as well as the majority of Danish game instructors have been
educated as occupational therapists, which seems to have influenced how Brain Fitness is
performed in Aarhus as occupational therapeutic thinking has added another layer to the practice.
To me it emphasises that the (professional) identities of users matter (see also Oudshoorn & Pinch
2008). Especially, for how technologies are integrated into practice. Marianne de Laet &
Annemarie Mol (2000: 252f) have found that: “It may be that to shape, reshape and implement
fluid technologies, a specific kind of people is required: non-modern subjects, willing to serve and
observe, able to listen, not seeking control, but rather daring to give themselves over to
circumstances.”
Both the first Danish game instructor and the present game instructor at DemensHjørnet
emphasise how they observe and have observed the players during the game sessions, and
according to the project leader ‘to observe’ and ‘listen’ is a crucial part of the role of the game
instructor. It therefore seems Danish game instructors share some qualities with de Laet & Mol’s
aforementioned “subjects” and have been capable of shaping and reshaping a fluid technology
like Silbot.187
Apparently the question of who get to dance with nonhuman actors is far from trivial as this
will affect the intricate choreographies (see also Law & Lien 2012: 368) and outcomes of the dances
of agency. As I have elaborated in this chapter the identities of the human dancing partners, their
familiarity with, understanding and fascination of a technological artefact (Ihde 1993: 35ff), what
I would consider to be their adaptive capacity, influence how technologies such as Silbot are
adapted to practice.
4.7. Recapitulation
In this chapter I have tried to provide a “thick” description (see Geertz 1975: 6ff) of my empirical
case study, the transfer and adaptation of the South Korean robot Silbot in Finland and Denmark.
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how their professional identities, education and material/technological understanding might have affected the
outcome of the Finnish pilot project.
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As the reader will have noticed by now it is first and foremost the Danish experiences with Silbot
in practice that is elaborately described in this chapter. In the beginning of my research project I
was surprised to learn that the intended object of my study Silbot-2 was no longer in use in Aarhus
and to discover that there were not even any material traces left of it at the Kustaankartano Center
for the Elderly in the outskirts of Helsinki when I visited place. These ethnographic insights made
me rephrase my case study: instead the focus became the adaptation of Silbot to practice
(especially in Denmark). A process that seemed to be emergent and ethnographically observable
as the municipal stakeholders in Aarhus were trying to integrate a new exemplar of Silbot into
local elderly care (see chapter 2.3).
In this chapter I have elaborated Silbot’s functionality, its design history, its envisioned
purpose, its technical and conceptual characteristics as well as described its surroundings, the
Robot Room at Vikærgården and the training facilities at DemensHjørnet in Aarhus. But above
all, Silbot is represented by me as a material element in a sociotechnical practice, namely Brain
Fitness. A practice maintained by various municipal stakeholders in Aarhus and different
participating citizens and interested parties. I depict what some of these practitioners think about
Silbot, how they perceive the robot’s potential for preventing or halting dementia, and how they
struggle with its technical deficiencies in their efforts to retain it as part of practice. Several
explanations of Silbot and Brain Fitness’ longevity in Aarhus (also contrasted with the Finnish
experiences) are provided as well as reasons for adopting and adapting the robot in the first place.
I consider the robot an unstable and unpredictable technology that somehow, perhaps even
paradoxically, answers expressed municipal intentions about being a technological first mover,
becoming a leading co-developer of future healthcare and welfare technologies, finding solutions
or technical quick fixes for future demographic and age-related challenges (see also chapter 9.),
relieving health care providers and supporting occupational therapeutic practices. Such
sociotechnical intentions, or to paraphrase STS-scholar Sheila Jasanoff (2015: 4; see also Jasanoff
& Kim 2009) sociotechnical imaginaries, I regard as explanans of Silbot’s longevity in local practice,
whereas Silbot’s multistability and tuneability I see as the all-important explanations of the robot’s
recurrent use in practice. That Silbot lends itself to flexible interpretations of its use and purpose
as well as to continuous adjustments to the robot and the setup of Brain Fitness keeps the robot
in place in Aarhus. Such interpretative flexibility capture the municipal stakeholders in plays of
resistance and accommodation, where the robotic system as well as their plans are tuned. In other
words, the recurrent efforts to re-interpret Silbot and its purpoe occupies the municipal
stakeholders in dances of agency with Silbot that continuously stretches the robot in time and
space. Yet, I do find that Silbot is interactively stabilized at this point in time [2019]. The robot
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seems to be working as expected and to be in a stabile phase, however, I argue that this is a
precarious phase of relative stability as Silbot still appears multistable.
Finally, in the chapter I emphasise how the choreography of the dances of agencies can be
clarified by looking into the professional identity of the human dancing partners and their
preconditions for participating and learning in such dances with nonhuman agents. It is worth
mentioning that in Aarhus Silbot has been operated by locally employed occupational therapists.
Their ability for activity analysis might have equipped them with special abilities for tuning and
adapting Silbot to local practice - or in other words for engaging Silbot and the materiality of
Brain Fitness in dances of agency.
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5. Overview over the succeeding chapters
The succeeding chapters 6., 7., 8. & 9. were written during my research project, over a period of
three years and intended for various publications. I have kept the original formats and layouts as
I hope this will be illustrative of the academic breath within this thesis, the various scholars and
scholarly fields I hope to communicate with and contribute to e.g. philosophy of technology,
history of technology and HRI-studies. The chapters are arranged in chronological sequence
respective of when they were written during my research process. Please notice that because I
have kept the original layout each of the succeeding chapters have their own bibliographies
containing some works not listed in and separate from the bibliography for chapters 1.,2.,3.,4.,10.,
& 11. on pages 225ff.
Chapter 6.
“Lost in translation? Getting to grips with multistable technologies in an apparently stable world”
in Aagaard, Jesper; Friis, Jan Kyrre Berg; Sorenson, Jessica; Tafdrup, Oliver & Hasse, Cathrine
(Eds.): Postphenomenological Methodologies – New Ways in Mediating Techno-Human Relationships.
Lanham, MD: Lexington Books.
This chapter was co-authored with Kasper Schiølin, now Visiting Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard
Kennedy School of Government, following an invitation by the editors. The chapter tries to
answer a call for better analytical concepts to understand how technological artefacts transform
human activities and professional identities but likewise how culture transform technology in the
case of the Silbot. This is done by elaborating the postphenomenological comprehension of cultural
responses to adopted technologies and by introducing the notion of cultural shaping and the
concept of technological style to the postphenomenological framework.
The authors criticise the resent developments within the postphenomenological field for being
overly focused on the mediating effects of technology leaving the comprehension of humans
(users) and the world (contexts of use) relatively unexplored. To promote the examination of the
‘I’ and the ‘world’ we introduce the notions of human instability and apparently stable worlds to bring
postphenomenology closer to, and encourage postphenomenological scholars to concern
themselves with, the realities of situated empirical fields – or at least the way we comprehend
these “lifeworlds”.
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Chapter 7.
Beyond Technological Style: Rethinking Thomas Hughes’ conceptual understanding of
adaptation of transferred technology. History and Technology. (Submitted)
This article is a slightly edited version of a previous paper presented at a graduate workshop at
the Society for the History of Technology’s Annual Meeting in 2016 in Singapore, where it was
reviewed by American historian of technology Atsushi Akera and Japanese informatics scholar
Chigusa Kita. I have sought to accommodate their comments and revised my original paper by
turning it into an article submitted to journal of history of technology, History and Technology.
In the article I question the linearity of technological transfers stressing the necessary
modifications that happens when recipient countries adapt foreign technology to practice. The
article argues for a more enhanced comprehension of technology transfers as reciprocal exchanges
by pointing out the mediating effects of transferred technologies but also the cultural and
contextual influence in the adaptation process i.e. how culture shapes technology. In this
endeavour technological style is reassessed as a sensitizing device. The author questions whether
social studies of technology can really benefit from applying the concept of technological style as American historian of technology Thomas P. Hughes originally suggested.
The case study of Silbot problematises if the adaptation of transferred technology culminates
in a technological style that can be identified empirically by an ethnographer. I introduce the
notion of sociotechnical style and styling as a replacement. A concept more in tune with recent STSscholars’ comprehensions of sociotechnical ensembles and the entanglement of technology with
the social.
Chapter 8.
“Unpacking the Cultural Baggage of Travelling Robots – How socially assistive robots are
integrated in practice” in Hasse, Cathrine & Søndergaard, Dorte Marie (Eds.): Designing Robots
– Designing Humans. London & New York: Routledge. (Accepted/in press)
This chapter was co-written with my supervisor Finn Olesen, philosopher of technology at
Aarhus University, and is part of an anthology that is an outcome of a seminar held in
Copenhagen in 2014 (see chapter 10.) in which I participated as did Finn Olesen as a speaker.
The chapter aims at developing a multifaceted comprehension of technology transfer by
comprehending transferred technologies such as robots as malleable entities in various contexts
of use. The authors contemplate the mediating effects of new technologies by regarding robots as
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active agents of change while emphasising how technologies are transformed when deployed in
practice. We draw on several perspectives such as postphenomenology, Andrew Pickering’s
notion of the mangle of practice and dance of agency and Elizabeth Shove and Mika Pantzar’s
conceptual understanding of the dynamics of social practices among others. It is argued than none
of these approaches can be regarded as adequate stand-alone explanations of technology transfer
and adaptation yet taken together they can elucidate on different aspects of the phenomena. They
allow scholars to fathom the multistability of transferred technologies, their agency and to
understand technological artefacts as travelling elements and parts of sociotechnical practices and
ongoing innovation processes.
Chapter 9.
Studying Robots Outside the Lab: HRI as ethnography. Paladyn, Journal of Behavioral Robotics,
vol. 10, issue 1. (March, 2019), pp. 117-127.
The article was written and submitted to Paladyn, Journal of Behavioral Robotics on a request from
the managing editor, Justyna Zuk. An earlier version was presented by the author at the HRI
2018-IEEE/ACM International Conference on Human Robot Interaction in Chicago, IL.
In this article the author elaborates how ethnography can benefit HRI-research, how users and
the context of use matters to the adaptation of robots and how the sociality of social robots is
inscribed or co-constructed in practice by users. I argue against static and linear descriptions of
the implementation process in favour of more spatial and temporal accounts of human-robot
interaction (HRI) while presenting different problems that arose during the adaptation of Silbot
to practice e.g. hardware, software and usability problems. In addition, I reassess some of the
long-term interaction models used in present HRI-studies and discuss their limitation in relation
to the Silbot-case. Finally, the article stresses how the ethnographically inspired study of Silbot
can inform future HRI-research and robot design considerations.
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6. Lost in translation? Getting to grips with multistable technology in an
apparently stable world
By Lasse Blond & Kasper Schiølin
Introduction
The former creative director of the houses of Gucci and Yves Saint Laurent, Tom Ford, once remarked,
“Fashion is what you buy, style is what you do about it”. The same applies to technology: “Technology
is what you buy, technological style is what you do about it”. In other words, technological style is
how you embed technology in your daily life to fit your specific world. The dictum, moreover, offers
a way of answering Danish anthropologist Cathrine Hasse’s call for better analytical concepts to
understand how tools transform human activities and professional identities (Hasse, 2013, p. 96). In
this chapter, we acknowledge the need for better analytical concepts, but we also emphasize the
importance of understanding how culture transforms tools. We refer to the work of Don Ihde, who
claims there is a need for a deeper insight into the ways in which technologies relate to cultural gestalts
(Ihde, 1993, p. 26). However, whilst we recognize that technology shapes culture (a view also
expressed by Verbeek, 2005), we seek to nuance Ihde’s understanding of cultural responses to adopted
technologies (Ihde, 1993, p. 28) by suggesting that culture also shapes technology (Rammert, 2002).
Reconsidering Ihde’s cultural hermeneutics (Ihde, 1990), postphenomenology seems
particularly well placed to comprehend the importance of the cultural context of technology. However,
we suggest that Ihde’s notion of the macro-perceptual field could be combined with the concept of
‘technological style’, in order to recognize that technology is shaped by external cultural factors
resulting in a distinctive style (Hughes, 1977). We would therefore like to re-emphasize the cultural
level of human-technology relations and suggest that postphenomenology has placed too much
emphasis on technology, leaving the mediated human ‘I’ and the world in the dark. To compensate for
this imbalance, we investigate how the human ‘I’ and the world might be grasped within a
postphenomenological framework. Recognizing the difficulty of this task, we introduce the notion of
‘human instability’ and thereby underline the need to understand that the human mediated by
technology is never a stable subject.
Our focus on the cultural context of technology naturally leads to an inquiry into what the
world is. We suggest it is possible to handle this daunting philosophical question by paying attention
to informants in the empirical field and their comprehension of their ‘apparently stable world’. Thus
technology and especially the phenomenon ‘transfer of technology’, i.e. the relocation of a
technological artifact, exposes cultural factors that are distinctive of the apparently stable world; it
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prompts postphenomenology to consider them and, in our case of a travelling technology, to ensure
they are not lost in translation.
We recognize the incitement within postphenomenology to make the philosophy of technology
more empirical. However, if postphenomenology is to progress beyond program 1 – Ihde’s basic
scheme of different human-technology relations, which structures many postphenomenological
analyses – the philosopher, social scientist or contemporary historian needs to leave the office and
search for humans in their worlds; by doing so, they can avoid the danger that their fascination with
new technology colors their comprehension of the human-technology relationship. We would thus
highlight our analytical points by considering an empirical example of the human-technology
relationship(s): The transfer of the social robot Silbot from Korea to Denmark and Finland.
Transfer of technology
Peter-Paul Verbeek commends Don Ihde for being the first to explicitly connect phenomenology with
the philosophy of technology (Verbeek, 2005), but Ihde should also be lauded for his willingness to
scrutinize the phenomenon of the transfer of technology (TOT) – a domain thoroughly explored by
economists (e.g. Ruttan & Hayami, 1973; Rosenberg, 1976) and historians of technology (e.g.
Lindqvist, 1984; Pacey, 1990).
What characterizes Ihde’s writings about TOT is his understanding of the complexity of the
phenomenon in Technology and the Lifeworld (Ihde, 1990, p. 128). As the economist Nathan
Rosenberg so incisively states, TOT is not merely a question of relocating “a piece of hardware”
(Rosenberg, 1976, p. 174). This is also acknowledged by Ihde, who calls for a more multidimensional
and phenomenological model to understand TOT and to recognize the “basic cultural and existential
interchange” as part of the phenomenon (Ihde, 1993, p. 34). However, Ihde also emphasizes that
adaptation of the transferred technology is determined by its ability to be incorporated into an ‘extant
praxis’ in the recipient country. Ihde further elaborates on this essential point:
But even when it is adapted, the context of significations may differ quite radically relative to
the sedimented type of praxis in the recipient culture. One does not need to go to exotic
examples to take note of this phenomenon (Ihde, 1990, p. 127).
Ihde thus stresses the importance of recognizing how technology is culturally embedded (Ihde,
1993, p. 27), thereby highlighting that the cultural contexts of TOT should be taken into consideration
for a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon.
However, a more nuanced comprehension of the recipient culture is not the only aspect of TOT that
needs to be accounted for; the ‘multistability’ of technologies is just as important. In other words, this
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implies focusing on the multiplicity of uses of a technological artifact and the fact that a technology
may be understood differently in various cultural contexts and thus be embedded varyingly (Ihde,
1990, p. 144; 2008, p. 23). Ihde remarks that the use of a technological artifact is “deeply unpredictable
and uncontrollable” (Ihde, 1993, p. 37).
According to Ihde (1993, p. 39), it is inevitable that TOT causes cultural change; however, he
does not focus on this aspect when exploring the phenomenon. Instead, he focuses primarily on the
preconditions for TOT. For Ihde, the embedding of a transferred technology and its contact with
“recognizable praxis, the familiar” (Ihde, 1993, p. 40) seems particularly important. For this reason,
he never loses sight of the significant cultural context that the recipient country constitutes. The
cultural level of human-technology relations is the focal point of his cultural hermeneutics and the
macroperceptual field “within which our bodily involvements take place” (Ihde, 1990, p. 124).
In his seminal work What Things Do, Peter-Paul Verbeek applies the postphenomenological
perspective as a framework for understanding technological artifacts and aims to expand
postphenomenological philosophy by approaching Bruno Latour and his theory of technical mediation.
Although he acknowledges that Latour’s Actor-Network Theory and the phenomenological
perspective seem an odd couple, this does not hamper his ambition to understand reality by extending
the postphenomenological perspective with Latour’s concepts (Verbeek, 2005, p. 162). Inevitable, this
courting of Actor-Network Theory gives Verbeek’s ontology an excessive focus on the mediating role
of technologies. This gives rise to his idea of anticipating the consequences of the mediation of artifacts
by designers inscribing ethics into their products (Verbeek, 2005, p. 218), thus materializing morality
(Verbeek, 2006, p. 379).
Although profound, this focus on mediation of technology does not preclude Verbeek from
recognizing the multistability of technological artifacts, which obviously complicates anticipating “the
eventual character of mediation” (Verbeek, 2005, p. 217). Yet multistability seems to yield to
mediation or ‘technological shaping’:
Technology is never purely determinative, for in principle other cultural relations with a given
artifact are always possible. But neither is it purely instrumental, for when an artifact receives
a particular definition within a cultural context – and thus becomes stable rather than
multistable – it still contributes to shaping that context (Verbeek, 2005, p. 138).
Anticipating this shaping is being aware of the materialized morality (Verbeek, 2006). According to
Verbeek, the question of how technology shapes culture constitutes the main focal point (Verbeek,
2005, p. 138). The question of how culture shapes technology is secondary. However, we argue that
this focus on the technological transformation of culture is too narrow neglecting the cultural shaping
of technology. We wish to explore how culture limits multistability, or, to use Verbeek’s words, how
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‘conventions’ come into place concerning the use of a given technological artifact (Verbeek, 2005, p.
217).
This seems particularly relevant in relation to TOT. What is in fact at stake in TOT is a
relocation of an element of a culture or a ‘cultural instrument’ (Ihde, 1990). By examining the transfer
of the South Korean robot Silbot to a Danish rehabilitation center, we aim to provide a more elaborate
way of understanding how technological ensembles are adopted into praxes. However, before we do
so, it is necessary to explain the term ‘cultural shaping’ and to introduce the term ‘technological style’
into the postphenomenological vocabulary.
Although he does not use the term ‘cultural shaping’, the distinguished historian of technology
Thomas P. Hughes describes the phenomenon of cultural shaping in his magnum opus Networks of
Power:
The local conditions external to the technology can be defined as cultural factors; the
technology they shape, a cultural artifact (Hughes, 1983, p. 405).
In this sense, Hughes’ argument is similar to Ihde’s (1993, p. 13) description of technologies as
‘cultural instruments’ that have to be embedded in daily life praxes. The German Sociologist Werner
Rammert shares this view. Rammert (2002, p. 174f.) believes that shaping is a two-way interaction, as
opposed to a determined one-way course, and that cultural patterns shape the development of
technology more than we realize. However, Rammert does not focus specifically on the cultural
exchange caused by international TOT, whereas Hughes writes extensively about international TOT
(cf. Hughes, 1962; 1983; 1987; 1995). In many ways, Hughes’ work on TOT complements Ihde’s
work, but the former elaborates on our understanding of how technologies are adopted into or
embedded in praxis by working with the concept of technological style. This focal point is essential
for comprehending TOT and grasping the phenomenon as a two-way interaction.
Hughes introduced his concept of style in the late 1970s whilst writing about regional
technological styles in connection to power systems in England, Germany and the United States and
recognizing that factors external to technology should be emphasized in order to explain the different
shapes of these systems (Hughes, 1977, p. 230). The shape of a technology can be elucidated by taking
non-technical factors into consideration; factors descriptive of the cultural context. In Networks of
Power, Hughes defines technological style as follows:
Technological style can be defined as the technical characteristics that give a machine, process,
device, or system a distinctive quality. Out of local conditions comes a technology with a
distinctive style (Hughes, 1983, p. 405).
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For this reason, local conditions, viewed as the cultural context, should not be underestimated when
trying to understand the development of technology (see also Pantzar & Shove, 2010, p. 456). Instead,
they should be regarded as equally important aspects of TOT, because “adaptation is a response to
different environments and adaptation to environment culminates in style” (Hughes, 1987, p. 68). This
adaptation to (or embedding in) a local praxis can be seen as a cultural shaping of technology. Hughes’
primary example is the transformer developed by Lucien Gaulard and John Dixon Gibbs, which had a
“decidedly British style” (Hughes, 1995, p. 455). These specific British features a result of
requirements stated in the British Electric Lightening Act of 1882 had resulted in a very complex
transformer difficult to export – yet adaptable to several different voltages. To overcome this
challenging import, the recipient countries had to adapt it to their local conditions and strip it of its
British characteristics (Hughes, 1995, p. 453). For example, by redesigning the Gaulard Gibbs
transformer in the US, Westinghouse produced an American transformer with a distinctive American
technological style not having to pay attention to British legislation. This case is by no means
exceptional. The history of technology is full of examples of technologies shaped by recipient cultures;
for example, the steam train acquired a distinctive Russian style when transferred from the West by
the local re-invention of their cylinder system (Pacey, 1990, p. 152), and the French Fouga airplane
acquired a distinctive style adapted to local cultural preferences in Israel when various metal parts of
the plane were replaced with fiberglass solutions in order to reduce weight and cost, which gave early
indications of what Israeli technology would be like (Bloch, 2004, p. 26). Indeed the historian of
technology Arnold Pacey believes the way to avoid negative results of TOT is to create space for a
dialogue that may lead to modifications (Pacey, 1990, p. viii), thus acknowledging the two dimensions
of the shaping of technology.
Hughes and his associates in the field of the history of technology have introduced the idea that
embedding technology in daily life praxis is understood more profoundly by incorporating the concept
of technological style into the cultural hermeneutics. Hughes describes this as follows:
To see culture as a shaper of technology suggests a broader range of influences affecting
technology not simply the social (Hughes, 1995, p. 451 - our emphasis).
Thus, the cultural context of technology must be taken into consideration as a shaper of technology
but also as a constraint to the multistability of a technological artifact transferred from one culture to
another culminating in a cultural specific technological style. Besides from recognizing the cultural
shaping this implies paying proper attention to spatial and temporal aspects (Hughes 1983, p. 405;
Shove et al., 2012, p. 123). This is particularly important if we request postphenomenology to explain
how the ‘conventions’ of use of a technology emerge (Verbeek, 2005, p. 217) and if we wish to grasp
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the dynamics of technologies continuously shaping and being shaped by cultural contexts. The cultural
level of human-technology relations should not be underestimated.
Finally, Sheila Jassanoff’s extensive work in Science, Technology and Society-studies (STS) should
be mentioned as a resource to better understand the cultural diversity of the spaces in the world, in
which humans and technologies reside and relate to one another. Comparing various technological
innovations in various national settings by studying the different regulatory and legislative practices
and, more recently, the different sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009; 2015)
accompanying them,188 Jasanoff has persistently advocated for the methodology of comparison in
STS:
“Comparison thus solves the problem of the ’view from nowhere' – that position of mythic
neutrality that no analyst can achieve in practice. Instead, this method allows different, actual
’somewheres’ to be brought into productive contrast, revealing patterns and persistences that
might otherwise remain unperceived (Jasanoff, 2012, p. 7)
From this point of view, the “where” question becomes essential; where is technology? That is, in
which relatively, or at least apparently, stable “discursive tracks, laid down on historically contingent
institutional foundations, and lubricated by repeated articulations for audiences attuned to specific
modes of demonstration and argument” (ibid., p. 19), is technology to be found, and how do these
cultural tracks differ and influence the human-technology relations? If we do not want to be caught in
the abstract view from nowhere, such questions cannot be ignored.
Silbot - the travelling robot
As a way of illuminating this point further and remaining true to our postphenomenological
methodology, let us examine an empirical and contemporary example of TOT: the transfer of the robot
Silbot from Korea to Denmark and Finland. 189 By doing so, we acknowledge Verbeek’s attempt to
make the philosophy of technology empirical by trying to understand technology in terms of ‘concrete
artifacts’ (Verbeek, 2005, p. 6). In order to get a deeper understanding of the transfer of Silbot to
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Most well-known is perhaps Jasanoff’s works on biotechnology and genetic engineering (see, to mention just one
example, Jasanoff 2005), but notable is also her comparison of nuclear-technology in
the U.S. and South Korea (Jasanoff and Kim: 2009), where she and Sang-Hyun Kim introduce the by now rather
influential concept of sociotechnical imaginaries (cf. also Jasanoff and Kim 2015).
189
This is the subject of Lasse Blond’s forthcoming PhD dissertation to be published in 2018. Thus, some of the empirical
examples are so far unpublished. Other authors have also written about the transfer of Silbot to Denmark (e.g. Hasse, 2013).
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Denmark and Finland, Lasse Blond interviewed central participants of the Finnish and Danish projects
about their involvement in and their understanding of the robots, the collaboration with KIST and the
result of the projects. Likewise, he has visited the original test facilities in both Helsinki and Aarhus. 190
Furthermore, his extensive participant observations have clarified the continuous development and
appropriation efforts undertaken by the Municipality of Aarhus to adopt the Silbot robot into local
elderly and health care praxis.
The social robot Silbot was developed by the Korean Institute of Science and Technology
(KIST) to teach English to school students in Korea. Originally named EngKey, the idea was to
facilitate real-time interaction between students and the robot controlled by the students’ teacher from
another room. Additionally, the director of the robotics department at KIST believed the egg-shaped
robot might have the potential to treat or slow down the progression of dementia. The robot was
reprogrammed to facilitate cognitive exercises through interaction with elderly citizens by means of
tablets.
The municipalities of Helsinki, Finland, and Aarhus, the second largest city in Denmark, were
interested in testing the robot for this purpose. In cooperation with KIST, test beds were built in a
center for the elderly on the outskirts of the Finnish capital and at a center for rehabilitation in Aarhus.
In these two locations, cognitive exercises were carried out with elderly volunteers from the fall of
2011 to February 2012.191 Thereafter the pilot-tests were evaluated with varying results.
The Finnish project team did not find Silbot “reliable enough”, and the robot was deemed “not
ready for recreational services”. 192 Although the Danish project team identified technical as well as
cultural challenges, they were more lenient towards Silbot’s limitations and, to this day, they continue
to work with the robot in close cooperation with KIST.
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In Finland, Blond interviewed the Head of the Social Services Department in the Municipality of Helsinki; the Director
of Nursing at the Kustaankartano Elderly Centre and a nurse responsible for facilitating the robot games. Besides from
these participants, the Managing Director of the local company, responsible for the Finnish project, were interviewed, as
well as the former Project Manager, originally employed there. Blond also interviewed a former MA-student in social
psychology, hired to observe and evaluate the human-robot interaction during the project. In Denmark, Lasse Blond is still
interviewing various participants in the original test project. He has talked to all persons employed as human instructors
by the Municipality of Aarhus as well as interviewed the former and the present project managers.
191
SILBOT was actually accompanied by another robot called MERO. In the shape of a bust, MERO could simulate
different facial expressions thus emphasizing Silbot’s oral presentation of the cognitive exercises. However, due to
technical problems, MERO was not used in Denmark, and, for comparative purposes, MERO will not be accounted for
here.
192
”Robots in the Kustaankartano center for the elderly – The Living Lab pilot project and what was learnt from the INTRO
Project” (2012) and “INTRO Interactive Robot Project”. Final evaluation reports - unpublished.
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A closer look at the Finnish and Danish evaluation reports193 reveals other interesting aspects
of the transfer of the Korean robot. Both parties stressed the need for a human mediator between the
students or elderly citizens and the robot; the Finns found that the robot could “not replace human
instructors” and the Danes found that Silbot required “a lot of intervention from the teacher in relation
to the pedagogical content” and that the teacher could by “no means be dispersed”. The Finns even
bemoaned the fact that the robot did not support the work of the teacher, and that the robot was too
complicated for the teacher to use.
However, the main reasons why the TOT project failed in Finland was that it was a
technological “push project” lacking the “flexibility that is sometimes needed in innovation projects”;
also, Silbot was unable to “answer” the users’ needs, because it was “predesigned” before arriving in
Helsinki.194 Therefore, the whole project lacked “flexibility”, and instead of responding to the elderly
citizens’ challenges directly, the question became how the robot could help the professionals. In other
words, the Finns were unable to adopt the robot into their praxis. During the interviews the project
team members deemed the robot unnecessary as they observed the elderly citizens losing interest in
the human-robot interaction. The robots appeared underdeveloped, inflexible to even smaller
adjustments and too expensive. 195 The Director of Nursing at the Kustaankartano Elderly Center
described the technical challenges:
“I think the biggest problems were technical problems. […] it was difficult to
move the robots from one floor to another, because they had robots on two
floors in the D-building, and if there were technical difficulties with one of
them they couldn’t take the [other] one with them downstairs. It was big work, and all the time
somebody from Korea – an engineer or something – had to be there. And there were many
technical problems.”
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”Final Evaluation Elderly Care Robot Systems in the City of Aarhus” (2012) Final evaluation report - unpublished.
”Halvvejsrapport om Hjerne Fitness” (2011). Midway evaluation report – unpublished.
194
”Robots in the Kustaankartano center for the elderly – The Living Lab pilot project and what was learnt from the INTRO
Project” (2012) and “INTRO Interactive Robot Project”. Final evaluation reports - unpublished.
195
”Robots in the Kustaankartano center for the elderly – The Living Lab pilot project and what was learnt from the INTRO
Project” (2012) and “INTRO Interactive Robot Project”. Final evaluation reports - unpublished.
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The technical challenges of implementing the robots were also pointed out by the Head of the Social
Service Department in the Municipality of Helsinki. She described how her expectations of the robots
were not fulfilled:
“I think in the beginning we were ready to, we discussed it also, we were willing to buy the
robots if they showed to be worth of that and useful, but we were a little bit disappointed that
they didn’t work as well as we expected and we realized together with the Koreans that they
are not ready and that they have to develop them [further].”
In Denmark, Silbot’s use of the Danish language caused some raised eyebrows. The robot was
prone to scolding the elderly citizens when they did not solve the cognitive exercises within the
predetermined time frame. The robot’s use of “inappropriate” and abusive language (for example,
suggesting that the elderly participants were drunk when they failed to solve the cognitive games) as
well as incomprehensible phrases was also noticed. These translational problems were deemed
counterproductive to Danish learning styles and a barrier to creating a positive learning environment
for the elderly citizens, as was the very rigid test schedules designed by the Koreans (and similarly
used at a center for Dementia in Seoul were Silbot was tested as well). These schedules dictated 90
minutes of uninterrupted cognitive training. The Danes quickly shortened the duration of these training
sessions, to make them less demanding for the elderly citizens, and requested the cognitive games to
be reprogrammed in order to provide the elderly citizens a longer time to respond.
The Danes concluded that Silbot needed to be “more adjusted according to Danish culture” and
that the “cultural dimension” should be seen as a “serious challenge” to be “addressed in the future”. 196
However, the Danes continued to use the robot. They compensated for these challenges and reported
the shortcomings to KIST. But, perhaps more importantly, they also outlined their expectations for the
design of the new version (or update), the present Silbot 3.0. The Danes thus directly shaped the Silbot
robot. Though present version still has technical problems, the language, the design, and the cognitive
exercises have been appropriated and the Danes continue to exchange and report defects to be remedied
by the South Koreans.
How could we understand the transfer and use of Silbot from a postphenomenological
perspective? It seems evident that the transfer of Silbot to Finland and Denmark is an example of
cultural interchange(s), which Don Ihde believes should be taken into account in TOT. In accordance
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”Final Evaluation Elderly Care Robot Systems in the City of Aarhus” (2012) Final evaluation report - unpublished.
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with his perspective on transfer, the praxis in the recipient culture should not be underestimated;
indeed, it seems crucial for the success of the transfer, understood as the cultural embedding of the
transferred technology.
At this stage, it remains unclear how Silbot has shaped the culture at the elderly center in
Helsinki and the rehabilitation center in Aarhus. In order to establish this, it would be necessary to
gather more empirical findings at the sites. However, the effort to comprehend the transfer of Silbot to
the Nordic countries underlines the importance of keeping cultural hermeneutics as a part of the
postphenomenological perspective. As Ihde originally proposed, the macro-perceptual field seems
essential to comprehend the phenomenon of TOT.
We argue that it would be worthwhile to include the concept of technological style in Ihde’s
cultural hermeneutics. Observing Silbot, it becomes clear that the robot has distinct Korean features;
the design, the visual content of the cognitive games and the characteristic graphic that constitutes the
‘face’ of the robot are clearly foreign. Did this technological style prevent Silbot from being embedded
in Finnish praxis? Certainly some of the elderly Finns found the exaggerated facial expressions of the
robots naïve and their behavior childish and not to be expected from a robot with the duty to function
as a teacher and instructor. On the contrary, the Koreans deemed distinct facial expressions highly
important in order to provide trustworthy communication.
The Managing Director of the local company facilitating the Finnish project describes how
some of the elderly users deemed the behavior of the robots as “definitely too much. They [the elderly
citizens] thought they [the robots] were stupid.” He elaborates on this impression:
“I mean here [in Finland] cute is seen as childish and naïve. In Eastern Asia cute is okay for
anything it is okay in adult gadgets and street signs and languages etc. and that is a very strong
cultural difference. So we wanted to see if things, which are obviously designed to be cute, can
work here, without being sneered at. The fact is that there is really a big difference there.”
The MA-student in social psychology assigned to observe the interaction between the elderly citizens
and the robots describes how the robots used “corny phrases” that seemed too dramatic in the local
context and made the elderly citizens laugh e.g. when Silbot would exclaim its love for the elderly
users. The Director of Nursing at the Kustaankartano Elderly Center also witnessed a situation like
that:
“They [the robots] said: “I am falling in love with you, because you are so good at
mathematics.” Something like that. Maybe they said it in Finnish? This is strange. A teacher
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doesn’t say so in Finland. We don’t say… it is like when you are really in love, if we say I am
falling in love. It is like a very strong expression.”
Although the Director of Nursing found the phrases chosen by the robots awkward at times she points
out that it was not at all “bad” as it contributed to “relaxed” atmosphere for the duration of the Pilot
Project in Helsinki.
Should the new version of the robot, which is based more closely on Danish system
requirements, be seen as a case of stripping the robot of its Korean characteristics in a continuous effort
to give Silbot a Danish technological style? This is a central question regarding the application of the
concept of technological style in the understanding of the transfer of Silbot; however, it is difficult to
provide definitive answer at this stage.
In the Danish case, it seems the conventions of use are still being negotiated and the efforts to
embed the robot in praxis continues. Silbot has definitely been stripped of some of its Korean
characteristics; the content of the cognitive games has been altered and the robot’s repertoire of songs
and stories now includes tales of Danish Viking Kings, runic stones and popular ballads to be
memorized by the participating elderly citizens. Therefore, although its use in Denmark continues to
be shaped by specific Danish demands and praxis, Silbot remains multistable. Thus the Silbot case can
be seen as an exchange between two technological traditions or styles: the South Korean and the
Danish. In any case, this two-way exchange must be recognized from a postphenomenological
perspective as culture shaping and cultural shaping. The conditions external to a technology should
also be considered. By elaborating the understanding of cultural shaping and introducing the concept
of technological style, we aim to respond to Don Ihde’s call for “a deeper insight into the ways in
which the ensemble of technologies relates to cultural gestalts” (Ihde, 1993, p. 26).
Beyond ‘program 1’
We suggest that the problem of recognizing conditions external to technology in postphenomenology
may be found in the very heart of the theory, or at least in one of its most well-known programmatic
trademarks: Idhe’s (1990, p. 72ff.) ‘program 1’, which categorizes different human-technology
relations. Through Verbeek’s (2005, p. 122ff) reception of program 1, it has indeed become the locus
classicus of postphenomenology and the point of departure for many newcomers and students in the
field.
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The overall argument in the program is that humans always perceive the world through
technology: “It is something humans have always – since they left the naked perceptions of the Garden
– done” (Ihde, 1990, p. 72). Schematically, this idea is usually explained as follows:
I – Technology – World
Humans do not perceive the world directly but through mediatory layers; for example, they see the
world through glasses or feel the world through clothes.
Emphasizing technology as an unavoidable mediator between the human and the world has
indeed transcended the somewhat rigid Cartesian dualism between the subject (res cogitans) and the
object (res extensa). But while postphenomenology, through comprehensive accounts of technology,
has done an excellent job providing flesh and blood to the neglected perceptual technological mediator,
both the human ‘I’ and the world still seem to lead a lifeless existence as bare Cartesian subjects and
objects; as if the world were not really a lifeworld and the human, despite postphenomenology’s efforts
to emphasize embodiment, living in a body without pain, lust and desire, and without language, gender
and nationality. Verbeek is also aware of this potential danger with human-technology relations:
By saying that mediation is located “between” humans and world (as in the schema I–
technology–world), Ihde seems to put subject and object over against one another, instead of
starting from the idea that they mutually constitute each other (Verbeek, 2005, p. 129).
Whilst Verbeek acknowledges that, in Expanding Hermeneutics, Ihde makes it clear that “subject and
object are mutually interrelated”, he also claims that Ihde “does not connect this thought with his
earlier analysis of human-technology relations” (ibid.). We entirely agree with Verbeek on this issue.
Like him, our aim is ‘to hone’ the theory of human-technology relations.
A clear indication of postphenomenology’s preference for the technological mediator is its
selective use of other philosopher’s works. For example, when Merleau-Ponty is mentioned, it is
primarily to elaborate on his feather or his cane, not on his great insights into human psychology. The
same is true with Heidegger; his persistent attempt to unfold the human ‘Dasein’ by mapping its
existential structure – its being toward death, its anxiety, its historicity – remains almost untouched in
the postphenomenological corpus, whereas the Heideggerian hammer is turned upside down. To say
it simply: It seems as though postphenomenology has been blinded by its urgent task to investigate the
technological mediator, and, in doing so, it renders the two mediated parts of the equation more or less
unknown.
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What is needed, we suggest, is an expansion of the postphenomenological program 1 driven
by two fundamental questions: “What/who is the human?” and “What/where is the world?” Of course,
one could object that such big questions cannot be answered at all. But then the same is true with the
question “What is technology?”, and this question has kept postphenomenology and the philosophy of
technology occupied for years. Once in a while, it is necessary for an academic field to reflect and
explicate the fundamental concepts it takes for granted; sometimes even mathematics asks: What’s a
number? In postphenomenology, the human and the world are indeed such axiomatic concepts.
Although we do not pretend to answer these questions, we hope to identify possible ways for
postphenomenology to reflect on hitherto unquestioned aspects of its conceptual framework. We hope
that this will be conceived as an invitation to discuss these questions further and elaborate on the
meaning of the human and the world within a postphenomenological framework.
Towards a postphenomenological anthropology: Human instability
The question “What is the human?” can be treated in many different ways. Within a philosophical
scope, it is usually considered as a matter of ‘philosophical anthropology’. In the 1920s, Max Scheler
(2009), Helmuth Plessener (1981), Arnold Gehlen (1988) and others established philosophical
anthropology as an independent discipline that draws on insights from such different fields as biology,
anthropology, psychology and philosophy to approximate an understanding of what the human is. In
a less strict sense, philosophical anthropology is practiced throughout the entire history of philosophy.
Each time a philosopher tries to sketch out some fundamental features of being human, (s)he engages
in philosophical anthropology. For instance, Aristotle’s definition of the human as ‘animal rationabile’
can be understood as philosophical anthropology.
However, as mentioned above, postphenomenology lacks an anthropology. In his
inaugural talk at the University of Twente, Verbeek (2009) very cautiously anticipated philosophical
anthropology as an important component in a contemporary philosophy of technology, so perhaps it
is not far from postphenomenology to think along these lines. However, Verbeek is yet to connect
philosophical anthropology directly to the human-technology relation to ask who the ‘I’ is that
encounters the world through technology.
The postphenomenological ‘I’ does not have specific characteristics, such as a gender, an age,
or feelings. However, in the human-technology relation, such specific characteristics can be
significant. In the Silbot case, it is important to consider that the people interacting with Silbot are
elderly and suffering from dementia. This could be one of the explanations why Silbot’s language was
deemed inappropriate in Denmark but not in South Korea, where Silbot was interacting with healthy
school children. Age and health – and presumably many other human features – thus seem to shape
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the relation to technology. For instance, if one seeks to understand the relation between a human driver
and a car, it is not enough to presuppose an anonymous and abstract ‘I’. On the contrary, one must ask
about the driver’s age, gender, nationality, medical history, possible previous drug use, and other
factors. Just as the object is transformed into full-fledged technology through postphenomenological
analyses, the subject must also be provided with human traits to become a full-fledged human being.
To create such an anthropological awareness, we would like to contribute another concept to
postphenomenology’s analytical toolbox: ‘human instability’. Just as the technology is always
multistable, the human is always unstable. While Ihde (2012) uses the Necker cube and other
technologies to show that technology is multistable – i.e. that it has no stable essence – he (or Verbeek)
never questions whether the human is (multi)stable. We are left with no information about the mood
or state of the human looking at the Necker cube – for example, whether it is an angry old woman, a
lustful young man or a sleepy child – or how different moods and states shape the human-technology
relation. However, if the human-technology relation is understood as a relation between an ‘unstable
human’ and a ‘multistable technology’, one could better appreciate how basic human features, such as
moods, influence the use of technology. Moreover, the concept of instability would also explain the
diverse ways in which the same person could relate to the same (multistable) technology; for instance,
how a person’s relation to the same computer can change by the minute when switching between
serious work, a Skype call, online chess or porn. When the ‘I’ acquires an age, a sex, and is seen as
lustful, playful, rational, irrational, sleepy, lively, sad, happy or cognitively impaired – in other words,
as an unstable human being – justice is done not only to the human part in the human-technologyworld scheme but also to the understanding of technology. Emphasizing the instability of the human
being could thus be a first step in exploring the philosophical anthropology of postphenomenology.
A world of …?
As described above, postphenomenology’s notion of the world is not as underdeveloped as its notion
of the human, and Ihde’s focus on the Husserlian lifeworld and technology’s dependence on context
is indeed a good starting point to discuss ‘what the world is made of’. Nevertheless, there seems to be
some unknown factors in the postphenomenological concept of the world, which become explicit when
the theory of human-technology relations is confronted with empirical findings. These unknown
factors are also what Hughes is trying to highlight in the earlier cited quotation suggesting that there
is a broader range of influences that affects technology than the social.
One of the reasons why the Danish rehabilitation center experienced problems with
embedding the Silbot robot in its daily life praxes, was that Silbot needed to be ‘more adjusted
according to Danish culture’ and that the ‘cultural dimension’ was seen as a ‘serious challenge’. These
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quotations underline that the notion of culture is decisive for understanding this specific humantechnology relation. However, the notion of culture, which is not developed further by the informants,
seems very abstract; and, contrary to the predominant, more relativistic notions of culture, it indicates
that, to a certain extent, culture is somehow fixed or stable. Yet if we are to take our informants
seriously and try to understand the world they live in, we cannot simply brush them off with a
relativistic remark that there is no such thing as a ‘Danish culture’, suggesting, perhaps, that they are
suffering from false consciousness.
We therefore suggest that the world(s) in which human-technology relations are played out is
considered an ‘apparently stable world’, since this is precisely how the world is comprehended in many
human-technology relations. While the world is not a specific world in Ihde’s classic ‘program 1’, the
apparently stable world is defined by factors such as nationality, history, cultural history, language
(even dialects), nature, tradition, religion, economics, law and ideology.197 Such factors are generally
taken for granted, but when a foreign technology such as Silbot is placed between the ‘I’ and its
familiar world, they suddenly, in the same way as the hammer does in Heidegger’s trite, yet apt,
example of the breakdown of ready-to-hand tools, re-appear as matters of concern.
Of course, it is impossible to write an exhaustive list of what an apparently stable world
comprises. Nevertheless, the concept of an apparently stable world deepens the understanding of the
technology that mediates between this world and the ‘I’. Inspired by Jasanoff we understand the
apparently stable world as a (often nationally) demarcated world of “historically contingent
institutional foundations” (Jasanoff, 2012, p. 19) and of collectively held imaginaries of the future
(Jasanoff & Kim, 2015). These cultural structures shape our different ‘civic epistemologies’ (Jasanoff,
2011, p. 247), that is, the way, in which nations are collectively reasoning. Hence, to understand
technology and its mediating role is necessarily also a question of understanding how the world in
different ways can shape how the technology mediates and how the subject reasons. Furthermore, at
an even deeper cultural layer, the apparently stable world is also a world of what Ardener (1982) calls
semantic densities. In the ‘the apparently stable world of Finland’ these might consist of such
immanent and intuitively meaningful phenomena as Jean Sibelius, Kalevala, pines, cold winters,
saunas, Uralic language, the Winter War and, of course the Moomins, while the world of pungmul
music, calligraphy, mountains, monsoon, bathhouses, The Korean War, major hi-tech industries and,
not least, K-pop, is of course the ‘the apparently stable’ world of South Korea’.
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Studying the human-technology relations that occurred with Silbot would therefore most likely
benefit from a detour into the different apparently stable worlds of Finland, Denmark and South Korea.
Theoretically stated, the expansion of postphenomenology’s human-technology relations involves
expanding the hermeneutic circle; that is, to see, listen and tune into the spirit of the world in which
the human-technology relations are played out and to understand the world as the cultural context that
seems so essential to the adaptation of technology culminating in technological style.
Closing remarks
In this chapter, we have aimed to grasp TOT within a postphenomenological framework by
recognizing the complexity of the phenomenon and describing it as a two-way interaction. As such,
the transferred technology, like the social robot Silbot, shapes the recipient culture, but the recipient
culture also seems to shape the technology in the continuous effort to embed it in a recognizable,
familiar praxis. Hence the endeavor to understand the phenomenon of technology transfer calls for the
cultural context of technology or external factors to be taken into consideration; in other words, it urges
us to deal with the world. As we have claimed, in the well-known program 1, postphenomenology
seems overly focused on comprehending the technological mediator that separates the human from the
world. It takes the human ‘I’ and the world for granted. We argue that the postphenomenological
conception of both the human and the world need to be developed further.
To improve program 1, we introduced the notions of the unstable human and the apparently
stable world. We suggested the ‘I’ is always an unstable human and that a multistable technology
mediates between the ‘I’ and an apparently stable world. These notions can be seen as part of an effort
to revive Ihde’s cultural hermeneutics (1990) and to comprehend how culture shapes technology, or,
put differently, how the world and the human mediated by technology becomes enmeshed in
establishing the conventions of use of a given technological artifact. It is essential to consider these
patterns of use that are characteristic of different cultural environments if postphenomenology strives
to understand how the cultural context shapes the human-technology relationship and paves the way
for distinctive technological styles reflecting the apparently stable worlds.
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7. Beyond Technological Style
LASSE BLOND
Rethinking Thomas Hughes’ conceptual understanding of adaptation of transferred
technology
ABSTRACT:
The effort to comprehend innovation across cultures and time highlights the importance of the explicating factors external
to technology. It becomes relevant to elaborate or differentiate the understanding of social and cultural responses to adopted
technologies by recognizing that technology shapes culture, and just as importantly that culture shapes technology. By
looking at a recent transfer of technology, the transfer of the South Korean robot Silbot to Finland and Denmark, this paper
seeks to elaborate the reciprocal exchange by considering the cultural or contextual influence in the adaptation of
technology. Thomas Hughes’ notion of technological style is revisited by questioning whether it pays due attention to the
non-technical factors of the process? In order to compensate for the deficiencies of the technological style as a sensitizing
device the concept of sociotechnical style is introduced. A concept more in tune with resent research in science and
technology studies.

Introduction
The Swedish historian of technology Svante Lindqvist finds that the significance of the transfer of
technology (TOT)198 cannot be underestimated - it might be “even more important” than technological
innovation.199 Certainly, TOT as a phenomenon appears to be intimately interlinked with innovation
across cultures and times 200 and technological change.201 The effort to comprehend TOT in all its
complexity unquestionably seems laudable and thus preoccupies scholars from many different
fields.202 The question must be how to define TOT?
Business scholar Richard Rosenbloom outlined TOT as the “acquisition, development, and utilization
of technology in a context different from that in which it originated.”203 Rosenbloom’s definition
captures the basic dynamics of TOT. However, when scrutinizing the transfer process, there seems to
be more at stake. Historian of technology Melvin Kranzberg emphasizes, that TOT is more than a
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transfer of a technological artefact. The origins of the transferred technology must be taken into
consideration:
the hardware carries the gospel along with it, not in the sense of particular religious
ideas but in the sense of a whole set of socio-cultural attitudes and material
paraphernalia. For it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to disengage the technological
force from the socio-cultural baggage that follows behind and with it. 204
The transferred artefact carries along with it a cultural baggage of for instance differing views of
human nature, and engineering traditions. 205 Philosopher Don Ihde wants to recognize TOT as “basic
cultural and existential interchange” 206 and so do economist Aqueil Ahmad and sociologist Arthur
Wilke.207 These authors echo Lewis Mumford’s old dictum that a technological artefact or machinery
should be viewed as an “instrument of culture” requiring cultural assimilation before being embedded
in human praxis.208 The economist and historian of technology Nathan Rosenberg highlights the
particularities of TOT and warns against the widespread reduction of TOT to a mere question of
relocating “a piece of hardware”. 209 Rosenberg finds that the adaptation is the essential aspect of TOT,
not to be underestimated. The modification of the transferred technology is a necessity in order to
make it function in its new environment, as it determines the success or failure of a transferred
technology.210
The British historian Arnold Pacey sees these modifications as inevitable stating that transferred
technology is always modified in order to function under the conditions in the recipient country. 211
Norwegian science and technology scholar Knut H. Sørensen notes that a technological artefact is reinvented or re-innovated in the process of adapting it.212 He and his professorial colleague Merete Lie
deem appropriation inevitable if a technology should be used in a local context. 213 They call this
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process domestication.214 Science and technology scholar Margrethe Aune comprehends the
domestication as a reciprocal process, in which both “technology and humans are affected, and in
which both technical and social features are changed.” 215 Like Aune, sociologist Werner Rammert
views the adaptation of a new technology as a two-way interaction involving not only technology
shaping culture, but also that culture shaping technology. 216 He stresses the latter aspect of
technological adaptation finding that cultural shaping of technology influences the development of
technological artefacts “more frequently” than previously recognized. 217 Yet, Lewis Mumford already
considered this two-way interchange while characterizing adaptation of technology in his magnum
opus Technics and Civilization. He stated that the adoption of a technology is not a matter “of making
social institutions keep in step with the machine: the problem is equally one of altering the nature and
the rhythm of the machine to fit the actual needs of the community.” 218 Thus he eyed the aspect of
cultural shaping already in the early 1930’s finding that technology or the machine a cultural artefact.
Neither Mumford nor Rammert focuses explicitly on the cultural exchange caused by international
TOT but they have both grasped some of the essential dynamics of the adaptation of technology, also
seen in international technology transfers, the latter being the focal point of this paper.
Transfer as a matter of style
Unlike Rammert and Mumford the American historian of technology Thomas P. Hughes writes
extensively about TOT.219 Although he does not use the term ‘cultural shaping’ explicitly, he does
seem to have grasped the complexity of this process and the “cultural factors” involved. 220 With his
concept technological style Hughes wants to understand how technology emerges from “time and
place” i.e. how a technological artefact is shaped by factors external to technology. 221 He includes
“geography, economics, administrative, structure, legislation, and contingent historical events” among
these factors shaping technology. 222 These factors are not to be understood as determinants but rather
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as interacting with technology and with each other in “complex and systematic” ways. 223 With
examples drawn from the history of technology he demonstrates how the composition of contemporary
technical components, business administration, forms of organization, local politics and law as well as
historical events have influenced three specific power systems in the US, England and Germany,
giving them different, but distinct technological styles.224 In his acclaimed work Networks of Power
Hughes further elaborates on how non-technical factors influence TOT by asking whether technical
factors alone can explain as failed attempts of transfers? 225 The liberal legislative conditions in
America, which influenced Thomas Edison’s design of power systems, seemed to obstruct their
transfer to England, where legal conditions were distinctly different. 226 Again Hughes finds that
technological style is relevant to take into account in order to explain what hampers the transfer
process, since these non-technical factors shape technology:
Technological style can be defined as the technical characteristics that give a machine,
process, device, or system a distinctive quality. Out of local conditions comes a
technology with a distinctive style. 227
The adaptation process becomes a question of replacing the technological style of the transferred
artefact with a technological style closer to the environment in the recipient culture. He explains how
the Gaulard-Gibbs transformer had to be “stripped” of its British characteristics in order to adapt it to
the local conditions in the recipient countries. 228 In the United States the Westinghouse Company
eventually succeeded in adapting the transformer to local conditions, giving it an American style. 229
Seen in relation to TOT Hughes finds that technological style can elaborate the comprehension of the
adaptation, thus he stresses that adaptation to the local conditions or cultural context in the recipient
countries culminates “in style”.230
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The history of the transfer and subsequent adaptation of the Gaulard-Gibbs transformer is by no means
unique; the Israeli historian Alex Bloch explains how in the late 1950’s the French Fouga Fighter had
to be adopted to the local environment in Israel, revealing early indications of a national technological
style;231 Arnold Pacey describes how transferred steam trains became suited to Russian conditions by
the re-invention of their cylinder system,232 and historian of technology Thomas J. Misa describes how
the British colonial authorities in India imported costly British style bridges of wrought-iron trusses
over masonry piers to India instead of using timber trestles though timbers were abundant in the
Bengal.233 Science and technology scholar Per Østby describes how cars from various countries were
“interpreted, transformed, and then culturally integrated into Norwegian society”, thus they were
shaped by “national, regional, and local particularities”. 234 He agrees with his countryman Knut H.
Sørensen finding that adaption culminates in style as the latter describes how the car was made into a
distinct Norwegian car when introduced to the Nordic country. 235
With his concept of technological style and his comprehension of external factors shaping the
transferred technology in the adaptation process Hughes provides the theoretical foundation to account
for the non-technical factors of TOT. These factors seem to influence the outcome of the process and
therefore must be seen as essential elements of TOT. 236 Yet, Svante Lindqvist finds that only a few
modern studies of TOT take these factors into consideration in the effort to grasp the phenomenon in
all its complexity. 237 In order to compensate for this lack I suggest a digression to a contemporary
study of TOT: the transfer of a South Korean robot to Denmark and Finland in 2011-12.238 This case
is can be seen a contemporary historical and/or sociological study of a particular case of international
transfer in effort to reassess and elaborate the present understanding of the dynamics of TOT. 239
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However, it is not for the lack of interest in historical cases of TOT, that a contemporary case-study is
chosen. The transfer of the South Korean robot Silbot to the Nordic countries can hopefully provide
valuable data for testing the applicability of Thomas Hughes’ notion of technological style for the
social studies of technology. He himself suggested that sociologist of technology could benefit from
the use of his concept of style. 240 Yet, as far as I know the usage of technological style have been very
limited outside of the domain of technological history. 241
Asian robots travel to Europe
The social robot EngKey was constructed by the Korean Institute of Technology (KIST) to teach
English to school students in Korea. 242 Seated in another room a teacher in control of EngKey was to
direct real-time robot interaction with the students in the classroom.
In addition to this purpose EngKey was reprogrammed (and renamed Silbot) to facilitate cognitive
exercises as a way of treating or slowing down age-related illnesses such as dementia among elderly
citizens. The idea was to let the elders solve different cognitive tasks using tablets with the robot as an
instructor. This use of the robot was promoted by the director of KIST to representatives of the
municipalities of Helsinki, Finland, and Aarhus, Denmark. Supervised by KIST test beds were built in
the Finnish capital and the second largest city in Denmark and elderly citizens were recruited as test
persons for cognitive exercises which were carried out between the fall of 2011 and winter 2012. 243
The test results in the two Nordic countries varied significantly: To the disappointment of their Korean
collaborators the Finnish project team chose to return the robot after the test period expired. Silbot was
deemed unready for recreational services in the Finnish capital.
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Despite noting Silbot’s technical and cultural challenges in their evaluation report the municipality of
Aarhus bought three exemplars of the robot after the test period and they still work with the Silbot
today (or rather an updated version of Silbot). Should these examples merely be presented as
unsuccessful and successful transfers? The details of the transfer processes seem more ambiguous than
this conclusion alone. Interviewing central members of the Finnish project team elaborates the
evaluation results and it gives an idea why the transfer of Silbot to Finland failed.
Besides stressing plain technical problems it is emphasized that the robot did not meet the needs of
the elderly test persons. The robot’s ability to fight or halt dementia was never tested out of reluctance
by the Finnish project team members who did not believe in the prospects of halting dementia with
robots - instead the robot was tested for recreational purposes by the elderly citizens. 244 However, it
was noted that the participants quickly lost interest in the robot and concentrated solely on solving or
winning the cognitive games. According to both users and the project team the robot was deemed
unnecessary, underdeveloped and too expensive. The Finnish stakeholders stressed that transfer of the
robot was a push-project and that it lacked “flexibility”. The robot could not easily be adapted to the
environment in the test center.245 Even small adjustments in the test-setup required many hours of
programming thus Silbot could not easily be adapted to the needs expressed by the personnel
responsible for the care of the elderly citizens. 246
Although KIST had programmed Silbot to speak Danish, its use of the language caused concerns in
Aarhus. There were examples of the robot “scolding” the elderly citizens when they did not complete
the cognitive exercises within the given time frame and openly criticized some of the participants. The
robot appeared insensitive to their physical and/or cognitive impairments. These language problems
hampered the effort to create a positive learning environment for the elderly citizens. The conclusion
in the Danish evaluation report stated that Silbot ought to be “more adjusted” to “Danish culture”, as
the “cultural dimension” was seen as a “serious challenge”.247 The robot was sent back to Korea for
re-education and returned to Denmark disciplined and well behaved, according to the leader of the
project team.248 Despite apparent technical challenges the Danish stakeholders continued to use the
robot for cognitive exercises after the test period. They regularly reported its defects to KIST, who
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then adjusted and reprogrammed some of the cognitive games. The Danish stakeholders conveyed
their expectations for the future design of the robot as requirement specifications.249 These
expectations were largely met by the Korean producers in the design of the present version of Silbot,
which has since replaced the original version transferred to Aarhus.
Returning to the discussion of TOT as cultural interchange, a case for cultural shaping and fertile
ground for developing a technological style - how should one understand the transfer of Silbot from
Asia to the Nordic countries from these perspectives?
The three-month test in Finland, which ended with the robot being returned, does not seem to have
been an occasion for adaptation or noticeable cultural shaping of the technological artefact; at least
these efforts now seem futile. 250 However, in some ways the adaptation of the South Korean robot to
Danish requirements still seems in progress, and the need for directly shaping the robot according to
accommodate Danish cultural conditions still seems and an open-ended process. The two wayexchange between Denmark and South Korea or the dual process of culture shaping and cultural
shaping continues. This leaves room for what Arnold Pacey would call a “technological dialogue” or
“inventive exchange”251 between Aarhus and Seoul, which he deems crucial to the adaptation
efforts.252
Does the empirical example in this paper reveal the adaptation of Silbot culminating in a distinct
technological style? The answer to this question seems ambiguous. Indeed, the Silbot-3 varies
distinctively from the robot transferred to Aarhus in 2011 - most significantly in its physical
appearance. The transferred robot was egg-shaped with a kind robot face, while the present version is
formed as an hourglass and has a reflective female face. Is this the case of the recipient country
stripping the robot of its national characteristics in order to adopt it to the local conditions? Has Silbot
thus been given a Danish technological style?
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Certainly, Silbot has been stripped of some of its characteristics as some of the cognitive games have
been altered. They now include Danish songs and national stories about Vikings and runic stones to
be remembered and retold by the participants. Interestingly, it should be noted that when asked about
how she and the elderly users react to the distinct Korean elements of the Brain Fitness set-up - the
present Danish game instructor hesitates by asking “What Korean Elements?” The Korean elements
(i.e. specific symbols and colors that first appeared foreign in the Danish context of use) have been
somewhat altered during the continuous adaptation of Silbot and the cognitive games are no longer
regarded as being distinctively Korean by neither its users nor its operators, though some of the cultural
specific graphics e.g. hangul script and symbolic colors in the games have been retained. This
observation could indicate that in the future Silbot will no longer be regarded as a foreign technology
i.e. it will blend into its new cultural context of usage and should be considered stabilized to a certain
extent.253 Today the duration of the games has been extended, and new ways of playing the cognitive
games have been invented locally, but more interestingly, the Municipality of Aarhus are planning to
require the right to the cognitive games used in the robot-system. The idea is to relocate the
programming of these games to Denmark as it is hoped that this would make them even more relevant
to Danish users and eventually to cut the dependence on the technical support from Korea. In this sense
the cultural shaping, or one could say technological styling, does seem to continue without a near end
in sight or the culmination in a technological style.
This failure of locating a distinct technological style as the result of the TOT between Seoul and
Aarhus and its succeeding adaptation should fall back on Hughes’ notion of technological style. The
concept appears to be a relevant device in a historian’s toolkit and only applicable when she or he
looks back in time and tries to write technological history. It does not seem particularly suitable for
ethnographic analysis. Yet, Hughes himself suggests that the concept can be used by other academics
e.g. sociologists.254 The problem for sociologists, anthropologists and scholars alike seems to be that
they, unlike the historian, study processes (often open-ended) not necessarily outlined in time. The end
of the adaptation by culmination in a technological style might therefore be difficult for the sociologist
to identify. Indeed, the phenomenon of TOT in itself seems difficult to delimit as the succeeding phases
of transfer and adaptation are difficult to distinguish from one another and to define. In spite of these
substantial shortcomings this paper does not argue for scholars to cease using technological style as a
heuristic device or restrict its value to historians alone. The notion of technological style can be
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elaborated by emphasizing its conceptual limitations. This will allow scholars to rethink the concept’s
ability to capture the dynamics of TOT and adaptation of technology. Such a reassessment is furthered
by reformulating the concept as originally conceived by Hughes to bring it closer to the present
understanding of human-technology relations in science and technology studies.
Conclusion
Thomas Hughes’ concept of technological style seems to be a fruitful heuristic or sensitizing device
as it allows the researcher to identify influencing factors external to technology. German technology
scholar Hans-Liudger Dienel concludes the same and describes technological style as a comparative
grid or raster (Vergleichsraster).255 Yet, Dienel finds Hughes’ definition of technological style too
narrow.256 The problem is that Hughes focuses on the “technical characteristics” that gives machinery
or a system a “distinctive quality”, whereas Dienel prefers Lewis Mumford’s definition of
(technological) style formulated in the early 1920’s:
the reasoned expression in some particular work, of the complex of social and
technological experience that grows out of a community’s life. 257
In Mumford’s definition of style, the social and the technical appears inseparable, whereas in Hughes’
notion of the social is implicit as part of the technology – more specifically as one of the many
components of technological systems. Indeed, for Hughes the social dimension seems latent in the
adaptation process, where social agents and their actions are secondary to more macroscopic cultural
factors, and not easily accounted for. 258 Lindqvist finds it urgent to comprehend technology as a
cultural and social phenomenon. 259 He equates social and cultural factors as decisive factors to the
outcome of technology transfer.260
I suggest that Hughes’ concept of technological style needs be re-construed to compensate for these
apparent deficits by renaming it sociotechnical style. Some might argue, that this seems like a cosmetic
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change. However, I find the sociotechnical style as a heuristic device can account for the social
construction of technology, which seems to be a part of the transfer process as well as the social
elements of the adaptation process stressed by Lindqvist and others.261 A notion of sociotechnical style
satisfies the science and technology-research that came after Hughes’ introduction of technological
style in the 1980’s – thus focusing on sociotechnical style implies the recognition of technological
artefacts as sociotechnical ensembles, where “the technical is socially constructed, and that the social
is technical constructed.”262
The result of the cultural shaping (I suggest that this process should be understood as a social shaping
process drawing on cultural factors)263 of a transferred technology is a culmination in sociotechnical
style. A set-up or stabilization where the social and the technical are recognized as intertwined, as
Mumford found, and with a form distinct of its’ time and place. 264 This re-construed style concept will
hopefully pave the way for historians and social scientists alike to use the concept of style as Hughes
initially hoped for.265 If so, historians of technology would be able to describe the sociotechnical styles
of past technological systems, whereas social scientists would recognize cultural shaping or
sociotechnical styling of contemporary technologies, as these are adapted to social practices.
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8. Unpacking the Cultural Baggage of Travelling Robots
– How socially assistive robots are integrated in practice
By Lasse Blond and Finn Olesen
In September 2011 a Finnish nurse answers a call. Customs officials at Vantaa Airport outside
the capital city of Helsinki have received some large boxes addressed to her from the Republic of
Korea. These boxes contain two strangely looking creatures. One of them in the shape of an egg,
the size of a six-year-old, rests on top of three wheels; the other one, a head with an oversized
mouth and big eyes - a talking bust. Instantly she grasps what the customs official is talking about.
Finally, Silbot and Mero have arrived in Finland. A truck will deliver them at the Kustaankartano
Elderly Center, where they are to be tested by the local inhabitants at the Centre and other elderly
citizens in the vicinity. Two days after the arrival the new robotic residents are presented on the
Finnish national TV station YLE. Dressed with blonde wigs and hats, two Mero-robots perform
lip synchronization of Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody while Silbot pivots and flaps its arms in time
with the music in front of ranking members of the Municipality of Helsinki and invited guests
from South Korea. The Korean robots have indeed arrived along with their cultural baggage.
The Intro Project is completed by February 2012. Hereafter the robots are carefully packed
away and together with their disappointed human companions they fly back to Korea. The
Municipality of Helsinki has decided not to invest in the robots (Blond & Schiølin 2018).
In Aarhus, the second largest city in Denmark, where the robots were tested at the same time as
in Finland the conclusion is the exact opposite. To this day (2017) the Silbot robot is used in
Aarhus. But as a result of the ongoing close collaboration between the Municipality of Aarhus
and the Korean robot engineers the original egg-shaped robot has been replaced by an updated
version.
Now, how should one understand this two-fold story about robotic travelers crossing
continents and cultural boundaries? Is it a trivial case of a failed transfer of technology and a
successful one? Or is there more than meets the eye in what makes up success and failure?
One social science field is particularly concerned with such questions. Science and Technology
Studies (STS) seek to explain the social processes that cause technological success and failures
(Pinch & Bijker 1984: 406). Honoring this ambition one of the authors, Lasse Blond, set out to
understand the apparent success and failure of the Korean robots in Northern Europe. His PhDproject seeks to grasp what happened when the robots were tested in Denmark and Finland
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respectively. As a part of this endeavor he travelled to Helsinki visiting the original test bed, where
he interviewed relevant participants of the original pilot project to learn about their experiences.
In Aarhus he has observed the continuous effort of deploying Silbot in elderly care and he has
interviewed various members involved in the original test.
The conclusion of this enquiry is far from unambiguous: Indeed, to write this story as a clearcut case of a successful and failed technology transfer seems a gross oversimplification that leaves
out an essential understanding of the dynamics of contextualized human-robotic interaction. In
this chapter, we seek to develop a more multifaceted comprehension of technology transfers with
a case study concerning relocation of social robots, where robots are seen as malleable entities in
various situated contexts of usage. We recognize the mediating effects of new technologies, yet
we also want to emphasize that technologies are reconfigured or transformed when deployed in
practices.
Our point of departure is a close reading of various contemporary theories from Science and
Technology Studies. We find ourselves grounded in empirical studies of robots in practice and
this leads to an exploration of theories and sensitizing devices that will allow us to approach and
make sense of the phenomena under study.
The study of the transfer of Silbot and Mero raises profound questions about robotics,
autonomy and the mediating role of new technologies as well as how the cultural context shapes
technology during the integration into practice. We shall return to this later but let us first take a
closer look at these travelling robots and their use.

A robot to fight dementia
The tele-education robot EngKey was originally invented by the Korean Institute of Technology
(KIST) to assist English teaching in elementary schools in South Korea (Guevarra 2015). The
robot functioned as an English teacher and facilitated real-time interaction with students,
although operated by a “remote teacher” outside of the classroom. This set-up was tried out at 29
schools in the republic between 2010 and 2011 (Guevarra 2015: 140).
Subsequently, the robot was reprogrammed to facilitate cognitive exercises as a way of treating
or halting age-related illnesses such as dementia among the growing population of elderly citizens
in the country. For this task EngKey was renamed Silbot and was to be accompanied by the robot
Mero. This endeavor adequately titled “Brain Fitness Class with Elder Care Robots” was tested at the
Gangnam-gu Center for Dementia in Seoul prior to the overseas projects in Denmark and
Finland. Shortly after this test the robots were demonstrated to representatives from Helsinki and
Aarhus visiting South Korea on two separate occasions. Supervised by KIST specific test beds
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were built in the Finnish capital and the Danish city, and selected elderly citizens were recruited
as test persons for cognitive exercises carried out between the fall of 2011 and the winter of 2012.
Along with Silbot and Mero came 16 cognitive digital games e.g. Bingo, Puzzle, a calculation
game, and an exercise where a participant was assigned to remember the route taken by Silbot on
a checkered floor and walk it afterwards. In order to play along the elderly citizens were equipped
with Samsung tablets.
At this point it seems appropriate to define a robot. We see robots as “physically embodied
systems capable of enacting physical change in the world” (Riek 2017). As computer science
professor George Bekey points out the physical embodiment is key to understand robots. A robot
must be capable of acting “physically with the environment in which it is operating” using
actuators that allow the robot to “to affect the environment, say, by exerting forces upon it or
moving through it” (Bekey 2005: 12). Roboticist Anthony Brooks and his research unit at MIT
have popularized the actionist (sensory-motor coupling) approach to robotics, situated robotics,
pointing out how embodiment and integration helps humans to carry out tasks of all sorts without
having to use predefined representations of the world in their minds or brains. “Humanoid form
is important to allow humans to interact with the robot in a natural way. In addition we believe
that building a real system is computationally less complex than simulating such a system”
(Brooks 1998: 4; Brooks & Stein 1994).
The American anthropologist Lucy Suchman agrees with Brooks on the emphasis on situated
embodiment in a real-world context as a precondition of cognition. The remaining challenge, as
she sees it, is to answer, what comprises embodiment in regard to situated robots (Suchman 2007:
230). Is it purely based on an instrumental AI-inspired idea about a dichotomy between mind and
body with the former being the master? Or, is embodiment taking place in a ‘world’ that exist
prior to the body, in which the body reacts as “a kind of a receiver for stimuli given by the world,
and generator of appropriate responses to it […]”? (Suchman 2007: 230). In both cases the answer
builds on assumptions about a freestanding, embodied individual in a physical world, rather than
a socially situated being.
The abovementioned definitions of robots obviously go against Cartesian assumptions about
body-mind separations. No mental model, blueprint or algorithm can predetermine the actual
course of actions of a robot deployed in a sociomaterial world. The embodied interaction with
the material and social surroundings will mold the robot’s trajectory. Based on Suchman’s
critique the main-problem for a social science enquiry is to avoid the ‘trap’ of using
individualizing concepts to characterize situated robots, and to avoid physicalistic notions of the
world that envelops the robot.
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The robots Silbot and Mero can furthermore be understood as socially assistive robots (or
social robots) since they were designed for human-robotic interaction in practiced places such as
schools and elderly care centers.266 A socially assistive robot can be defined as “a system that
employs hands-off interaction strategies, including the use of speech, facial expressions, and
communicative gestures to provide assistance in accordance with a particular healthcare context”
(Fasola & Matarić 2013: 3). Robot scholar Maartje de Graaf elaborates this definition of social
robots and suggests that under ideal circumstances socially assistive robots allow their users to
perceive them in human terms and relate to them, even emphatically (de Graaf 2016: 589).
The transfer of what?
To grasp how the Korean robots were received in the recipient countries we ask what the robots
brought with them as their cultural baggage? And how that baggage affected the attempts to adopt
them into local practice? The transfer of social robots seems to be more complicated than transfer
of other technological artifacts, considering that the adaptation to the welfare practices in the
recipient countries can be particular challenging. When Paro (a Japanese socially assistive robot
resembling a baby harp seal) designed to calm elderly users was first introduced in Denmark some
senior citizens responded surprisingly aggressive (Hasse 2013: 90). In the Netherlands some
elderly users, especially males, even refused to interact with Paro (de Graaf and Ben Allouch
2014). So how do we grasp these dynamic characteristics of the transfer of social robots? Before
we try to answer this question, perhaps we should ask more broadly how to define technology
transfer?
Transfer of technology, TOT,267 can be defined as “the acquisition, development, and utilization
of technology in a context different from that in which it originated” (Rosenbloom 1967: 603).
This definition by Harvard Business scholar Richard Rosenbloom covers the basic dynamics of
TOT, but as stressed by several scholars there is more at stake when a technology is transferred
from one location to another. The economist Nathan Rosenberg emphasizes that TOT too often
understood as simply a matter of relocating “a piece of hardware”, leaving out of consideration the
continuous work and the substantial modifications required to successfully adapt foreign
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Professor Hasse defines a practiced place as “a habitat where materials and meaning continuously emerge and
affect the cultural ecology” (Hasse 2015: 12)
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technology (Rosenberg 1976: 174). The transfer of Silbot from South Korea to Denmark and
Finland confirms Rosenberg’s comprehension of TOT. This robot clearly defies the definition of
being a mere piece of hardware moved from a to b – as illustrated by the prolonged and
continuous process of its implementation. Robots, like human travelers, bring along baggage in
various shape, content and weight (Jensen 2008). The historian of technology Melvin Kranzberg
recognizes this aspect of TOT and describes how transferred technologies carries “a whole set of
socio-cultural attitudes and material paraphernalia” along with them (Kranzberg 1986: 38). According
to robot scholar Selma Šabanović this is because robot engineers construct more than just robots:
“The practice of robot design extends beyond the production of technological artifacts to include the
construction of “technoscientific imaginaries” – narratives about social order, human behavior and
psychology, and common norms, beliefs, desires, and expectations. Societal applications of robots can
reproduce conceptions of social order that favor a particular status quo, such as patriarchal family relations
or gendered notions of work.” (Šabanović 2010: 440f)
The historian of science Peter Galison stresses that particular technologies can be characterized
by hardwired assumptions “built into the apparatus itself” (Galison 1987: 251). In physical
experiments machines and devices imported from entirely different laboratories and experiments
also carry standards and principles of calibration etc. Therefore, technology cannot be understood
as neutral (Galison 1987: 251). It should, furthermore, be noted as the Danish anthropologist
Cathrine Hasse does, that the “intended meaning does not always travel with the material
artefact” when put into practice in a context different from where it was designed (Hasse 2013:
92f).
Following the philosopher Peter-Paul Verbeek (2005) and other scholars (Orlikowski 2007;
Rosenberger 2012 & Hasse 2013; 2015) we have to understand how technological artifacts
mediate their surroundings. However, in doing so we must avoid seeing society as “a passive
receptor” (Šabanović 2010: 441). Selma Šabanović finds that the implementations of robots
highlight the need to understand “the dynamic interaction between society and technology”
(Šabanović 2010: 444). In other words, we have to comprehend how the context of use shapes
the significance of technologies. That is the focus of the philosopher Don Ihde (1990; 1993) and
the German sociologist Werner Rammert, who denotes this phenomenon as cultural shaping
(Rammert 2002: 174f). The late historian of technology Thomas Hughes emphasizes cultural
shaping as an important aspect of TOT (Hughes 1983: 405). Especially, if the intention is to
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explain how transferred technologies are adapted to the conditions in the recipient countries
(Hughes 1977: 230).
In addition to Hughes several scholars have noted various non-technical, but essential
elements of TOT (McIntyre & Papp 1986; Seely 2003; Inkster 2007; Lindqvist 1984 & 2010). The
British historian Arnold Pacey finds that a transferred technology is always modified in order to
function under the working conditions in the recipient countries (Pacey 1990: 51). There are many
examples of appropriations ranging from transformers being stripped off their British
characteristics to further their function in other countries (Hughes 1995: 453), re-inventing the
cylinder systems of American steam trains to accommodate to Soviet conditions (Pacey 1990:
152), to cars being transformed in adaptation to the Norwegian road network (Østby 2004,
Sørensen 1990). The Norwegian sociologist Knut H. Sørensen and anthropologist Merete Lie
also see appropriation or domestication as inevitable if technologies are to be utilized in local
cultural contexts (Lie & Sørensen 1996: 10). Another Norwegian social scientist Margrethe Aune
understands domestication as a reciprocal process in which “technology and humans are affected,
and in which both technical and social features are changed” (Aune 1996: 92). Thus, professor
Aune views the adaptation of a foreign technological artifact or system as a two-way interaction
involving not only technology shaping culture, but also culture shaping technology. Such
understanding is in line with several STS scholars (Ihde 1990, Kline & Pinch 1996, Latour 2005),
who emphasize the contextual relationships between humans and artifacts as defining the roles
and identities of the humans and nonhumans.
Don Ihde has proposed a useful notion to understand the variability of technologically to fit
into different uses. The notion of ‘multistability’ is thus intended to show that a technology can
be used for multiple purposes in different contexts (Ihde 1986, Ihde 1993; Rosenberger 2014).
Ihde builds his argument on postphenomenological observations of human practices, denoting
his approach to methodology as a ‘variational analysis’ (Ihde 1986: 67ff). His overall stance to
technology is characterized by the analytical primitive ‘the human-technology pairing’. Any
technology has to be understood in some sort of context that includes practice:
“Were technologies merely objects totally divorced from human praxis, they would be so much ‘junk’ lying
about. Once taken into praxis one can speak not of technologies ‘in themselves,’ but as the active relational
pair, human-technology. The human with a steel axe is different from the human without one[.]” (Ihde
1993: 34)
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Multistability stresses the point that any technology might be used in multible ways, and the only
limit is the “individual and cultural imaginations of the people or users” (Ihde 1993: 37). In other
words, humans set limits to the variability of technology based on how they comprehend its use.
Ihde applies Heidegger’s famous hammer as an example. The hammer may well be used
primarily for the designed purpose, to hammer on something. But it can also be used as a symbol
of power, a weapon, a crowbar, a weight, etc. As has been argued by the economist, Joseph
Schumpeter, we may see innovation as ‘creative destruction’, hence, any technology can be
broken down to create new technologies in new contexts (Schumpeter 2008). This underlines
Ihde’s idea of multistability, where human imagination limits the use of any particular
technological device or system. Across cultures, as we have seen already, different ideas,
traditions, rationalities, social norms, etc. will indeed take part in shaping the meaning and use
of social robots. Nothing intrinsic in the robots predefines their use. How wide the range of uses
will be, not least across different cultures, is an uncontrollable and unpredictable dimension to
the pairing of humans with technology.
Game changing agents
As mentioned above the mediating effects of robots should be considered part of the adaptation
process, because the agency of robots is intrinsically intertwined in this process. Sung, Grinter
and Christensen consider a robot to be an active agent that “constantly triggers changes in the
physical environment” (Sung et al. 2010: 425). Their study of the adaptation of the robot vacuum
cleaner, Roomba, in various American households emphasizes how accidents with the
autonomous robots turned them into mediating artifacts as owners rearranged their houses to
accommodate the robots (Sung et al. 2010: 425). These interior rearrangements continued even
after the initial adoption (Sung et al. 2010: 427). As Maartje de Graaf highlights mediation seems
inevitable when robots are put to work as machines entering “a social environment, it will alter
the distribution of responsibilities and roles within the environment as well as how people act in
that use context or situation” (de Graaf 2016: 591).
In the aforementioned study of the implementation of the socially assistive robot Paro in a Danish
nursery home Cathrine Hasse experienced how the Japanese robot acted as “active change” agent
“of humans” and transformed activities in the practiced place (Hasse 2013: 80). She emphasizes
that the cute-looking baby harp seal robot was far from being a neutral technology as it clearly
meditated the surroundings of its users. The socially assistive robot did not only expand the
workload of the staff, it also made the normal professional practices of dealing with the elderly
residents obsolete, and it changed the professional identities of the caring staff (Hasse 2013: 93).
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The British sociologist of science and technology Andrew Pickering captures the notion of the
interchange between human and nonhuman agency in his magnum opus The Mangle of Practice –
time, agency, and science from 1995. Herein Pickering argues that research practice is a ‘mangle’,
i.e. a seamless, continuously unfolding and performative interplay between human and ‘nonhuman’ practitioners and agencies. This is the mangling. A main argument for the mangle is his
wish to decenter human agencies to ‘corrode’ the distinctions between humanism and nonhumanism. Pickering instead seeks to develop a performative idiom in order to move into a
posthumanist environment: “in which the human actors are still there but now inextricably
entangled with the nonhuman, no longer at the center of the action and calling the shots”
(Pickering 1995: 26). Pickering’s mangle has been developed and used in several other fields of
research outside of natural science (Pickering & Guzik 2008). He himself finds that “[m]uch of
everyday life […] has this character of coping with the material agency […]” (Pickering 1995: 6).
We find it promising to use his evocative notions of the mangle, and such derived terms as dance
of agency and tuning to try to grasp Silbot’s and Mero’s journey across cultures and places.
‘Tuning’ is inspired by the effort to tune a radio with the provision that the specific character
of the signal is not known at the outset. Tuning points to the constant work and negotiation
between humans, materialities, instruments, intentions etc. in order to develop a new machine
e.g. a social robot (Pickering 1995: 14). Material agency is the field of “powers, capacities and
performances, situated in machines…” (Pickering 1995: 7). ‘Dance of agency’ refers to the
decentering of humans, and to the various stages of tuning. In research and other goal-oriented
practices tuning can be understood as a dance of agency characterized by various phases. Human
rational agents engage in a first move to construct a machine, then they monitor the effects of
their actions, leaving the active role or movements to the material agency as it is manifested.
Based on observation new modified intentions and plans are introduced by the humans. The
dance of agency thus expresses a constant ‘dialectics of resistance and accommodation’ seen from
a human perspective, with accommodation being an active human strategy to meet material
resistance, for instance revisions of plans and goals, or the material qualities of the machine
(Pickering 1995: 22).
The mangle as a stance to understand development of machines as a situated practice makes
sense in order to understand how social robots were met in Helsinki and Aarhus respectively. The
constant negotiation between local professionals grounded in established fields of practices would
meet the robots with goals and intentions, which were corroded by the resistance of the robots
themselves, who were changed by the gradual and constant tuning in the two cities during the
test periods. Pickering’s notions of coping with material agency and the practice of tuning thus
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seem particularly useful here if the intention is to describe the ongoing dynamics that took place
when the Danish and Finnish stakeholders tried to adapt Silbot and Mero into practice. He notes
that the “contours” of material agency are difficult to anticipate and have to be explored in
practice (Pickering 1995: 14). Indeed, neither the Finns nor the Danes could have known the
agency of the robots in advance, or the struggles they were in for.
The Director of the elderly care services in Helsinki described how she was disappointed to
find that the robots were not ready and needed to be developed further. 268 The Finnish project
leader quickly reached the same conclusion and described Mero and Silbot as:
“Typically engineering ready – you know it is not ready-ready – it is engineering ready, so what you lack is
actually all the user contexts, and then that is okay. That is not a reason to say that it is not a good thing,
it is just to say that it needs further development – and to my knowledge the Korean engineers where here
for a purpose so they actually did a lot of fixing and on-site coding […]” (Interview with the Finnish
project leader)
Besides the on-site coding the project leader describes how the Koreans had to rearrange furniture
at the Kustaankartano Elderly Center to prevent Silbot from running into chairs etc. To
everyone’s surprise Silbot had serious sensorial problems. It did not stay on its checkered floor.
Instead it drove right into a wall269 while repeating: “Where am I?”270 On another occasion it
actually ran over one of the elderly participants. 271 After this incident the Koreans had to take it
out of use to repair it272 and add more sensors.273 However, a robot going astray was not the only
technological problem the Koreans faced in accommodating Finnish requirements. They had to
tune the robots several times during the pilot test. When the Director of Nursing in
Kustaankartano Elderly Center suggested that the robots could be present at a Christmas Party
she did not know that this required three days of extra work just to reinstall the technology in
another room than usually used for the robots.274 The Director of Nursing realized that the robots
were very inflexible and difficult to move from one location to another within the premises as this
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required strenuous recalibration work275 and highlighted the technological limits to her.
Furthermore, the robots could not be paused during the cognitive games, which made it very
difficult for the human instructors to instruct and attend to the needs of the elderly users.276 The
material agency of the Korean robots was clearly something to be accounted for since it affected
the users’ performance in the cognitive games and constrained the human instructors. 277
The attempts to adapt the Korean robots made both the Finnish and Danish stakeholders
realize that the robots would not save human hands since they needed a human in control at all
times.278 In Aarhus Silbot lost its sensorial input and drove into a table and chair moving them
out of their positions. Fortunately, no one was seated at the table. 279 A consultant evaluating the
cognitive games experienced one of these outages:
“You see, it [Silbot] drove slowly, and it is noisy when it makes a turn, and sometimes it turned in the
wrong direction and drove outside the field. Ah, then [the instructor] had to interact with it again. There
was just too much that didn’t function good enough.” (Interview with VIA University College Consultant)
He adds that Silbot would suddenly stop responding, thus the game instructor had to drag the 66
pound robot to its starting position and restart the game.280 The recurrent system crashes are
mentioned in the Final Evaluation Report as well as the cumbersome error proofing of the
system.281 The sensors installed in Silbot proved highly sensitive to light, hence the room used for
Brain Fitness was equipped with blackout curtains. 282 When the Municipality was invited to
demonstrate the robot at a welfare technology conference attended by the Danish Crown Prince
the egg-shaped robot suddenly stopped working due to too much overhead light. In great haste
parasols had to be located and set-up to solve the problem before His Royal Highness arrived on
site to try out Brain Fitness.283 At another occasion, and in a striking display of agency, Mero
broke its neck during one of the sessions. Fixing the robot proved unsuccessful and Mero was
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ultimately taken out of use in Denmark. Subsequently, Silbot had to be reprogrammed to be
capable of running Mero’s games.284
As the abovementioned examples illustrate the robots did act as active agents once set in
motion in the recipient countries and required ongoing delicate tuning to adapt them to local
conditions. However, as Pickering stresses, tuning is a reciprocal or dialectic process i.e. “it works
both ways, on human as well as nonhuman agency” (Pickering 1995: 16). Thus, this account of
the robots’ implementation appears incomplete without considering how the humans were tuned
as well.
In Finland the adaption of Silbot and Mero caused temporary changes in the human settings
in the D-building at the Kustaankartano Elderly Center as well as professional identities. One of
the nurses appointed as game instructor had to actively participate in some of the cognitive games
on behalf of a number of wheelchair users incapable of participating in the “Follow Me”-game as
it was originally programmed.285 The elderly citizens’ involvement in the pilot project changed
their notions of being active and it encouraged them to learn and advance their English skills. In
2016, weekly English and Swedish classes at the elderly center were organized to accommodate
a request by the elderly citizens living there in the wake of the pilot project.286
Apart from acquiring tablets for their private use some of the elderly participants in Aarhus
became conscious about their cognitive abilities and developed various practices of maintaining
these at home once their involvement in the project ended. 287 The activities and the professional
identities of the stakeholders changed as well. The game instructor (originally trained as an
occupational therapist) shows a photo of herself disassembling Silbot in order to change its hard
drive. She had to fix all sort of things during the project - from making sure the participants got
coffee upon their arrival for the Brain Fitness class, to documenting possible technical
improvements.288 The current project leader (originally trained as civil engineer) likewise
emphasizes her role as a ‘handywoman’ taking care of a wide range of issues related to Silbot. 289
The human-nonhuman symmetry of Pickering’s performative theory seems to reveal profound
dynamics of this case. But, as Cathrine Hasse points out, the “cyborgian dissolution of borders
between human and non-human might blur the fact that socially assistive robots are often created
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in a cultural-historical human design and engineering activity” (Hasse 2013: 81). She finds that
the effects of technology “attain a situated meaning” different from the cultural context of their
creation (Hasse 2013: 81). Pickering acknowledges that technologies are situated in the “human
realm”, because they are “enveloped by human practices” (Pickering 1995: 16). But he does not
go into the specifics of these human practices stating that they “fall into the sphere of culture”
and in his case scientific culture (Pickering 1995: 4). To delve into the importance of the cultural
context of technology use and how technology is culturally shaped when adapted to practice, we
suggest a more elaborate description of the social practice in which the Korean robots operated
as ‘material elements’.
Robots as travelling elements of practice
If we follow the sociologists Elizabeth Shove and Mika Pantzar and their notion of social practice
(Shove and Pantzar 2005, 2007; Pantzar and Shove 2010 & Shove et al. 2012) we are capable of
conducting a more exhaustive exploration of the human realm enveloping the Korean robots.
Now the transfer of the Korean robots is conceived as an attempt to relocate a social practice,
namely the practice of Brain Fitness developed and practiced in Seoul with the socially assistive
robots being material elements involved. These sociologists emphasize that: “things are used in,
for and as a part of practice” (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 62). Their focus is the reproduction and
transformation at stake when “practices ‘travel’ from one culture and context to another” (Pantzar
and Shove 2010: 456). However, to do so one must acknowledge that practices do not literally
travel, but their elements do (Shove et al. 2012: 132).
According to Pantzar and Shove “a social practice consists of elements that are integrated
when the practices are enacted” (Shove et al. 2012: 21). A social practice arises when the three
elements of things, images and skills are successfully linked together - and disappears when the
connection between these elements are broken (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 450).290 This is also the
case when social practices “travel”:
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Shove & Pantzar recognize that their practice theory is a conceptual framework and “a necessarily simplified
view” of reality (Shove & Pantzar 2010: 453). They admit that the clear-cut distinctions between the elements are an
oversimplification and abstraction, yet valuable if the intention is to think about the “relatively flexibility of different
elements and about how they circulate, cohere or fragment” (Shove & Pantzar 2010: 453).
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“to consider the circulation of images, materials [things] and competences [skills] within and between
different countries, cultures and communities […] what really matters is the way in which these
constitutive elements come together.” (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 47)
Shove and Pantzar stress that practices are dependent on “people able and willing to keep them alive”
by bringing the elements together and thus continuously reproduce the practice by re-linking its
elements (Shove et al. 2012: 62). They elaborate their understanding further:
“We have repeatedly made the point that if practices are to persist they need to be recurrently performed.
Yet moments of enactment are not usually continuous: indeed, most are spread over time. This begs the
question of how practices ‘persist’ when they are not actually happening. We have argued that this
durability depends on the parallel persistence of requisite elements […] and on cohorts of practitioners
willing and able to integrate these elements and in so doing enact the practice over again.” (Shove et al.
2012: 126)
This re-enactment constrains or enables the transformations of a given practice, “its integration
with other practices and the reproduction of elements” (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 450). However,
it is not only the practices that are transformed, because the ongoing process of integrating the
elements of a practice will renew and shape them “sometimes subtly, sometimes radically”
(Pantzar & Shove 2010: 458).
Let us take a closer look at the central elements of the practice of Brain Fitness; here a) the
things used were the robots, the 16 cognitive games and the tablets among other materials,
whereas b) the skills needed were the learning competences of the elderly participants and c) the
culturally specific images where ones of aging, welfare, the brain and learning.
Our argument will be that the Finnish project team members were unable to relate to the
Korean view on the brain and learning and ultimately, they were unable to successfully re-link
central elements of Brain Fitness once it was tried out in Helsinki. In Aarhus, on the other hand,
persistent efforts to integrate the various elements led to continual reproduction. In contrast to
their Finnish counterparts, the Danish project members appear to have been more successful in
adapting the elements to their local cultural context.
A case of robot romanticism
When KIST presented the idea of fighting dementia with robots to the vice mayor of Helsinki she
agreed to test it out in Finland without hesitation. However, when the concept of Brain Fitness
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was presented to the Finnish project team some of the medically educated members very highly
skeptical.291 They did not believe the prospects of halting dementia with cognitive exercises and
robots. They also questioned the scientific value of the positive results from Seoul and objected
to trying out Brain Fitness as it was designed and practiced by the Koreans.
“Well there was this assumption this would be a good thing, and frankly we were not all that sure. I think
there was a lot of robot romanticism in the links to that and in the papers, we saw, which claimed that we
could be measuring physical changes in people’s brains after a few months. I found that immediately
scientifically incredible or hard to believe – and were reluctant to at least not to try to verify that claim,
but then… and the same was true with the City of Helsinki Health Care Department personnel for how
they think, but then again Vice Mayor asks so it was a bit of a though call.” (Except from interview with
Director of the Company consulting the Municipality of Helsinki)
After some negotiations with the Korean stakeholders the idea of Brain Fitness was scrapped.
Instead, Silbot and Mero were employed in Helsinki to improve learning and moments of joy
among the elderly citizens by the use of the cognitive games.292 For this use, however, the robots
were rather disappointing 293 and the Finns basically questioned the Korean conception of learning
as a competitive practice.294 Yet, one of the most significant challenges proved to be the Finnish
language.
The effort to program the robots to master the syntax and complex conjugation of verbs failed
– thus Silbot and Mero spoke a very basic form of Finnish. The elderly citizens complained about
recurring grammatical errors.295 Furthermore the robots said several peculiar things at random
moments e.g. when praising the performance of an elderly citizen Silbot proclaimed: “I am falling
in love with you, because you are so good at mathematics”. Some of the Finnish informants
stressed that a Finnish teacher or instructor would never speak to a pupil like that. 296 In spite of
these oddities, the Finnish citizens accepted the robots as they found them sweet and cute. 297
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Silbot did have an uncanny resemblance to the popular character Munamies from the Finnish
television show Putous. Munamies is a male figure dressed as an egg with a high-pitched voice
much like Disney-chipmunks Chip and Dale. In their first encounter with Silbot some of the
elderly citizens exclaimed: “Look, it is Munamies!” 298 Other citizens found the looks of Mero
with its big eyes and its exaggerated mimics childish and naïve. Not an appearance to be expected
from an instructor.299 An elderly citizen, a former lieutenant from the Winter War, objected: “I
am not going to obey this thing!” stressing his military credentials and asking why he had to listen
to this “dumpster”.300 However, the vast majority of elderly citizens accepted the robots. But at
the end of the project the novelty of the robots wore off and the Finnish elderly citizens were
observed losing interest in the robots. They ignored them and concentrated solely on solving the
cognitive games.301
According to both the users and the project team members the robots were deemed
unnecessary, inflexible, underdeveloped and too expensive.302 The Finnish stakeholders were
disappointed that the Koreans ruled out even small changes to the games to accommodate the
wishes of the elderly users. The Korean developers argued that these adjustments would require
a lot of work. Thus, for the Nursing Director at Kustaankartano it became a clear case of the
game instructor and the participants accommodating the technology - not the other way
around.303
The Finns inquired if they could buy the cognitive games without the accompanying robots?
However, the Koreans never answered.304 Thus in Finland all attempts to continue the reenactment of Brain Fitness stranded when the robots left the country.
The continued re-enactment of Brain Fitness
From the very beginning of the pilot test The Danish stakeholders stressed that in agreeing to test
out the concept of Brain Fitness in Aarhus the robots had to be adapted to local conditions.305 The
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Danish instructor in charge of the Brain Fitness game sessions realized that she needed to look
past the instructions given to her by the Koreans in order to make the games sessions work:
“Quite soon I discovered that the instruction provided by Silbot was very poor. I had been told by the
Koreans just to ask the Korean operator to start the game and then it would be running by itself. I asked
him to start the game and to stop it, because I had to explain the purpose of the game. Occasionally, I
used a blackboard to explain how to solve the assignment. The condition for solving an assignment is that
you understand it.” (Interview with the Danish game instructor)
The game instructor explains that her use of a blackboard during the Brain Fitness classes
astonished the Koreans, since it was not a part of the test set-up in Seoul. However, they accepted
the deviation in practice and obliged the instructor when she insisted to change how the elderly
citizens were seated in the classroom. They went from being placed in rows (as they did in Seoul
and Helsinki) to sitting in a semi-circle. This arrangement would not obstruct their view of the
robot, furthering the human-robotic interaction.306
In addition to these changes to the set-up the different learning styles in Denmark and Korea
were discussed, including the proper way to address the elderly citizens as learners. Silbot and
Mero were programmed to speak Danish, but the robots’ use of the Scandinavian tongue caused
wonder. On some occasions Silbot scolded the elderly citizens who were unable to solve the
cognitive games within the predetermined time frame. It suggested, inappropriately, that one of
the elderly participants was drunk because he did not manage to complete a game.307
The Danish evaluation report demanded that this use of language along with the very rigid
pre-set time frames had to be changed in order to accommodate Danish learning styles and the
effort to create a positive learning environment.308 This included scrapping the competitive
element of the cognitive games.309 The Danish evaluation report mentions the need to turn down
the sound level on the tablets, because entering a wrong answer resulted in the participants being
booed at, quite loudly. This made some of the participants uncomfortable. 310
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After completing the pilot test in Aarhus the robots were shipped back to Seoul. Here, some
of the games where re-programmed and de-bugged. Silbot’s phrases and pronunciation of the
Danish vocabulary were improved to further the integration of the robots in Denmark. The
Municipality of Aarhus decided to test the robots again and the elderly users found them
noticeably improved. A result that impacted the decision by the municipality to invest in three
exemplars of the Silbot robot.311
Since then The Brain Fitness has been continually re-enacted in Aarhus - and the elements
have been transformed in the process of integration. As a result of continued close collaboration
between the Municipality and KIST the original egg-shaped robot has been replaced by an
updated version more attuned to the requirements stated in the Danish evaluation report. The
new version, Silbot-3, is strikingly different in its physical appearance. It is shaped as an hourglass
and with a pensive Caucasian female face replacing the kind, cartoonlike robotic face on the
earlier version. This new version of the robot has been tested at several places in the Municipality,
including a special unit focusing on the rehabilitation of people suffering from dementia, in an
effort to adapt Brain Fitness, the robot and the 16 cognitive games to local conditions (Alrø &
Nielsen 2017). Furthermore, the Silbot robot has been tested at a group home for mentally
disabled citizens as part of continuous efforts by the Municipality to exploit the opportunities of
the robot technology and the concept of Brain Fitness. 312 Thus Brain Fitness is continuously
reproduced and its elements re-linked in local practices.
With their theoretical focus on re-enactment instead of mere diffusion Shove and Pantzar offer
fruitful sensitizing concepts to grasp the dynamics of TOT. Their ‘elemental’ approach de-centers
the human actor like Pickering does, and it allows the researcher to “follow the elements of
practice and to track the configurations over time” (Shove et al. 2012: 22). It becomes possible to
describe how the elements of practice are transformed through the process of integration while
stressing that the integration of these elements is historically and culturally situated (Shove et al.
2012: 57). Such a theoretical framework enables an understanding of, how the elements of Brain
Fitness were re-linked in Aarhus and why they were de-linked in Helsinki with the return of the
robots as an outcome. The model suggested by Shove and Pantzar therefore seems to capture
some of the essential dynamics of these transfers as cultural interchanges.
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As the transfers of Silbot and Mero to Finland and Denmark illustrate socially assistive robots
are “complex artefacts” (Hasse 2013: 80) distinctive from other technologies in that they have “to
perform their actions in our social environments as well” (de Graaf 2016: 592). According to
Cathrine Hasse their performance may blur our understanding of them as nonhumans (Hasse
2013: 92). Robot scholar Maartje de Graaf suggests that socially assistive robots should be seen
as a new ontological category or “a new technological genre” (de Graaf 2016: 592). Surely, Silbot
and Mero make up a complex kind of technology but when they travel outside of their normal
use context, yet another layer of complexity is added to their being in the world. Now the robots
have to perform in a foreign social environment. As our case study shows, that is complicated
because their “material appearance and meaning” are not necessarily “stable and fixed as
transportable” (Hasse 2013: 96) on the contrary they seem distinctively multistable.
The robots bring along a cultural baggage in the form of preconceived notions of how to operate
in practice as well as cultural images of learning and cognition, which further constrains their
operation. This cultural baggage and the robots’ material agency appears to inhibit the efforts to
integrate them into local practices in the recipient countries. This situation compels us to broaden
our understanding of the adaptation process in order to grasp how the acceptance of robots is
culturally and historically situated. We agree with (de Graaf et al. 2017: 230) that identifying and
understanding these constrains are a call for further research “to investigate people’s motivations
to accept, reject or abandon the use of robots”.
To capture the “thickness” or dynamics in cases of the integration of socially assistive robots
in practice, we suggest bringing together sensitizing concepts from various social theories to
understand the attempted integration as processes of human and nonhuman agency as well as an
ongoing innovation processes (Pantzar & Shove 2010; Rosen 1993). Ihde’s idea of multistability
makes us aware of the potential variabilities of use situations and interpretation of socially
assistive robots across practices. Andrew Pickering’s notion of the mangle of practice enables us
to see socially assistive robots as change agents, while Shove and Pantzar’s model allows us to
explore the cultural and temporal characteristics of the human practice that envelops the robots
and shapes their practical use. We argue, that by bringing together these different strands of
humanistic and social science approaches we are capable of moving away from more static and
simplified descriptions of transfers of technology to a more exhaustive and dynamic
comprehension of the phenomenon. Depictions where the processes of adoption and
appropriation are seen as separate phases neatly outlined in time are thus replaced by more
elaborate understandings where the demanding work of integrating, re-linking the various
elements of practice and in effect developing a new variant in the recipient country are taken into
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account (Shove & Pantzar 2005: 60) and the cultural learning involved in these processes is
emphasized as well (Hasse 2013: 95).
In our view the case of Silbot and Mero and their use in the two Nordic countries illustrates
the importance of studying travelling robots and their dynamic integration into practice. We
acknowledge and welcome the philosophical endeavor to describe robot ontology, but we wonder
if socially assistive robots can be fully understood outside of culturally and socially situated
practices? Like other scholars (Alač et al. 2011: 919; see also Suchman 2007: 246) we understand
robots as part of the material (nonhuman) foundation of sociotechnical practices. As robots travel
the globe they are transformed during the integration into new practices, and they transform
practices yet these transformations are not emphasized in the many contemporary models of
technology transfer and acceptance. To us, the transformative dimensions underlines how
differently socially assistive robots are unpacked, interpreted and understood in various cultural
contexts. Finally, it stresses the importance of taking the multiple contexts into consideration and
grasping the material agency of robots in order to understand how they act as agents of change,
but also how they and the way they operate are culturally shaped in the efforts to integrate them
into local practice.
A special thank you to professor Andy Pickering for commenting on an earlier version of this paper, and for
making important suggestions for improvement.
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ABSTRACT
As more and more robots enter our social world,
there is a strong need for further field studies of
human-robot interaction. Based on a two-year
ethnographic study of the implementation of a South
Korean socially assistive robot in Danish elderly
care, this paper argues that empirical and
ethnographic studies will enhance the understanding
of the adaptation of robots in real-life settings.
Furthermore, the paper emphasizes how users and
the context of use matters to this adaptation, as it is
shown that roboticists are unable to control how their
designs are implemented and how the sociality of
social robots is inscribed by its users in practice.
This paper can be seen as a contribution to long-term
studies of HRI. It presents the challenges of robot
adaptation in practice and discusses the limitations of
the present conceptual understanding of human-robot
relations. The ethnographic data presented herein
encourage a move away from static and linear
descriptions of the implementation process toward
more contextual and relational accounts of HRI.

Keywords: human-robot interaction, social robots,
long-term interaction, robots in the wild.

1. INTRODUCTION
Elderly care is seen as a field of ‘special interest’ [1]
within social robotics. As the population ages and a
lack of caregivers are expected [2], social robots are
increasingly viewed as technological fixes to
demographic and age-related challenges, e.g.
loneliness and cognitive impairments [3, 4]. Social
robots have already entered elderly care facilities in
various countries [5-10] and the adoption of various
social robots is expected to continue [11, 12]. As
these robots emerge in society, it becomes an even
more urgent task to relate to effects of robots
designed for social interaction, to critically consider
citizens’ perception of robotics, and to be able to
assess how robots meet the desires and expectations
of their users.
Understanding how social robots are adapted into
practice in various use contexts will yield crucial
insights of robot applicability in general. It will raise
important design and policy questions [13] and assist
addressing ethical questions to lessen the unforeseen

consequences of emerging robots [14]. The author
agrees with de Graaf, Ben Allouch and van Dijk [15]
that the scope of investigation has to move outside of
the design laboratory and beyond the short-term
studies of HRI in order to study effects of the
presence of social robots and account for more than
novelty and exposure effects. This research agenda
calls for long-term studies of HRI and ethnographical
encounters with robots in the wild [16].
To contribute to the still scarce [17], yet much
requested, long-term studies of HRI [15, 18-24], the
author has conducted an ethnographic study of the
socially assistive robot Silbot’s transfer from South
Korea to Denmark and Finland in 2011 and the
following adaptation there. An updated version of
Silbot is still used in Danish elderly care, but this
paper argues that the robot’s adaptation and usage in
practice has only recently been normalized [25] as
the robot’s use has become somewhat stabilized. The
author considers this paper an occasion to elaborate
present theories about human-robotic interactions,
the models used to describe adaptation of robots in
practice and to assess the value of ethnography to the
understanding of HRI.

2. Defining a socially assistive robot
Roboticists Dautenhahn and Billard define a social
robot as a robot able to ‘engage in social
interactions’ [26]. Humans can interact with these
robot as they would with any other ‘socially
responsive creatures’ [27]. Such robots are designed
‘to produce effects of sociality and agency’ [28] and
function as believable interaction partners [29].
They adhere to rules of expectable social behavior
[15, 30], and are constructed to operate as humans
and in some cases even as human surrogates [31].
Fong et al. call robots like these socially interactive
[20] stressing the social interaction as a primary
function, albeit applied to various purposes.
Socially assistive robots can be understood as a
subcategory. Their specific function is to help their
users [2, 12] through social interaction and they are
produced to “create close and effective interaction
with a human user for the purpose of giving
assistance and achieving measurable progress in
convalescence, rehabilitation, learning etc.” [32].
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2.1 Robots as social agents
To comprehend the sociality of social robots it seems
necessary to point out that these technologies are
“enveloped by human practices” [33] and the author
questions whether these robots can be understood
outside of social practices [5]. As Giddens [34], the
author considers the “domain of the study of social
sciences” to be “social practices ordered across time
and space”. Like other social scientists, the author
regards technologies, such as social robots, as
elements in social practices carried out by humans
[35, 36]. In other words, social robots are ‘nothing’
unless integrated into social practices [37] and to
have “effects” these machines must be used by
humans [36]. As other technologies social robots
display nonhuman agency [33], but their actions are
only visible to the social scientist or ethnographer,
once the robots are allowed to function as material
elements in real-life practices.
According to Alač, it makes good sense to study
robots ethnographically [28] and as part of social
practices [28, 38-40]. Not to establish what a robot
is, but to explore “how its status is done in practice.”
[28]. Alač has studied how human users interact with
and make robots “become alive” [38]. She argues
that even though a social robot is specifically
engineered to generate impressions of life and
responsiveness its sociality cannot not be understood
as an intrinsic value alone. Rather, it is dependent on
human interactions in social practices where users
“enact the social character of the machine.” [39]. In
a series of participant observations, Alač and her
colleagues have observed how adults and toddlers
engage with a social robot in a laboratory setting i.e.
how the adults’ enactments of the social robot as an
intentional being further the toddler’s interest in
interacting with the robot. When these adults speak
to and via the robot they “imbue the technology with
its social character.” [28]. Alač argues that the social
robot needs such “interactional support” or
interactional maintenance to function as a social
agent, without it the toddlers lost their interest in
engaging with the robot [40]. It is important to
emphasize that Alač’s ethnographic studies of HRI
were done in more or less controlled laboratory
settings. She speculates about what happens when
the social robots move out of the laboratory to
interact with users distant from their designers [39].
Hopefully, this article can enlighten this speculation
and will be considered a contribution to the still few
studies of HRI outside the laboratory and in everyday
practices [16].

2.2 A robotic brain fitness instructor
The South Korean Robot Silbot, designed by the
Korean Institute of Technology (KIST) in 2010, can

be characterized as a socially assistive robot [12].
Silbot-2 was shaped like an egg resting on top of
three wheels and had the height of a six-year-old
child (approximately 41,4 inches). The 66 lb. robot
had a friendly looking, cartoon-like robotic face
capable of real-time facial expressions. During the
interaction the robot would unfold its two arms, and
flap its penguin-like flippers, and its voice would
sound from the two inbuilt speakers above its
waistline. The robot was reprogrammed from a teleoperated English teacher in South Korean elementary
schools [7, 41] to a facilitator of cognitive exercises
to elderly citizens with the purpose of preventing or
halting age-related illnesses such as dementia. The
latter use case was presented to Danish and Finnish
health care representatives at separate occasions.
Silbot was tested in the Finnish capital, Helsinki, and
the Danish city of Aarhus between the fall of 2011
and early 2012. Apart from the socially assistive
robots Silbot and Mero (a talking head with a
moveable neck), the concept of “Brain Fitness with
Elder Care Robots” included 16 digital cognitive
games e.g. a calculation game, a tile-matching puzzle
game, Bingo, a sing-along session, and a game where
the participants had to memorize a route taken by
Silbot on a checkered floor in order to walk it
themselves. In a regular Brain Fitness session the
participants would usually play two or three of
cognitive games selected by the game instructor
beforehand. One session would ordinarily last 90
minutes with a short break after the first 45 minutes.
The elderly citizens played the games and interacted
with the robots using Samsung touchscreen tablets,
while Silbot functioned as a quiz master, explaining
the game rules, cheering up and hurrying the elderly
participants. During the game sessions the citizens
would be seated behind small tables in a semi-circle
or straight line facing Silbot. The robot would move
around on a checkered floor in the middle of the
room, while Mero would be positioned on a podium
behind it. At the far end of the room a flat screen
would display either the game instructions or the
animated games being played. The robot system
operator would be seated behind a PC next to Mero
and the flat screen, while the human game instructor
(in the Danish case an occupational therapist) would
walk around the room to elaborate the game
instructions or help the elderly citizens with using
their tablets.
The Danish and Finnish Pilot tests were concluded
with different results. In Helsinki, the project team
considered the robots unnecessary, underdeveloped
and too expensive and the collaboration with KIST
ended after the pilot project was concluded. This
paper will not go into further details about the
Finnish pilot project, as the author have written about
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it elsewhere [5, 42]. In Denmark the Municipality of
Aarhus bought three exemplars of Silbot (Mero was
taken out of operation due to technical problems) and
promoted the Brain Fitness classes for elderly
citizens. In 2012 Silbot-2 was replaced in Aarhus
with a new version constructed as a response to
various shortcomings and requirement specifications
stated by its Danish operators. This version, Silbot-3,
was distinctly different from the first version. With
the height of 45,20 inches it was shaped like an hourglass-like torso mounted on a mobile platform. A
small flat screen revealed a pensive, friendly
Caucasian female face above the flexible neck. The
penguin-like flippers were replaced by two movable
arms with flexible joints and its 46 lb. weight gave a
slightly slimmer and taller impression as compared
to its predecessor. Silbot-3 is still used; as elderly
citizens of various ages and with various types of
dementia participate Brain Fitness classes in Aarhus
on a weekly basis.

3. METHODS
I have conducted ethnographic fieldwork in both
Denmark and Finland to explore user experiences
with adapting Silbot into practice. In Helsinki, I
visited the original test bed in late January 2016 and
interviewed six relevant stakeholders of the original
pilot project. In Aarhus, I have conducted 13
interviews in 2016-2017 with seven stakeholders
from the original pilot project 2011-2012 and some
of them are still involved in operation of Silbot. I
have been a participant observer [43, 44] at various
Brain Fitness sessions throughout the years 20152016. Besides from this I have collected and
analyzed various documents in relation to Brain
Fitness. As other authors have argued [43, 44], I find
that none of the methods mentioned above can stand
alone or make up for an ethnographic approach to
e.g. human-robot interaction, as no singular method
can “reveal all relevant features of empirical reality”,
whereas different methods will reveal various
aspects of empirical reality [45]. I will describe my
methods in the following sections.

3.1 Participant observation
I have observed the training of future game
instructors and system operators on three separate
occasions. When I entered the field, the game
instructors also had to operate the robotic system
themselves, besides from taking care of elderly
citizens. In the pilot tests in Denmark and Finland
2011-2012 the system was operated by Korean
engineers from KIST. The training sessions of future
game instructors were organized by the Municipality
of Aarhus and introduced the aspiring game
instructors to Brain Fitness by allowing them to play

the cognitive games and discuss the health benefits,
pedagogy and game strategies with the former game
instructors, responsible for Brain Fitness from 20112015. I followed and observed how these game
instructors interacted and worked with Silbot in three
regular game sessions, where elderly participants
played the cognitive games. On other occasions I
observed how Silbot was presented and
demonstrated to stakeholders from other departments
of the Municipality of Aarhus as well as external
interested parties. These demonstration sessions
would typically proceed as the regular game sessions
with senior citizens, i.e. the interested parties would
participate in Brain Fitness by playing two or three
of the cognitive games followed by a discussion of
the benefits of Brain Fitness with the game instructor.
As a participant observer [43] I was present at the
Brain Fitness sessions mentioned above. Usually, I
would be seated among the participants behind one
of the tables at the far end of the room. From this
position I observed the ongoing interaction with the
robot, wrote down ‘situated vocabularies’ [44], took
field notes, occasionally drew quick sketches of the
robot, took photos, or recorded its movements. On
one occasion, in one of the training sessions for
future operators, I participated in the Brain Fitness
session and played along with these soon-to-be game
instructors. I discovered myself having difficulties
and being frustrated with remembering the values in
a calculation game while being far better at solving a
16-piece puzzle within the pre-set time frame. As
Davies [43], I have found participant observations
have enabled open discussions with people in the
field and helped me identify key informants. They
have provided a sound basis for qualitative
interviews to follow up on the insights generated
from during fieldwork.

3.2 Qualitative interviews
The qualitative interviews in Finland and Denmark
were conducted as semi-structured interviews
following an interview guide [46] with preformulated questions and with the flexibility to
generate new questions during the interviews. All
interviews were recorded and transcribed – apart
from three unstructured interviews in Denmark in the
beginning of 2015 with the project managers. These
interviews provided background information before
the fieldwork was conducted. The interviewees in
Finland consisted of the former game instructor, the
director of the elderly care center where the pilot test
was conducted, the former head of elderly care
services in the Municipality of Helsinki, the former
project manager, a project team member, and the
managing director of the Finnish company
responsible for conducting the pilot test. In Denmark
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I interviewed the first Danish game instructor, three
members of the initial project team, the current
project leader, an external partner in the original pilot
test, and the present Danish game instructor. Some of
the Danish interviewees have been interviewed more
than once in the study period. These interviews have
allowed the interviewees to elaborate upon
statements made in various documents and
evaluation reports I have obtained as part of my
research. The Finnish interviewees discussed
whether they considered their pilot test a success or
failure and the adaptability of Silbot to a Finnish
elderly care context among other topics. The Danish
interviewees have responded to various topics, incl.
the original setup of the pilot test, the ongoing
collaboration with the Korean stakeholders, the
various versions of Silbot, and their pedagogical
approach to and changes to Brain Fitness, etc. The
interviews have allowed the interviewees to clarify
what can be read ‘between the lines’ in evaluation
reports and project plans, but also to position
themselves in relation the robot and accentuate their
own role and responsibility in relation to Brain
Fitness as a practice.

3.3 Document analysis
In addition to qualitative interviews and participant
observation, I have read various documents about the
pilot projects (including project contracts, evaluation
reports, journal entries made by the first Danish game
instructor, a requirement specification report and
various press releases) many of these documents
were formulated in collaboration with KIST. These
written materials have provided valuable insights
into the negotiations, personnel, and dynamics
behind the Brain Fitness setup. I agree with social
scientists Atkinson and Coffey that documents
should be considered “data in their own right.” [47]
3.4 Doing ethnography
According to Bruun, Hanghøj, and Hasse [16]
providing
“hard-and-fasts
descriptions”
of
ethnographic methodology seems challenging as
ethnographic data-gathering methods are flexible and
adaptive to the real-life settings they are designed to
investigate. The ethnographer knows that real-life
settings under study, i.e. the object of ethnography is
emergent [48] and that this requires methodological
adaptability. At first sight, fieldwork might appear as
just being about “chatting with people” and
ethnography as something anyone can do without
particular expertise [49]. However, doing
ethnography requires substantial analytical skills as
the ethnographer must be able to “understand and
analyze what people say” [49] and mean [16]. This
must be followed up by observations as the

ethnographer realizes that in order to know what
people do asking them is not enough. What people do
in real-life settings might not be consistent with what
people say they do [49]. People tend to overlook
certain aspects of their real work, e.g. Forsythe [49]
found that technical people display a tendency to
‘delete’ social and communicative work when asked
to reflect upon their own work processes.
Ethnography, and participant observation in
particular, can make these invisible actions of people
visible.
Participating in the real-life settings under study can
be considered a “distinct (anthropological) avenue
towards understanding” [48]. In other words, doing
ethnography is about learning and enabling
ethnographers to become a co-constructors of their
own data [43] through their embodied participation
in the empirical field. Ethnographers acknowledge
their presence, their situatedness, their perspective,
and that the facts they establish depend on their social
relations [48]. Yet, with the willingness to learn from
their informants they can “identify and problematize
things that insiders take for granted” [49] and allow
the ethnographer to document the “complex reality
of social and material life” [16]. Analyzing what
matters to people endows the ethnographer with a
pronounced sensitivity towards humans and
materiality [50].

4. FINDINGS
When the Korean robots arrived in Aarhus in 2011
they were less developed than the Danish
stakeholders expected. Interviews with the first
Danish game instructor and other stakeholders in the
pilot project give the impression of a fragile robotic
system that needed a lot of onsite tuning to perform
Brain Fitness. Only 8 of the 16 cognitive games
functioned. Still, the games and the robots as
presented by the Koreans were plagued by recurrent
technical problems. Onsite debugging proved a timeconsuming task as the system feedback were deemed
insufficient by the Danes, who had to stay in constant
contact with the developers in South Korea
throughout the test period. The following sections
will present some of the insights gained through my
ethnographic study and hopefully will give the reader
an idea about discoveries made possible by
ethnographic data-gathering methods.

4.1 Hardware problems
The built-in sensors in Silbot (as well as the motion
sensor used by the system to track player
movements) proved highly sensitive to bright and
direct sunlight. This caused Silbot to lose its
directional input and made the robot drive off its
checkered floor, meant to keep it in place, and crash
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into the nearby wall or furniture more than once.
During my fieldwork at the Danish rehabilitation
center I experienced Silbot-3 driving off the game
floor and crashing into the table in front of me. The
game instructor rushed to get hold of the robot to
prevent it from crushing me. This happened despite
the fact that the present version of Silbot is equipped
with several built-in sensors to avoid collisions.
During power-up Silbot has to calibrate in order to
locate its position on the checkered floor. However,
this phase sometimes goes critically wrong and
leaves the robot unresponsive and unable to move
inside the squares. Once, I had to help the game
instructor move the entire checkered floor as she
estimated that this would be easier than re-calibrating
the robot.
In one of the games where the players can catch
animated moneybags displayed on the flat screen, the
motion sensor could not detect all of their
movements. The game was constructed based on the
average height of Korean citizens and Danes are
considerably taller. Likewise, I observed how the
tablets were prone to run out of battery during the
game sessions. They crashed or “froze” and, as a
result, the elderly citizens unable to finish the games.
In addition to these technical problems, the game
instructors have had to restart the games several
times during a training session as the players could
not interact with the system.
The present game instructor emphasizes that the
technical problems occur only once in a while.
Furthermore, the project manager underlines how the
operational reliability of the robot has been
considerably improved after years of testing and
modifications. She finds that cognitive games work
and considers the robot fully functional and ready for
service without need of constant adjustments and
extensive maintenance. However, the technical
failings discovered during the participant
observations show how operational reliability is
something that requires continuous attention and
maintenance of the robotic system by the Danish
stakeholders. The recurrent tuning needed to keep
Silbot running is observable and accentuated by
participant observations.

4.2 Software problems
Since 2011, the software, i.e. the operating system
and the cognitive games, has been adjusted. Upon
arrival in Denmark, Silbot’s vocabulary was
translated into Danish word-for-word to advance the
robot’s integration into practice. Yet, during the
game sessions Silbot turned out quite rude and
insensitive to users struggling with solving the
games. It used inappropriate language, hurrying and
scolding the elderly citizens to make them complete

the cognitive games within the pre-set timeframe.
Entering a wrong answer would result in
preprogrammed loud boos making the players
uncomfortable. However, the citizens learned to
accept the robot’s odd behavior as explained by the
first Danish game instructor:
“Initially, they [the elderly citizens] were startled by
its use of words, but then they started laughing at it
and somehow excused it; as it didn’t know better.”
In the present version the most critical phrases have
been removed and the competitive element of the
cognitive games have been de-emphasized. In spite
of this reprogramming Silbot continues to use
awkward phrases as I have observed:
“Silbot: Buck up! Time is running out.”
This instruction made the game instructor excuse the
robot and its impatience. She suggested to the players
that Silbot might be tired of playing the same games
over and over again. New players still find the robot
provocative at times, and the present game instructor
has explained how she handles such awkward
situations with humor to make them more acceptable
for the players. This is a good example of how the
Danish stakeholders through their talk to and via
Silbot imbue the robot with sociality and make it
sociably acceptable to the elderly participants of
Brain Fitness.
Silbot’s synthetic voice has proven problematic in
itself, as many of the elderly users experience
difficulties making out what the robot says and
understanding its game instructions. I have observed
several Danish game instructors repeat the robot’s
statements to make sure that all players had
understood the rules. Still, Silbot’s pronunciation
confuses the players, e.g. when it pronounces “User
A” as “Use’er A” or asks if the users are “murdering”
(“morder” in Danish) themselves - instead of
enjoying (“morer” in Danish) themselves. In one of
the games, the players are asked to memorize a story
about “Keld den Store” instead of “Karl den Store”
(the Danish translation of Charles the Great).
Sometimes the users will comment on these
mispronunciations but mostly they are focused on
solving the games.

4.3 Usability problems
Apart from the hardware and software problems
observed by the author and described in depth by the
informants, the usability of the robotic system has
been a recurrent theme throughout the ethnographic
fieldwork. Even small adjustments have proven
burdensome, because the Korean developers
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maintain that they ought to handle all
reconfigurations. Everything is hardcoded and the
Silbot operating system has no graphical user
interface (GUI), which also complicates its control
and navigation. In some of the cognitive games the
pre-set timeframe remains too short for the players to
complete the games, e.g. solving a puzzle with 16
pieces within 10 seconds. In other games it is difficult
to end the games after one or two rounds as all three
rounds have to be completed. The robot will
sometimes continue to tell its story or sing its song
even though the game has been shut off. Though
having been translated into Danish, the game
instructions need to be explained by the game
instructors in order to make sense as pointed out by
the first Danish game instructor when she introduced
Brain Fitness to future game instructors:
“I will show you how to play the game. If you just had
to read the game instructions by yourself, you would
run away screaming. They are so miserable, that it is
almost impossible to work out how to play the
games.”
I have observed her emphasizing how operators must
be able to explain what the games are about and assist
the players with understanding them. She stressed to
future operators:
“It [Silbot] is not pedagogical at all. You are the ones
who must be pedagogical.”
She made up for the underdeveloped games by
working around the test schedule dictated by the
Koreans (i.e. letting the robots do the talking alone)
as she estimated that these instructions would be
insufficient for the Danish citizens to play the games.
By means of a blackboard she explained the rules and
benefits of the games thoroughly and made sure that
every participant understood the instructions before
the game session began. I observed one of the
instructors working around the limited timeframe in
the games by allowing the players to continue to
solve a puzzle after the time had run out. At several
instances she repeated Silbot’s words making sure
everybody understood what the robot said.
The present game instructor describes how she
discusses benefits of the games and explains how the
players can transfer these game-solving strategies to
their everyday lives. She considers the usability
problems a recurring challenge that spurs her to act
creatively and elaborate her understanding of being
an occupational therapist.
Instructions to the games and the usability of the
system has been enhanced by the Municipality of
Aarhus with their formulation of a comprehensive
user manual with detailed descriptions of every
game, the cognitive benefits, and the pedagogy to be
used by the human instructors. This manual is
deemed crucial to the outcome of Brain Fitness by

the first game instructor. Without it “Silbot is nothing
except for a funny fellow” as she stresses:
“You will gain nothing from just turning on the
robot.”
The project manager agrees with her and points out
that Silbot is not capable of acting on its own:
“You will always need humans around this system if
it has to make sense as well. The system is not
capable of delivering the benefits to the world…”
To the author, it seems clear that the Danish game
instructors are engaged in the same type of
interactional maintenance that Alač explored in
laboratory settings in the US. The qualitative
interviews do not reveal exactly how the Danish
stakeholders enact the robots, however, observing
Silbot in everyday practices and as part of the social
practice Brain Fitness renders this enactment visible.
Ethnographic fieldwork thus highlights the invisible
work that the Danish stakeholders have to do to
maintain Brain Fitness as a practice.

4.4 Multiple use cases
Though Silbot has been running day-to-day in elderly
care in Aarhus since 2015, and the concept of Brain
Fitness has been continually developed and refined
since the robot arrived in Denmark in 2011, its
function and use are continually evaluated and only
somewhat stabilized. The ethnographic observations
and interviews reveal that project members keep
coming up with new test scenarios and regularly
consider new use cases. The robot’s effects have
been tested on citizens with mental disorders. A new
test will study whether the use of Silbot and the
participation in Brain Fitness can reduce social
isolation among disabled citizens. In the interviews,
the stakeholders in Aarhus spoke about their ideas for
the future use of Silbot and the need for developing
new cognitive games targeting different population
groups with various challenges. Ever since the
Municipality of Aarhus bought the copyright to the
cognitive games and robot a recurrent theme has been
the possibility of selling Silbot in Denmark and the
rest of Europe. Yet, this scenario has been somewhat
obstructed as the municipality cannot lawfully sell
any products (except knowledge and know-how). No
private company has been willing to sign a seller’s
contract with the municipality, though several
companies have shown interest in the concept of
Brain Fitness.
The
ongoing constructive
collaboration with the Korean developers RoboCare
and KIST has slowed down since 2016, and the
stakeholders in Aarhus do not know whether the
Koreans would be willing to provide full technical
support for Silbot in the future. In Aarhus, this
support is deemed crucial for the continued use of
Silbot.
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5. DISCUSSION
Aside from furthering in-depth explorations of
human-robot interaction and conveying how users
anthropomorphize robots in practice, which
however, will not be elaborated herein, ethnographic
long-term studies of HRI allow for more elaborate
understandings of how robots are accepted, adapted,
and enacted in practice. It affirms society (or the
context of usage) as an active shaper rather than a
“passive receptor” of robots [51], reveals users as coconstructors in situ [7, 39, 42], and acknowledges
robots as agents mediating changes in their natural
environments [12, 24]. Such insights can be difficult
to derive from controlled environment studies or
short-term
explorations
of
human-robotic
interaction. I will discuss and clarify how insights
from ethnography, such as the ones mentioned
above, can benefit future HRI-research.

5.1. Sociality inscribed by users
De Graaf, Ben Allouch, and van Dijk argues that
“roboticists need to acknowledge that social robots
are essentially not social per se. Social robots are
machines programmed in such a way that their
behavior is perceived by humans as social, which, in
turn, evokes social responses from human users. In
other words, the robot’s sociability is shaped in the
mind of the user.” [15]. Other studies likewise stress
how the sociality of social robots is constructed in
social practices [2, 28, 40, 52]. The ethnographic
fieldwork presented in this paper supports these
findings. The various observations and interviews
reveal the robot’s sociality and social acceptability as
dependent on the actions of its human operators.
They have the ability to explain and excuse the
robot’s sometimes odd behavior to the users,
compensate when the robot seems ill-adjusted in
practice, and improvise when the robot does not
respond as expected [8]. In the case of Silbot the lack
of a clearly defined use case spurred the end-users,
i.e. the Municipality of Aarhus, to reconsider the
vaguely defined Brain Fitness-concept developed in
Korea, further refine it and establish a social practice,
where Silbot functions as a material element. In other
words, the stakeholders had to make sense of the
robot in their everyday practices. Their continuous
exploration of possible uses keeps the robot running
in Denmark. Based on these observations, I
encourage roboticists to explore how the use of their
robots remains flexible to interpretation by endusers. By examining contexts of use and by speaking
to potential users during the design process and
onwards, the robot engineers can improve how their
robots are accepted in practice by building robots that
supports and eases human work processes already in

place. This will allow roboticists to consider how to
encourage the users’ willingness to interact with and
maintain the robots interactionally and thereby keep
their robots running.

5.2 Reassessing long-term interaction models
I sympathize with Sung, Grinter, and Christensen’s
intention that HRI-research must get past novelty
effects to understand long-term effects of humanrobot interaction, however, I find their stage-model
of pre-adoption, adoption, adaptation, and
use/retention, called Domestic Robot Ecology (DRE)
[53], too limited to account for the ethnographical
findings in the case study of Silbot. Though other
authors have supported the usability of DRE [19], I
do not see any signs of routinization in use after only
two to six months, as Sung, Grinter and Christensen
do [24]. Their suggestion of a two-month baseline
long-term study would not be sufficient to identify
the adaptation of Silbot as it took more than five
years before any routine usage could be identified,
and in the Danish case-study the robot still appears
multistable in its use [54, 55]. De Graaf, Ben
Allouch, and van Dijk [15] present a model of six
robot acceptance phases (expectation, encounter,
adoption, adaption, integration, and identification).
Though similar to the DRE-model it is more
elaborate. Yet, both of these models seem too linear
to explain the acceptance of Silbot. The reason might
be that they are developed from long-term studies of
domestic robots (a robot vacuuming cleaner and the
Karotz home companion robot), whereas Silbot is a
socially assistive robot designed for health- and
elderly care services in a public setting where a
multitude of users, i.e. health care personnel and
elderly citizens are involved in the complex
structural setup. Sung, Grinter, and Christensen
acknowledge that “different timeframes may be
necessary for other robots or routines” [24]. I
consider the limitations of the present models used to
account for long-term acceptance an obligation for
further research of the long-term acceptance of social
robots (also robots used outside the home). Such
studies, where interviews with users are
supplemented with participant observations of
everyday usage, would allow for more elaborate
understandings of long-term human-robotic
interactions and more dynamic and multimodal
models of robot implementation than the linear ones
in use inspired by Rogers’ implementation and
diffusion-model [19, 56]. Models that are more
“iterative and evolutionary” [57, 58] and capable of
accounting for the “change and modification” [59]
that is ongoing and apparent in every phase of
technology use. Participant observations allow the
observer to examine how users actually engage and
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interact with robots in real-life. Ethnographic studies,
as the one presented in this paper, can thus provide
the basis for a more “thick” and comprehensive
account of long-term HRI. It can equip roboticists
with a methodology to explore the sometimes
invisible acts that people do, but do not mention
when asked, to maintain robots interactionally and to
make them social and socially acceptable in real-life
situations.

5.3 Design considerations
I agree with de Graaf, Ben Allouch, and van Dijk,
that there is a “need for more ecologically valid
research and the inclusion of the actual potential endusers required to be able to gain insight into how
people perceive, accept, and interact with robots in
real-world contexts as well as to test their feasibility
and/or usability in such contexts” [15]. This will not
only help the robot designers explore “natural
interactions and human interactions” [15], it will
further the realization that technological designs
remain multistable and flexible to interpretation by
different users in various use contexts [60-62].
Therefore roboticists should avoid making mere
assumptions about end-users and possible use-cases
during the design phase [63], but instead explore
these in their natural settings. This can be done
ethnographically as such studies advance contextual
understandings of robots as dependent on social
relations and not simply replacements for these [12,
16]. Ethnographic studies can also uncover users’
trust in various robot designs and the sustainment of
human interest in recurrent robot interaction [4, 16,
64] as well as clarifying ethical dimensions of
human-robot interaction by describing new forms of
normativity, as they are formed in the relations
between machines and humans [65].
Roboticists must recognize that robots, like other
technologies, are enveloped in social practices [33],
and that their use and meaning are constructed in
practice and not something that can be designed in
advance [27, 39, 52]. If the ideal is to design
responsible and understandable robots compatible
with the needs of their users [20] then I suggest,
besides from constructing the robots, that roboticists
must also pay attention to the use case i.e. the social
practice in which their design will function as a
material element. Roboticists could study the social
practices in place in order to assess potential users’
ability to receive and adopt robots, but also to
understand how their robots could enhance, mediate,
and support social practices instead of replacing
them. In other words, ideally the roboticist should be
concerned with practice design [66, 67]. Paying
attention to the future operators and users will likely
further the intention of keeping humans in the loop

[68] and increase the likelihood of successful longterm acceptance [69]. Although it remains a timeconsuming task, ethnography and ethnographic datagathering methods will enable designers to learn
from their potential users and explore possible use
practices for their robotic designs – as ethnography
can be considered an occasion to study with their
users [16]. I suggest these design questions can be
explored ethnographically (or by including
ethnographers early on in the design process [49]) as
this will advance the successful adaptation of robots
in practice and further a comprehension of design
processes as a multimodal, open-ended and iterative
[16].

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper the author has presented the empirical
findings of his ethnographic fieldwork conducted
over a period of two years. He has followed the
Danish implementation and further development of
the socially assistive robot Silbot and the
performance of Brain Fitness. He has approached
questions of human-robot interaction, adoption, and
adaption as part of an ethnographic study of the
transfer of Silbot to Denmark and Finland.
Such an ethnographic approach to questions of longterm effects of human-robotic interaction and robot
acceptance is shown as viable as it is demonstrated
how ethnography can yield insights about the
adoption, adaptation and routinization of robots in
practice, the temporality of HRI and end users’
acceptance and use of robots. The author argues that
ethnographical studies of HRI can provide the basis
for more elaborate and dynamic models of long-term
adaptation of robots.
Knowledge generated from ethnography and
ethnographic data about robots in natural
environments thus seem valuable, not only as an
important contribution to the conceptual
development of HRI-studies, but also as a way to
ground future design of robots and their imagined
uses in real life contexts [1, 70].
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10. Conclusion
The first time I heard about Silbot was at the seminar “Designing Humans, Designing Robots”
on march 25, 2014 held at the University of Copenhagen. Here, anthropologist Cathrine Hasse
told about her recent fieldwork in a Danish nursery home, where she had encountered a strangelooking penguin-like robot from South Korea (see Hasse 2013; 2015b). She described how
elderly Danish citizens willingly interacted with Silbot though they were sometimes surprised
by the awkward things it said. Hasse added that Silbot had been tested in Finland but apparently
this test had somehow failed and the robot had been returned to South Korea. She did not exactly
know why Silbot did not live up to Finnish expectations? 313
10.1. Searching for successful technology transfers
I was intrigued by this question and this odd case with a robot that to me most of all resembled
an oversized egg with wheels. Why had the Danish stakeholders decided to adopt and invest in
this strange creature, when their Finnish counterparts had declined? Why was the same
technology adopted in one Nordic country and not the other?
On impulse and before I had conducted empirical fieldwork, I believed a comparison of the
Finnish and Danish experiences could answer these questions. To me such a juxtaposition
seemed an obvious analytical step at first as both countries have similar population sizes (5,5m
in Finland and 5,7m in Denmark) and face the same demographic challenges with growing
elderly populations requiring health care. They likewise seem to be on a comparable
technological level (Boserup 1981). However, the interviews with Danish and Finnish did not
provide a standard for comparison but instead they highlighted the cultural contrasts (see chapter
2.2.3.) between Denmark and Finland the different practices in their respective elderly care
sectors.

313

The conclusion and discussion of this thesis’ results might appear lengthy. I have considered this chapter an
opportunity for gathering the threads after the preceding chapters that deal with different aspects of and approaches
to the study of Silbot in practice i.e. chapters that could seem somewhat disparate, albeit their shared case study of
Silbot.
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In the belief that I could compare the Danish and Finnish tests of Silbot and having read the
works by technology historian Thomas P. Hughes and others (e.g. Hagood 2006) about
successful and failed technology transfers my ambition was to find out, why Silbot could
function in Denmark and not in Finland. To me these examples looked like ideal cases to tests
Hughes’ conceptual comprehension of technology transfers in a contemporary setting.
If one talks to the Danish stakeholders they take pride in having succeeded in implementing
Silbot in practice where the Finns have failed. However, I deemed it necessary to talk to members
of the Finnish project team responsible for the pilot test in Finland in 2011-2012. Upon the
arrival in Helsinki and after having interviewed the original stakeholders the case of a failed
technology transfer to Finland seemed less clear-cut. The director of the elderly care services in
Helsinki acknowledged that the pilot test was concluded without any investment in the South
Korean robots yet emphasised how much the municipality had learned about the difficulties of
implementing new and foreign technologies in practice. The former project leader corroborated
this by stressing that the pilot test had been “a successful experiment” because “people involved,
I hope, learned quite a lot.” The CEO of the private company responsible for evaluating the pilot
test for the municipality described the project as successful because the test ran “smoothly”
though the results were “very bad”. I asked him how he could consider this project a success
since the municipality did not end up buying Silbot? His answer came promptly:
“That is not the question. That is never the definition of success. I mean, you pilot to try things out –
there are two possible outcomes: what you try turns out to be usable or not usable or something in
between. In this case not usable and that is good […] the success factor, I think, is did you manage to
pilot the thing in such a way that the results you get are valid? If they are valid it is a success.”
According to the sociologists of technology Trevor Pinch and Wiebe E. Bijker (1984: 406) “[t]he
success of an artefact is precisely what needs to be explained.” As Bijker points out the success
of an artefact, i.e. if it functions or not, cannot be explained by studying the technological artefact
alone. It is dependent upon flexible interpretations by relevant users (Bijker 1993: 118; 1995: 75).
Successful and failed technologies can thus be understood as socially constructed -and the
outcomes of technology transfers likewise.
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Sure, if the ideal outcome for a successful technology transfer is that the transferred
technology is deployed or adapted to practice the Finnish case looks like a failure. But then again
one has to ask a failure to whom? And about the criteria for evaluation? As the answers to these
questions seem to vary and dependent on whom one asks - as illustrated by the aforementioned
statements made the Finnish members of the pilot project. To me, explaining a successful and
failed technology transfer seemed a difficult task indeed and the idea of comparing their
experiences with Silbot somewhat strained.
As the reader will have noticed by now I have sought to make sense of technology transfer
and adaptation as well as comprehending the dynamics of human-robot interaction in practice
by searching for fruitful theoretical approaches to elucidate different dimensions of this
sociotechnical phenomena. Along the way I have reflected upon several theories, explicated
their strengths and limits and discarded some while bringing others and less familiar ones to the
STS-field to the forefront (see chapter 3.). The reader will perhaps view this deductive approach
as somewhat pedantic, however, I ask for her or his forbearance. This meticulousness is part of
my scholarly ‘upbringing’ as a historian and something I find difficult to leave off. I hope it will
be valued as a contribution to the ongoing theoretical development in STS and hopefully also to
future HRI-research. The latter field still appears embryonic in its theoretical foundations and
conceptual development.
Methods and methodological reflections are not distinct focal points in my writings (see
chapters 6., 7., 8. & 9.) in contrast to epistemological explorations. I am empirically grounded
in fieldwork (see chapter 2.) yet have not considered methods the central issue of this research
project as I have regarded this thesis an opportunity to immerse myself in sociological,
anthropological and sociotechnical theories as a compensation for the lack of theories in the
historian’s education and toolkit (see chapter 3., n. 29.). I acknowledge that I am first and
foremost theoretically oriented as the search for better theories and concepts to support and make
sense of sociotechnical practices impels my research. This epistemological search has been a
trajectory of my research process.
One of the stated goals of my research project was the identification of factors that could
support or contribute to a successful technology transfers - based on the sociotechnical
experiences in the Danish case. The intention was to detect and elaborate so-called receptivity
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factors. Swedish geographer Torsten Hägerstrand (1967: 149) 314 introduced the notion of these
factors when he wanted to explain what furthers or hampers the diffusion of innovations. He
found that various resistance and receptivity factors could determine the rate of diffusion. Upon
a closer inspection one finds that Hägerstrand never elaborated his comprehension of these
factors nor how the researcher could identify them analytically. It thus remains unclear how the
researcher can locate receptivity factors let alone apply them empirically. Of course, it is possible
to emphasise problematic features of various technological artefacts and speculate about how
these artefacts can be integrated into “pre-existing procedures, habits, and value systems”
(Hägerstrand 1968: 177). However, I find that in the case of Silbot these problematic features (or
particularities) in the recipient countries cannot in themselves explain the adaptation and
attempts to employ the robot for various purposes. The enumeration of resistance and receptivity
factors leaves a rather static description of technology transfer and especially of adaptation and
downplays the dynamic processes and the two-way shaping distinctive of the latter. If one
follows Andrew Pickering’s practice theory, as this thesis tries to do, receptiveness and
resistances get mangled in practice (see chapter 3.5.) and can only be seen in practice, where the
users of innovations are preoccupied in dances of agency (see chapter 8.). This thesis argues for
more diachronic and practice-oriented comprehensions of technology transfers and adaptation.
The deduction of resistance and receptivity factors appears a step in the wrong direction for this
purpose. Contemplating the receptiveness of the recipient countries British historian of
technology Arnold Pacey (1990: 44) points out that “[p]eople cannot adopt technologies from
other cultures unless they have the skills necessary to modify, adapt and develop them to suit
their own purposes.” Pacey finds that it makes better sense to think of technology transfer as a
“technological dialogue” or an “inventive exchange”, where technologies (or techniques) are
relocated and evidently stimulates new inventions in the recipient culture (Pacey 1990: 8). The
notion of technological (I would prefer sociotechnical) dialogues or inventive exchanges appears
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Hägerstrand (1967: 149) writes about “receptiveness factors” in his book Innovation Diffusion as a Spatial Process.
Whereas he talks about “receptivity factors” in his entry about diffusion of innovations in the International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences one year later (Hägerstrand 1968: 177). As Hägerstrand never distinguish the
differences between receptiveness factors and receptivity factors it seems that these terms can be used
interchangeably.
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more descriptive of the phenomenon – and especially the dimension of adaptation I studied in
Denmark than a case determined by various resistance and receptivity factors. Throughout the
test period and even today the Municipality of Aarhus remains in close dialogue with the South
Korean producers of Silbot in order to maintain and keep the robots running. 315 The notion of a
dialogue or exchange seems more encompassing description of the emergent dynamics of the
Silbot case than the ‘ended’ relocation of a technological artefact. The latter being the way
technology transfers are ordinarily understood – see e.g. Black’s Law Dictionary. According to
Arnold Pacey (1990: viii) in some “instances” “the initial ‘transfer of technology’ itself is only
the first stage in a larger process.” Therefore, he finds that the “deficiency” of the term transfer
of technology is the implication that the receivers “passively adopt it [a technique or technology]
without modification” (Pacey 1990: 51). I agree with Pacey that the adaptation of new
technologies could be restated and more explicitly highlighted as an essential dimension of
transfers. I will discuss this need for a more elaborate comprehension of technology transfer and
especially of adaptation later (see chapter 11.1.).
10.2. Adaptation as a mangling of practice
I set out to explore the transfer of Silbot from South Korea to Finland and Denmark with three
theses in mind: first, that the culture of the recipient country constrains the use / applicability
(and multistability) of the transferred technologies; second, that technological artefacts can move
between several analytical levels i.e. micro-, meso- and macro-levels and cannot be understood
from micro-perspectives alone and lastly, that a refinement of the concept of technological style
would enhance the comprehension of the interaction between technology and culture.
The fieldwork in Aarhus and Helsinki forced me to revise these theses as my conception of
technology transfers after observing empirical reality has changed since I initiated this research
project. To account for the extent to which the culture of the recipient countries constrains the
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As mentioned in chapter 4. I have noticed the two wall clocks in the Robot Room – one showing Central
European Time (GMT + 1) the other revealing the local time in South Korea (GMT + 9). The game instructors
have to consider the time difference when they disclose yet another technical problem to the Korean producers via
Skype. These clocks seem the most manifest symbols of the continuous inventive exchange between Denmark and
South Korea.
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use and application of a transferred technology (and in other words, limits its multistability) is a
difficult if not a one-sided way of understanding the phenomenon. In my case it makes sense to
regard Silbot as an agent of change i.e. it has agency and reconfigures its surroundings (see
chapter 8.). The robot thus shapes the culture of its users but is indeed also shaped by the
recipient culture when adapted to practice. If the latter was not the case and the receivers in
Finland and Denmark were passive adopters one would have expected the use in the two
countries to be nearly identical. However, this thesis elucidates how the use and the
sociotechnical setup were clearly modified in both Denmark and Finland in different ways (see
chapters 4., 6., 7., 8. & 9.).
On a general level I would like to question if culture can only be understood as constraining
in cases of technology transfers? The recipient culture is clearly not unaffected in the adaptation
of foreign technology to practice. The culture (including the physical environment) is changed
(a robot room has been built in Aarhus) and social roles are redefined as well e.g. when all of a
sudden, an occupational therapist has to learn how to do hard-coding to keep the robot running.
Again, if one borrows the idea of the mangle of practice from Andrew Pickering (see chapter
3.5.) it not only appears that the recipient culture gets mangled in the adaptation of transferred
technology to practice, but that this also applies to the dispatching culture as well - i.e. the culture
in which the technology was developed. According to the first Danish game instructor the
Korean producer did send somebody who thoroughly documented the way she performed Brain
Fitness in Aarhus. The idea was to improve the way it was enacted as a practice in Seoul. If this
is indeed the case, it appears that both the dispatching and the receiving culture get mangled in
practice in the “technological dialogue” or “inventive exchange” that Pacey finds best
characterises technology transfer. One could perhaps even talk of what I would term multi-sited
mangling, as the mangling seems to be a borderless or unbounded phenomenon.316 However, to
be sure that Brain Fitness was changed in Seoul as a result of Korean learning from Aarhus one
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In a similar spirit one could suggest that the construction of bubble chambers, which occupied several physicists
in the early 1950s e.g. a group at the University of Chicago, but also two (future) Nobel-laureates Donald Glaser
(at the University of Michigan) and Luiz Alvarez (at UC Berkeley) (see Pickering 1995a: 56), was a case of multisited mangling that mangled several locally situated physics cultures in the US.
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would have to travel to South Korea to do additional fieldwork and study the practice there.
Unfortunately, this is beyond the scope of this research project, wherefore I leave the notion of
multi-sited mangling here, although it would be interesting to elaborate the boundaries of
mangling in future research.
At the beginning of my research project I questioned the fruitfulness of studying technology
on a micro-level as a one-to-one relationship between users and a specific artefact. I have noted
that some theoretical approaches within STS have moved beyond this level (see e.g. Bijker 2010;
Pickering 2005), while other scholars have always maintained a macro-level interest in
technological development (Hughes 1987; Jasanoff 2005; 2012). Sure, like Bijker (2010: 66), one
could argue that it is possible to understand technology on a micro- and macro-level by changing
the units of analysis and move beyond an analytical interest in the singular technological artefact
to technological culture - “to explain the developments of society and technology as two sides
of the same coin” (Bijker 2010: 71). To me, it appears unfruitful to maintain micro-macrodistinctions as technological development on a societal (or macro-level) have micro-implications
for the everyday life and practices and vice versa (see chapter 3.5.1.). Grounded in the empirical
field I find it difficult to decide, whether a given sociotechnical phenomenon should be studied
on a micro-, meso- or macro-level as there e.g. seems to be a multitude of possible explanations
for Silbot’s longevity in Aarhus I one asks the informants “on the floor” or notices the statements
made from various political actors in the Municipality (see chapter 4.2.). I prefer to stay close to
and be able to follow the developments in the field wherever these take me e.g. to the study of
interaction between an occupational therapist and a social robot, municipal discussions about
saving money on health care or governmental plans of action for investing in the development
of future ‘welfare’-technologies (see chapter 4.2.).
Initially, I hoped that a refinement or restatement of the concept of technological style,
developed by technological historian Thomas P. Hughes (see chapter 7.), could enhance the
comprehension of how technology and culture configure one another. In chapters 3.1., 4.5. and
7., I have accounted for the difficulties of applying the concept of technological style in a
sociological analysis of technological change. In his analysis of the adaptation of transferred
technologies Hughes (1983: 405) points out that cultural factors (i.e. “local conditions external
to the technology”) shape the transferred artefact that as an end result of adaptation receives a
distinctive technological style. I have found it difficult to enumerate these external cultural
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factors in my case study of the transfer of Silbot to Denmark and Finland as the recipient culture
is constantly changing and at stake in the adaptation of Silbot (see chapters 8. & 9.). Therefore,
I do not share Hughes’ structural (and rather static) understanding of culture as something
external constraining technological development. I do not find his notion of cultural factors
helpful.
Unlike Hughes, I am not interested in accounting for intrinsic and external factors that
influence the outcomes of technology transfers. I find this distinction too difficult to apply
analytically and empirically. Neither does finding out what can be regarded components of a
technological system and what lies outside of this system (see Hughes 1987: 52f) have my
particular interest. However, as Hughes, I do find that the recipient culture shapes the transferred
artefact to a certain extent but is likewise shaped itself (or mangled) during the process of
adaptation (see chapters 4. and 8.). This interest in adaptation is also expressed in the ambition
of developing theoretical concepts to enhance the comprehension of this crucial dimension of a
technology transfer. I will discuss this ambition further in chapter 11. and argue for a new
conceptual understanding of transfer of technology and adaptation. One that considers the
phenomena in space and time and emphasises the inventive exchange or mangling that appears
out to be the outcome.
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11. Discussion
“I shall relate what I have heard of glass
and then you’ll understand. In any glass
that stands untouched for sufficient time,
gradually a bubble in the glass will move
infinitely slowly to a different point
in the glazen form, and in a thousand years
the bubble’s made a voyage in its glass.”
-

Harry Martinson (1999)317

In her article Traveling Technologies British anthropologist Antina von Schnitzler (2013: 679) finds
that “[h]ow a technology moves from context to context, and what travels with it and what stays
behind is thus an open question – once they leave their makers, technologies are “unstable
objects” […] And yet, as technologies move to new contexts, they also become restabilized:
harnessed to new projects and anchored to new ethical regimes.” As von Schnitzler emphasises
there appears to be many open questions concerning travelling technologies. Not only is it
difficult to account for what is transferred and what travels but it is also challenging to define
transfer of technology as sociotechnical phenomena. What is transfer of technology? Which
elements or phases does it consist of? If it is an ongoing dialogue, as Arnold Pacey finds, when
(if ever?) is a transfer then concluded? In my case should the Silbot-2 and Silbot-3 be considered
two separate transfers? Or should the new version (see chapters 4.1. & 9.) be understood as a coconstruction between Aarhus and Seoul? When is a technology transferred or, for the sake of
argument, adapted to practice? Of course, one can try to explain these questions away by
deconstructing the notion of technology transfer - as John Law tries to do (see chapter 3.2.1., n.
53.). However, this strategy does not seem very satisfying to me as it gives rise to a bunch of new
questions. I want to retain the notion of technology transfer as a concept that makes sense of
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English translation of Swedish poet and Nobel-laureate Harry Martinson’s science-fiction poem Aniara: En revy
om människan i tid och rum. The original Swedish text goes like this: “Jag skal berätta vad jag hört om glas / och då
skall ni förstå. I varje glass / som står tillräckligt länge oberört / förflyttas glasets blåsa efterhand / oändligt sakta
mot en annan punkt / I glasets kropp och efter tusen år / har blåsan gjort en resa i sitt glas.” (Martinson 1956: 32).
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travelling technologies,318 however, I deem that a conceptual reassessment is necessary in order
to explicate the spatial and temporal aspects of transfers and more specifically the dimension of
adaptation and how it ‘stretches’ in time and space.
11.1. A practice-oriented comprehension of transfer
Several robot scholars and roboticists have studied the adoption and adaption of robots to
domestic settings and practices. Some of them contribute models for understanding these
complex processes separating them into succeeding phases (see e.g. Sung et al. 2010; de Graaf
et al. 2016a; 2016b). I sympathise with these endeavours yet find the models too rigid to account
for the particularities of the Silbot case. De Graaf, Ben Allouch and van Dijk’s Phased Framework
of Acceptance divides the implementation or adaptation process into six phases of expectation,
confrontation or encounter, adoption, adaptation, integration and identification (de Graaf et al.
2016a; 2016b). It is inspired by Everett Rogers’ (2003) diffusion model319 and the notion of
domestication as developed by Roger Silverstone and Leslie Haddon (1996). 320 In de Graaf et
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I find the concept of technology transfer comparable to Jürgen Habermas’ notion of an unsaturated placeholder or
in German “ungesättigte Platzhalter” (Habermas 1992: 160). Habermas applies this concept to understand the
business of lawmakers in the constitutional state (or Rechtsstaat) and according to philosopher Kenneth Baynes
(2016: 141) the German sociologist “claims that the system of rights is universal not in the sense that it specifies a
pre-given set of natural rights, but in the sense that it presents a general schema or “unsaturated” placeholder […]
that legal subjects must presuppose if they want to regulate their living together by positive law.” To me, the concept
of technology transfer can likewise be seen as a general schema. A schema that describes transfer along with its presupposed various dimensions e.g. adoption and adaptation. However, I do not consider these dimensions as a pregiven but rather the best “placeholder” categories available for characterising observable and intricate sociotechnical
phenomena.
319

I appreciate the writings of Everett M. Rogers about technology transfer and his understanding of the
phenomenon as a two-way interaction (Rogers 2002: 323f). However, I find his influential stage-model of
technological change or the Innovation-Decision Process (Rogers 2003: 169ff) can become problematic if it is applied
and understood in a too linear and inflexible way. This I fear is the case for de Graaf et al. (2016a; 2016b). Rogers
carefully stresses how adopters are not passive as they modify or re-invent technological artefacts during the
implementation (Rogers 2003: 180; see also Rogers 1978). He highlights the “gradual shaping” of an innovation
“into an operational reality” (Rogers 1978: 13f). I do not see any traces of this gradual shaping or re-invention in
de Graaf et al.’s account of the implementation of the social robot Karotz in Dutch homes.
The problem might be that the authors apply the Rogerian idea of succeeding stages too rigorously and
unproblematically (see also n. 221, herein), which seems to blur the identification of user modification in practice.
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Of course, the idea of domestication is not problematic in itself, however, the domestication-model developed
by Silverstone & Haddon (1996; see also Silverstone et al. 1991) can be read and applied too slavishly. Silverstone
(2006: 231f) points out that his earlier writings about domestication might have given the erroneous impression that
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al.’s account these different phases succeeds one another nicely in time and culminates with
identification i.e. “the incorporation of the technology in the user’s daily life” about six months
after the expectation phase (de Graaf et al. 2016a: 98). Yet I cannot identify these phases in my
empirical encounters with Silbot, its operators and users, here the implementation and
adaptation seem much more contingent, multimodal and drawn-out in real time.
This is also the problem when trying to apply Sung, Grinter and Christensen’s Domestic Robot
Ecology (DRE) (Sung et al. 2010: 420ff) as a sensitising device. I value the long-term holistic and
sociotechnical comprehension implied in this model, the understanding of robots as active
change agents and the emphasis on human-robot interaction as a learning process. However, I
find it difficult to use the framework to make sense of the Silbot case as I cannot identify four
phases of pre-adoption, adoption, adaptation and use and retention within six months (Sung et
al. 2010: 428). The Silbot case problematises these relatively smooth accounts of
implementation. An explanation might be that it is more difficult to adapt a socially assistive
robot to a public Danish sector than implementing a robot vacuuming cleaner in US domestic
settings.
Another factor might be that a socially assistive robot or social robot constitutes a special or
unconventional type of technology - “a new technological genre” as social and behavioural
scientist Maartje de Graaf suggests? (see chapter 8.). Certainly, the question of how to define a
social robot seems a tricky task.
Inspired by Lewis Mumford (see Mumford 1946) the American philosopher Carl Mitcham
(1994: 162f) lists what he conceives to be basic types of technology: clothes, utensils, structures,
apparatus, utilities, tools, machines and automata. I find it difficult to fit social robots into one
of these basic types as defined by Mitcham. Especially since he emphasises machines and

the appropriation of technologies was “uncomplicated, linear and without its own contradictions”. He adds that he
understands the domestication process as an interaction, where the users and the artefacts are part of a continuous
“constant dialectic of change” (Silverstone 2006: 232). Leslie Haddon acknowledges that the earlier models of
domestication could appear as a “checklist” - when it was originally conceived as a framework (Haddon 2011: 313;
2017: 2). She also stresses that the domestication process is more flexible and open-ended than it appeared in earlier
versions (Haddon 2006: 117; see also Sørensen 2006: 47). Maybe de Graaf et al.’s suggested Phased Framework of
Acceptance could benefit from recognising the dialectic of change? This will result in a more ‘complicated’ or
“conflictual” (Sørensen 1994: 7) comprehension of acceptance of social robots and prevent their framework from
becoming a checklist applied for HRI-research.
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automata to “require neither human energy input nor immediate human direction” (Mitcham
1994: 162). Compared to Mitcham’s basic types of technologies, social robots do indeed appear
unconventional, to paraphrase de Graaf. She is not alone in highlighting the differences between
social robots and more conventional technologies. Roboticists James E. Young et al. (2009: 97)
emphasise that social robots, or what he and his fellow researchers call domestic robots, are
“fundamentally different from other common domestic applications of advanced technology
such as the ubiquitous PC” and that this “means that we cannot expect people to respond to
robots in the same way as they do other technologies” as people “often” respond “in ways similar
to how they respond to living entities.” Robots are embodied and might act in unforeseen ways:
“Unlike the PC, which stays where it is placed and must be actively engaged and enabled, a
robot will physically interact with and alter its surroundings and may not remain in a simplydefined allocated space.” (Young et al. 2009: 97).
Croatian-American semiotician and cognitive scientist Morana Alač (2009: 495) points out
that humanoid social robots are unlike any “simple hand-tools and instruments” as social robots
are “intended to function as human counterparts”. She considers a social robot as “our quasiother” (Alač 2009: 520) emphasising that it is treated as a social agent, a subject rather than
object (Alač et al. 2011: 915). In practice a social robot appears both as “a thing and as a social
agent” (Alač 2016a: 519).
Sociologist Shanyang Zhao finds that (humanoid) social robots are designed to act and
interact as “human surrogates” and in this way they “extend the domain of human expression,
discourse and communication into the computerized world” (Zhao 2006: 402). Zhao remarks
that “embodied” social robots are “able to use body language” (Zhao 2006: 410) to copy human
looks and actions and because of this ability he finds that human-robotic or “human-humanoid”
interaction becomes what he calls a “prosthetic extension” of interpersonal interaction (Zhao
2006: 412).
That a social robot appears to afford “social interactions” are described by Raul Hakli and
Johanna Seibt (2017: 2) as an “unsettling aspect of social robotics”. These philosophers find that
people are “quite willing” to interact with “so-called “social”” robots as social partners and that
this contradicts a notion of sociality “grounded in reciprocity” (Hakli & Seibt 2017: 2). Though
they describe the concept of social robotics as unsettling, Hakli and Seibt (2017: 2) also
emphasise that “we do not yet possess the right categories to classify this new sort of social agent
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and our interactions with it.” This lack of categories, classifications or clear definitions of social
robots also seem characteristic of the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) research community
devoted to the development of social robots.
German social robotic researchers Hegel et al. (2009: 169) point out that within the HRIcommunity “only little reference to their [social robots] definition is made.”, while roboticist
Kerstin Dautenhahn (2007: 684) emphasises that “the notion of social robots and the associated
degree of robot intelligence is diverse and depends on the particular research emphasis.” The
German sociologist Martin Meister stresses that there is no clear definition of the social within
the HRI-community (Meister 2014: 114) and roboticists Christoph Bartneck and Jodi Forlizzi
(2004: 591) point out that definitions of social robots “are continuously under debate”. They do
however define a social robot as “an autonomous or semi-autonomous robot that interacts and
communicates with humans by following the behavioural norms expected by the people with
whom the robot is intended to interact.” (Bartneck & Forlizzi 2004: 592). This definition seems
in line with Shuzhi Sam Ge and Maja J. Matarić’s definition in the preface to the first edition of
the International Journal of Social Robotics, where social robots are defined as “robots that
interact and communicate among themselves, with humans, and with the environment, within
the social and cultural structure attached to their roles.” (Ge & Matarić 2009: 1). The HRIcommunity appears to agree that social robots are embodied (Duffy 1999; Fong et al. 2003;
Bartneck & Forlizzi 2004) and socially interactive (Fong et al. 2003; Dautenhahn & Billard 1999,
Breazeal 2003). Roboticists Terrence Fong, Illah Nourbakhsh and Kerstin Dautenhahn
conclude their survey of socially interactive robots by stressing that:
“humans and robots must be able to coordinate their actions so that they interact productively with each
other. It is not appropriate (or even necessary) to make the robot as socially competent as possible.
Rather, it is more important that it matches application requirements; that it be understandable and
believable, and that it provide the interactional support the human expects.” (Fong et al. 2003: 160)
Fong et al. (2003: 155) point out that the social robot’s “useful affordance” may be enhanced by
a “compelling personality”. The HRI-articles I have reviewed (see also chapter 9.) seem
utilitarian or focused on the functionality of social robots i.e. how they can be designed or
improved in order to support “effective interaction between humans and robots” (Fong et al.
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2003: 161) as well as human goals and expectations (Hegel et al. 2009: 173f). In HRI-research
there appears to be little comprehension of robots as situated objects, how their functionality
varies in different contexts of use, how social robots appear to be multistable (see chapter 4. and
8.) and malleable to human shaping, but also how they are capable of changing their
surroundings (see chapter 4. & 8.). STS-research as presented in this thesis can contribute to the
HRI-field with a more elaborate understanding of social robots as dependent on interactional
maintenance by humans (Alač 2016b: 27) and reliant on the “performative capabilities of a
particular “human caregiver”.” (Suchman 2007: 246) or to paraphrase Morana Alač how the
sociality of social robots is “enacted” by humans in practice (see chapter 9.). This dissertation
suggests that a more comprehensive understanding of social robots as sociotechnology can
profitably replace more functionalistic, human-centered comprehensions of social robots in HRIresearch as such notions remain static and appear far removed from real use-practices. By
emphasising how the status of social robots are being done in complex dances of agency between
humans and the social robots this dissertation seeks to contribute to the understanding of social
robots as shaped by human users or caregivers, but also one of social robots as shapers of the
plans, identities and environments of their particular users. Hopefully, such a practice-oriented
notion of reciprocal shaping, or dance of agency, can help answer many of the open issues and
questions that preoccupy the HRI-community (Fong et al. 2003; see also chapter 9.) as it allows
researchers to grasp social robots as enveloped in - and elements of - sociotechnical practices.
Sung, Grinter and Christensen (2010: 428) recognise the limitations of their framework by
projecting that the implementation of more advanced robots would result in more dynamic
interaction patterns. It seems one has to agree with Information Systems scholar, J.D. Eveland,
when he finds that technological transfers are more “complex and contingent” than any models
“regardless of their sophistication” can represent (Eveland 1986: 316). He understands
technological change as a process without a “beginning or an end” as “iterative and evolutionary”
(Eveland 1986: 316 – emphasis in original). He criticises the notions of adaptation (Eveland
1979) and routinisation of technology as stabilising processes by stressing that “technology is
constantly subject to modification and reinterpretation” (Eveland 1986: 316). My empirical
fieldwork in Aarhus have highlighted that after several years of usage Silbot remains flexible to
modification and reinterpretations (see chapters 4. & 9.). Therefore, I agree with Eveland’s
critique of the commonly held comprehensions of adaptation and routinisation.
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My starting point to make sense of technology transfer and adaptation was the works of
historians of technology Thomas P. Hughes, Svante Lindqvist and others (see chapter 7.) as I
acknowledge these scholars’ argument for a more broadly-based and nuanced understanding of
transfer as a socio-cultural phenomenon. What characterises these historians are their focus on
the singular technological artefact and the historic details of its successful or failed adaptation.
As Pacey points out technology transfer comprises to more than transferring a technology - it is
an inventive exchange. For me it makes sense to see the transferred technology as a material
element in a sociotechnical practice (see chapter 4. & 8.). This practice is part of the cultural
baggage of a travelling technology and it is this practice that must be adapted or reinvented in
the recipient country (see chapter 8.). I hope this temporal and spatial understanding of
technology transfer as transfers of practices presented in this thesis will be considered a
theoretical step toward a more elaborate comprehension of the sociotechnical phenomenon and
its different dimensions. Hopefully, it can replace the linear accounts of the movement of
technological artefacts from point A to B followed by inevitable adaptation, routinisation and
stabilisation in practice. It does seem that there is a need for more temporal range and plasticity
in the theories and frameworks used to comprehend technology transfer: especially if one wants
to understand adaptation of travelling robots to practice.321 I agree with Eveland when he finds,
that the instability of the transferred technologies needs to be explicated. Certainly, the notions
of stabilisation and closure have been revised by STS-researchers over the years (see e.g. Kline
& Pinch 1996, Pickering 2014, 2017b) and the study of Silbot is hopefully seen in continuation
of and as a contribution to these efforts.
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As mentioned in chapter 1.1.1., the Cambridge Dictionary (see dictionary.cambridge.org) defines adaptation (or
adaption) as a process of “changing to suit different conditions”. There is no indication of the limits of such a
process in time yet it is remarked that for a biological creature adaptation consist of slight changes over time “to be
able to exist in a particular environment.” The French philosopher Gilbert Simondon (1992: 301) understands
adaptation as “the conservation of being through becoming.” He emphasises the difficulty of understanding
technology outside time as technical beings change character in time (Simondon cited in Barthélémy 2015: 52) and
evolves by convergence and by self-adaptation (Simondon cited in Barthélémy 2015: 53). If one follows the thinking
of Simondon it makes sense to comprehend the transfer of technology and the following adaptation as processes of
becoming for the transferred technological artefact i.e. processes of becoming that occur in time and space.
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11.2. Moving Malleable Robots
In her thesis Anthropomorphic Robots on the Move Danish anthropologist Christina Leeson studies
the transfer of the robot Telenoid from Japan to Denmark and its adaptation to Danish elderly
care. Leeson finds that “the robot was less an object than a process; it was a becoming – not an
entity. To put it differently, the robot was constantly and reciprocally in the making as it
transcended its laboratory to enter the daily lives of people around the world” (Leeson 2017: 7).
She stresses that robots are “embedded in social relations, and can be understood only when
moulded and reworked by the environments in which they are put to use” (Leeson 2017: 24). In
many ways, Leeson’s study is similar to the study presented in this thesis as my encounter with
Silbot in Aarhus also gives the impression of a robot being more of a process than an entity – at
any rate, it is difficult to identify its stabilisation and routinisation in practice. Sure, after testing
the robot for various purposes and for several years Silbot-3 (the present version) has now been
put to regular use in Aarhus as the concept of Brain Fitness has been somewhat stabilised as a
municipal practice. In which, the robot functions as a material element and appears to be in a
stabile phase performing normally and as expected (see chapters 4.5. & 8.). However, the robot
has not been stabilised to the extent, that it is no longer flexible to interpretations of its usage
and ideas about new possible test scenarios (see chapters 4.5. & 8.).
Silbot thus seem to be interlocked in a recursive human/nonhuman-exchange or, in Andrew
Pickering’s terminology, a dance of agency (see chapter 3.5.). A dance of agency that was
initiated when Silbot arrived in Aarhus in 2011 and seemingly continues to this day (see chapter
4.). In this exchange the robot is kept in motion by its human operators through their interaction,
testing and modelling of new pilot tests and the humans are likewise shaped by these encounters.
The ethnographically inclined researcher observes the robot as a nonhuman partner in such
dances - a technology still malleable to the modification and reinterpretation, that Eveland
(1986) finds never fades away.
British anthropologist Nicholas Thomas (1991: 125) emphasises that “objects can change in
defiance of their material stability”. He stresses that “objects are not what they are made to be
but what they have become” (Thomas 1991: 4). One of my significant findings is that it makes
sense to understand Silbot as what is has become i.e. to comprehend it as a robot constructed in
South Korea for educational purposes and then transferred to Denmark, where over the course
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of time and through its adaptation to local municipal practices its form, conduct, functionality,
meaning, and even its gender have been changed (see chapters 4.1. & 8.).
I find it difficult to make sense of a social robot like Silbot outside of its context of use and
disconnected from its history of use - or biography (Kopytoff 1986: 67; see also Appadurai 1986).
I agree with Andrew Pickering that we should acknowledge “that we live in a space of
inexhaustible becoming” and that “we have to look at things happening in time” (Pickering 2001a: 5
– emphasis in original). The temporality and spatiality of the sociotechnical practices enveloping
robots are crucial to keep in mind if one seeks to comprehend the functionality of robots and
indeed, what they have become. This is an essential point, that even though it appears otherwise,
technology is never stable and its agency cannot be tamed or domesticated beyond
unpredictability (see also Pickering 2017b; Pickering 2014). 322 Like a bubble in a piece of glass
technology remains unfixed - whether we notice this or not.
11.3. Learning from robots
Before leaving Silbot to what is has become I want to emphasise one last point, namely the sociocultural learning that can be seen as a tangible outcome of human and nonhuman encounters in
practice or dances of agency (see also chapter 8.). It is not something that I cannot explore in
great details here, however, intuitively,323 I find it a perspective that could be explored more
comprehensively in future research.
In their study of the implementation of robot vacuuming cleaners in US homes Sung, Grinter
and Christensen observe how users learn from or about robots. They found that after adoption
“people continued to explore the robot to learn the technical limitations and affordances better”
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Norwegian STS-scholar Knut H. Sørensen (1994: 4) emphasises that the “constructivist turn” in the studies of
technology have made STS-scholars more “sensitive to contradictions, contingencies and nuances of technological
development” and contributed to a comprehension of technology “as something unfinished and thus in principle
malleable.” Like Pickering, he stresses the instability of technology and refrains from seeing domestication of
technology as process with closure. He finds that changes in households spark the need for re-domestication and when
artefacts are no longer used dis-domestication sets in (Sørensen 1994: 7).
323

The German-American philosopher Albert Borgmann (2000: 91f) stresses the fruitfulness of researchers trusting
their intuitions.
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(Sung et al. 2010: 425). These authors emphasise that adaptation consists of users trying to learn
more about the robot vacuuming cleaners by “experimenting [with] complexity in use and
compatibility in the current environment” in the efforts to adapt the technology to practice (Sung
et al. 2010: 420). In the case of Silbot the willingness to learn from the use of the robot has been
evident since the beginning of my empirical fieldwork, and still is, as the potentialities of using
Silbot are still being explored in Aarhus. Of course, this complicates the notion of closure in
practice (see Sørensen 1994: 18) yet it highlights something essential about human/nonhuman
relationships, namely that these exchanges where humans and nonhumans adapt themselves to
or tune in to one another can be understood as learning processes (Hasse & Wallace 2014:
101).324
German sociologist Andreas Reckwitz (2002a: 251) emphasises that social practices “imply
knowing how to do something” and this must entail that the same practices can be understood
as occasions for newcomers to learn e.g. how to perform. This is explicitly stressed by
sociologists Elizabeth Shove and Mika Pantzar (2005: 53; see also Turner 2001: 120) as is
learning through doing (Pantzar & Shove 2010: 457). Shove and Pantzar (2007: 160) find that
“individual and collective accumulation of competence” is crucial for how practices evolve and
are kept alive and reccur in time and space (Shove & Pantzar 2006: 60; see also Shove et al.
2012: 123). When practices move to other countries “competences” must again be learned from
“scratch” (Shove & Pantzar 2007: 162). This is certainly the case in the transfer of Silbot, where
the Finnish and Danish stakeholders have had to learn how to use and operate the foreign
technology and when interviewed stress how challenging this was.

324

In June 2016, at a workshop at Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies British, lecturer in Media Studies Paolo
Ruffino described his relationship with his NikeFuelBand (an activity tracker worn on the wrist) as a love story –
or rather an unhappy one. After a period of use his enthusiasm for tracking his own movements waned. He
discovered that he had lost data on a trip abroad crossing different time zones. Another blow to his relationship
with the self-tracking device came when he realised that the NikeFuelBand did not track his every move e.g. when
performing martial arts or swimming. In the end his patterns of use changed from everyday use to occasional usage
when he decided to apply it only for selected activities e.g. for running. To me, Ruffino’s story stresses the
importance of studying use over time and considering the temporality of human/nonhuman relationships, but also
that users learn from using technology and their efforts to adapt it to meaningful purposes.
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Norwegian STS-scholar Knut H. Sørensen (1996: 1) highlights the “social learning” that
results from sociotechnical development. He accentuates the need to account for the “blood,
sweat, and tears” of learning to use technology over time (Sørensen 1996: 17) and for further
explorations of “the nature of learning technology” (Sørensen 1996: 5). Social anthropologist
Jean Lave and learning scholar Etienne Wenger (1991: 101) write about the “understanding to
be gained from engagement with technology”. They find that in practice “using artifacts
[including technology] and understanding their significance interact to become one learning
process” (Lave & Wenger 1991: 102f; see also Suchman 2007: 26). 325 In light of this it makes
sense to comprehend the adaptation of technology as a learning process. A process, where users
start out as novices and through trials-and-errors can learn how to master technology (Dreyfus
& Dreyfus 1986: 19ff)326 to a certain extent and during a given period of time. This level of
mastery is reached when nonhuman agency no longer surprises and the technology appears to
be in phase of stability, where a spontaneous sociotechnical order 327 reigns, albeit provisionally.

325

In his epistemology of practice, the Reflective Practitioner American philosopher Donald Schön (1983: 61f)
concerns himself with how practitioners reflect on practice while they “are in the midst of it” and calls this reflectionin-action. He elaborates this reflective process of sensemaking: “There is some puzzling phenomenon with which
the individual is trying to deal. As he tries to make sense of it, he also reflects on the understanding which have
been implicit in his action, understandings which he surfaces, criticizes, restructures, and embodies in further
action” (Schön 1983: 50). Familiar with John Dewey’s concept of learning by doing - as Schön (1983: 65f) is - one
wonders if reflection-in-action is properly understood as kind of learning while doing? since in the critique and
restructuring the practitioner must be learning how her or his knowledge suffices in given situations. However,
Schön does not explicitly compare the practitioner to a learner but emphasises that she or he “becomes a researcher
in the practice context” (Schön 1983: 68) and is experimenting (Schön 1983: 132). In that way the reflective
practitioner seems similar to Pickering’s scientist in the dance of agency modelling future experimental practice (see
chapter 3.5.).
326

To me, Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ conception of trial-and-error seems quite similar to Pickering’s notion of resistance
and accommodation (see chapter 3.5.).
327

I am aware of the Hungarian-British chemist and sociologist of science Michael Polanyi’s (1948) and AustrianBritish economist Friedrich August von Hayek’s (1973) writings about spontaneous order. In his analysis of society
von Hayek distinguishes between spontaneous order and organisation (Hayek 1973: 2), while Polanyi (1948: 243f)
identifies spontaneous orders in several domains. Struan Jacobs (2000) points out that these two Austro-Hungarian
thinkers’ comprehension of spontaneous order varies distinctively, however, I will not elaborate these differences
here. What I would term spontaneous sociotechnical order is the notion of a situated, stabile phase in a
human/nonhuman-exchange, where both humans and nonhumans can perform normally and appear in a state of
equilibrium.
As the 18th Century Scottish philosopher Adam Ferguson, I do not think humans can plan such stability. I agree
with Ferguson when he finds that “[e]very step and every movement of the multitude, even in what are termed
enlightened ages, are made with equal blindness to the future; and nations stumble upon establishments, which are
indeed the result of human action, but not the execution of any human design” (Ferguson 1767: 205). Sociotechnical
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I agree with Sørensen (1996: 9) that the nature and “scope” of learning by using technology can
be analysed “in greater detail.” Here I would deem that Pickering’s notion of the dance of agency
could contribute to enhance the comprehension of the “dialectically related” “productive
activity and understanding” that Lave and Wenger (1991: 102f) find results from technology use
in practice, but also to elaborate the material foundation for socio-cultural learning in practiced
places and organisations (Hasse 2011: 9; 2002: 81).
Maybe for the sake of symmetry Pickering does not explicitly emphasise the dance of agency
as a learning process, where humans learn about and from nonhumans, however, he does stress
human intentionality and flair for experimenting and modelling (see chapter 3.5.).
I would suggest that the intention to learn ways of operating (de Certeau 1984: xiv), how to
master, or simply just learn about nonhumans, such as social robots, should be considered
significant motivating forces. It can explain users’ willingness to engage themselves in dances
with robots, and technology more generally, in the overall endeavour to establish meaningful
sociotechnical practices.
In cases like the one presented herein, where technologies are transferred from one context
of use to another in order to be implemented and adapted to new practices, every stakeholder
involved could benefit from knowing that they can expect to become participants in a
sociotechnical dialogue or inventive exchange. An exchange that enables them to learn
something about themselves, technologies, their organisation, skills and practices. While this
exchange proceeds, technologies such as robots will act as agents of change and the human
adaptive response will alter the physical environment, social practices and culture that envelops
the technology.
To promote this sociotechnical dialogue, learning and in effect, further the necessary
transformations “in response to changing situations and requirements” resulting from the
adaptation - the organisations adopting new technology could benefit from becoming learning
systems i.e. “systems capable of bringing about their own continuing transformation” (Schön

stability and order can be seen as results of human actions and intentionality yet remain beyond human design and
control and therefore spontaneous.
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1973: 28; see also Morgan 2006: 89). To me realising and accounting for the agency of
nonhumans (and indeed the dance of agency as a phenomenon of technological change) would
be a crucial step in the effort to become a learning system. A system geared for the adaptation of
new technologies, such as social robots, to practice.
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Appendix I.
I. Interviews
Date/year – interview person – duration.
Finland
28.01.2016 – Former Robotic Instructor + the Director of Nursing at Kustaankartano Center for
the Elderly. 123 min.*
28.01.2016 – Former Elderly Services Director in the City of Helsinki. 82 min.*
29.01.2016 – Former Project Manager. 79 min.*
01.02.2016 – Co-author of Finnish Evaluation Report. 87 min.*
04.02.2016 – Managing Director of the Company consulting the Municipality of Helsinki. 80
min.*
Denmark
12.03.2015 – Unstructured, informal interview with the First Danish game instructor, and
present Project leader. Unrecorded.
06.07.2015 – Unstructured, informal interview with present project leader. Unrecorded.
14.09.2015 – Unstructured, informal interview with present project leader. Unrecorded.
22.09.2016 – First Danish game instructor. 58 min.^
20.12.2016 – First Danish game instructor. 69 min.
17.01.2017 – Occupational therapist and former central member of the Danish project team. 92
min.
24.01.2017 – Present Project leader. 38 min.^
25.01.2017 – Former ranking member of the Danish project team. 90 min.*
06.02.2017 – VIA University College consultant. 108 min.*
27.02.2017 – Minor member of the Danish project team. 57 min.
20.10.2017 – Present project leader. 68 min.
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07.11.2017 – First Danish game instructor. 69 min.
24.11.2017 – Present game instructor. 83 min.
* Followed up questions answered in mail-correspondence.
^ have been in constant contact throughout the research process.

II. Observations
Date/Year – Duration – Place. (Short description).
20.05.2015: from 12.35 PM to 3.45 PM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Training session for future
Brain Fitness Instructors).
27.05.2015: from 1 PM to 3.55 PM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Training session for future
Brain Fitness Instructors).
03.06.2015: from 1.10 PM to 4.40 PM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Training session for future
Brain Fitness Instructors + demonstration for occupational- and physio-therapist students).
15.06.2015: From 2.40 PM to 4.15 PM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Brain Fitness session for
elderly citizens).
23.06.2015: from 11.10 AM to 2.07 PM. Robot Room and common room, Vikærgården.
(Planning meeting and demonstration of Silbot for care personnel and social workers from the
social psychiatry department of the Municipality of Aarhus).
24.06.2015: from 2.45 PM to 3.55 PM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Brain Fitness session for
elderly citizens).
06.07.2015: from 8.30 AM to 11.10 AM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Demonstration of Silbot
(version 2) followed by unstructured interview with the project leader).
02.09.2015: from 12.43 PM to 3.15 PM. DemensHjørnet, DemensCentrum Aarhus. (Brain
Fitness session for elderly citizens with Dementia).
06.01.2016: from 8.20 AM to 10.20 AM. Robot Room, Vikærgården. (Brain Fitness
demonstration for the Head of Vikærgården).
Other activities
28.01.2016: Visit to Kustaankartano Center for the Elderly, Helsinki. Including test site of the
Finnish pilot project, Building D.
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19.10.2016: Observed a presentation by the former game instructor and the present project leader
given at Workshop 4: Robots in the Wild at International Research Conference Robophilosophy
2016/Transor 2016.

III. Documents
From Finland
_: Agreement to International Collaboration for Test-Bed Installation of Elderly Care and
Educational Robots between KIST-CIR and City of Helsinki (draft).
_: Agreement to International Collaboration for Test-Bed Installation of Elderly Care and
Educational Robots between KIST-CIR and City of Helsinki (draft). Revised edition.
_: Good Feeling, Good Life – City of Helsinki, Department of Social Services and Health Care
Hospital, rehabilitation and care services Kustaankartano Comprehensive Service Centre.
(PowerPoint presentation, 28 slides).
_: INTRO (Interactive Robotics Pilot) agreement between GAHA Company; Center for
Intelligent Robotics, Korea Institute of Science and Technology and The City of Helsinki Social
Services Department. (Draft). (8 pages).
_: KIST-CIR’s Care Robots. (product description of Silbot and Mero) (11 pages – unpaged).
_: KIST Elder Care Robots are going into Europe. The country that the robot teaches English,
Korea~ ; Dementia Prevention is also taken care of by Korean Elder Care Robots - European
Elderly enjoys the Dementia prevention robot games from Korea with big smile -. (News Release –
Nov. 17, 2011) CiR Center for Intelligent Robotics, KIST and Ministry of Knowledge Economy.
Eskelinen, Jarmo (2011): Project Plan Annex 2 of the INTRO (Interactive Robotics Pilot).
Version 1,5 (Nov. 14, 2011). (10 pages – unpaged).
Eskelinen, Jarmo (2011): Project Plan Annex 2 of the INTRO (Interactive Robotics Pilot).
Version 1,6 (Nov. 15, 2011). (11 pages – unpaged).
Koponen, Johannes (Ed.) (2012): Robots in the Kustaankartano Center for the elderly – The
Living Lab pilot project and what was learnt from the INTRO Project. INTRO Project report
(Mar. 20, 2012). Helsinki: The Municipality of Helsinki. (44 pages).
Koponen, Johannes & Laitinen, Lassi (2012): Robotit Kustaankartanon vanhustenkeskuksessa
– Solvetuvuus ja Living Lab-pilotin opit INTRO-hankkeessa. Helsinki: Helsingin Kaupungin,
Sosiaalivirasto. Selvityksiä. (Evaluation report in Finnish). ISBN 978-952-272-215-7. (57 pages).
Laitinen, Lassi Jalmari (2014): Temaattinen analyysi palvelutalossa asuvien ikäihmisten
kokemuksista robottivetoisilla aivojumppatunneilla. (MA-thesis), Helsingin Yliopisto,
Valtiotieteellinen tiedekunta, Sosiaalipsykologia (May, 2014). (105 pages).
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Peiponen, Arja (?): Robots at Kustaankartano elderly centre. Applicability and the learnings of
the Living Lab pilot in the INTRO Project. (PowerPoint-presentation, 12 slides).
Voutilainen, Paavo (2011): Helsinki`s [sic.] answer to Your Proposal for International
Collaboration for Test-Bed Installation of Elderly Care and Education Robots between KISTCIR and City of Helsinki. (Mar. 3, 2011). (2 pages). (Letter addressed to the Director of Center
for Intelligent Robotics, Intelligent Robotics Frontier Program).
From Denmark
_: Brainfitness – Hjernetræning med robotter. (PowerPoint presentation, 29 slides).
_: Det teoretiske og begrebsmæssige grundlag for evaluering af velbefindende. (Work paper) (8
pages)
_: Resultater relateret til deltagernes velbefindende. (Work paper) (12 pages)
_: SoftWare [sic.] ændringer. (Work paper) (2 pages – unpaged)
_: Status 18.5.12. (Status report) (2 pages – unpaged)
_: Teknik og videreudvikling. (Status report) (2 pages – unpaged)
_ (2011): Mid-term evaluation – appendix: weekly feedback, Educational experience. Aarhus:
Aarhus Kommune. (8 pages)
_ (2011): Hjerne Trænings Center – Robot Kognitiv Program – Til forebyggelse af demens.
Aarhus: Aarhus Kommune. (booklet, unpaged).
_ (2011): Robotter skal hjælpe ældre og børn i Aarhus. Aarhus: Aarhus Kommune (Press
release, Nov. 21, 2011) (3 pages)
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Appendix II.
S1: “Man skal være parat til lidt af hvert med Silbot. Det er en god måde at takle det på!”
S2: Silbot: “20, det er mit lykketal.” “19, det er mit lykketal.” Game instructor: ”Jeg synes lige,
at hun sagde, at 20 var hendes lykketal?”. Player3: ”Hun har mange.”
S3: “Det er ikke så svært vel?”
S4: “Ved du hvad det rigtige svar er? Ja, det er nej.”
S5: “Du gør det godt.” and “Kom så. Jeg stoler på jer.” “Alle klarer sig helt forrygende” and
“Man skulle tro at folk her var professorer.”
S6: “Velkommen. Gør jer umage og jeres hukommelse vil blive forbedret.”
S7: “Det er et vældigt sceneshow. Den bugtaler. Det er sådan lidt for meget.”
S8: “Efter vi har fået den nye robot, så har den fået det der dameansigt, og det er vi gentlig ikke
så glade for. Da der er mange der synes, at det er en mand. Det er én af de ting, vi gerne vil
have lavet om, altså så den bliver en robot i stedet for.”
S9: “jeg sagde til dem, at de [spillerne] syntes, at Silbot var en lille, sød, tyk robot. Hvorefter de
lavede en slimline-robot.”
S10: “I 2010 var den daværende chef for Velfærdsteknologisk Enhed, det der nu hedder Center
for Frihedsteknologi, […], i Korea. Han ville hente teknik hjem til Danmark, som der kunne
implementeres i Danmark. Teknologi som kunne bruges og som ville være godt for borgere,
aflaste personalet og som kunne skabe arbejdspladser i Aarhus. Han var på KIST, hvor han hørte
om en robot, der kunne forebygge demens. Den indgik på daværende tidspunkt i et projekt i
Seoul i Silver Town. Man havde lavet en afprøvning i samarbejde med universitetet og fundet
ud af, at den kunne forebygge demens.”
S11: “Vi så produktet uhyre sent, og alle dem som vi var i dialog med internt i Aarhus Kommune
vidste jo lige så lidt om, hvad den reelt var. Og [den første spil-instruktør] blev jo koblet på relativt
sent, så det var [ergoterapeut og ledende medlem af projektgruppen] og mig og nogle kollegaer
af hendes fra Velfærdsteknologisk Afdeling, der sidder og snakker lidt om, hvad kan vi egentlig
måle? Så det er sådan et af de dersens forhastede projekter, som bliver sat i gang, hvor målet
nærmest bliver skabt efterhånden, som man skaber projektet, og det gør det altså bare meget
svært at lede.”
S12: “jamen, lad os få det i hænderne og se, hvad det kan.”
S13: “og så kan man jo ikke også forlange evidens.”
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S14: “ser muligheder alle vegne”; “ikke i stand til at sige nej”; ”han kan se muligheder, han kan
se et potentiale, og han kan ikke se begrænsninger. Det kan jo drive en til vanvid, men det giver
jo også nogle resultater.”
S15: “hvorfor vi skulle have den der æggeskal til at stå der […] Det mangler jeg det lysende
argument for, hvorfor vi skulle have den der robot til at stå der og svinge med armene og køre
frem og tilbage.”
S16: “Men altså på Kommunen, der er der jo noget prestige i at være først med
velfærdsteknologi, og fordi der på det tidspunkt er meget opmærksomhed på erhvervsfremme.”
S17: “Så tror jeg egentlig, selv om cheferne nok ikke vil erkende det, så tror jeg, at der opstod
sådan lidt kommunal konkurrence imellem hinanden, for at prøve at være dem, der ligesom
var først på banen med noget nyt evolutionært, innovativt på velfærdsteknologi-området.”
S18: “Vi kendte ikke de her felter, den kørte rundt på, og vi kendte ikke alle disse her spil. Men
de sagde… de snakkede om den der effekt med, at de kunne skabe en social… inter-ageren
mellem ældre og hjælpe dem med at blive bedre til at styrke deres hukommelse og kognitive
evner, og de følgeeffekter der var på det. Men vi vidste jo ikke… det hel var jo skrevet på
koreansk, og det hele var koreanske tegn, så det var meget, meget svært at finde ud af, hvad det
var. Det var lidt ubehjælpeligt det engelske, så det var lidt et sats, tror jeg, at vi kan sige. Men vi
skulle prøve det, og vores ledelse og rådmand var positivt stemt for, at vi skulle prøve det her.
Så det var nok satsningen i hvert fald.”
S19: “at de skulle overbevises om, at det her havde faktisk engang på Jorden, der var noget
fornuft bag ved det.”
S20: “kunne retfærdiggøre den der investering… forholdsvise store investering i at prøve
teknologi af, som et af de første steder i Danmark.”
S21: “Jeg ved i hvert fald at efter den første testperiode, der besluttede vi os for, at erfaringerne
var positive. Men vi ville gerne have lidt mere evidens at basere det på, så vi ville gerne udvide
dette her forløb, fordi nu var vi ligesom… nu havde vi sat foden ned i mudderet, og så kan vi
lige så godt sætte den anden fod derned også og så prøve at få det hele ind, så vi kan finde ud af,
står vi virkelig godt fast, når det her tørrer. Så det her med at finde ud af, har dette virkelig…
denne her investering har den virkelig givet noget?”
S22: “Målet er at gøre meget, meget mere for meget, meget mindre” (The Director of Healthand Elderly Care cited in Skovgaard et al. 2014: 29).
S23: “Med flere ældre og færre penge skal teknologien kunne bidrage til, at vi hjælper de mange
flere ældre mindst lige så godt som nu.” (cited in Skovgaard et al. 2014: 48).
S24: “Vi er nødt til at gøre det i respekt for de mennesker der får sygdommen [demens] og i
særdeleshed i respekt for de pårørende som står og skal passe en dement. De har brug for alle de
teknologiske hjælpemidler, de overhovedet kan få. Så jeg kan ikke se det [implementeringen af
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robotter] stopper nogen steder, og det bliver ikke mig der stopper det. Tværtimod, jeg udvikler
gerne mere og mere.”
S25: “så totalt tåbelig ud.”
S26: “Den er irriterende at høre på.” and “Det lyder lidt mærkeligt.”
S27: “Den ser anstrengt ud.”
S28: “Min vigtigste indsigt er, at for det første, så gør det noget, at robotten er der, fordi folk
slapper mere af. De ved, at det ikke er en maskine, som er forhåndsindtaget, og den har ingen
forventninger til dig som person. Så folk slapper af og giver sig tid til at svare, så godt som muligt
i forhold til at man bliver grebet af panikangst for ikke at svare rigtigt, som man sommetider gør,
når man bliver spurgt af et menneske. Så det er helt sikkert, at robotten har nogle fortrin for nogle
mennesker.”
S29: “de ting, der er underlige.”
S30: “Man måtte ikke sige noget. Man skulle bare bladre igennem instruktionerne på
skærmen.”
S31: “så får de noget sprogtræning ved at sidde og snakke om, hvor brikkerne skal være.”
S32: “Ja. Jaeh, altså det har vi.”
S33: “Jeg ved ikke, hvor jeg er. Vær venlig at flytte mig på spillepladen.”
S34: “Den kan ikke finde det her felt, kinecten.” and “Det er det, den er syg med nu.”
S35: “Der kan I se! I stedet for at kalibrere den, så flytter man gulvet.”
S36: “Sådan er den.”, “Den kan åbenbart ikke slås ihjel?!”, “Ej, Silbot. Nu må du holde
mund!”
S37: “Jeg tror den bliver ved med at synge sangen, selv om du lukke programmet. Det er min
erfaring. Når man så har lyttet alle 10 igennem, så bliver man vanvittig.”
S38: “95 pct. af gangene handler det bare om at genstarte.”
S39: “Så tror jeg, Sille måske vil sige noget.”, “Hun har tabt pusten i frokostpausen. Vi skal have
hende vækket. Det gør vi bare.”, “Det tager 3 minutter, så er hun genstartet. Så må du godt
vågne op? Der er altså ingen middagslur længere.”, “Nu noterer jeg lige, at hun er lidt langsom
om at vågne op efter sin middagslur.”
S40: “Det går godt, så lang tid, det går godt.”
S41: “på en måde, som man på ingen måde kunne have forudset.”
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S42: ”flipper den fuldstændig ud.”
S43: “Så prøvede jeg mig bare frem” and “så pillede jeg bare i alt, hvad man kunne.”
S44: “robotten [er] nu så klar, at den godt kan bruges som den er.”
S45: “fordi det bare har kørt […] hvis man har en lillebitte smule flair for teknologi, så kan
man løse de fleste problemer selv.”
S46: “fordi ellers så fungerer den [Silbot] rigtig godt.”
S47: “At man ikke altid skal tænke, hvad kan teknikken gøre bedre.”
S48: “Sille, hun venter ikke på mig.”
S49: “Jeg tror, at der var heldigt, at [direktøren for Center for Frihedsteknologi] fik fat i mig til
at afprøve det der. Dels fordi jeg har en terapeutisk uddannelse, og så har jeg et drive i mig, der
gør at jeg får det til at fungere. Og så er jeg ret systematisk og har skrevet … altså du har set
mine dagbøger. Og så min aktivitetsanalyse med at få teknik til at matche nogle borgere, der
er… jeg tror, det er det, der har gjort det. Eller det er det.”
S50: “jeg formoder, at det er vores grundlæggende uddannelse, evnen til at analysere både
menneskets funktionsniveau og så dimsen. Det er den, som ergoterapeuter er rigtig god til […]
de [ingeniører] kalder det nedbrydning af en aktivitet, men de kigger på det meget maskinelt.
Ergoterapeuter kigger på, meget på personen og så analyserer selve aktiviteten, og det er i bund
og grund det, vi har gjort.”
S51: “at få deltagerne selv til at sætte ord på, hvad er det jeg kan bruge det til i min dagligdag.
Det blev der lagt vægt på.”
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Appendix III.

Fig. 1 – Silbot-3’s flat-screen(-face) containing its avatar.
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Fig. 2 – Silbot-3 positioned on its game board in the Robot Room at Vikærgården.
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Fig. 3 – The control-PC from which the game instructor operates Silbot and chooses the
cognitive games to be played during Brain Fitness.
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Fig. 4 – Each participant of Brain Fitness is equipped with a Samsung-tablet in order to play
one of the 16 cognitive games e.g. Bingo (as seen on this photo).
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Fig. 5 – Silbot-3 or “Sille” at DemensHjørnet.
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Fig. 6 – The interface of Silbot’s operating system.
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Fig. 7 – Silbot-2 parked in the corner of the Robot Room at Virkærgården.
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Fig. 8 – Silbot-2 as it looks without its arms unfolded and with the connection lost to the
control-PC.
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Fig. 9 – Silbot-2’s robot avatar. (source: KIST/robocare).

Fig. 10 – There is no easy way of changing the pre-set time limits in the cognitive game as these
have been hardcoded and can only be changed by logging into the code. Notice that the
comments are written in Korean and not English, which further inhibits local Danish attempts
to change the game play as it is difficult to know what exactly the numerical values represent.
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English resumé
Title: Dances with Robots
Subtitle: Understanding social robots in practice
This thesis is the outcome of a research project that sought to explore and elaborate the
comprehension of successful and failed technology transfers. The case study is the transfer of the
South Korean robot Silbot and the effort to adapt it to practice in Nordic health- and elderly
care. At the time of writing, Silbot is still used in Aarhus, Denmark, while the Finnish caregivers
have returned the robot - after its preliminary testing in Helsinki in 2012. What at first glance
might appear as a clear-cut case of a successful and failed technology transfer gets more nuanced
on closer inspection. The notion of successful and failed transfers of technology turns out to be
too simplistic.
After observing the present uses of Silbot in Danish elderly care service, interviewing Danish
stakeholders, visiting the original test-site in the outskirts of Helsinki, and talking to the former
members of the Finnish project team, the author has found it necessary to revise and enhance
the awareness of what exactly is at stake in technology transfers and especially in the adaptation
of foreign technologies to practice. This thesis proposes a new conceptual, practice-oriented
understanding of adaptation as a dimension of technology transfer. It regards adaptation as an
emergent sociotechnical phenomenon in time and space. In doing so the thesis singles out and
draws on perspectives from the philosophy of technology, Science and Technology Studies (STS)
and practice studies capable of elucidating different dimensions of technology transfers and the
succeeding adaptation to practice in recipient countries.
The empirical fieldwork highlights how transferred technologies are not adopted passively
but are transformed in the attempts to adapt them to practice. In this process the recipient culture
shapes the imported technological artefacts but is likewise shaped by the technologies that act in
unforeseen ways forcing the recipient culture to adjust. Taking the actions of these technologies
or nonhuman agents into account, the thesis examines how Silbot as an active change agent
continuously transforms its surroundings and users.
The author suggests that technology transfers and adaptations can fruitfully be understood as
exchanges between human and nonhumans – as dances of agency – where technologies appear
malleable in spite of their material stability, and where human intentionality is tuned in an
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iterative learning process. It is argued that transferred technologies, as in this case social robots,
should be viewed as parts of travelling practices - stressing the difficulty of understanding robots
as singular, autonomous technological artefacts. Like other technologies, robots are elements of
ongoing practices. They are co-constructed in their various contexts of use by their users and
thus seem more like processes than entities. Therefore, the thesis strongly emphasises the
importance of understanding social robots in practice, as robots appear to be what they have
become in dances of agency and in continuous interactions with their users.
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Dansk resumé
Titel: Danser med robotter
Undertitel: En undersøgelse af sociale robotter i praksis
Denne afhandling er resultatet af forskningsprojekt der har ønsket at udforske og udbygge
forståelsen af succesfulde og fejlslagne teknologi-overførsler. Casen er overførslen af den
sydkoreanske robot Silbot og bestræbelserne på at tilpasse den til nordiske omsorgs- og
ældrepleje-praksisser. I skrivende stund bliver Silbot stadig anvendt i Aarhus, Danmark, mens
de finske plejere har returneret robotten efter de indledende tests i Helsinki i 2012. Det der ved
første øjekast synes at være et entydigt eksempel på en succesfuld og fejlslagen teknologioverførsel tager sig mere nuanceret ud ved nærmere eftersyn. Forestillingen om succesfulde og
fejlslagne teknologi-overførsler viser sig at være for forsimplet.
Efter at have observeret den nuværende brug af Silbot i dansk ældrepleje, at have interviewet
de danske stakeholdere, have besøgt det oprindelige test-sted i udkanten af Helsinki og at have
talt med forhenværende medlemmer af det finske projekt-team finder forfatteren det nødvendigt
at revidere og øge opmærksomheden på, hvad der præcist er på spil i teknologi-overførsler og
mere præcist i tilpasningen af fremmede teknologier til praksis. Denne afhandling foreslår en ny
konceptuel, praksis-orienteret forståelse af tilpasning (adaption) som en dimension af teknologioverførsel. Den betragter tilpasning som et socio-teknisk fænomen som værende under udvikling
i tid og rum. Til dette formål udvælger og trækker afhandlingen på perspektiver fra teknologifilosofien, videnskabs og teknologistudier (STS) og praksis-studier der kan belyse forskellige
aspekter af teknologi-overførsler og den efterfølgende tilpasning til praksis i modtagerlandene.
Det empiriske feltarbejde understreger, hvordan overførte teknologier ikke passivt bliver
adopteret, men transformeres i forsøget på at tilpasse dem til praksis. I denne proces former
modtagerkulturen de importerede teknologiske artefakter, men bliver ligeså formet af
teknologierne, der agerer på uforudsete måder, hvilket tvinger modtagerkulturen til at tilpasse
sig. Ved at redegøre for disse teknologiers (eller non-humane aktørers) handlinger undersøger
afhandlingen, hvordan Silbot som en aktiv forandrings-agent (change agent) kontinuerligt
transformerer sine omgivelser og brugere.
Forfatteren foreslår, at teknologi-overførsler og tilpasninger med fordel kan forstås som
udvekslinger mellem menneskelige og non-humane aktører – som dances of agency – hvor
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teknologier fremstår føjelige, trods deres materielle stabilitet, og menneskelig intentionalitet
bliver tunet i en iterativ læringsproces. Her bliver det fremført at overførte teknologier, i dette
tilfælde sociale robotter, bør ses som dele af rejsende praksisser, hvilket understreger det
besværlige i at forstå robotter som enestående, autonome teknologiske artefakter. Ligesom andre
teknologier er robotter elementer i praksisser. De bliver co-konstrueret i deres forskellige
brugskontekster og fremstår mere som en processer end entiteter. Derfor lægger denne
afhandling især vægt på at forstå sociale robotter i praksis, eftersom robotter synes at være blevet
som de er i dances of agency og gennem vedvarende interaktion med deres brugere.
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This thesis has sought to explore and elaborate the comprehension of
successful and failed technology transfers. The case study is the
transfer of the South Korean robot Silbot and the effort to adapt it to
practice in Nordic health- and elderly care. At the time of writing,
Silbot is still used in Aarhus, Denmark, while the Finnish caregivers
have returned the robot - after its preliminary testing in Helsinki in
2012. What at first glance might appear as a clear-cut case of a
successful and failed technology transfer gets more nuanced on closer
inspection.
After conducting fieldwork in Finland and Denmark, the author has
found it necessary to revise and enhance the awareness of what
exactly is at stake in technology transfers and especially in the
adaptation of foreign technologies to practice. This thesis proposes a
new conceptual, practice-oriented understanding of adaptation as a
dimension of technology transfer. It regards adaptation as an
emergent sociotechnical phenomenon in time and space.
The author suggests that technology transfers and adaptations can
fruitfully be understood as exchanges between human and
nonhumans – as dances of agency – where technologies appear
malleable in spite of their material stability, and where human
intentionality is tuned in an iterative learning process. It is argued
that transferred technologies, as in this case social robots, should be
viewed as parts of travelling practices - stressing the difficulty of
understanding robots as singular, autonomous technological
artefacts. Like other technologies, robots are elements of ongoing
practices. They are co-constructed in their various contexts of use by
their users and thus seem more like processes than entities. Therefore,
the thesis strongly emphasises the importance of understanding
social robots in practice, as robots appear to be what they have
become in dances of agency and in continuous interactions with their
users.
user

